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F0R. EW0RD 

WHEN the writer joined the staff of Doncaster Pariah 

Church a few years ago, C. J. Vaughan was just a name he 

recalled reading as an occasional reference in a 

certain standard commentary on the Epistle to the 

Romans. But it soon became clear that Dr Vaughan 

was a name with highly significant associations. for 

Doncaster - both in-town and Church; and that the man 

whose imposing portrait hangs in the Mansion House 

was worthy of investigation. Moreover, the writer 

was living in the old Clergy House where the first of 

the 'Doves' resided. 

This neglected Victorian divine, as R. R. Williams: 

calls him, had willed, that no biography should appear- 

after his death. No doubt this accounts; for the 

almost total disregard of one of the outstanding 

Churchmen of that 'ampler world, of crowded churches, 

leisured scholarship,, a settled social hierarchy, 

expanding trade, and prolonged peace and plenty. ' 

* R. R. Williama, Church Quarterly Review CLIV p. 72 
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The thesis will follow quite naturally the pattern 

of the course of study, in which the conclusion was 

reached rather by a-process of elimination. It has 

been a search for what may be described as the religious 

mind of Vaughang as revealed in his sermons and com- 

mentaries-and other fragments culled from odd corners. 

It is an attempt to place him fairly in the whole move- 

ment of English Biblical exposition in the nineteenth 

century: not just an appraisal of his method of 

commentating and expounding, but an endeavour to dis- 

cover his outlook and approach in Biblical and 

theological matters. 

His life spanned the greater-part-of the century; 

and he will be studied in relation to his contempor- 

aries-,, particularly the three younger' brethren of his 

generation, Lightfoot, Westcott and Hort. No little' 

interest lies in following the development of the ` 

four minds - great minds - trained in the same atmos- 

phere at Cambridge, once they go their several ways 

to expound'the'same Holy Scriptures- of the Lreek New 

Testament. All enjoyed a thorough grounding in'the 

Classics', but how the personality of each developed 

and employed the academic tools given to him will 
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become clear to-the reader-as he studies the fine 

products which have been preserved in numerous com- 

mentaries, addresses, lectures and sermons. 

By a remarkable stroke of good fortune, some time 

after the study was under way, the writer was introduced 

to the daughter of one of Vaughan's 'Doves', a certain 

Miss Helen M. Argles=, whose father was a pupil at Harrow 

in Vaughan's time, and subsequently a 'Dove. ' The 

late Reverend Canon George M. Argles had preserved a 

set of notes=on the Greek Testament, being the permanent 

record of Vaughan's lectures to his Harrow pupils and 

'Doves. ' They deal very fully with all the New 

Testament Epistles-, and there are fragmentary notes 

on the rest of the Book. They are wholly legible, 

though often the writing is very small, and are an 

extraordinary piece of studentship. Their chief sig- 

nificance for the present work is that they indicate 

Vaughan's mind on those many books of the New Testament 

for which there are no published commentaries. The 

whole volume of Canon Arglos-' notes has been edited, 

and forms an appendix to this thesis. If the editing 

and copying has at times been laborious, the writer 

does value the material and has learned much en route. 
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"THE DEAN'S has: been the most serviceable life in 

the Church in my time" - such was Archbishop Benson's 

testimony to C. J. Vaughan in 1894, when-it was clear 

that the Dean was drawing towards the close of his 

long and notable life,. The Archbishop continues-. 

'Hais great sense, true Christianity, and wonderful 

power of expressing both in the purest and most 

idiomatic modern English, have held a constant 

congregation of the ablest men and lawyers at 

the Temple, and he has trained 350 of the best 

young clergymen, in scholarship, in love of 

Scripture, in wisdom, and moderation of view,, 

at a time when all those qualities- are least valued 

and most valuable. ' (LIFE by A. C. Benson, ii p 558] 

The particular aspect of Dr Vaughan's noble life 

to be discussed here must not be overshadowed by a lengthy 

biography.. Nevertheless, a brief survey of the chief 

phases of the whole will be helpful in appreciating. 

the part. 
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Charles John was born in 1816, the second son of-, 

0 

the Reverend Edward Thomas Vaughan, Vicar of St. biartin"s 

Church, Leicester.. His mother was the daughter of a 

certain Mr Thomas Farea",, -a banker in the same city. " 

Charles was: educated in his home till the father died 

in 1829, when he went to Rugby. At that time , the 

famous school was flourishing under Dr Arnold, and we 

are told that Vaughan became-one of the 'inner circle 

of Arnold's favourite pupils. ` 

He went up to Trinity College, Cambridge, where he 

distinguished himself by sharing the honours of Senior 

Classic and Chancellor's medallist with the fourth 

Lord Lyttleton in 1838. He became Fellow of Trinity 

in 1839; and after abandoning an attempted reading of 

law, he-was ordained in 1841. Almost immediately he 

was appointed to the family living of St Martin, 

Leicester. He married the sister of his old school 

friend, Stanley - who later became Dean of Westminster. 

In 1844, at the age of 28, he set foot on the first 

major step of his career when he was appointed to the 

headmastership of Harrow school. In our time, when 

the reputation of that school stands so high, it is 
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difficult to imagine the state of affairs when C. J. V. 

assumed control. There were but 97 boys, and the 

place was chaotic. Drunkenness, gambling, stone- 

throwing, and other ill-behaviour in public were some 

aspects of the life at the school which confronted the 

new headmaster, and which he dealt with effectively in 

his characteristic manner - quietly but authoritatively. 

He brought to Harrow the principles of the monitorial 

system which he had learned under Arnold at Rugby. 

These he adapted to the situation with eminent success. 

One of his sixth formers has written: 

"His mode of procedure? was to make friends 
with the sixth form, so that they might 
become a parliament for the control and 
. well-being of the school. ' * 

Vaughan Is own dictum was, - 
'Broadly speaking, the 

master is responsible for morals and the monitor for 

manners. ' He held firmly to the right of the sixth 

form to use the cane, and the value of a system in 

which certain boys, selected by no favours=but on 

their own merit, 'are empowered to exercise over 

their juniors a legalised and carefully regulated 

authority' [Vaughan], 

* F. D. HOW, Six Great Schoolmasters, 1904, p 146. 
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Within a year the numbers of boys rose to'180; 

in 1847 there were 283; and'in 1859 the original 

number had increased sevenfold to 466. 

Vaughan's able choice of assistant masters was. 

a feature of his reign at Harrow: Dr Pears, later 

headmaster of Repton; Dr Bradby of Haileybury; 

Dr Farrar of Marlborough; Dr Westcott, Bishop of 

Durham. 

His great power is said to have lain chiefly in 

the following qualities: 

1. His gift of reading character, and his skill. 

as a diplomatist, brought the boys thoroughly under. - 

his influence.. 2. His power of sympathy and power 

of uplifting those who came under his, care, whether 

for admonition or counsel. 3', That quality which 

made it impossible for one to take a liberty with 

him. No word or action of his could be set aside: 

as trivial. 4, His deep Classical learning and 

ability as a teacher. 

In the prime of his life he went on his way to. 

Doncaster, and placed the reins of government at 

Harrow in the hands of his best-loved pupil, Dr 

Butler.. 
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The significance of Vaughan's work at Doncaster 

will be covered in following sections, for it was; in the 

lofty and grave neorGothic church, [which Gilbert Scott 

had just completed] that Vaughan perfected his powers 

as a preacher. From that unusual, circular pulpit - 

from which the present writer has been privileged to 

preach many sermons - Dr Vaughan delivered his mighty 

addresses and lectures to the hundreds who packed the 

spacious building. 

At a time when the population of Doncaster was- 

growing and the housing sites were developing well 

beyond the ancient boundaries of the town, the Vicar 

had the foresight to provide daughter-churches-, now 

the parish churches of Christ Church and St. L2ary's" 

Vaughan was a pastor, as well as teacher, preacher 

and educationalist. To-this aspect of his ministry 

in Doncaster the local newspaper pays tribute in an 

article published at the time of the announcement of 

Vaughan's appointment as blaster of the Temple: 

"The enlargement oftthe Infirmary was 
prompted with unwearied zeal. The minis- 
tration of services in Duke Street Chapel 
and the Ragged School are maintained by his 
generosity. " * 

* Doncaster Gazette, 2nd July 1869 
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The article continues! 

�Indeed, there is no part of the Pariah Church 
district but what bears some marks of his 
usefulness. Not a home or a cottage-is for- 
gotten. The poorest of the poor have cause 
to recollect his cheerful and kind welcome. 
Under these circumstances, he endeared himself 
to all, not only by public acts of benevolence, 
but by those silent offerings which no one knows 
of but the recipients themselves. " * 

In the part of the parish across the River Don, 

known as Marsh Gate, where dwelt the distinctly 

artisan part of the population, Vaughan built the 

'school-church' of St Andrew, where tho present writer 

[more than a century later] served as curate-in-charge. 

Frequent references in the contemporary issues of the 

Doncaster Gazette show to what extent Dr and Mrs Vaughan 

were the authors of many good works on behalf of the 

multitudes of the poor who suffered greatly in a 

series of bitterly cold winters. 

In 18x9 Dr Vaughan left the Church where there is 

now a reredos with its accompanying inscription: 

"The grateful and loving gift of eighty-eight 
of those graduates of Oxford and Cambridge 

who here prepared themselves for Holy Orders 
under the instructions and guidance of the 
Rev C. J. Vaughan,, D. D., Vicar of Doncaster. " 

* Doncaster Gazette ibid. 
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C. J. Vaughan had already declined the Deanery of 

Westminster - largely because he did not feel at home 

in the social atmosphere into which suc1a position 

inevitably took him. But he was happy to go to. the 

Temple whore he was unfettered, where he would-have 

the type of congregation that appealed to him, 
- and 

where he could also carry on the work begun at 

Doncaster of training ordinands. In 1879 he was 

offered the Deanery of LlandaZY, which he accepted, 

and continued as Master of the Temple. In Wales, 

then, he found further outlets for his zeal and 

experience. *His long connection with academic circles; 

and his native sense of scholarship made him an 

invaluable leader in the plans for the founding of 

the University College of Cardiff, of which he became 

President in 1894. ' * 

And so he drew nigh to the end of his long and 

immensely useful life. Much of What he said in the 

Temple and LlandaiZ years has been published in books 

of sermons which are not difficult to obtain. Much of 

what he did in the lives of morn than 450 Doves has 

been passed on and will only be recorded in the Book 

of Life - eternally, that is the supreme legacy. 

* R. R. 17i11iams ibid p 85. 
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The writer has-been able to borrow the letters 

from Dr Vaughan to the late Very Reverend R. L. Whito 

[formerly Dean of Maritzburg] at the time when the 

latter was applying to join the Doves at Llandaff. 

He was one of the very last of the Doves, and the 

letters reveal something of the mind and personality 

of the writer. 

A brief note dated January 15th 1894: 

"Next January will suit ne well for receiving 
you iI am still living and working. 
Meanwhile will you ask your Oxford tutor, 
or someone who known you well, to write me 
a private letter as to your fitness-(in one 
line [? ]) for a clergyman's life. 

Sincerely yours, C. J. VAUGHAN. 

Letter dated Nov. 2nd 1894: 

It* .. I am going on well, and have scarcely 
had to miss the regular reading any one day 
yet. .. I write briefly, for my pen still 
moves less quickly than of old* 

Sincerely yours, C. J. VAUGHAN. 

Answering an enquiry as to what the student will need: 

"Almost any books will be useful to you. But 

a Greek Testaments a Greek Lexicon, and a 
Concordance of the Greek Testament, will be 
necessary. Besides these, I should like 
you to write to Messrs Deighton and Belk... * 
for a copy of the Instructions for what is 
known as" the Cambridge Preliminary E=am for 
Holy Orders..,. You will be glad to have also 
a few books with you for your private 
reading in a leisure hour.... " 2nd Deo. 1894"' 
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The last letter to the Reverend R. L. White - 

intended to be circulated among or read to other 

Doves. aas written on March 29th 1897. It runs: 

" To my dear 'Society of Friends. ' 
LIy. very dear Sons and Brothers-, 

This long-protracted but merciful illness, 
with its perpetual oscillations between better 
and worsey makes me long for some communication 
with you before an Advent which I may not live 
to see. 

I have thought that perhaps this sermon §, 
heard by some of you, and expressing some of the 
thoughts which I should most wish to express 
to you, might answer-my purpose as well as; 
anything. 

At any rate it will tell you that I am 
thinking of you, and anxious, that your ministry, 
begun well.,, should also end well.; that no 
sense of dullness or weariness should be 
allowed to-drop your hand from the plough, 
but that all should be done pressing forward 
to the glad'Well-done. ' 

I. cannot tell you how I myself am - so 
frequent are the changes. - one Sunday in the. 
Cathedral, and the next week in bed* 

We are in the hands of God. Enough for us. 
'Though He slay no, yet will I trust in Him. ' 

Your devoted friend, 

C. J. Vaughan. 

P. S. Multitudes of kind and beautiful letters 
lie unanswered, alak, alas I The pen no longer 
flies-, it lingers-, it loiters, it procrastinates. 
Forgive, fbrgive"� 

Copy of Sermon, 'What have I done to thee ? ', 
preached at Llandaff 24th Sept. 1893" 
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The- Dean ] ingered on till he passed away on thee 
15th October, 1897. 

Thus did the Church lose a fervent preacher, a 

faithful pastor, a brilliant scholar, an expert teacher, 

a skilful organiser; and a lover of men* The present 

Bishop of Leicester, one of the few persons living who 

have made any study of the life and works of Vaughan, 

writes this in his article: 

"His great contribution, however, was his own 
life, utterly dedicated, exemplary in devotion, 
in freedom from self-seeking and in earnestness. 
His scholarship was an ornament to the nine- 
teenth century ministry, and a challenging 
example to their successors. in the twentieth. 
His life was long, and in some respects 
uneventful. One reader at least cannot read 
the University sermons unmoved, and it may 
be surmised that for many years yet to come 
he will hold his place as a 'preacher's preacher', 
and an example of a quiet and studious Ministry 
which the twentieth century has made all but 
impossible to achieve to-day. " * 

* R. R. Williama, op. cit., pp 84 - 85. 
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OF THE epoch-making work which Vaughan accomplished 

at Harrow School something has already been written. 

He was an able reformer and administrator, and was not 

afraid to apply, near methods to moot, the urgent situation. 

One instance Qf this was seen in. the, formation., of 

the ngw, 'Forn' in 1853. This was a sort of extra- 

mural . class., for day boys of local middle-class. residents 

of Harrow. It gave the members a, courso less severely 

classical, than that In the sc iool proper,, but kept 

within the limits of the, foupdation. It was a prompt 

course of action to meet an, immediate need which faced 

the new headmaster, - for.. i-t gripped firmly-, a nqttle 

which had been a stinging problem in the locality for 

many years, Whilst under the personal direction. of 

the headmAster,, - the . scheme worked independently, of the 

school itself. 

At Doncaster there was a.. great need for the 

application of Vaughan's powers as, an educationalist, 

and he, will be remembered there, armöng, other things, 

for what he did for the Grammar School and the National 

School. 

The early history of-Doncaster Grammar School is 

obscure, but its first mention appears to be in the 
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and who)Mdevised, certain lands towards the foundation 

of the School. " In 1562, Thomas Ellis, in his will, 

devised "several houses & c« towards-the making of the 

School. -" 
(Doncaster Gazette, 8th Aug. 1862]. 

At the time-of V aughan's institution to the living 

at Doncaster this ancient Grammar School was at a very 

low ebb. In the Doncaster Gazette of 6th September 

186L a letter from Dr Vaughan addressed to the Mayor 

of Doncaster regrets "that the present virtual extinc- 

tion'of its ancient Grammar School is injurious to the 

best interests of the town, and loudly calls for the 

interposition of that body to which the town must at 

all times look for the effective maintenance of its-, 

institutions. " And he invited "the kind attention 

of the Corporation to this important subject at the 

earliest possible foment. "- The press report continues: 

"The Council unanimously came to the follow- 
ing resolution: - 'That Mr Stoddart [the head- 
master] resigning his office, and all emol- 
uments and perquisites: connected therewith, 
the Council will pay him the sum of one 
hundred pounds. ' We trust that no further 
delay will occur to prevent the re-establish- 
ment of our ancient Grammar School" 

On December 6th, 1861, the same newspaper reported: 

$"The revival of this ancient institution will 
be carried into effect after the Christmas 
vacation. "". The result of the three 

/hours' 
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"hours' deliberation [i. e. of the Municipal 
Charity Trustees of which Vaughan was 
chairman] has not been allowed to- be made 
public. An animated discussion, we under- 
stand, ensued, and a scheme propounded-by 
the Rev. Dr. Vaughan was generally approved of 
and recommended for the adoption of the town 
Council. ... It is fortunate the town 

"possesses so distinguished a scholar as the 
Rev. Dr. Vaughan to assist in its resuscit- 
ation: for his experience and success at 
Harrow, and his knowledge and aptitude on 
these questions-are the best assurance that 
the inhabitants will. have the full benefit 
of. a complete educational institution. " 

On the 4th April, 1862', it was announced that the 

Reverend W. Gurney, M. A., of Stockport, had been 

appointed to the headmastership of Doncaster Grammar 

School. The following tribute was paid to C. J. V. 

in the issue of the 8th August, 1862, reporting the 

re-opening of the School: 

"To the Rev* Dr. Vaughan, however, the revival 
of the Grammar School must be a source of the 
highest satisfaction, in as much as*it* is to 
the rev& gentleman's zeal and earnestness, 
and we may add, influence, that this has been 
accomplished. " 

For best part of a" century the School has contin- 1 

ued to flourish, and the writer knows from first-hand 

experience that Vaughan's hopes for the revived centre 

of learning have been amply fulfilled and maintained. 
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Dr Vaughan read himself in as Vicar of St George *s 

Church, Doncaster on October 21st 1860. In the local 

paper of the 2nd November the same year there was a 

column about the National School (established 1816). 

Regret was expressed that it has "by force of circum- 

stances become most inconveniently situate for the 

poorer classes belonging to St, George's. " A propo- 

sition was being made 

"to bring it within reach of all persons 
interested in its success. ." and ... 
to erect schools nearer the parish church. 
The Rev. Dr. Vaughan feels, at the commence- 
ment of his career, that unless his schools 
are easy of access to the very persons whom 
they are intended to benefit, his usefulness 
will be contracted. " 

An eligible site was suggested in the extensive 

grounds behind the residence of Mr Ruddock in French 

Gate, and belonging to W. H. Forman, Esq., "Marsh Gate, 

French Gate, Church Street, Fisher Gate and the Hoimea, 

and all the courts and yards running out of or into 

these several thoroughfares would be placed in a batter 

position; in tact the schools would be in their midst, 

and what is still equally of importance, Dr. Vaughan's 

supervision would be secured. " * 

* Doncaster Gazette 2nd Nov. 1860 
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On Sunday 3rd May 1861, the Vicar preached two 

sermons in the Parish Church on behalf of the National 

Schools. His texts- were: Deuteronomy 8: 7 in the morning, 

and Revelation 7: 13 at night. The collections amounted 

to 23-. 4.3. The Gazette reported, on 11th July, 

1862, that a meeting had been held of the Committee of 

the National School under the chairmanship of Vaughan, 

seeking to increase a list of subscribers. The Rev* 

the Vicar had emphasized the nodd. for the now school, 

equipped with modern teaching appliances, and built on 

a site nearer the Parish Church. 

The Minute Book of the Committee of the Doncaster 

National School furnishes details of the next phase in 

the outworking of Vaughan"s plans on behalf of his less 

privileged parishioners& 

9th May, 18.65 - 

"Dr. Vaughan reported that he was in negotia- 
tion with the Town Council for the enfranchise- 
ment of two properties of which he had already 
purchased the leases; originally those occu- 
pied by Mrs. Wright in St George Gate, and by 
Mr. Harrison and Mrs. White in Church Street; 
in the hope that they night form the site of 
the National Schools. Resolved - that the 
Committee approve of the proposed site, and 
will further by all means in their power the 
renewal and rebuilding of the Schools. � 
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13th June,, -1865: 

"Dr"Vaughan reported. that the-Town Council in 

committee had consented to the enfranchisement 
of the leasehold. property [referred to at the 
last meeting] for the-purpose of their becoming 
the site-of the new National Schools; and that 
he was awaiting the confirmation of their consent 
by, a general meeting ofýthe Council, which he 

understood would be held in the present week. 
Dr. Vaughan also stated that he had ascertained 
from Mr. Falconer that the Trust Deed of the 
National School contained no express power of 
sale of the existing buildings; and that 
consequently an order of the Court of Chancery 

would be required to effect the sale. " 

27th June, 1865: 

"Dr. Vaughan presented letters from the Town Clerk, 

containing the report of the confirmation of the 

grant of freehold land in St. George Gate and Church 
Street as the site of the new National Schools. 
Resolved - that Mr. Falconer be requested to take 
the necessary steps for obtaining the authority 
of the Court of Chancery for the salo of the 
present school buildings. " 

4th July, 1865: 

" lir. Wood reported that Dr. Vaughan had seen Mr. 
Falconer.. *-a .' and that Mr"Falconer had 
undertaken to use all. speed in procuring the 
necessary authority from the Court of Chancery. 
Resolved - that Mr. Teale be requested to 
furnish plans for the now National Schools. " 

3rd October, 1845: 

"Elr. Vaughan reported that he had received from 
the Mayor the official announcement of the Lords 
of the Treasury to the grant of the freehold 
site for the new National Schools. " 
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L2. th December. L&6.5': 

"Mr; Teale"s plans and estimates having been 
laid before the Committee, Resolved - that the, 

plan marked- A be approved, and that Dr. Vaughan 
be requested to communicate the intention of the 
Committee toýerect new schools to the Committee 

of the Council requesting the necessary inform- 
ation as to the steps next to be taken" 

6th February, 1866.: 

'"Dr. Vaughan and Mr. Easterfield reported that the 
subscriptions for the new building amounted to 
J2707 

.5.0... of which sum j 915 . 19 .6 
was already paid. ResoLved that Dr. Vaughan 
be requested to. write to the secretary of the 
Committee of the Cauncil. to withdraw th&applic- 
ation for a grant in aid of the new building, 
explaining that the bounty of the friends of 
the school had enabled the managers to dispense 
with the assistance of the Government in the 
erection of these schools .... Mr. Teale be, 
requested to prepare working drawings for the 
new'school, with a view to the specification 
and tenders, with any minor modifications of 
the plan which he may think desirable. " 

10th April, 1866: 

"Resolved - that in accordance with tlr. Teale's 

advice a sepatate specification be made for 
the foundations and that the principal builders 
in Doncaster be requested to send in tenders 
for that preliminary part of the work. " 

24th April, 1866: 

"Tenders presented; M1r. Athron's being accepted. " 

$rd July: "Mr. Teale ... was requested to hasten 
the completion of specifications for the building, 
and to advise for tenders. " 
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31st July: "Mr. Teale attended the Committee, to 
present the tenders for the new buildings. " 

5th September, 1866: 

"Mr. Teale presented a list of proposed reductions 
in the specification for the new building, with 
a view to a diminution of cost. The Committee, 

reviewed the item, and requested Mr. Teale to 
ascertain from Mr. Athron the exact reduction 
of his tender which would result from the 

adoption of the proposed alterations, and to 

report definitely to a meeting of the Committee 
to be held on Saturday the 8th inst, at 3 p. m"" 

8th Sept: '"Mr. Teale reported that Mr. Athron's 

estimate was reduced to f. 
, 

3,800 ....... 
Resolved- that Mr. Athron's tender [as; amended] 
be accepted. " 

16th October, 1866: 

"The agreement with Mr. Athron was signed ... 
The laying of the foundation stone having been 
fixed for Tuesday Oct. 23rd, it was announced 
that the Archbishop of York had consented to 

preach at the morning service on that day, 

and afterwards to lay the stone. � 

The Foundation stone was duly laid. on October 23rd, 1866. 

In a list of subscriptions donated towards the 

building, Dr Vaughan has JL1,000 against his name. 
* 1867 

A minute dated 31st December-records that the Arch- 

bishop of York would preach on Sunday evening January 5th 

1868 for the National Schools, and would open the new 

school. on that morning. 

according to the schedule. 

The new school was opened 

The same building is used 

at the present time, though not as a Church school. 
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VAUGRAN AS TEACHER,, AND TRAINER 

0FMEN 

UNTIL the latter part of the nineteenth century it was 

usual for men to take a degree at Oxford or Cambridge 

and then to be"ordained without further preparation. 

Theological and pastoral training for the Christian 

Ministry, as we understand it to-day, was a rare thing. 

Theological colleges, as distinct from university 

colleges, were an innovation of the nineteenth century, 

particularly of the second half. 

"Connop, Thiriwall. could only say of Cambridge 
in 1843« 'Our colleges are not theological 

seminaries. We have no theological colleges, 
no theological tutors, no theological students '& 

- and this was said of the university which 
then produced about half the clergy of England t" 

The examination of those who were to be ordained was 

generally perfunctory; and Bishop Westcott used to say 

that he could not look back with any pleasure upon the 

circumstances of his ordination. The theological 

colleges, designed for the non-graduate type of ordinandq 

which gradually came into being, were an optional extra 

for graduates who could afford a course - not a conpul- 

sory extra. 

* H. G. G. Herklote in a published sermon, Trinity 
Sunday, 1951. 
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This was the position when Vaughan came to Doncaster 

in 1860. It was here that, as the Dictionary of 

National biography writes, "he entered on what was; 

destined to be the most distinctive work of his life, 

the preparation of young men for ordination. " 

The real beginning of the enterprise, which stands 

unique in the annals of modern Anglican history, and 

which is epitomised in the nick-name Vaughan's "Doves"# 

lies in a sermon which he preached to the University of 

Cambridge-on Trinity Sunday, 1861. Under the text, 

"What shall I do, Lord ?" [Acts 22310], he preached on 

the subject - 'Choice of Professions' *. It is a fine 

sermon, typical of its author, and it contains the 

invitation which started the 'Doves: ' in 1861., and the 

flow of candidates did not cease till the founder's 

last year. In all some 460 men passed through V aughan'S 

hands for personal training and preparation for the 

pastoral ministry. 

This now famous sermon is an earnest appeal to all 

his hearers to consider carefully their future professions, 

whatever these might be - for the sake of their own souls 

apart from any other consideration. In this respect the 

sermon is largely hortatory. But in his opening paragraphs 

* in the volume 'University Sermons New and Old, ' 1888 
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[with reference to the season at hand] he makes 

some theological-observations concerning his belief 

in respect of the Trinity: 

"Trinity Sunday is, in brief, the Festival 

of Revelation. It gathers into one 
whole all that we have been taught of God; 

solemnly charges us to remember the prim- 
eval disclosure, 'The Lord our God is one 
Lord;. ' warns us that we suffer not any 
diversity of operations to make us lose 
sight of the unity of the Godhead; bids 
us, be careful how we suffer, in ourselves 
any such thought of mediation or of atone- 
ment, of grace or of inspiration, as. might 
separate into three wills or three essences 
those holy persons of the Father, the Son, 

and the Holy Ghost, whom the Scriptures of 
truth everywhere recognise and reveal; 
and yet, on thebther hand, reminds us how 
necessary to the Christian's hope and to 
the Christian's life is a true faith in 
each one of these; how incomplete and how 
formidable were the conception of a God who 
created, without the further disclosure of 
a Divine Person who redeemed, and of a 
Divine Person who sanctifies. Trinity 
Sunday is not, as some would make it, the 
commemoration of a formal doctrine, for 

which man has had to invent a term. ... 
Rather is it the commemoration of the 
fulness of God. .. 

(it] assures us that 
the will of the Saviour and(thewill of the 
Comforter is not less the will of the 
Father; that the Father gave the Son 
because He loved us, and that the Father 

and the Son will come to us in the Spirit 
and make an abode in us not as three but 
as one" opo cit. pp 18 - 20" 

Towards the end of the sermon, Vaughan makes an 

appeal for candidates for the Anglican Ministry, having 
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outlined, firstly, what is required in the Christian 

Ministry, and, secondly, what training is required 

to fit a man for this office. Vaughan is explicit 

when, he goes on to indicate that a university theol- 

ogical course - for all its peculiar privilege and 

value - does not of itself equip a man for many of the 

parochial and pastoral duties which will fall to him 

if he is called to Holy Orderaa 

"Surely these are powers best and most 
safely acquired in the observation of their 

exercise. And where is the experienced 
Pastor who would not gladly take under his 

general direction, from time to time, three 

or four candidates for Holy Orders ? 

Great joy would it carry to the heart of 
one parochial clergyman - for him I can 
answer - to receive applications of such a 
nature; to find that there were men of 
blameless character, of steady purpose, 
of open mind, and of true devotion, who 
wero willing to take up their abode in his 
Parish, before Ordination, to see what he could 
show them, and to render to`him such services, 
in his schools and amongst his poor, an-church 
order may permit and mutual convenience 
arrange. 

Then, and not till thens would he feel that 
his Parish was efficiently worked, and he 
would cherish the hope that that was thus given 
to him would be repaid in some measure'by 
opportunities of widening experience and 
growing in the knowledge alike of man and of 
God" - op. cit. p 35. 

Thus was sown the seed which was to bear such remarkable, 

fruit: fruit which Archbishop Benson had in mind when 
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he said that Vaughan"s was the "most serviceable 

life in the Church" in his time. 

Twofold preparation was afforded by the system 

inaugurated while Vaughan was at Doncaster. First, 

the men read divinity - with particular attention 

being given to the Greek Testament 
- and they received 

instruction in sermon writing under the Vicar's 

personal supervision. Secondly, at some of the clergy 

schools [notably Leeds] the men gained practical 

experience in visiting the homes of the poor and the- 

sick. In this training Vaughan avoided interference 

with a man's special theological bent. He let each 

man's mind work freely and avoided merely turning out 

men of the same pattern. lie sought the greatest 

personal intimacy with his 'Doves', encouraged confid- 

ence in all matters of doubt or difficulty, and gave 

himself pre-eminently to the spiritual side of the 

ministerial work of those whom he trained. 

Dr Butler; in his funeral oration, said of Vaughan 

in this connection: 

"In giving some thirty-five years without 
a break to the training of young men for the 
Ministry of the Gospel, in becoming their 
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'"l. i-felong counsellor, in keeping close and 

re'-consecrating at not too long intervals- , the 
singular ties which bound them to him. - in this 
he was doing a new thing. Here he--struck out... 
'a new-and living wag' of pastoral service.... 
In these young menlthe childless-man found his- 
children, the old aan found his sons. They 

were the renewal, and more than the renewal,, 
of his Harrow youth, the wings, as it were, of 
his active intellect, the support and comfort 
and romance of his age" - cf HOW, op. cit, p 177. 

And the Archbishop of Canterbury, Dr Davidson, himself 

a Dove, paid tribute thus: 

"For a man to gather round him a set of pupils-, 
year after year, not coming to bib because of 
any official position that he had, or because 
of their membership in any corporation, college 
or society - that I believe to stand absolutely 
alone, at all events in modern history. In that 
position Dr Vaughan had no rival in the Church 

of England, perhaps in the Church at large. � 

- How, ibid. 

Among the Doves, eighteen became bishops--(Including 

Archbishop Davidson and Bishop Montgomery of Tasmania] 

and many came to occupy positions of dignity and 

responsibility in Britain and beyond. 

Of the actual ordering of the life of the Doves, 

R. L. lVhite said at Harrow Chapel on January 21st, 1945: 

"The Life we lived at Llandaff.... was very 
simple. We lived in the village; I lodged 
in the house of (Vaughan"s] butler... Every 
day we went for a lecture to the deanery. 
This was chiefly an intensive study of the 
Greek Testament -a careful study of the 
language, every tense and every particla 
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"alive with meaning, the spirit of St Paul 

and St John manifested through their lan- 
guage, and the New Testament glowing. as it 
never had before with the glory behind it. 
This study gave a glimpse of the secret of 
his: preparation for his own sermons- and of 
his-profound meditation on every word"- 
Now and then he dictated. to us an outline 
sermon, or an analysis of one of the 
Epistles. On Mondays it vas one of the laws 

of the Medes and Persians that each one of uss, 
in his own lodgings should compose a sermon 
on a text selected by Dr Vaughan. Woe to 

anyone who shirked 1" 

Address printed in the Vaughan Centenet, y 
issue of the Harrovian. 

F. LL. B'. Bullock sums up Vaughan's work: 

"Ile held special services for [the Doves], 
lectured to them daily on the CTreek Test- 

ament, and also made arrangements that 
each man should gain some experience of 
pastoral work. - 

Thosewho came under his 
influence found his teaching most helpful. 

and inspiring. The drawback was. that 
there was little or no. common life as in a 
theological college. Each student lived in 
lodgings by himself, and did not see much of 
the others except at services and lectures. 
Vaughan's work with the ordination candid- 
ates was entirely personal; no one assisted 
him with it, and no one followed him after 
his death. During those years [1879-94], 

when he held both the Mastership of the 
Temple and the Deanery of Llandaff, he 
usually. spent the winter in London and the 
summer in Wales; taking his 'Doves' with 
him from place to place. " 

A History of Training for tho Ministry 
in the Church of England 1800-1874,1955, 

p. 118.. 
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On the occasion of the ordination of his son, Iiugh, 

Archbishop Benson wrote: 

"We are unspeakably indebted to Dean Vaughan's 

wise, searching gvgýfK&jy, in training our- 
Hugh. When you multiply such a debt as: 
this by the number of men for whom he has 

done the same, I doubt whether the Church 

owes so much to ANYONE. at all. What is 

greater than - the, formation of Ministers for 
the spreading of the Kingdom ?" 

- LIFE, ii, p 58" 

One who knew Vaughan personally writes: 

"The 'Church Times', some twenty years ago, 
noticed that there was no clearly distin- 
guishing characteristic in the men who had 
passed through his hands'. That is quite 
true; in fact, he much disliked the nickname 
which outsiders fastened upon his pupils. 
Their only characteristic was the fact that 
they could not be labelled, except in jest. 
The one thing in common was the influence of 
a man who was a born teacher; who set him- 

self not to mould theyouth but to teach him 

moral and intellectual self-reliance. He 

would not solve a personal difficulty, but 

only turn the man inside out, and make him 

see what he himself really felt upon closet 
e, amination of the actual factors. " G. G"Coulton 

I 

- 'Fourscore Years, ' 1945, p 141. 

"Vaughan, With a wonderful insight into 

characters around him, was keenly self- 
conscious. He knew that he had peculiar 
gifts of irony and sarcasm, bound up with his 
literary sensitiveness and command of language. � 

- op. cit. p 142. 

"Vaughan kept as much 
gelicalism as a man 
likely to retain. " 

of his rough-hewn Evan- 

of his intellect was 
- op. cit. 144. 
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The Master of Trinity College, Cambridge, on 

the Sunday after Vaughan's funeral at Llandaff, said: 

"As to his teaching, his brilliant scholarship 
and rare clearness of expression gave to almost 
every lesson something of the finish of a work 
of art. .. " For the sheer scholar-'s instinct, 
the thinking and feeling in the great tongues 
of Greece and Rome, more especially the Greek, 

the exact perception of the force of words..... 
there are few who could be placed by his side. 
Never were these gifts of teaching more con- 
spicuoua, o r# I think, exercised with more 
satisfaction to himself, than when he took us' 
in the Greek Testament, notably in the, Epistles! 
to the Romans and the Hebrews. " 

- Quoted in HOW, op. cit, p. 161. 
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ADDITIONAL NOT E 

ý1 Listof 'D ove s' w- ho 

achieved Dl stine ti on* 

The dato signifies the year in which the 
man 'joined Vaughan's "Columbarium' *i' I 

00 40 

1803 G. AUSTEN 
- Chancellor of York Uinster 

T7. J. LAC1RANCE 
- Dean of St. Albans 

1864 V7. R. W. STEPTI-ENS 
- Dean of Winchester 

18 GýG.;. T, ARGLES 
- Canon of York ( whose notes of 

Vaughan's lectures: are contained 
in the Appendix Volume of this thesis] 

J. F. LANGFORD 
- TTon. Canon of Gibraltar 

18 6.6 F. F. L, %!,: B : RT 
- ? on. Canon of St Albans; Proctor 

F. W. CTILLIS 
- TTon. Canon of Liverpool. 

*- the nick-name which the writer recently 
discovered through corres-Oondence with 
Canon Gosling one of the surviving Dovec-, 
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lß68 W. H. L. COGS7%'ELL 
- Canon of Chester 

LORD STtI: RDORNE 

- IIon. Canon of 3loucester 

G. C. FIS-TIM 
- Bishop-Suffragan of Ipswich 

II. t'r. YFATi. 1AN-BIGGS 

- Bishop of Southwark, "7orcester, 

and COVENTRY 

C. fi. TURNER 
- Lishop-Suffragan of Islington 

on. B. P. 3C'W ERIE_ 
- Prebendary of Salisbury 

A. T. DAVIDSON 
- Chief Inspector of Schools in 

Dio. }ianchester, and 11Ion. Canon 
" of Manchester 

Tian. ý'. C, GLYPU 

1970 B. DE : DES 

- Bishop of PET?, RBOROUGH 

- Archdeacon of Fatipste ad 

r x. MMoNTGol. rERY 
- Bishop of TASLiANIA 

E. M. SANDERSON 
Hon. Canon of Liverpool 

1871. J. T. FUTLEY 
-Tlon, Canon of Ripon 

* This appears to be a significant year 
for the Doves in the light of history 
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18 71 G. MMUTIINOT 
- krchdeacon of Coventry 

A. T. SCOTT 
Archdeacon of Tonbridge 

R. V. BEER 
- ITon. Canon of St Edriundsbury 

G. E. L ASOPI 
- Principal of St Bede's College, 

Umtata, dio. St John, Kaffraria 

C.. F. ROGERS 
- Hon. Canon of Truro 

18 lº. S. VALPY 
- Canon of Winchester 

I:. A. 'r. ACN1AGHTEN 
- IIon. Canon of Sheffield 

R. T. DAVIDSON 
- ARCHBISHOP 'OF CANTERBURY 

1903-1928 

A. F. CLAM E 
- Archdeacon of Rochdale 

18,73' J-0 IT* QUIRK 
- Bishop-Suffragan of Jarrow 

Sir E -HOSMS, Bt 
- Bishop of SOTMI"JEM 

F. W. GOdil'M 

- Canon of Gloucester 

18'x4 T.. L. CLAUGHTO21 
- Canon of Worcester 

II. DARLEY 
- TTon. Canon of Sheffield 
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18.76 J. S. SINCLAIR 
- Archdeacon of'Cironcester 

187? F`. G.. le P. 1. ZcCL INTOCK 
- Dean of Armagh 

J.. FOORD. 
Canon of York 

1878 ,. J.. P. .i ? EPH RD: 
- Hon. Canon of Oxford', Proctor. 

J ., H.. CHAIILES 
- TTon. Canon of Peterborough 

A. G. RAS`WSTORNE 
Bishop-Suffragan of Whalley 

187D C.; 7.. 3ARNARD 
TTon. Canon" of Birriinghau 

i. F`. IiavisOOZ 
- Archdeacon of Craven 

J. H.. J. ELLISON 
- Chaplain to the King, 

Prebendary of St Paul's 

13 81 t%. J. F. All LS 
Principal of Cottayam College, 

Travancore 

A. T?. BAYNES 
- Assistant Bishop of Birmingham 

R. J. TIURDON 
Prebendary of Chichester 

1882 G. Iti4. LAAIBRICK 
-º Prebendary of VThIIs 

Z. A. COGIiILL 
- Hon. Canon of Southaell 
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L823 H. E. JONES 
- Bishop-Suffragan of Lewes 

R. M. AINSLIE, 
-- Hon. Canon of Liverpool 

R. A. PARRY 
ARCHBISHOP OF TILE, WEST INDIES. 

G. Go Coulton 
- Fellow of St John's Collego, 

Cambridge 

M. G. LASCELL ES 
- Vicar of Harevood, 

Hon. Canoi of Ripon 
1884 

Lion. a. GRITISTGi1 
- Hon. Canon of St Albans 

J. C. GODIJIN 
- Hon. Canon of BristoL 

188.3 .. J. BODINGTON 
- Archdeacon of Dorset 

P. II. ELIOT 
- Bishop-Suffragan of Buckingham 

1886 Cecil S1ILS 

- Bishop of Bunbury 

TT. F. S. AD IS 
- TT'on. Canon of Southwark 

isßT J. C. HILL 
- Bishop-Suffragan of Hu1uo 

ü. -I. P'. %j: DC STLE 
- Archdeacon of Canterbury 

II. Lý. 3RMTf3'7 \ITE 
"on. Canon of Gioucester 

T. T. BLOCKLEY 
- Chaplain of M'ýýiagdalem College 

and of Christ hurch, Oxfords 
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18888 J. T1. GREIG 
- Bishop of GUILDFORD 

R. C. 11111 Hi1. WIEY 
- Archdeacon of Halifax 

D. JENKS 
Director of the S. S. M. Kelhan, 
TTon. Canon of Leicester,. 

1889 L. J. TTITE-TFHOMSON 
-BI IIOP OF :, LY 

L. R. HANCOCK 
- Archdeacon in Brazil 

T. R. T-IINE-'IAYCOCK 
- T? on. Priest to Tits P.; ajesty 

1.890 H. L. GOUDGL. 
- Regius Professor of Divinity, 

Oxford, and Canon of Christ Church 

J. C. TURNER 
Archdeacon of Basingstoke 

1891 T. J. PE1IJ1NE 
- ßon. Canon of Norwich 

H. D. Noel-PATERSON 
- Hon. Canon of \7orcester, Proctor, 

189 2 H. M. TIQßDERN 
- Bishop. -Suffragan of Leven 

AC. Ii IU: IAN 
- Prebendary of Wells 

C. A. F. CAL PBELL 

- Archdeacon of Wisbech 

H. Le FLEMING 
- Iion"Canon of Guildford 
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139 3 F. G. SCOVELL 
T1on.. Canon of Sheffield 

Hon. Canon of Sheffield 

F. M. LSEY 

1804 R PULLRIrE 

- IIon. Canon of 3t Albans- 

- Hon. Canon of Ripon 

W. J. r,:. COOMBS 
- Canon of York 

E. L.. Le" 1%-F* OO. RST 
- Tion"Canon of Chestor 

189 5 G. L. GOSLING 
TTon. Canon of St Albans 

?. L. WIIITE 
- Dean of Maritzburg 

F. W. T! ASSAM-SHORT 
- T'on. Canon of Rochester 

* 

The very last Dove was A. DALBY, 
late Vicar of Leamington-TIastings, Rugby. 
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The following letter was sent to the present writer 

on the 8&h December, 1957 by Canon G. L. Gosling, one 

of the surviving Doves. It is a reply to a request 

for any personal reminiscences or information which might 

not otherwise be available. Among other things it 

revealed that a third Dove is still living [A. E. AYR; l - 

the second being Canon Coombes. 

"Dear Ur. Liowbray, 

... .I have in the 
last few contbs heard fron another 
surviving Dove, the Itov. A. E. Ayre, 
andkhere r. iay be some others. 

I should say at Vau han's 
refusal of a bishopric 

Iperhaps 

more than one] was possibly duo 
to the fact that he had started 
on a particular task, which he was 
unwilling to discontinue for a 
higher office in the Ministry. 

Vaughan was certainly not a 
lesser man than the Trio [ ie, 
Li, htfoot, Westcott and T1ort ].... 

Vaughan as a teacher, at least 
of youth, may be judged by his 
10 years at farrow, which rose 
from about 60 boys to over 400, 
as he himself told no. 

I was only at Llandaff after, Vaughan's retirement fron the 
Temple, from January 1895 to 
June 1896, when I was ordained 
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"at i7orcesterr - had a Rector who 
was a Dove - and was at Marrow - 
with a fellow-curate who was also 
from Harrow - in the parish of 
I'-alesowen, whose previous two 
Rectord were Doves1 and no lese 
than 30 [to the best of my recol- 
lection] had been curates in that 
parish, which was thus a real 
"coiuiabarium* - while I zieht add 
that an earlier Rector ['Lorne ] 
had sent his own son to Vaughan 

... 

Yours sincorely 

G. L. Gosling 

Pte. "s last thought. Vaughan told 
me that when the "Pishop of Llandaff 
wrote to him with the invitation 
to become the Lean, he [r:. J. V. ] 
thought at first that the bishop 
was asking hira to, suggest some- 
one for that office, but he did 
not tell me what led him, :. aster 
of the Temple, to go there and 
become a pluralist i 

PPS. Vaughan was once a3ked by 
the Inspector of Taxen about the 
profits on his theological 
college [which it was not] and 
was much paused because his work 
was entirely a labour of love - 
we paid nothing except our 
maintenance in lodgings, " 
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VAUGIT AN AS PREACHER 

MANY volumes of sermons were published during the 

lifetime of Dr Vaughan, which, if not widely circulated 

and read nowadays, are not difficult to secure. It is 

therefore intended only to quote here illustrations of 

Vaughan's sermons which are not generally available, 

and the impression which he left on his contemporaries 

who hoard him in the flesh. The more impartial type 

of hearer who reported on the Vicar for the Doncaster 

Gazette referred to by the abbreviation D. G. in this 

chapter] gives valuable side-lights on the Preacher at 

a time when he was: maturing in this sphere of Biblical 

exposition. 

In general, Vaughan 's sermons are thoughtful, 

essentially spiritual, didactic, and strongly charged 

with exhortation. The Christian faith is nothing if 

it does not positively benefit the souls of the hearers. 

C. J. V. expected his hearers to be doers of the Word, and 

not hearers only.. The English is superb; the illus- 

trations skilfully introduced, and never over-done; 

the doctrinal element prominent but discreetly placed. 

The profound Classical and Biblical scholar is there 

behind the sermon but does not protrude through it. 

R. R. WWilliams puts his finger on the point when he says 
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in the article'in the Church Quarterly review, 

"The characteristic featurerýof the sermons is MORAL 

EARNESTNESS. " And Vaughan had an exceptional inclin- 

ation for the Pauline Epistles. 

G. G. Coulton gives this impression first-hand: 

"He was a most impressive preacher and reader. 
I have never heard his equal with the Pauline 
Epistles. .. 

The thoughts seemed to come from 
the well., with no suggestion of a personal 
intermediary. .. . Hi3 sermons were much of the 

same character when delivered, though naturally 
much evaporated in print. They were scholarly, 
weighty, unadorned but nearly perfect in their 
union of plain Bible English with classical 
rhetoric in the best sense of that much-abused 
word. " 

- 'Fourscore Years, 1945, p 144. 

The same writer says further, "As to his sermon teaching, 

it was just perfect common-sense, of which one prime 

iactpr"lies in the preacher, "s recognition of his own 

limitations: ' 

R. L. White, in the Harrow address referred to above, 

says, "As regards his own sermons, he said that he had 

tried preaching extempore, # but it was-so unsatisfactory 

that he gave it up. " And he further quotes Bishop 

Westcott as saying that, "No Sunday is' to me complete 

without reading a sermon of Dr Vaughan's. " 
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On Sunday1"8th November, 1890, Dr Vaughan' preached two 

sermons on the theme, 19 WHO WAS JESUS CHRIST ? "`, ` and 

described them as "an answer to the infidel. " The 

evening sermon was a continuation of the morning, and 

the local paper reported: 

"Dr Vaughan"s description of Christ and His works- 
upon earth were truly eloquent. His character 
was pourtrayed in most vivid language and with 
such earnestness as to absorb the attention of 
overflowing congregations .. 9. 

We may state that Dr Vaughan was a thorough 
master of the question, 'Who was Jesus Christ ?' 
He declared that the discussion had been most 
painful to his mind, but still he felt great 
responsibility rested with the ministers: - of the 
Gospel ii they allowed dangerous errors to go 
uncontradicted, as serious mischief might be 
done to many who heard them, jeopardising their 
everlasting welfare. ... He threw new light 
upon this inexhaustible subject; although it 
would be impossible to convey anything like 
an adequate picture. of the scenes alluded to, 
the traits of character pointed out, the 
triumphs of his conclusion, with the contrast 
of a believer and an unbeliever in the Gospel. 
dispensation at the close of life, were most 
impressive and convincing. " 

- D. G. 20 Nov. 1860, 

Of a sermon on Revelation 5: 11,12p preached on Easter 

Sunday evening 186.1: 

"His explanations were clear and comprehensive, 
full of interest, and of much force, and through- 
out. listened to with marked attention -a circum- 
stance not at all to be wondered at, for it was 
in all respects a fine specimen of pure pulpit 
eloquence. " 

- D. C. 6" April, 1861. 
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On the 28th April 18fi. L Vaughan preached two sermons 

on behalf of the' National Schools of Doncaster, and won 

the following commendation: 

"The revered gentleman furnished a clear 
exposition of the hidden truths contained in 
the book; and by references to passages of 
Scripture' confirms his arguments in such a 
way as to leave no doubt on the minds of his 
congregation .... much is to be learned, and 
a considerable amount of information imparted, 
which only the learned can adduce. " 

--- D. G. 3 May, 18 H. 1. 

There is an illuminating quotation from The Dial in 

the Doncaster Gazette oi'5th July, 1861, concerning 

Vaughanrs Cambridge University Sermons: 

""! he. power of moral magnetism. is one of the 
rarest as well as the noblest human endow- 
ments. Too seldom do we meet with men who 
are able to go habitually out of themselves, 
and lead lives of mingled anxiety and hope, 
of sorrow or joy, for their brethren's sake. 
This is one of the indispensable conditions 
of moral attractiveness, and it constitutes 
the choicest charm, the most irresistible 
spell. Such a charm belongs to the small 
volume before us,, and to every other we hav e 
seen proceed from the same pen. It hardly 
need be said that so rare a gift involves pro- 
portionate responsibility. This Dr Vaughan 
well. understands; his magnet not only draws, 
it also points to the lodestar, and leads the 
wanderer into the path of duty and peace..... 

Another characteristic of this wtiter is 
what at first may look like skilful eclec- 
ticism; but it has none of the weaknes-s-of 

/ eclecticism 
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"eclecticism, and may rather be represented 
as an unusual balance a1d completeness, 
which tends ever to comprehend and combine, 
in orthodox-integrity., whatever is true and 
good .. 

All who are acquainted with Dr Vaughan's 

writings; will acknowledge the justness of 
the remark, that they are characterised by 

a moral suggestiveness, which goes not the- 
less directly and powerfully to the con- 
science, that the manner of it is exquisitely 
delicate and refined. 

Some writers in these latter days have. 

achieved reputation by urging manly earnest- 
ness, though they have not spoken in Christ's 

name: Dr Vaughan finds the Bible itself an 
inexhaustible mine of exhortation. Towards 
the close: of the last sermon, there is what 
reads like an invitation to Doncaster, 

addressed to candidates for ordination, in 

order that, after their university studies, 
classical* mathematical and theological, 
they may-have opportunity of coming into 

close contact with the pastoral life'before. 
entering on the responsibilities.. " 

Vaughan preached a memorial sermon to a certain 

Mr Dent, who was a notable Quaker in Doncaster. In 

it he said: 

"They [the Quakers] have reproved the multi- 
plication of needless: and useless oaths: they 
have remonstrated against the wanton perpet- 
uation of wad: they have set an example of 
moderation and truthfulness of speech:. above 
all, they have strongly maintained the need 
of a spiritual life and the reality of a 
spiritual presence, and have been able in 
many instances to say, not as the confession 
only of a true doctrines, but as the expression 
of a living faith, "I believe in the Holy 
Ghost. ' 

- D. G. 27 Sept. 1861. 

SHEFFIELD 
UNIVERSITY 

IIBfýBY 
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Preaching at Sheffield on behalf of the National 

Society, 5th September, 1862, Vaughan described the 

"prevalent famine, not of bread and water, but of 

hearing and knowing the Word of God ... among. the 

teeming masses of our population ... The Bible is 

above all things earnest. " ( D. G., 11 Sept. 1862]. 

On the news becoming known that Dr Vaughan had.. - 

declined the Deanery of Westminster, the Doncaster 

Gazette commented: 

"This remarkable instance of. self-denial. speaks 
for itself: it teaches a useful and salutary 
lesson - that the richest and most coveted 
prizes., and the greatest honours, do not 
always possess irresistible charm. Personally 

we rejoice at the decisibn of the worthy 
Vicar, and no one can have listened to the 
fervid eloquence, and observed the heartfelt 
interest Dr Vaughan manifests for the spirit- 
ual and temporal welfare of his flock, without 
admiring his singular disinterestedness. " 

[ 13 November, 1862] 

Once a year Dr Vaughan held a series of addresses 

for the artisan parishioners in particular. On a series 

of 'Scripture Readings for Working Lien, ' held 28th July, 

and four following Tuesdays, 1863, the local press 

reported: 
" 'The Doath-bod of Isaac' was described 

with great clearness, and in such terms as 
to engage the attention of his hearers from 
the commencement to its close. Indeed, the 
Rev gentleman has the happy art of convey- 
ing his meaning with a force and interest 
that cannot fail to attract and engage his 
audience. " - D. G. 7 Aug. 18639 
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The quality of moral earnestness which evidently 

impressed the various-reporters whose notes we have 

reproduced, is seen again in a typical Vaughaiian per- 

oration. It is from a sermon preached on behalf of 

the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in 

Doncaster Parish Church on 22nd November, 1863. 

Here we see the preacher's zeal for missionary and 

evangelistic enterprise manifesting itself in charac- 

teristic eloquence: 

"Who can look abroad upon the world and 
pretend to think that Gospel work is done ? 
Look at whole nations sitting in darkness: 
look at your own! countrymen scattered here 
and there by enterprise or desperation, 
without a religious instructor of any kind 
to keep alive the seed of religious truth. 
Can you evade the demand made upon your- 
faith, made upon your charity - nay, 
made upon your humanity - to publish that 
Gospel of the prophets of which we have 
spoken, and in which we are rejoicing this. 
day ?.... 

O for a voice to'sound it first to uslas 
individuals - to say to one who has become 
case-hardened in a long, I had almost said 
involuntary, state of slumber: the days 
that are now shall not be what they once 
were. Time is short, eternity is long. 
God has sent a word to you by a Saviour. 
Thin is the prophetic message: Thy King- 
dom come. My brethren, I know that it is 
an old and worn out story this call to 
evangelise the nations; this call to care 
for the spiritual necessities of your own 
flesh and blood, cast out to lighten your 
country's burdens, and in lands that are 
not theirs 
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"Nevertheless, if it be repeated a thousand 
times,, it is a true story, and the voice of 
Christ is in it; year by year must the 
cry sound in the Church's ear, 'Go ye into, 

all the world and preach the Gospel to 

every peoplef' By our obedience to that 

call must our faith be tested. " 

- D. G. 27 Nov. 1863'. 

Another impression of his preaching runs: 

"Whether it arises from a' predilection to 
the preacher, or the deep interest created 
by the persuasiveness of hier language, we 
cannot say; but he applies his arguments 
with so much ability as to: class hin 
foremost among the learned and distinguished 
ministers of the present day. " 

- D. G. 19 Aug. 1864, 

Again and again in his sermons Dr Vaughan reaches 

peaks of oratory and exposition and controlled spiritual 

passion. None are more moving or typical of the man 

than that in a lecture on 'Intercession' given in 

Doncaster Parish Church on the 5th May, 1867: 

"Intercession is one of the voices of nature 
and is beyond the reach of logic. A mother 
would appeal for her son, or a wife for her 
husband, without any thought of intellectual 
or moral difficulties-that might lie in the 
way; or without any misgiving as to the 
successful result of her intercession .... But intercession is not an impulse to be 
counteracted; it should be fostered. The 

word 'intercession' means properly *inter- 
vention. ' or going between. In the Greek 

/ original 
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"Original- it had a more, limited meaning - 
the approaching or visiting another on 
behalf of someone else. It did not matter 
what was-the precise object of entreaty or 
supplication: - provided only that the 
prayer was uttered in a purely unselfish 
spirit on behalf of another and not for 
oneself .... In intercession we are 
likest to God. By intercession I do not 
mean importunity, or an effort to over- 
bear reluctance. God forbid that we 
should'evor conceive that He is either 
indifferent or reluctant; or that any mere 
importunity of ours would induce Him to alter 
His purpose ... What I mean is the carrying 
into God's presence our real anxieties, 
longings and yearnings, concerning another - 
the things which we suffer or groan under, 
on their behalf, according to His will... 

If we are to have our share in the work 
of intercession, we must feel for oneanother"; 
and pray, not only in sincerity of spirit, 
but with patience, remembering always how 
patient and forbearing God has been with us. " 

- D. G. 10 May, 1867. 

On 'Communion and Ritualism' we find some outspoken 

words from the Vicar of Doncaster: 

"FROM early times- language has been held 
concerning this sacrament which, strictly 
interpreted, would almost favour this 
superstition. But it was-the language 
of fervour, of devotion, of pious thank- 
fulness, not intended for the reasoning of 
logicians or the definition of theologians. 
As suche if exaggerated, it was devout;. 
if inaccurate, it was harmless. We cannot 
say this of all high doctrine., as it is 

/ called 
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"called, upon the subject of this sacrament. 
The temptation which was strong to piety 
was stronger to sacerdotalism. That it 

should be possible by human instrumentality 
to create God; possible to turn common 
bread and wine, by a few movements of the 
hands= and a few utterances of the lips, 
into the very body and blood of Him who 
made the worlds; this was the keystone of 
that arch of priestly domination which once 
bestrode Christendom. " 

- D. G. 31 May 1867.. 

And this is but one of, many quite Churchillian 

turns, which characterise Vaughan's style. 

When the time came for the Doctor to leave his 

much loved parish, and go to the Temple, the local 

paper had this to say: 

"Dr Vaughan is qualified by his scholarship, 
the masculine simplicity of his own 
religious character, and by the authority 
which resides in his reputation as a 
preacher, a writer and a divine, to be 
its [the Temple's] religious instructor. " 

- D. G. 9 Ju17 1869. 

His last sermon at Doncaster was preached on the 

18th July 1869, and was based on the text, I Thess. 5: 19. 

Be formally bade farewell on the 2nd September of the 

same year. 
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ADDITIONAL NOTE TO BIOGRAPHICAL INTRODUCTION. 

The various fragments and letters temporarily in 

the hands of the writer do ndt all boar directly 

upon the main subject of this thesis. They do# 

however, help in building up a picture of the mind 

of the Dean which is reflected in the writings which 

are being studied. In as much as, once they are 

returned to their owners, they may be lost sight of 

for ever, we are reproducing the more relevant items 

in this Additional Note, and so preserving for 

further reference unique insights into Dr Vaughan's 

person and thought. 

Miss Mary L. White has given permission for the 

reproduction of any of the letters which were written 

to her father, the late R. L. W7hite. It would appear 

that in those last two years of his life, Vaughan 

treated LZr. White with considerable friendliness and 

intimacy. There are frequent notes inviting him to 

take dinner at the Deanery. And after the Dean's 

death, his widow writes with a similar affection to 

the former Dove, the Reverend Mr White. 
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Letter dated March 30th 1895: 

"Dear White, 
Just one line - to tell you 

how welcome was your report of yourself 
this morning. ... 

An old 'man' of mine comes to-day, 
and preaches to-morrow afternoon. 

Must it be only 'sincerely' between 
thee and me ? 

No - 'very affectionately' am i yours, 

C. J. V AUGHJ\N. 

The subject for Monday is Sld. GýK 

and, o1 KOVcV (off.. " 

Letter-dated August 15 1895: 

"Dear White, 
I have made a poor return for 

your letter, but I have been greatly worried 
(to use the feminine word) by the minor 
Canonry competition, and was almost ill with 
it. 

That is now settled.. Wo had three selected 
candidates to interview us in Chapter on 
Tuesday, and elected the Rev Ellis Gregory 
Roberts, a 2nd in 'Mods' and 'Qreats'at Oxford, 
a 'bilingui'st' [which Archd'n Bruce says means 
'one who has for otten his Welsh and never 
learned English'j; a very small Man, lese 
than the Bishop..... but one who impressed us 
all by his intelligence, decision and good 
countenance..... 

Ever your affectionate, 

C. J. VAUGHAN. 11 
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On the eve of R. L.. White"s Ordination, Dec. 19th 1895, 

"My very dear Whites 
Just one line - to say over 

again how earnestly my thoughts follow you, 
first through the long wearismme journey, then 
through the three days intervening, on to the 
day of days when you enter upon the new life. 
May the day be hopeful and helpful, and the 
life to which it admits you interesting, full. 
and satisfying. 

I shall never forget you while I live. 

Yes-, be s. til].. [as you say) 'one of use 
Think of us - pray for us - come back here 
whenever you can, and lot our life be 2no, 
still and for ever. 

May God ever help you and keep you. 

Your loving friend, 

C. J. VAUGIAN. " 

It is clear. from the fellowship which the Doves 

shared from time to time through many years after the 

founder's death, that the bond of affection which 

bound them to each other was a strong and lasting one, 

and these fragments from the Dean's letters indicate 

the strength of the love which he poured upon his 

pupils. It is interesting to see the odd flicker 

of humour and the undisguised affection on the part 

of one whose outward appearance [at any rate in the 

early years] could be so grave and august. 
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Letter dated December 21.1895: 

"My very dear V hits, 
I feel that I must follow 

you with one little line of tenderest sympathy 
on this day of days when (perhaps at this very 
moment (1.10 p. n. )] you are kneeling at the 
Lord's Table, just after the Ordination 

itself. 

Your letter of the 18th was very dear and 
touching. I should like to be sure that your 
cruel journey, with its long hours and many 
stoppings, had not hurt you. 

But now other thoughts fill your mind, 
and I can but feel with you the sacredness 
of the crisis and the deep interest of the 
work for which God Has been preparing you in 
all ways through all these years. 

May He now receive you into His chosen band 
of .e (Tact and, cuvC- of. give great blessing 
to you labours, and at a far distant day 
[if it may be so] take you home to Himself. 

Your ever mindful and attached friends 

C. J. VAUGHAN. 

We shall long miss you hero - but you will 
still and ever be tone of us. ' " 

And on February 8th 1896, « 

�-. ... I like so well the thought of your. 
preaching from notes made from a sermon of 
mine. I feel it a great honour - and there 
is something sweet in the thought of you and 
me preaching as it were as one person. 

I am pretty well again. I certainly was a 
little down and thought perhaps I should have to 
acquiesce inº a lower level than that of the pass 
year. Think of me, dear child, as I of you, 

lovingly always, C. J. Vaughan. " 
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Letter dated. April 23rd 1896-:. 

"Just one lino, dear Ralph, to say Welcome, 
most weloomeg at all times, and particularly 
on the 7th to. the lLth of May. 

Did you, could you, doubt it ? This is a 
busy day - getting up my Colossians-, and 
looking over the seven paraphrases of Titus 
for to-morrow, besides several letters. 
So you shall have only the assurance of my, 
loving welcome, and the old signature, 

Your loving friend, 

C. J. VAUGHAN. " 

On June 10th 1925 there was a gathering of Doves; 

at Lambeth Palace, held by kind permission of Archbishop 

Davidsono and where The Reverend Chancellor Austen of 

York read a paper of Reminiscences of Dr and Mrs Vaughan. 

The paper was printed and circulated privately to Dbves. 

The following extracts from it are instructive: 

"Dean Vaughan's-special work of preparing men 
for Holy Orders began at Doncaster ... He took 
a full share in all the duties of a parish 
priest. He was almost always three times at 
church on Sundays, generally preaching twice. 
He attended daily Mattinn and gave an unwritten 
address at one Evensong in the Forman chapel. 
His deliberate and reverent reading of the 
Bible and of the prayers was most impressive. 
There were numerous week-day meetings - 
a Bible Class- [one treating of St John'sr 
Gospel to be specially remembered], a class 
for Sunday School teachers, one for district 

/ visitors 
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visitors monthly, one or more for confirm- 
ation candidates as occasion required 
[once he started with 140]. He visited the 
Grammar school daily; he was largely res- 

ponsible for ro-organising the National 
Schools, and might be seen in the afternoon - 

stick in hand [as always afterwards] - 
starting to visit the sick, suffering and 
sorrowing. 

He used to give special mid-dap courses 
in Advent, some in the Corn Exchange, and 
often dealt with Old Testament characters. 
In one of his later letters he refers to 
having preached eleven different Lenten 

courses. ... 

His correspondence was immense. He some- 
times wrote thirty letters a day, every one 
of them in his own neat legible handwriting, 

and when standing up at his desk. 

He was particularly apt in turning Greek 

or Latin Into English and in writing epitaphs. 
Some may remember his alliter4tive hexameters: 

Si qua cede seder, 
Illa sede sede, nee 

Iris rendering was - 

of sit tibi comaoda sedes, 
ab illa sede recede. 

If on any seat thou sittest and the sitting 
suit thy will, 

Think, 0 think before thou flittest, think 
again and sit thee still. 

He would then quote Dean Stanley's rendering - 

If on a seat thyself thou seat, and if the- 
seat be sweet, 

Oh kindly treat that kind retreat, nor from 
that treat retreat. 

These different renderings seem to me singularly 
characteristic of the two scholars. 
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Now when was all this work done ? At all- 
hours: A great deal after dinner, when he 
would disappear and lock his: study door. 
Later on he returned into the drawing-room for 
prayers. 

He' rarely took a 
little exercise: a 
Athenaeum and back, 
allowed himself. 

real holiday. He took 
walk in London, to the 
was about all he 

But his absorbing interest in life was 
the training and welfare of men. His inter- 
views with them and his letters to them were 
sacred. They were characterised by the 
PAFKLESIS which he explained as "cheering up 
and cheering on. " 

At a loss for a subject and Its treatment 
[a newly fledged Dove] asked Vaughan for hints. 
The reply was; "Choose your own subject, and 
in any speech you make avoid compliments, 
egotism, and jocularity. " 

He set store on biographies, and commended 
the Life and Letters of Connop ThiriwalL,, of 
Dr Arnold,, and some addresses-of Edward Irving, 

and often quoted one of his sayings, "be the 
pastor always, less than the pastor never. " 

He had a real affection for his men, but 
could be firm and almost severe if necessary. 
His humility was stamped in his gait and 
illustrated by forbidding any biography of 
himself to be written and by his polo, 
episcopari. There was a charm in his manner 
difficult to describe. His influence was 
extraordinary. Servants would do anything 
for him. He treated everyone with unusual 
respect. 

Perhaps I maylventure to mention here and 
now that when the see of Canterbury was vaant 
a friend of the then Prime Minister was author- 
ised to sound him as to whether he would accept 
the offer if made. " 
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FROM CANON t'J. J. l, S. COOLMS - one of the throe surviving, 
Dover, in a letter to the 

present writer, 9 Jan. 1958; 

". .. 
I had only been with the 

dear lean 
at Llandaff for three 

or four weeks in January 1884, 
w ien, after preaching in the Temple 
C; iuurch early in 'ebruary, he was 
strick-en down and unable to read 
'with us abaln for many nontha. 
1.; ost of us stayed on at Llandaff 
hoping and longing for his return 
^nd the reward came at length..... 
We were thus : 'raven the more closely 
to him in the bonds of affection, 
but his life then was of course 
that of an invalid until the end. 

.... 
Pis.: appearance was so 

striking, his voice so beautifuLp, 

and his reading of the Scriptures, 

notably 3t Paul's -jpi stles, such 
as T have never heard equalled. 

Iý"henever he was present and 
taking part in Divine Service you 
had eyes for nobody else - "ish. ops 
like 'Dukes geeraed t""o a penny' :I 
7"hnn master of t; ae Temple he mould 
often remark with a twinkle in his 
eye, ':. any Bishops ! OTTE blaster. ' 

RE +- V. AUGI A N*S DECLINING OF ßISTIoPRIC[S ]t- 

In his letter Canon Coonb$enclosed roue cuttings. 

from newspapers, at the tine of Vaughan's death. In the 

references to Vaughan and the offer of preferment, it 

appears rather that more nystery than light is shed 

upon this e1 live aspect of his life,, 
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TIM, 

"If it is true that he declined more 
than one offer of a bishopric, the 
reason - or, at all events, one 
reason - may., probably., be found in 
the conviction that a Bishop nowm- 
daya could hardly avoid taking a 
side in current controversies, and 
that, do what he would,, he ran the 
risk of being dragged into the arena 
and made to appear a partisan, 
however little he might be so in 
reality. His unwillingness to be 
raised to the Bench proceeded from 
a degree of self-knowledge which it 
is rare torneet with, and still more 
rare to see obeyed. " 

THE TELEGRAF}t: - 

"When Dr Vaughan was about to quit 
Harrovr, in 1854. Lord Palmerston 

offered hin the Bishopric of 
Rochester, which he declined. Other 

offers of a like kind are believed 
to have since been made to him, but 
without success., It has, indeed,, 
been alleged that his objection to 
taking his neat in the Houser of 
Lords was the cause of his invar- 
iable refusal to become a bishop; 
but it must be added that some of 
those who knew hin best were of 
opinion that he lacked the tough- 
ness of fibre and the knowledge of 
human nature,, especially in its 
worst aspects, which are necessary 
for the proper and successful 
discharge of episcopal functions-o" 

All U; ISP CII'ITD CUTTING [possibly a Doncaster paper]: - 

"There was a rieuorial service at 
Doncaster parish church... an address 
was given by the &ev. 'T. _. _2usselT... 
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"nephew of the late Lord John Russe-Up 
in the course of which he stated 
that he was once the bearer of an 
offer of a position of honour and 
responsibility quite unique to 
Dr. Vaughan, and the late Dean begged 
that it might not be offered, and it 
never was. " 

* 
memorial 

In his z* address at LlandafU on the occassion 

of the death of Dr Vaughan, the 21aster of Trinity, 

Dr Butler, quoted tho moving words' which had cone to 

light in the Dean's will.: - 

"In the- prospect of death, a little 
nearer or further off, I wish to state 
explicitly that I have put ray whole 
trust in the revelation of the Gospel 

as made in the Gospel of St. John and 
in the ; pistles of ýt. John and St. Paul. 
I believe in the £ordiveness of sins 
as the fou*idation-'stone of the Gospel, 
and commit myself humbly and hopefully 
to God in this faith for life, death 
and eternity. " 
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B I B L IO GIt APTT X OF 

TILE Y1 0 R I, 3 0FC. J. V AUGHAN 

* 

]La, 2 King Richard II0 Act 2, - 
Scene 1, with Greek 

Version by C. J. Vaughan. 
King Lear, Act 3, Scene 2, with Greek Version 

by C. J. Vaughan. 

1.849, The Axe laid at the root of the Trees. 

Sermon on the death of 4. F.? T. Ashley. 

L847 Sermons in Harrow School Chapel. 1849 Nine Sermons:. 

1849 i letter on the late Post Office agitation. 

1850 4 second letter -'ditto - 

18551 A sermon on Numbers 8: 14. The Personality of the 
Tempter. Sermon. 

1851 Independence and Submission. Two addresses-. 

1853 Sermons in Harrow School Chapel. 2nd Series. 

1853 A letter to Viscount Palmerston on the 
onitorit, 1 System of Farrow School. 

1852 A few words on the Crystal Palace ýýueotion" 

185¬ A Nation waiting for Tidings. 

L8.54 Passages from the Life of Cicero. Lecture. 

185'4 A Discourse on Church Discipline p. ndthe 
'lurial )ervice. 

1855 The Lord, the Work a; d the Promise,. Sermon. 

1355 "ymns for the Chapel of harrow School. 

1857 ý, ft f, 2nd Edn. 
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1857' The Vocation of a Public School 
- Sermon at Repton. 

1857 The Indian Sorrow and its lessons for the Young - 
a sermons 

L359 ST PAUL'S : PISTLL17 TO TrI:: : iCT: IANS - with Notes. 

18; 70 to to to 3rd Edn. 

1880 to 0# "" 4th Edn" 

18H0' The Comparative Blessedness of Giving and 
Receiving. Ser^1on on Acts 20: 35. 

1858 Notes for Lectures on Confirmation, with 
suitable Prayers. 

1859 The Ijapt 1? ay destroyed. Ser:. ion. 

1859 Power from on High. A sermon. 

1850 . lost. A sermon. 

1860 , There art Thou ? .1 sorraon. 

1800 'Rays of Sunlight for Dark Days - In prose 
and verse. Preface by C. J. Vaughan. 

'18GO Revision of the Liturgy. 5 üiscourses. 

1860 Love the keynote of the Pa: 
-Itoral Tiinistry. 

1860 piphany, Lent and Easter. selected sermons. 

1.860 The Church's Duties and the Church's Opportunities. 

1861 Epiphany, Lent and Easter. 2nd Tdition, enlarged. 

1861 Thle Call of the Closing Year. 'Sermon. 

1861 Four 3erraons preached in i.: ay 1061. 

1861 The Joy of Success connected by to Joy 
of Safety. % sari on. 
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1 861 : ourning in the Land* 

1862 Revised, Coda of the : ora`iittele of the Council 
on ducation dispassionately considered. 

1859 :,. ernorials of narrow `äundays-. orisons. 

1862 Lessons of Life and : Iodllnesa. Sermons in 
Doncaster Parish . lurch. 

1862 The Talebearer. xtracts froru Lessons of Life 
and Todlinoas. 

1863 LFCTTý; ý; S ON T'-T: ä R?. V IIATION OF 1T JOI-IN. 2 vo1s" 

1864" The 13pistles of 3t Paul for : Ing1is1i readers. 

1804 The Church of the First Days. Lectures on 
the -ºcts of the "apostles. 

11364 Domestic Service. A Tract - G. P. C. h. 

1804, The J3ool: and the Life, and other `-'nivcarsity 
Sermons. 

1864 A Good Old 
. 
Age. Sermon. 

1864' -; uietness and Confidence the strength of 
thn Church. \ seri on" 

186"4 Son, thou art ever with rze. A sermon. 

1865 Plain words on Christian Living. 

1$65" It 91 - enlarged. 
1865 Music in Churches. A sermon. 

1865 Life's Work and God's Discipline. 3 sernons. 
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L. 86.9 Free and Open Vlorship in the Parish Churches 

of 'Sngland. A sermon. 

1866 Characteristics of Christ's Teaching drawn 
from the Sermon on the Mount. 

1866 Christ the Light of the World.. A sermon. 

1866. Free and Open Worship in the Parish Churches 

of in ; land. 2nd edition. 

1867 Voices of the Prophets. 

1807' The Tand and the Scroll. A sermon. 

18G8 Prospects in the church of ', n; 1ar d. A sermon. 

1368 Foes of Faith. A- sermon. 

1869 Christ the Precentor of the ('on regation. Sermon. 

L8"G9 Inaugural "Anion preached in the Temple Church" 

1969 Lessons of the Cross and Passion. Six 
lectures in Hereford L thedral. 

1,8Q0 Last words in the Parish Church of Doncaster. 

1869 Progress the Condition of Permanence. 
Cora enoratiozl sermon in "harrow Chapel. 

1862 Tho Three Tabernacles.. A sermon. 

L870 Christ Satisfying the instincts of TTumanity. 
'ii;; bt lectures delivered in the Temple church. 

1870 Counsels to Young Students. Three Sermons. 

1870 Earnest 'lords for tarnest 1=en. 

13? 0 Incompleteness a mark of True Work. Sermon. 
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1871 Family Prayers. 

187f '? alf Hours in the Templa, ä Sundays in the Temple. 

1872 The Book of Light in the Tand of Love. 
A sermon for Bible Society* 

1872 The Boy King' a Choice of l3i sdom. 11 sermon 
before the Governors, "asters and 
Scholars of St O1ave's School, 301 st 
Anniversary. 

1872 The 'Young Life equipping itself for God's 
Service. 

1872 Things New and Old. Sermons at Rugby School. 

18.7 The Father of Lights. A. sermon. 

1874 Words of Tope from the Pulpit of the Temple 
Church. 

1874 Solidity of True 11eligion. jermone 
And other nermons" 

187-4 Lay Help. Sermon 

1874 Forget Thine, CCwn People. An appeal to the l=one 
Church for Foreign Missions. 3 lectures. 

187-5 The Lord' e 'Prayer. 

1878 Addresses to Young Clergymen, 

1875 Words from the Cross. Lent-Lectures. 

1870 Sermon in Westminster Abbey on the Death 
of Dean Stanley. 

1876 Heroes of Faith. lectures on Hebrews XI. 

1875 :,; y Sony, Give me thine heart. Sermons before 
the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge. 
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1879 Counsel and Might. Prayers and Meditations 

adapted from sermons by C. J. V. 

1830 Rest Awhile. , sýerx on. 

188.1 Temple Sermons. 
" 

1882 St Paul's Prayer and the Answer. Sermon on 
II Cor 12: 3,9. 

1882 The Lost Coin. A sermon. And The Festival of 
Christmas. 

1132 Authorised or Revised ? Sermons on some 
texts in which the IR. V. differs- from : 1,6. V. in 
the N. T. 

1885 The School Life. 7 addresses. 

1885 Sernon on Psalm 90: 1. 

1x55 St PAUL'S -:. PISTLE To TIRE PTTILIPPIANS 

with translation and notes by C. J. T. 

1888. Selection of University Sermons, 1861-87. 

188i£ The Family Prayer and 3eriaon Book* 

1888 Sermons given in Pembroke College 'Chapel, 
Cambridge, 1888. 

1890 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBRE' lS, with Notes. 

1390 The Church of the First Days. New -7dition" 

1391 The Prayers of Jesus Christ. Lectures in Temple. 

1893 Restful Thoughts in Restless Times. 

1804 Last Words in the Temple Church. 

1898 A Good old Aga. Sermon. 

1915 Family Prayers - reprinted. 
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The following represents the Inscription on 

Dr Vaughan's i: ei orial (recumbent figure) in Llandaff 

Cathedral 

CHARLES JOHN VAUGI1A14 O. L. 

ll eamofL1andaf1 1879 - 1897 

honouredinhiageneration 

asa 
SC 10LAR, 

LI ASTER, P it EAC :IER, C0U ;1SLLLUR. 

AManGreatlyBeloved 

AmbitioustobeQuiet. [I Thess. 4: L1 1 

Bo rnAugust Pith 1816 

Die dOctober 15-th 1897. 

* 
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THE B AC KG RO UND 

Religious T hou ght in theC l9th 

* 

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY was an age of extensive and 

radical changes in all aspects of life and thoughts 

and the sphere of religion and theology did not escape 

the movements which were born of the spirit of the 

century. Whether the effects of the universal 

changes in men's outlook wore direct or indirect, the 

Christian faith in all its parts underwent certain 

definite changes by the end of the century. Even 

the most conservative elements: [save for sheer 

obscurantism] were in some degree affected by the new 

learning and methods. 

Early in the century great names influencing English 

thought generally, and so in part religiously, included 

Carlyle, Ruskin, Wordsworth, Shelley, Spencer-, Bentham, 

Mill and Darwin, not to forget Browning. Coleridge 

appealed to certain select minds - and, incidentally, 

he influenced Hort quite considerably. This poet made 

a stand for freedom of thought in religion as against 
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a too ready acceptance of authority, Ue held the 

belief that the surest guide in matters of faith was 

the Spirit of God working in the Church and in-the 

soul of the individual Christian. The place of 

Coleridge in the great development of nineteenth 

century thought has not always been fully recognisod" 

Farrar made this judgment: "If in later days the 

Church of England has made an immense advance [ie in 

theology] the progress is perhaps more due to 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge than to any ordained or 

professional theologian" (Banpton Lectures, p. 422 t. ]. 

This change came over the face of English religious 

thought slowly, and was much more a subtle change-of 

atmosphere and approach rather than a revolutionary 

eruption of 'new' theologies. It was a gradual, and 

in some respects . imperceptible. at the time, displace- 

ment of traditional ideas; 

a fresh angle of approach. 

the shifting of an emphasis; 

The whole process involved a coincidence of several 

factors. There 
was the rapid accumulation of so much 

fresh knowledge in the increasingly scientific and 

expanding century; the faster and freer dissemination 

of the knowledge to a wider public [significantly 

intensified by the repeal of the paper duty in 1860j; 

and the advances which were made in the education of 
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more and more people. Thus the writings of the four 

commentators who are particularly under review [Vaughan, 

J. B. Lightfoot, B. F. Wvestcott and F. J. A. Hort] were pub- 

lished at .a time when there was an increasing demand 

for theological matter and the facilities-for meeting 

the demand. 

The superabundance of knowledge led to the division 

of learning: so that theology [whilst ideally and 

traditionally the Queen of sciences, who gathered all 

varieties of knowledge into a single whole] had to 

capitulate, together with all. - sciences, to the prevail- 

ing, tendency to divide and specialise. This led in 

turn to a divorce between the religious faith and other 

forms of human activity. It was a serious disadvantage; 

and Vlostcott wrote. "there was on all sides: a want of 

solidarity and comprohensivenosmin the religious 

contribution and a dangerous readiness to accept' 

unverified formulas" [ quoted in The Life of E, V1. Benson, 

vol. ii, p. 691]10. 

The nineteenth century was not an age of confidence 

so far as theology was concerned, even if it can be 

demonstrated that this was true of other spheros. Some 

people overthrew orthodox beliefs altogether, and never 
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troubled to replace them. But many, having shaken 

off traditional dogmas and creeds and categoriesiot 

religious thought, spent their days restlessly, seeking 

to reconcile their spiritual. needs with their newly- 

acquired intellectual principles-, for example. llatthev 

Arnold, Henry Sidgwick, J. A. Symonds, and J. A. Froude. 

It is not easy for the Christian of the mid-twentieth 

century to picture the situation a hundred years ago. 

We have grown up in the very atmosphere of religious 

controversy on matters fundamental to our faith; and 

most thinking Christians are made aware of Biblical 

criticism 
[in some form or other] from the start. 

But in the period of Vaughan and the Cambridge Trio, 

there was a well-defined line of demarcation between 

the acceptance of Christianity in traditional fulness, 

and plain unbelief - among the great majority of English 

people. For a young man reared in traditional Christ- 

ianity to go up to a university and be confronted by 

[what is to us a very mild] liberal theology was a 

severe shock. The pious Handley Moule, brilliant 

student of, and episcopal successor to, B. F. Westcott, 

was filled with serious doubts "under the droppings of 

the controversies and questions of the present day. " 

- Harford and Macdonald, 'Bishop Hiand] ' Moule' p. $. $ 
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IN the early mid-century, 

so far as the great majority of clergy were concerned - 

whether high or low - there was a firm holding to 

traditional beliefs and methods. They were scarcely 

aware of the revolutionary [albeit gentle] changes 

which were pending, and ignorant of this wealth and 

welter of new knowledge. Some reacted against the- 

whole fresh approach and a new phase of fundamentalism 

enjoyed enthusiastic acceptance in many quarters. But 

in the end all were affected, in one direction or another, 

and to a greater or lesser degree. It is interesting 

to note in passing, that in this period of theological 

revolution touching the very fundamentals of the 

Christian faith - in many ways a unique era in the 

Church's history - there was a dearth of first-class 

theologians in England. R. W. Dale comments on it, and 

laments that the race of theologians seemed almost 

extinct [ cf LIFE, A. W. W. Dale, 1898, p 2011* 

The new methods of scientific criticism which had 

made headway in other fields had sooner or later to be 

applied to the Bible: the gulf between theology in its 

-traditional forms- and the new modes of thought had to 

be bridged, if Christianity was not eventually to be 
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relegated to the museum of outmoded thought. The critical 

study of the Bible was mainly done, so far as Entland was 

concerned, at Oxford and Cambridge. 

One of the earliest publications which created concern 

among, the orthodox rwhi, ch meant in fact' the mäjorityý1 was 

Milman's "History of the JewiO (183'0). Here wes embraced, 

for the first time in' so open end unapölog'etie 'a fashion, 

the principle of treating a traditioniil'y s`acr'ed subject In 

the same way as a 'wholly secular one. " "Essayt' fs and Re'riews-It 

(1860) was a catalyst which, appearing at a peculiarly oppor- 

tune [or inopportune 3 moment, effected results out of all 

proportion to its intrinsic ' wor`'th In 1862 Colenso 

launched his progressive "The 'Pentato h' and Joshua" Into an 

English public which was relatively ignorant of dReVelopments 

on the Continent - by ` this" t°ime well advanced, The same 

year saw the publication of Stanlc'a ! 'History. of the Jewish 

Church. " Vaughan". s -brother-ih-laws was . clearly °undor. the 

influence of Ewald: a. leading scholar across the German Ocean, 

But,, it was' not until Vol! into the second half of ' 'the century 

that the advhnced, and still adirancing, 1 Viewsr and ziethodsc of 

foreign schol'ara began to make 'anýimpross. ion in England. 

K. H. Graf'a "Die geschichtlichen Btlche. r des A. Ts:. " was 

published in 1866. The English text of 

see, belov in ch. 5. IAlso, V. F. Storr, Dev. of Eng. Theol. ch. xxi 
for able appraisal of this book. 
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Wellhausen's "History of Israel" * did not appear till 

1885;; with Kuenen's "The Hexateuch" in 1886 [Trans. of 

"Hist. -crit. Onderzoek naar het Ontstaan en do Verzameling 

van do' Boeken des Ouden Verbonds (ed"2),, i. 1.1. 
- 1885" 

Moreover, it' cias not till the fourth quarter of, the 

century that there arose in Britain' any outstanding protag- 

onists' of the critical-position. In 1870 TI. Robertson Smith 

became Professor of Oriental Languages- and Old Testament 

in the Free Church College, Aberdeen. From Oxford, Driver 

sent 'forth his "Introduction to'the Literature of the Old 

Testament" In 1891. °T. U. Cheyne rather went to'extremes 

in the Bampton lecture's of 189L. At Cambridge, J. J. S. 

Perowne led Old Testament studies with moderation in the. 

'sixties-, ' and Kirkpatrick flourished in the 'eighties at 

the same time as H. E. Ryle. 

As far as the New Testament is concerned, one of the 

earliest departures from orthodoxy was made by Seeley in 

"Ecce Homo� [1865], and it caused quite a stir* though it 

was well received by the more broad-minded. This was 

followed by many and varied 'Lives' of Christ, especially 

in the last two decades of the century. 

* Geschichte Israels, i., 1878 reprinted (substantially 
unaltered, with improvements in details) as 'Prolegomena 
zur Geschichte Israels'(1883; 3rd Ed. 1886), and trans. 
into English as "History of Israel's 1885. 
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Broadly considered, the chief credit for the pro- 

motion of Biblical studies in England - and this in a 

thorough, cautious and devout spirit - goes to the 

Cambridge Trio, Lightfoot, Westcott and Hort, notably 

in the realm of New Testament studies. No less a 

person than Hastings Rashdall writes of them: "They 

raised English theology from a condition of nullity 

up to the level of the best German work, while they 

infused into it a characteristic English spirit of 

caution and sobriety" [ cf 'Principles and Precepts', 

p 164 ]. Lightfoot held chairs of Divinity from 

1861 - 1879; Westcott was Regius Professor from 

1870 - 1890; Hort held professorships from 1878 till 

his death in 1892. 

It will be seen from this brief survey that 

C. J. Vaughan received his education and training in 

divinity before the new method had made any real impact 

upon England. He matured in the early days of its 

spreading, and published his commentaries and lectures 

before there were any 'assured results' of historical 

criticism. This fact, considered together with his very 

conservative temperament, suggests reasons why his writings 

wholly ignore the rising tide of new ideas in Biblical 

studies. 
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FOREWORD TO P ART TIV0 

TH PROBLEM of making a fair and adequate comparison 

between C. J. Vaughan and the: Cambridge Trio, his 

slightly younger contemporaries, was resolved when 

the writer acquired the volume of notes which one. 

of Vaughan's Doves had taken from his Greek Testament 

lectures. Those notes, edited and typed out in the 

Appendix to this thesis, give fairly full notes on all 

the New Testament Epistles. with fragments on the other 

books. They are valuable in that they treat the same 

portions of the Now Testament as are covered by the 

published commentaries of the other three scholars, 

Lightfoot, Westcott and Hort. The late Dean of Llandaff 

published only two serious commentaries on the Greek 

text - 'Romans' and 'Hebrews-. " His volumes on 

'Philippians' and 'Revelation' are of the semi-popular 

order and chiefly homiletic expositions. 

Some observations on Vaughan's 'Romans' will be given 

in the first chapter of Part Two; then his exposition 

of other Ne'Testament books will be made in comparison 

with the published works of the Cambridge Trio. 



Chap ter0ne 

V A UG H A N " S C O M LI E N T A R Y 

ON 

T H E EP I S T L E. 

T 0 T H E R O M A N S 

* 
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THE reader of this fine work *, who is more familiar 

with modern commentaries, will be struck at once by 

the almost complete absence of quotations from, or 

even allusions-to, other commentaries-. In illustrating 

the meaning of a Greek word or phrase there is a very 

occasional citation of a Patristic or Classical usage. 

For example, in the brief, passing reference in his note 

on Ko rsZKOuKtY5 (2: 18) Vaughan writes: "The word K. 1Tr C--, / 

'to sound' or 'din in one's ears-', is used by St. Luke! 

and St. Paul [as by Lucian also] in the sense of 

REPEATED ORAL INSTRUCTION. " Or, on vii4 s (3: 4)9 

"This seems to be the only clear example in Scripture 
A 

of the Classical use of VIK, N as a forensic. expression 

TO GAIN A CAUSE. " Again, In a grammatical note at 

3,: 9. "In Classical Greek wo have the various construc- 

tions , 
oll r 1elTO-Al TIVo1 T%Vos ; 

T16 p 'f, Vos with an infinitive 

(as here), WS or 01 i" and 11 Ko[To1 ý ýý ýn 

Vaughan makes even rarer mention of the Versions 

than he does of Classical writings. But he is at pains 

to point out rare words-, or those peculiar to Paul, or 

unique terms and usages. 

* "ST. PAUL'S EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS, " 4th Edn, 1874. 
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This commentary is essentially the work of a Greek 

ECholar"who has employed Little, outside help beyond a- 

concordance to the Septuagint and one for the New, 

Testaiient. He draws- upon the resources: of' his acute 

mind steeped in Classical learning. He has gone to 

great trouble to select an abundance of illustrative 

passages-from the Septuagint and New Testament when 

commenting on very many important texts or"terms; and 

oven in briefer comments it is exceptional to find no 

example drawn from the Greek Scriptures or a cross- 

'reference to similar usage In the same Epistle. -". - 

The Preface to the first edition indicates the 

purpose and method-of the Writer: "I. enter' into, no 

competition with those who have sought to: provide 

students of Scripture with large materials of theological 

information, or to guide them through a 1abinth of 

conflicting interpretations. " The first edition of 

the work is dedicated to his elder pupils at Harrow 

School, and thus he has set before himself "the case 

of readers who require rather results than processes 

of investigation, and have sought not so much to argue 

and to discuss as to interpret and to teach. " 
r 
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The Preface is quite revealing in respect of the, 

mind and approach of the author. In a+salutary warning 

. against the tendency of the "interpretation- of the-Word 

of God ... *, to degenerate, Into, a censorship of, its 

human interpreters,,, " he writes.: II 

'The tý oý -r 5, instead of being the very 
yTibecomes the more mouthpiece of the 's 

echo of surrounding I-pC, 4j r-d, Gifts are 
exercised in the collation and-comparison of'' 
previous commentaries, which would be inval- 
uable if brought to bear on-the hiving 
oravlos themselves" -p vi" 

Vaughan states the guiding principle of his method of 

Bible study: 

"I believe that, to a mind educated in the 
study of-ancient writers, and a heart dis- 
ciplined for the pursuit of Divine know- 
ledge$ the Scriptures will gradually un- 
fbLd their own meaning as the reward of a patient 
and trustful study" -p vi. 

He adds that the clearness of vision will inevitably 

be disturbed, "now by a prepossession, and now by an 

antipathy, alike inconsistent with the spirit of cal© 

and candid enquiry, and uncongenial to the very 

climate in which such a process should be carried on, " 

by the premature- presentation of the opinions of a 

human commentator. But, lest this should give rise 

to misunderstanding of the writer's attitude towards 
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others who have gone before, he expresses appreciation 

of their labours-, and a consciousness of the incomplete- 

ness of his own work resulting from this very method. 

Nevertheless, for Vaughan what mattered most was the 

assiduous application of his own mind to the Scriptures 

as they stand, and that the conclusions should be the 

result of his own hard thinking. "For almost eighteen 

years, at intervals, I have been occupied in this study. 

Each single note is the result of some honest labour. " 

That is typical of this devout scholar: and the humility 

of the man - one of his most notable graces - shines 

through his Preface, and is reflected in his commentary. 

Vaughan rightly reninda the reader that in approaching. 

'Romans', he is applying himself to an EPISTLE -a form 

of literature which stands by itself, distinct altogether 

from every other kind of writing. In elaborating this 

point, and explaining why he has abstained from any 

attempt to give a detailed analysis of its contents, 

he gives us a paragraph wholly characteristic of his 

customary brilliant style - the use of short, sharp 

epithets, which take us directly to the heart of the 

matter, often assisted by alliteration or similar 

arresting figure: 
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"We must scarcely attempt to divide, 
(the Epistle] into sections. lie must 
scarcely imagine it to have been written 
upon a preconceived plan. - 

We expect It 
it sequence, not system; coherence, not 
composition. , It is enough if each sen- 
tence, each topic, flows easily out of the 
preceding; if every thought suggests the- 
next which follows, by a train not of 
elaborate reasoning, but of natural assoc- 
iation. Taking it as it is, we may show 
its connection, we may trace its argument; 
but we mar its beauty, and we miss its 
meaning, if we reduce it to a framework 
of premeditated heads and formal sub- 
divisions" p x. 

The text of-the Epistlo used is the Woo tcott and 

Hort recension-, adopted by Vaughan by pornission of 

his friend, ' Viestcott, in anticipation of the pub- 

lication'of that text. 

In the 
yreface, 

to the third edition, Vaughan again 

emphasises the solitary line of study and exposition, 

but he does disclaim absolute independence of suggestion 

and influence from others. It is interesting to have 

a glimpse of such influences as worked on the great 

man's mind. He specifically mentions his debt to 

Dr Arnold and the Sixth Form classes at Rugby. Also 

he recalls a passage in Archdeacon Evans. 's "Bishopric 

of Souls, " in which, writes Vaughan,, a young clergy- 

man is recommended to study the Greek Testament for 
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himself, without note or comment, by the help of. 

Wahl's "Clavis" alone. Presumably this advice was- 

taken to heart and mind by Vaughan. This Preface, 

too, gives us plain indication of the high view of 

Scripture which Vaughan held, and which is echoed in 

all his Biblical writings and utterances. He feels 

keenly the honour of ministering the "living life- 

giving Word" to all hearers; more especially those, 

"educated minds, those powerful intellects,. to which 

it is his responsible' task to present week by week!, 

in the most venerable of Churches, the living life- 

giving Word. " , 
It was to this august congregation 

of the Temple Church, London, that the i. 7aster- 

dedicated the revised and enlarged edition of his 

commentary on 'Romans! in 1870. The fourth, and final, 

edition was "little more; than a careful reprint ... 

the chief difference will be found-in the improved 

text of passages quoted from the New Testament in the 

Notes. " 

In a close examination of the commentary on "Romans", 

it needs to be borne in mind that the author deliberately 
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sets out to compose his work without reference to 

other commentators, and that [as he explicitly states 

in the Preface] it will consist rather of results 

than of processes of investigation. " Further, he has 

"sought not so much to argue and to discuss as tb 

interpret and to teach. " This is true enough. But, 

for tho most part, the statements of his "results" are 

surprisingly brief, the actual quantity of exegetical 

matter relatively slender, though admittedly it is 

concentrated and wholly relevant. 

There is, however, a preponderance of matter given 

over to etymology, and to the citation of references 

[with quotations in full, very often] - so that some 

'comments' are almost miniature concordances* The 

whole is nicely tied together'and a helpful continuum 

maintained, by spontaneous paraphrases. That is, the 

plan of the commentary admitting only the barest ana- 

lysis and there being no formal paraphrases at the 

beginning of each carefully marked section [as, for 

example, in the commentary by Sanday and Headlam], 

the author inserts his very free renderings as he 

thinks will best keep the Apostle's meaning before 

the reader. 
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Sometimes there is a paraphrase at the beginning 

of the section, with straightforward commenting on 

each verse successively. At other times, he gives a 

paraphrase in the comment of each of a series of verses. 

Again, Vaughan has a favourite way of writing a kind 

of exegetical paraphrase - which is clearly. one of his 

mannerisms, to judge'by the superabundance of such in 

the notes of his lectttrea taken down by the student 

and reproduced in the Appendix. This is. illustrated 

in, say, the comment on Romans. 3: 19: 

"Nor can these descriptions of human 
depravity be thrown of by the Israelite 

upon the despised Gentile. It is obvious 
that the Jewish Scriptures must address 
themselves to the Jew. It they repres- 
ent a certain character as prevalent 
amongst men, it must be the Jewish char- 
acter, not the Gentile only. And this 
is the very aim of such delineations, 
to silence all self-justification on the 
part of even the more favoured race, and 
bring the whole world, whether Jewish or 
Gentile, in the prostration of conscious 
guilt to the bar of God's judgment" -p 63. 

Then, paraphrase, Classical usage, exegesis and con- 

cordance are all closely packed into one paragraph of 

comment, for example at 3: 4 - 
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kcl Q"c -' WHEN THOU "' E 
v# TA 

CONTENDESý;. WHEN THOU ENTEREST INTO 
TRIAL AS A LITIGANT. ' For this 
Classical use of KpIIeC , compare 
I Coro vi. 6, : lid Xec 
{(piJETýI (loLi ? o'1To 

ýý1a"TrýY" 

The figure itself is in frequent use in 
the Prophets when expostulating for God 

with men. God is represented as 
HAVING A CONTROVERSY with them; 
appealing sometimes to heaven and earth, 
sometimes to man himself, to decide the 
question as to the reasonableness and 
justice of His dealings with him. Seei 
for example, Isai i. 2,18) LXX .... 
U1iii. 26 .... Jer. xxv. 31 .. . ßos. iv. l. 

... xii. 2. ... Mic. vi. 2 *. It is thus 
that David, in the passage quoted in the 
text, declares that this one sin of his 
will be enough to decide the great con- 
troversy between God and man, in favour 
of God's justice, mercy and, truth" 

p 54. 

* all quoted in full in Greek 

The actual lay-out of the commentary is not easy 

to follow, and one has found it necessary to underline 

and otherwise mark the text in order to follow more 

clearly V aughan's many subdivisions' in expounding the 

root meanings of words, and in order to differentiate 

various elements in the exegesis. 

The commentary shows slight [if any] influence of 

critical scholarship. It both lacks extremes of 

theological dogmatism, and also it expounds very 
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moderately and uncontroversially those passages and 

texts of the Epistle which have boon the fields of 

so much deep study and debate. both before and after 

Vaughan. The work is none the less that of a truly 

scholarly mind and of a profound spirit, and it is an 

exeellebt. basin for any study of the Epistle to the 

Romans. However, one looks in vain for any very 

distinctive elements in Vaughan's theological inter- 

pretations. Indeed, one must admit that there are 

times when it is disappointing to. find Vaughan so 

brief, and rather too apt to give 'results' when 

some "procese. of investilgation" [to use his own 

phrase] would have been helpful. He even gives the 

appearance of being evasive on certain vital texts. 

Perhaps Vaughan himself would have added more, but 

maintained a careful circumspection according to hier 

pre-determined policy, 

On the basic doctrine of the Sovereignty of God, 

together with its complement in the freedom of man, 

Vaughan has something to say, but his remarks are 

scattered.. There is a relatively long exposition 

on a: 29,30, though this is mostly a series of 
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lexicographical notes on the key verbs, with ample 

examples of usages, prefaced by what is actually. 

the longest paragraph of exegesis in the book. It 

runs as follows: 

29,30 oc-ri ]I SAY, Kot 
ýl 

TPöhT1'Y KXq''%'S 

BECAUSE, & a. Everyone, who is eventually 
saved can only ascribe his salvation, from 
the first step to the last, to God's favour 
and act.. Human merit must be excluded: 
and this can only be, by tracing back the 
work far beyond the obedience which ovi- 
dencea, or even the faith which appropri- 
atese, salvation; even to an act of spon- 
taneous favour on the part of God who fore- 
sees and foreordains from eternity all His 

wo rk e. 

Althougltherefore no one has a right to 
say in this life, I AU ONE OF THOSE WHOM 
GOD HAS ABSOLUTELY ORDAINED TO ETERNAL LIFE; 

yet with regard to himself in the retro- 
spect when he reaches heaven - and even now 
generally, with respect to those, WHOSOEVER 
THEY BE, who may eventually reach heaven - 
a Christian will thankfully accept the lan- 
guage here employed. The retrospective 
character of the whole passage is strongly 
marked by the tense used throughout, even 
in the last (altogether future) link of the 
chain, ro6ToiS 4e. li Cýöýýeaej 

. For a parallel 
passage, somewhat expanded, see, Eph. i"3 - 14; 
in which the e ol4%L 'T°ll tký Ldjb e1V7v'ti (verse 5), 
or the j(? jS0(o'i5 (verse 11), may be said to 
correspond to 70fo6 w here; npooplctS (verse 5) 
I's the 1rp016piary of this passage; TVWP'Qot 1 

ioy (verse 0) answers to ýý, c. tXEr ( here; 
the aý c_gi (verse-7) to 

61 "1,60 a 
C: 

y (here) ; and the krt% . 6TfwG'1s ? 7S 
7ZP('J[D1ý°l! ýW3 (verse 14) to ' 

OIJyLTL_y here. 
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Vaughan also cites It Theirs. 2: 13,14 and I Pot. 1: 1. 

and he cpncludes the paragraph: 

'"There is in Scripture no one stereo- 
typed form of statement on this great 
subject, but an entire harmony in the 
result, even where terms are dariect 
or interchanged" -p 163. 

He then continues to describeI the five steps in the 

Christian's election, based on the five verbs of 
verses 20 and 30. 

Ti Po eý+/w FOREKNEW. It may be 
well to retain this simple rendering 
of the word. And yet the bare idea 
of IiidC}4VING 9EFOREFt\ ... is evi- 
dently inadequate to the mysterious 
thought here expressed. hero pre- 
science [on God's part] of human 
volition leaves man the originator 
of his own salvation, in utter con- 
tradiction to Scripture here and 
everywhere, That Am)vwnls which 
is made the first step in the spiritual 
history seems to express, not indeed 
so much as PREDETML1INATION [which 

would confu, $e . pofOv w with t9a4Jp WG&V 
but yet a RESTING OF THE i I? JD OF 
GOD BEFORETA: 1D UPON A PERSON WITH 
APPROVAL [compare Exod* xxxiii. 12, 
LXX ... Psalm i. 6 ... 

] which can 
only be mentally and doctrinally 
severed from the second stop jTowTiG 

pp 163 - 4. 

Vaughancecognises, jtfowp, 0-6-/ as the second step, 

the immediate consequence of the Z0 
I ý. 'ý+t 

7iS , He 
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thinks it may be doubted whether the idea of 

SPIRITUAL resemblance is here pro-dominant 
[ as in 

II Core 3,.,, 18,1, or rather that of CORPOREAL likeness 

after resurrection, as in Phil. 3'. 21. "Both thoughts 

may be included: but it is the latter" which CO; ̀, PLETES 

AND FULFILS the design spoken of 11 -p 104. 

A significant comment follows on the phrase 

? ýpW lo? aýG, DýI EY TjAX43 OS O44 c, 

"! ha effect of this predestined conformity 
of Christians to Christ, now in soul, 
hereafter in body also, will be to make 
Him, in His resurrection glory,, as it 

were the firstborn Son among many brethren, 
all sharing His likeness as as it is- 
written] glorified with Him. 

See Co-1. i. 18 ... Rev. i. 5 ..... 
For QW, ^öTodCos in its application to 
Christ as tho Eternal Son, see Col. i, ]511 

-- p. 165. 

The third step is the "actual convey- 

ance of the Gospel invitation to those who have been 

already narked out in God's purpose as heirs of sal- 

vation. " The fourth step [ eSIuoüt Z-y ] is similarly 

briefly described asp "the immediate acceptance and 

forgiveness of those who. believe and embrace the 

Gospel. " The final stop [] is the "future 

recognition of the sons of God, and their admission 

into glory" -p 165. 
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The whole group-of comments is summed up in the 

. note on verse 3L.: 

"These things being so;. God being thus 

manifestly engaged, by 
4a 

whole chain of' 
consecutive 

interpositions, on the side, 
of us who. believe; what have we to fear ? 
Nothing in this life - nothing hereafter" 

-p1.66* 

'p * 

The writer has found it interesting to compare, 

in passing, the method and spirit of Vaughan with 

those of a Continental contemporary. In the Additional 

Note at the end of this chapter there is an extract 

from the commentary on the Epistle to the Romans by 

Ii. A. WÖ fl YER [1881 ],. and taken from his note on the 

corresponding passage. - Romans 8: 29 - 30. The 

following observations. are offered by way of com- 

parison: 

Allowing for Meyer's characteristic Teutonic ver- 

bosity and expansiveness, he has a gift of incisive- 

ness. like Vaughan. He sums up a truth in a telling 

sentence. Moreover, he gives, that sane careful 

attention to the Greek significance underlying a 

particular usage. Though he quotes other commentators 

fully and freely,, he does not allow them to over-shadow 

his own expositions based on a careful study of the 
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etymology and general Biblical usage. Like Vaughan, 

he frequently gathers a number of corresponding 

Biblical usages, to enforce his point. Meyer mani- 

fests the same kind of independence of thought; is, 

realistic and balanced in his conclusions; and reveeb 

a personal spirituality of insight into, and inter- 

pretation of, the Scriptures. Yet, there is no indic- 

ation that either was familiar with the other's works. 

* * f * 

Other sources of Vaughan's views, in addition to 

those mentioned previously, are suggested in the short 

notes in chapter 9. On verses 6-9 he sums up simply: 

"Natural descent was not enough to constitute an heir 

of God's, special blessings: that is a matter of special. 

promise, and consequently of Divine will and choice. " 

But he clearly has no sympathy with Calvin's gloss 

['dum allos ad salutem praedestin. at, altos ad aeternam 

damnationei. " ], for, he adds, "Nothing is here said 

of the FINAL DESTINY of either brother: that was 

shaped by the spirit and conduct of each: what is 

spoken of here is the position of the one, and not of 

the other, as the depository of the promise to Abraham" 

-p 177. 
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Vaughan sets out further thoughts in his comment 

on verge 113:. He reminds his reader' that the argument 

which began with the assignment of privileges, of 

special religious advantages and blessings. has devel- 

oped into that of INDIVIDUAL acceptance and rejection: 

"And here, too, human merit and claim 
can only be excluded by a bold and broad 
statement of the sovoreignty of God: 
C' AE i 't. AE 

, 
öv SE A&7' o'K>P iof 

. 
Such is ever the : actho(; of 'Scripture: to 
state each of two apparently conflicting, 
principles [such, for example, as those 
of God's grace and mans responsibility. ] 

singly and separately, and leave con- 
science rather than intellect to recon- 
cile and adjust them" -p 180. 

In commenting, on Uj Cýjpv%tCi of this verse, he says 

that this word is suggested by the quotation in v. 17 

from the history of Pharaoh. i`e cites Exodus 4: 21 [LYE]; 

7-. 3; 9: 12;, 10: 20 - 27; 11: 10; 14: 40 8f 17. 

"In such passages that result is ascribed to a judicial 

process, which is elsewhero spoken of as the act of the 

sinner. Thus Exodus viii. 32 .... " He continues: 

"It is. by the operation of a law of man's 
nature as God created it, that III: 1.771O WILL 
NOT TURN, AT LAST C. \N114OT. And Gods. who 
established that law of man's nature, is 
said in Scripture to DO that which OCCURS UNDER 
IT or RESULTS FROM IT. Thus ö'v k- º TV, Njiüves 
becomes equivalent toi 'E HAS Fl%, L AT ?! IS 
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"PLEASURE T 113 MORAL CONSTITUTION OF 
1IN, PC"OiWIN'll TO VI9ICI T; '. ̂ , It BELLICUS 

SIN ß -M I AT LAST O3DURATE" -p 180. 

Further, he writes of verse 22 as a "necessary 

and beautiful modification of the coºaparison. God 

does not FOMI for destruction these vessel's of wrath: 

that is their own work. 'Rather, He TNID JES them, 

and that VIITII LLUCII LONG-SUFFERING. His sovereignty 

is shown, not in causing but in punishing [and still 

more in deferring the punishment of] ovil" -p1.82. 

Vaughan's remaining note on the subject of Gods 

sovereignty occurs at 11 &61 and fairly suns up his 

main point in the expositions on this theme. 

"Human salvation must be ascribed either to 
man or to God: it cannot be a mixed 
result of twat' different, incommensurable, 
and incongruous agencies" -p 201. 

A typical example of Vaughan's non-critical troat- 

ment of the Scriptures may be seen. in his 
, 
note of 

Romans 1: 17', He quotesthe LXX of Habakkuk 2: 49 and 

then writes: 

"The words were originally, written of tha 
safety of the rightoous man under God's 
protection, in that desolation by the 
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"Chaldeans which was the subject of the 

prophecy. But the same thing is true 
for all tines: the secret of the life 

of the righteous is faith. And thus 
the clause is three times quoted in an 
Evangelical sense in the New Testament. 

See: Gal. iii. 1L. TTob. x. 38" -- p 12. 

A very difforent handling of the passage is found 

in modern commontators, as, for example, in C. . DODD: 

"For Habakkuk, 'faith' meant faithfulness,, 
fidelity. The righteous would preserve 
his life, in the troubles surrounding him, 
by sheer character - by honesty, integrity, 
trustworthiness. Whether the prophet 
meant that he would literally escape 
threatening destruction, or that, in spite 
of the worst that might happen, he would 
'save his soul', we need not stop to 

enquire. In any case, Paul understood 
the word 'faith' differently*'* 

- Romans, Moffatt N. T. Commentarys 1932, p 14. 

9. ýý,. W. i'[EY? It"S note on this verse, gives us a view- 

point much more akin to V aughan's, and indicates his 

generally More conservative attitude: 

" K. c$lýs ýCýalx'T. 1i . represents what has 
just been 1 

stated ITT ACCORDANCE 1,17ITH A 
DTCL?. RATIOI; J OF SCRIPTURE, consequently 
according to the necessity, of the divine 
counsel of salvation. 11E 1TTO FROM F&ITfi 
[on Christ] IS T1I11"T^OUS [transferred into 
the relation of the SiKeuo6üv1 Qe-o3 ] shall 
LIVE [be partaker of the 11essianic eternal 
lifel]. This, as the I'lossianic sense 
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"intended to be conveyed by the Spirit 

of God [2 Peter 1.211 in the prophetic 
words, Hab. ii. 4, 'the righteous shall 
by his faithfulness*live (attain to 
the theocratic life-blessedness], is 

reco,; nised by Paul, and expressed sub- 
3tantially in the language of the LXX, 

rightly or'iitting the oU , which they 
inaccurately add to 1i <rTGJS. ' Paul 
has connected the phrase 'dK Tod-r s 

Id1 "lfýýý. with ö ýir(4 I4$ , since 
if the LIFE of the righteous has 
it I CT13 as its cause, his 11 1 ocvvj can 
itself have no other ground or- source. 
.... (this) is plain from the con- 
nection, according to which it is not 
the LIFE ix ir, 'r., but TTE REVMATIOU 
OF RIGHTEOUSITESS 'Etc Ir d'''r . that i sr' to 
be confirmed by the Old Testament. " 

- Romans, vol. ii, pp 72-3. 

* "'This FAITHFULNESS, in the prophet's- 
sense, the 1j"Ir)ý, , and the Ti la? IS 
in the Chrisliaii sense-, have the 
same fundamental idea, TRUSTFTJL 
SELF-Si1RRENDRR to God. " 

- Footnote ibid. 

In the following verse,, Vaughan makes no sort of 

% ft 
apology for the ofn Oeoj ; indeed, he says by* way of 

elaborated paraphrase of this verse: 

"There is in process of disclosure, 
wherever the Gospel is carried, a definite 
and determined indignation of the Holy 
One against all sin, to be manifested in 
due time from the heaven in which He 
dwells .... 

[II These. 1.7,81" -p 12. 
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In contrast, DODD takes bebt. part of three and 

a half pages to ease the whole conception. He says 

that be prefers to keep the old translation [as against 

Moffatt's "anger"] "because such an archaic phrase 

suits a thoroughly archaic idea. To render it. into 

the terms of ordinary intercourse is to bring the 

idea into a sphere to which it does not belong. The. 

Greek word LORGE] does, indeed, mean 'finger' ; but 

God's anger suggests the simple anthropomorphic idea 

that God is angry with men, and Paul's idea is not so 

simple" (pp. 20-21$. This he attempts to demonstrate-. 

I? e concludes: "In the long run wo cannot think with 

full consistency of God in terns of the highest 

human ideals of personality and yet attribute to Ih m 

the irrational passion of anger" (p. 24). Similarly* 

Dodd wants to make Romans 9: 22 thoroughly 1Versonal 

00 
and render Crt<&U7 of" "in accordance with what was said 

on 1: 18 ... OBJ': LTS OF It<ýTfI3UTION" (p. 169). 

Vaughan plainly interprets 9: 22 as follows, with 

particular reference to the phrase "endured with much 

longsuf fering": - 

"A necessary and beautiful modification 
of the comparison. God does not FORM 
for destruction these VLS iLi OF ", "IM: 
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"that is their own- work. Rather, He 
ENDURES them, and that WITH MUCH LONG- 
SUFF', FtING. Hic sovereignty IS-Shown, 
not In causing but in punishing 

[and 

still more In deferring the punish- 
ment of] evil" -p 182. 

Vaughan"s simple literalism is shown again in 

his comment on 2: 15, ?O 'roe VoµoV fos J Oiv :- 

"' (1) In certain cases, though rare 
and exceptional [such as those of 
Melchi sedec', John & c. ], ßY T OLY LIVES, 
under the guidance ei conscience 
enlightened by primitive tradition or 
in other mays apart frodidirect reveL- 
ation to their nation or themselves. 

(2) In a far lower sense, by the 
instinctive reverence felt in all ages 
and countries for-good and right, 
however little adhered to in personal 
conduct; and, springing out of this, 
just laws and institutions of all 
kinds, testifying for good" -p 38. 

And he adds, somewhat naively it seems, on 
Fý"ýTý)roßoüVTwV K, ý. ý. ""- 

"As if the accusing action of the thoughts 
of the heart [in the case supposed] were 
far more common than the exculpatory. 

The 

supposition of an acceptable obedience 
apart from revelation is made rather for 
the sake of the txisms&t completeness' 
of the argument than from an idea of its 
frequent realization" -p 4I. 



A further illustration of his simple concordance 

method of non-critical exposition occurs in his note 

onRomans 3: 22. With particular reference to 

µAAPTUPoUµEVI uto ' he first gives a long list of 

New Testament texts which speak of the Old Testament's 

foreshadowing of the New [Rom. L: 2t Luke 18: 31; 24: 27; 

24: 4dß,. 46 John 5: 39.46;. Acta 2.: 25,3L; 
, 

3: 22,24; 

17: 2* 3; 24: 22,23; I Peter l: LO, 11 ]" These he 

quotes in full. He concludes: 

"These strong assertions point not 
only to separate passages of direct 
prediction, but still more to the 
Evangelical character of the Old 
Testament as a whole. There is a 
thread of Christian prophecy run- 
ninö through the law and the prophets. 
The tense of ý (oteiupou ,v expresses 
a repeated or habitual, attestation" 68. 

The comment on 3: 20 ýrk. lioý kJ ýiºýoci 
o-uv ;k not only 

gives us Vaughan's own view on the interpretation, 

but is, an example of the clear and concise way he 

states his exposition; 

"There seems to be nothing here of the 
idea, JUST XII) YET .A JUSTIFIER, which 
is so often found in the words. It is 
not NM YET, but rather, AND ALSO. 
God has the glorious attribute of not 
only POSSESSING but also C0:, 1 NICATING 
ri. ghteousness" 

p T6" 
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A characteristic epigram is his comment on 5: 15 - 

"The Redemption is co-extensive with the Fall. 
It embraces all, though all may not embrace it. " 

-p 111. 

Similarly on 5; l9 - 

"If men perish now it is not for want of 
room [Luke xiv. 22j, but for want, of faith. " 

p 115. 

Again, on 5: 20 

"Paul is not afraid to ascribe to God's 
PURPOSE that which results from God's 
PROCEDU1E. The whole of the 7th 
chapter is the commentary upon this 
verso" 

-p 115. 

Typical of Vaughan is his pithy note on 

in 6: 4 [which Sanday and IHeadlan quote] 

"In other worde, "our baptism was a sort 
of funeral; a solemn act of consigning 
us to that death of Christ in which we 
are made one with Hin" -p 118". 

In a different context we see something of the 

thought of our writer-9 as well as having another 

illustration of his clear,, precise commentary. 
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On the phrase To 6'ca TIS o fu j17) $ in 6: 6,, 

he says: 

"THE- BODY OF [DELONG IN3 TO ] SIN. Not a 
mere periphrasis for sin, as if It 
were the, SUBSTANCE or SUI OF SINt but 
rather to be undgrstood [as the context 
shows of T'"j : RIýI, BODY IN ITS 
P'I^S 'YT UNTý'.;; 'ý'", ED ST'1TE, AS T INLET 
OF T 1, XTAT ION AND TTTE AGENT OF SIN. 
IT 17A S T''.: ()3J'?. 1T Or TTT:: CRUCIFIXION 
WITTT CTIRIST OF TIE OLD .. IAN, TO REDUCE 
TO . STATE Oma' INACTION AND Ii, POT' RNCE 

T`TIS NATURAL BODY, OF 
HATT'. R AND SENS-Z, AND TO ENI. LE C 
CT II3TIAN MAN TO LIVE ALREADY AS 
I TOUGH H., 7AD ACTUALLY DI-ID "71711 CTTRIST 
AD nIS N AG AITN" 

-p 12L. 

Thus he follows the interpretation which BENGEL 

tersely sums up in his GNOM11.9N, "The BODY OF SIN9. 

the mortal body, abounding: in sin and lusts" -, 

[ vol.. iii, E`. T., 1866, p 79 

Sanday and UTeadlam accept this view; but Dodd says, 

"It is not the structure of flesh and blood as such. .. 

Thum the SINFUL BODY is the self as the organization 

of the sinful impulses inherent in the flesh" - op. cit. p 90. 

Of the doctrine of the Atonement, Vaughan actually 

says relatively little. He seems to pro-suppose a 

knowledge of (and acceptance of] the doctrine as set 

forth in the Took of Common Prayer. He gives a full 

note on 'ilä6Tj Ploy (3: 25) t its root and cognate forms, 
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with numerous illustrations from the LXX. He 

concludes this particular note thus: 

C 
"The application of the term fAP1T1PI V 

to Christ Himself constitutes Him as 
it were the ITERCY-SEAT of the new 
temple in which iod dwells with 
redeemed nan" -p 74. 

On rat t I'j'tr Z'ýºs in the 9 ame ver1e: 

"These words depend on 1Aoe6r7PioV 
defining the instrumentality by 
which the expiatory work of Christ 
is applied to the individual man; 
and are closely connected with the 
following words 1"Z ov? fv df F'otri; 
P-WPITIATORY BY MEANS OF FAITR 

resting IN THE. BLOOD OF Christ 
TIJI19ELF as ita home and sphere" -p 74. 

And on phi ftdfi 

IC/ M 

"Gen. ix, 4, LXX. -cv Ot TI 'ý uK'js 
Daut. xi i. 23, PV jfetP ("4, l dV1%'V 1 (1 

The life-blood of Christ, shod upon the 
Cross, stands for the whole work of 
redemption. The death was the crowning 
and completive act of the life-long 
sacrifice. 

Phil* 11.8 ý(, Vv f(VoS 
wxc 

t(oo $ 
ý, tý, e , ev U. 'ý^, mý b 6''º ýpo 

The death presupposes the incarnation, 
the life, the ministry, the obedience; 
and anticipates the resurrection, the ascen- 
sion, the priesthood, the advent. 
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"Thus the BLOOD OF CHRIST is the summary 
term, for the whole of the kV(, 

-KVi 
7ý7i S ýwpfý 

[2 Co r. i x. l5]. " 
- pp 74-75, 

_ ýý 

A further indication of Vaughan"s view on the subject 

is to be found in the comment on T7 ýýýPT ýý: IO]: 

"Literally',, IN Ri LATION TO SIN. The 
NATUIE of the relation must be defined 
by the context. Christ's: DEATH UNTO 
SIN differs essentially from man's. 
It is a death not of renunciation or 
avoidance, or forsaking, but of atone- 
ment and propitiation" 

-p 123. 

The least satisfactory rand satisfying] part of 

the commentary is that on the section, chapters. O - 11. 

Nhmention Is Wade of any of the problems arising out 

ot'P aul's teaching hero. Indeed, one would be other- 

wise led to think that it was all straightforward. 

The commentary fails to keep pace with the mounting 

tempo of the latter part of chapter 11. The writer 

does not help his reader to appreciate the striking 

philosophy of history which Paul is setting before 

the Romans. If Vaughan had made any attempt at 

illuminating this magnificent apostolic scheme, he 

could not have avoided dealing with Paul's universalism. 
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Even those who do not go as far as Dodd in regardin M 

it as "incredible that Paul should have committed' 

himself to such an absolute universalism"* will want 

some helpful note on the scheme. 

Throughout the commentary there are valuable 

notes on individual texts or short passages [chiefly 

of a lexical ki'nd], but they are inadequately drawn 

together. They insufficiently indicate important 

implications, problems and relevant ideas which are, 

in some cases, scarcely below the surface. In part- 

icularg with reference to this highly significant 

passage [chapters 9- 11.11 it is disappointing to 

reach his powerful conclusion in 11: 32 [ Ower C, }ki ö'&/ 

Pp &3 TavS Tuv-ras (cis )? Tý it "CV 
''v 7c ? Grv r3 AffjJ 

and find that Paul's-commentator has only this to 

say: 

"The arrangement of God has been this: 
that the whole world in its two great 
divisions (the Jewish andthe Gentile) 
should successively be locked up as it 
were in a prison of unbelief and dis- 
obedience, that so all alike right become 
in due time objects of. nercy; of which the 
very foundation is, KINDNESS TO '11TE T.. 'NDES- 
; RVING. Compare Gal. iii. 22 .... . There THE SCPIPTU': '_E J. said to do, by its 
sentence of condemnation, that which is 
here ascribed directly to the will and 
act of od. It is His purpose' to 

/ preclude 
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"preclude self-righteousness, by showing 
what an is without Tiim. Compare I Cor. 
i. 21 ... ': x. xiv. 3, L. LXX J... Josh. vi. 1" 

-p 25.3 f. 

Still more of an anticlimax is it to find that the 

only expository note on the glorious culmination in 

11: 33' ff is an follows: 

W ß'&'°s 
. A- reflection applicable 

to the whole of the foregoing doctrine; 
but suggested primarily by verse 32, 
which describes not only the gradual 
and intricate processes by which the 
purposes of God are accomplished, but also 
how evil itself is overmastered and made, 
eventually subservient to good" 

-p 214. 

In conclusion, wo may 'cite Vaughan's- clear note 

on prophesying, not only as a further illustration 

of his characteristic mode of exposition, but as a 

reflection of his own balanced outlook generally on 

Christian Faith, doctrine and living. Thus on 

ºoraans 12:. ß. i 
TfcJjT j(rLAY Tie has first a concise- 

tabulated note on the evidence concerning this 

spiritual. gift to be found in the First Cpistle to 

the Corinthians. Then follows a typical collection 

of cross reforencea, fully quoted. Finally, on the 
% 01 / 

phrase k'd r' i-Iv elddýoýýcv TrS 7rl T7 .. )5 he writes: 
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"That iss tt aý Zv(. ýýýEY On the principle, 
that J Tý +týc ý Týc ýý ý oC ºS ýö(o'G'E?. t I 
[I Cor., v. 32], let us exercise the gift 
of prophecy with due regard to the propor- 
tion of the faith; lot our instructions 
be so shaped, tir. iec., and ordered, as that 
each part and aide of the truth have its 
turn in our hands; lot us-rightly divide 
the word of truth; let us have no favour- 
ite doctrines, to the. noglect of others, 
but let the whole counsel of God, not a few 
fragments of it, be our study and our 
subJoct. It is from the disregard of 
this rule that all, orror and all heresy 
has sprung, .. .- The rule itself is 
exactly expressed in 2 Tin. ii. l51' 

-p 221. 
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AdditionalNote 

EXTRACT FROM H. A. W. 1.1 EY ER'S NOTE ON 

ROi. 1NS 8: 29 - 30 in CO'+vZMUMRY, E. T., vol. 2 (18.81). 

'" yae&w, . The text merely gives the 
terminus ' of the1C o in oý ca and lpow t' 

quite indefinitely, name]y: 'FORE Týfl I1 
CALLING ... More precise definitions, 
therefore, should not be given here ... 
The question of whether this exposition 
[ le. in the sense of PRESCIENCE ] or the, 

other of the pre-ELECTION, ... is the 
true one, cannot be got rid of by mixing 
up the two conceptions; nor is it to be 
decided by dogmatic presuppositions, but 

simply by the usage of the language, in 

accordance with which i po6 . never in the 
N. T. ['not even in xi. 2ý, I Pet. i. 20 

means anything else than to KNOT T3EFORE- 
iT. AND. ... 

That in classic usage it ever 
means anything else, cannot be at all 
proved ... The right of interpretation 

remains, therefore-: PRAECOGNOVIT 
[ Vulg. = PRICSCIVIT ]. 

... It is God's 
9EING AWARE IN HIS PLAN, by means of 
which, before the subjects are destined' 
by Him to salvation, TIE KNWS whom He has to 
destined thereto" 

- pp 93 - 9v. ' 

to (%poll? id'k " From the fol1lowing &ts -so &Voll 
it is plain that Paul here means the same- 
which in v. 23 he has designated as 0101Df4r')0(y, 
? 7V gtoN4Tpw6ly TW 0'w ToS ýkwv 

consequently the GLORY to which God has 
predestined them, the state of theýouGý 

Sý [ver. 18 ], so far as this shall be 
the same [ even in respect of the glorified 

/ body 
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"body, Phil. iii. 21, I Cor. xv. 49 ] as 
that which the exalted Christ has .. 
Christ was to fulfil His lofty commission 
not merely by standing in the relation of 
His glory to the Father as ýº. ýovcvýS , but 
BY BEING Tf E FIRST-BORN AMONGt Tc. ANý BRETHREN, 
le among many who through Him, the Essential 

and primordial Son of God, should, as 
ADOPTED u o+ Geoü 

, and consequently in so 
far as His brethren, have attained to the 5amc 
b1fol of sharing the- possession of the dig- 

nity and privilege"(Col. i. l8) of the First- 
born" -p 06. 

7/ 
". ZIencethe divine saving grace. 

Is to be conceived as working by means of 
the word on those who become called, 
namely in opening and preparing the heart 
for the reception of the word: Acts xvi. 14; 
Phil"i. a, 29; John vi. 44. .. 'With the �4.16, S 
begins the execution of the ? ýoopsO 

'With/ the 

accordance with the rPöývwGtS , and the 
SUIJ'X: TS concerned are, in contrast to the 
multitude standing outside of this divine 
process of salvation, the CýG}ýeuo 

. "- p 96. 

ft G&y Justification ire consequen- 
tly the SOLE GROUND of the glorifying;, 
sanctification is ADDED TO IT, in order that 
the justified may attain to that goal in the 
way that God desires" -p 96. 

It represents the do facto 
certainly future glorification as so necessary 
and certain, that it appears as if already 
given and completed with the LaiK, ti cýa'Ey "-F 97. 

On v. 31 Tdeyer remarks, "a question not of challenge [ IIofmann ], with which the following does not accord, 
but of the sure, already triumphant certainty that all 
hostile power must be unsuccessful and harmless for us" 

-p 98" 
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JosephBarberLightfoot 

1828-188 9) 

"THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND has been too soon deprived of 

one of the greatest minds by whom it has been served 

and adorned not only in this generation but in its 

whole history .. . -He was at once one of the great- 

esti theolögicai *scholars and an eminent Bishop. " 

In such glowing terms did the London Times sum up the 

life of the eminent Bishop of Durham on the morrow 

of his death. 

Born in 1828, he was educated at ring Edward's 

School, Birmingham, and then at Trinity College, 

Cambridge. A double first in Mathematics. and Classics 

in 1851, he became Wrangler, Senior Classic and first 

Chancellor's Medallist. The following year he was 

elected Follow of Trinity. In 1854 he was ordained by 

Bishop Prince Lee of Manchester-, and made priest in 

1858.. Three years later saw hin elected Hulsean 

Professor of Divinity; in 1870 he declined the Regius 

Professorship in favour of Westcott, but in 1875 he 

accepted the Lady Margaret chair. 
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From his first professorship in 1861 began a 

series of lectures on the New Testament, with particular 

reference to the Pauline pistles, which proved to be 

of outstanding brilliance, thoroughness and clarity of 

exposition. Eventually the largest lecture rooms in 

Cambridge were too small for the numbers who attended, 

and the lectures had to be transferred to the Great 

Hall of Trinity Co;. loge- which was packed--with crowds 

of both undergraduates and other residents of the 

University. 
<<.. 

In these years, together with '. 7estcott and Hort, 

he inspired and cultivated a school of Cambridge 

theology which exercised an abiding influence on the 
` 

R, o f, thought/succeeding generations of-scholars both at 

hone and abroad. 

Bishop H. C. G. Moule testifies, "His strong points 

arero'unfailing thoroughness of knowledge and unsur- 

passable clearness of exposition and instruction. .. 

a surer mind never worked" - cf Eden and Macdonald, 

Lightfoot of Durham, 1932" 

It was at Cambridge that the life-long friendship 

between Lightfoot, Westcott and E. W, Benson really began. 
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In the October term of*1848,9'Lightfoot was one 

of'Westoott*a= twelvd private pupils at Cambridge. 

Lightfoot Had joinod the King , Edward' VI School, 

Birmingham a term aftor Westcott had leit. 

E. W. Bensoh had been a junior contemporary of Westcott 

at school. F. J. A. Hort was also a private pupil of 

WVestcott. Though his juniors he survived all three. 

In 1859 there was; proj©cted a scheme'for the pro- 

duction of a scholarly Biblical commentary by the, 

firn of Macmillan. It was Hort who crystallised the! 

scheme and enclosed it in a letter to Lightfoot in 

1860,, , as follows: ' 

W ESTCOTT 
Ist Issue 

St John's 
Gospel 

2nd Issue 

LIGHTFOOT 

Rom. , Co r. , Gal .# 
Thess" 

Eph", Phil., Col., 
Pastorals. 

HORT 

Synoptic 
Gospels. 

Acts Apocalypse 

3rd Issue St. John's Hebrews. James,, Pet.: 
Epistles. ' Jude-. 

Evidently Lightfoot expressed some doubt as to Ho rt's- 

taking the Synoptic Gospels. In his reply, Hort Jr. 

outspoken in a manner which reveals his own approach 

to the Bible, and reflects Lightfoot's conservatism, *. ' 

* see Additional Note at the end of this chapter. 
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In 1871 Lightfoot was nominated-Canon of St -Paul. 's., 

which appointment brought out his great gifts as=a 

preacher. The Dean and Chapter formed a mighty team- 

Dean Church and his "quarternion of soldiers", Liddon, 

Gregory,. Lightfoot and Claughton. 

It is not relevant to digress at length on the 

scheme which Lightfoot inaugurated' after his consecration 

to the see of Durham, 'The-Sons of the House. * In 1879 

a plan for the personal training of men to enter Holy 

orders was drawn up;, suffice to mention °itl as having 

its precedent in Vaughan's Doves, and as, yet another 

element in the life of the Bishop. The scheme was 

continued under Westcott and 1"Zoule, but, under Lightfoot 

it was unique in that he was unmarried and therefore 

the fellowship between Bishop and trainees was more 

intimate. Every meal and chapel'service was shared' 

with Lightfoot. The time-table was: breakfast, chapel, 

private study or lectures, during the morning; lunch; 

then visitation in a parochial district three days in 

the week - reading or exercise on the other three week 

days. The high-light of the week was Sunday night 

supper, when local clergy and students all gathered for 

relaxation; this was, in the words of one of the 'Sons', 



"a gredt occasion. � ' An extract from an ordination 

address indicates Lightfoot"s mind respecting this 

brotherhood, and the depth and nobility of his thought *. 

As a scholar Lightfoot ranks well in the front of 

the front rank. He has been called, by a contemporary, 

"the greatest interpreter of the Now Testament in our 

day. " Handley E1ould! who worked under him, specified 

as his chief merits, 'unfailing thoroughness of lcnow- 

ledge, and unsurpassable clearness of exposition and 

instruction. ' Others who knew Lightfoot testified-to 

his wonderful memory for finding and bringing together 

at the proper moment all the material he required. He 

did not accumulate this material in note books compiled 

over a long period of time. In his working copieerof 

Ironaeus and Eusebius were to be found on the fly- 

leaves pencilled notes with brief headings and refer- 

ences to the pages. 

"I have seen a small paper-covered indexed 
notebook in which references to articles 
in foreign theological journals were 
recorded under their subjects. Possessed 
of an excellent library, especially strong 
in periodical literature in several langu- 
ages, he had an almost intuitive perception 
where naterial on any given subject could 
he found. nc would then read up all the 

* see \dditional Note. 
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"necessary authorities, sit down and write, 
out his conclusions [whether essay, excursus 
or important paragraph], and send the result 
straight off to the press to be set up in 
type just as it was ... 

"The Bishop's knowledge of languages was 
very extensive. He s&id to me once in the 
simplest manner: 'Does it not sometimes 
happen to you that when you have jto read a 
book you forget in what language it is 
written ?' To hits I suppose- that would be 
true in at least seven languages [English, 
Frenc , German, Italian, Spanish, Latin and 
Greekj. And he had a considerable, or at 
least a working, knov: ledge of several others, 
Hebrew of course, and Syriac, and Arabic- and 
Ethiopic; noreover he was not unacquainted 
with Armenian ... 

[and] one of the three or 
four English scholars of his day thoroughly 

acquainted with the Coptic dialecta. '" 

"His power of detachment and concentra- 
tion was extraordinary. I have seen him 
break off fron an incomplete sentence for 
a momentous interview with one of his clergy, 
give him his undivided and sympathetic atten- 
tionj followed by the wisest counsel and a 
final decision, and almost before the door 
was closed upon his visitor become once more 
ahserbed in his literary work ... I should 
convey quite a wrong iriprossion if I pictured 
Dr. Li htfoot as a scholar mainly shut up in 
his study and devoted to his patristic 
writings. Throughout he took the deepest 
interest in men and affairs and had a quick 
perception of the beauties of nature., whether 
expressed in flowers or in noble scenery. " 

- BISHOP J. 3. IIARMTER, quoted in 
'Lightfoot of Durham', Eden and Macdonald, 

1932, pp 117-20. 
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LI G H T F O 0 T - T h e o l o g i a n, 

E x-p 0 s i t 0 r a n d H i s t o r. i a n 

THE PREFACE to the commentary on the Epistle to the 

Galatians reveals thc6an: 

t'The general plan and execution of the rtork, 
will commend or condemn themselves; but a 
few words may be added on one or two points 
which require explanation. It is no 
longer necessary, I trust, to offer any 
apology for laying aside the received text. 
When so much conscientious labour has been 
expended on textual criticism, it would be 

unpardonable in an editor to acquiesce in 

readings which for the most part are recom- 
mended neither by intrinsic fitness nor by 
the sanction of antiquity" -p vii. 

Considering the general conservatism of English 

theological thought of the tine, it may be regarded 

as quite a bold stop sixteen yearn before the publica- 

tion of the revised version. Lightfoot was clearly 

an independent scholar. He continues, in the Preface 

to 'Galatians', to explain why he could not accept 

any existing text and mutt construct one for himself. 

Then he adds: 

"Moreover I was encouraged by the promise of 
assistance from my friends the Rev. B. r. Vlestcott 
and the Rev. F. J. A. llort, who are engaged in a 
joint recension of the Greek Testament, and 
have revised the text of this Epistle for my 
use. Though I have ventured to differ from 
then in some passages- and hold myself finally 
responsible in all, I am greatly indebted to 
them for their aid" -p viii. 
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This independence is further illustrated in hisf 

rare references to other cottnentators. In this he 

reminds us of C. J. Vaughan, who also was first a fine 

Classical scholar. Lightfoot' notes [as Vaughan`s] 

are brief and to the point. He has confidence in his 

own conclusions and gives them vigorously. By way of 

illustration, see the note on Galatians 3: 20 - 

"' Ah DIATOR IS NOT A MEDIATOR OF ONE, BUT 
GOD IS ONE. The number of interpretations 
of this passage is said to mount up to 250- 
300. T-lany of these arise out of an error 
as to the i-; ediator, many more disregard the 
context and not a few are quite arbitrary. 
Without attempting to discuss- others which 
are not open to these objections, I shall 
give that which appears to me the most 
probable. " 

f 

A valuable eleriknt in his commentaries is the, para- 

phrase of the text in English. Before each paragraph 

of an Epistle's commentary$ he gives us his own r©nder-° 

ing in modern English, Together they form an excellent 

translation of the particular Epistle..: 

Lightfoot was an earnest protagonist for the cause- 

of Hellenistic Greek. The principles on which he, 

together with Weetcott and Hort, insisted [relative to 

the soundness- of iiellonistic Greek grammar] were vindic- 

ated by the discoveries later on. of papyri finds in 

Egypt in such profusion. 
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Notwithstanding the excellence of Biblical exposition, 

- exact in scholarship, lucld`in style, and telling in 

manner of presentation, - the overall impression that 

one gains is that of an historian rather than of. a 

theologian. The present writer-has been left with the 

same kind of feeling 'as after` reading Vaughan's 

commentaries. Most plainly is this indicated in the 

j, commentary on 'Galatians. ' Here we have a doctrinal 

Epistle par excellence. - Yet the following are the 

titles of the chapters, in Lightloot"s Introduction: - 

1. The Galatian Peoples 
2. The Churches of Galatia. 
3. The Date of the Epistle. 
4. The Genuineness of the ~pistlc. 
6. Characterland Contents of , 

the Epistle. 

These occupy 08 pages. 

There are three 'Dissortationa, ' one of them a very 

full essay: 

Z. 'Vero the Galatians Celts or Teutons, ?' [12 pages ]. 

ii . 'The Brethren of the Lord' [3'3 pages]. 

iii. '3t. Paul andthe Three' [82 pages ],, 

There are also fifteen Notes on the following topics: 

"St. Paul-'s Sojourn in Arabia' 

'St,. Paul's First Visit to Jerusalem' 
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'The nano and office of an Apostle' 

'Various readings in ii. 5' 

'The later visit of St. Paul to Jerusalem' 

'Patristic accounts of the collision at Antioch' 

'The interpretation, of Deut. xxi. 2: 3. ' 

'The words denoting Faith' 

'The faith of Abraham' 

'St. Paul*s infirmity in the flesh$ 

'The various readings in iv. 25' 

'The moaning of Hagar in iv. 25* 

*Philo's 'llegory of Hagar and Sarah* 

'The various readings in v. I' 

tPatristic Commentaries on this Epistlel" 

- these take up 62 pages. 
4 

Thus in a 'commentary of 374 pages- [excluding Preface 

and Ind©x]p 203 pages are concerned with subjecti 

which are more or less historical, in some places 

linguistic, but certainly not theological. 

II. The coimentary on the ",:, pis. tlc to the Philirpians 

is planned as follows: 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. St. Paul in Ronne... 
2. Order of the Epistles of the Captivity. 
3. The Church of Philippi. 
4, Character and Contents of the Epistle. 

The Genuineness of the . pis-tle. 7' pages. 

DISS: RTATIQ S 

1. The Christian i`inistry [sß pages] 

2. St. Paul and Seneca 
The Letters of Paul and Senoca (63 pages]. 

NOTES 

The synonymes 'bishop' and 'prosbyter' 
T? io meaning of 'praetorium' in 1.13 
The synonymes oa4tc and Gýuýrad. 
Different inteýrp%etations of 
Lost , 'pistles, to the Philippians ? 
'Clement my fellow-labourer' 
Caesar's household. - 34 pages. 

Thus, out of 333 pages [excluding Preface and Index], 

262 are devoted to Introduction and historical matter. 

III. The Commentary do the Epistle to the Col. osgians: 

I NTilODUCTI ON 

1. The Churches of the Lyºcus 
2. The Colossian Heresy 
3. The Character and Contents of the Epistle. 128 pp" 
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NOTES 

On some Various Readings in the Epistle. 

ý"ýýw " On the meaning of 'i 

The Epistle from Laodicea - 54 pages. 

So that out of 300 pages of the commentary proper, 

182 are introductory, and historical. 

IV. The Commentary on the Epistle to Philemoll. 

INTRODUCTION - 26 pages. 

DISSLRTATIONS 

i. The name Esscne [5 PPI 
lit Origin and Affinities: of the Essoneat' [41 pp] 

iii. - Essenism and Christianity [22 pp] 

Thus, out of Ila pages. 94 are occupied with Introduction 

and historical subjects. 

J. Pruitage Robinson sums up this aspect of Lightfoot' 

scholarship: 

"Ile was essentially a historian-, and he 
dreaded losing himself in textural 
criticism and linguistic interpretation. 
Tie wanted to see the man who wrote these 
letters and to portray the period in which 
he lived .... For all his acquaintance 
with the history of theology, Lightfoot was, 
not a theologian. The mystical and philo- 
sophic qualifications essential to the true 
theologian were endowments granted in rich 
measure to his fellow workers, the former 

to Weatcott 
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"to Vlestcott, the latter to Hort; but 

they were no part of Lightfoot's 

equipment for tkz his task. All 
three had the love of truth in the 
smallest details and the training in 

scholarship which are indispensable 
to the interpreter of Scripture. All 
three were independent thinkers and- 
i, ntensely religious and devout.,: But, 
each had his own bent, and Lightfootrs 

natural line was that of history. 
His article on 'nusebius", the father 
of Ecclesiastical history, in the 
Dictionary of Christian Biography, is 
a treatise in itself, and the one 
contribution that he actually made to 
that history of the Church in the 
fourth century which at one time he 
had eagerly desired to write. " 

- quoted in 'Lightfoot of Durham',, pp 127-8. 

This weighty armament of historical knowledge 

was of inestimable value in Lightfoot"s defence of 

Christianity. In the 'sixties the most dangerous 

threat to orthodox Christianity on its historical 

side came from the Tübingen school. The extreme theory 

propounded by F. C. Baur and his school was that such a 

feud existed between Paul and Peter that the early 

Church endeavoured to hide this from posterity by 

re-writing - thus most of the books of the New Test- 

ament were written with this object in view. The 

dissertations of LiChtfootj "St. Paul and the Three-' 
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and those "on the 'Essener-' constituted some of the 

valuable contributions made to the defence of the 

traditional account of Christian origins. 

W 

Though it does not come strictly within the scope 

of this study, no mention of Lightfoot could be made 

without reference to that monumental work on which 

he was engaged at the`same time as he was pursuing- 

his-vigorous expository labours - namely, the Apostolic 

Fathers. The object of this magnum opus was to be 

a complete edition. Thirty years before the first 

published Odition appeared Lightfoot had been attracted 

to the Ignatian problem. In 1885 he began work on 

the Ignatian Epistles. Thirty years later, in 1885, 

the results of his labours were published, with a 

second edition in 1888, 

It was in these great volumes that Lightfoot was 

able to expand hinself freely and fully as an historian. 

Negatively viewed, h© had thereby 'knocked the last 

nail in the coffin of the Tübingen theory' (Eden and 

Macdonald). Positively, he had 'given vividness and 

security to the stories of the early martyrs, and had 

unravelled the relation of the various ': nperors to 
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the growing Church. He had set a standard of minute 

carefulness ... 
uis clear exposition made him 

eminently readable' (ibid. ). 

First atnd foremost Lightfoot was an historian. 

At the same time he was an interpreter of TIol* Scripture 

*of unsurpassable clearness of exposition and instruc- 

tion. " Isis commentaries will remain standard works. 

Speculation as such only interested hin from the 

historical angle and his knowledge of pure philosophy 

was linited. It would not be exact to apply to him 

the term 'theologian' in its strictly technical sense; 

and yet the truly religious character of all his labours- 

preaching, training for the ministry# teaching, expounding,, 

interpreting, comunentating, pastoral oversight - could 

scarcely havo been accomplished at so high a level 

without a strong theological element in his make-upi 

theological in its broader meaning. With no doctrinal 

extravagancies or idiosyncrasies-[which some are apt 

to regard as the hall-mark of a theologian proper], 

Lightfoot was in all things a man of moderation - 

"Still, as 3ishop Lightfoot says, let us avoid 

exaggeration" - 36F. W7estcott in a letter dated 

8th Nov. 1894 (LIFE, ii, p. 225). 
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AdditionalNotes. 

1. LETTER FROM TORT TO LI GTiTFOO T, ist May, 1860: 

If your idea is to have an uniform 
coumentary, which shall. demonstrate that 
the final results of accurate and honest 
criticism do not disturb 'orthodox' assum- 
ptions, you are quite right not to admit 
a coadjutor who cannot feel Certain of 
having equal good luck. The integrity of your 
plan must take precedence of all personal 
considerations, and I should not have any 
reason to complain. 

At the same time, as far as I can see 
at present, I should shrink from trans- 
ferring myself to other books of the N. T. 
in your scheme on the ground that you 
could not trust me with the Gospels. The 

difference between us, if difference there 
iss can hardly be confined to a single. 
theory; and I could not work freely on 
any book of the N. T. if I were under an 
obligation to produce results of a pre- 
determined ==. ta colour. 

.. . It would be hardly too much to say 
that I have as yet NO theories about the 
Gospels. I remember the conversation to 
which you refer .. e Agreeing to the best 
of my belief with Slestcott as to the oral 
or traditional narrative which was the 
common foundation of the Synoptic Gospels, 
I demurred to his explanation of the cause- 
of its local limitation. I found it 
difficult to believe that the events and 
discourses belonging to Jerusalem were 
deliberately excluded by the Apostles 

or others concerned] as unfitted for the 
then circumstances of the Church; and I 
thought it a more natural explanation of 

/ the admitted 
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"the admitted fact to suppose that the 
first form of the narrative was a local 
Galilean tradition, which the Apostles 
[and others], finding ready to hand, 

variously modified and corrected, sup- 
plying, PERHI'IPS, beginnings and endings, 
but did not go out of their way with 
matter belonging to a different cycle of events. 
This view I now hold neither more strongly 
nor more weakly than before, I have seen 
nothing to Hake me think it untenable .. " 

I am convinced that ANY view of the 
Gospels, which distinctly and consistently 
recognises for them a natural and histor- 
ical origin [whether under a special 
Divine superintendence or not], and assumes 
that they did not drop down ready-made 
from heaven, must and will be 'startling' 
to an immense proportion of educated English 
people. But so far, at least, Westcott 
and I are perfectly agreed, and I confess 
I had hopes that you too would assent. 
And, if thus much be conceded, I cannot 
see that my supposed view is a whit more 
'startling' than Westcott's. ....... 

If you make a decided conviction of the 
absolute infallibility of the N. T. prac-- 
tically a SINS QUA NON for co-operation, 
I fear I could not join you, eben; if you 
wore willing to forget your fears about 
the origin of the Gospels. I am most 
anxious to find the N. T. infallible, and 
have a strong sense of the Divine purpose 
guiding all its parts; but I cannot see 
how the exact limits of such guidance can 
be ascertained except by unbiassed A POST- 
ERIORI criticism. Westcott - and, I sup- 
pose, you - would say that any apparent 
errors discovered by criticism are only 

/ apparent 
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"apparent, and that only owing to the 
imperfection of our knowledge. I fully 
believe that this is true of a large pro- 
portion of what the rasher critics per- 
emptorily pronounce to be errors; and I 

think it POSSIBLE that it may be true of 
all, but, as far as my present knowledge 
goes-, hardly PROBABL13. And if, as I 

expect, there are cases where there appears 
to be just a thin loophole for the possib- 
ility of admitting imperfect knowledge as 
the sole cause of an apparent error, but 
where the circumstances are such as to 
suggest a natural explanation of the 
origin of a real error, such as would be 
at once accepted in any other book, I 
should feel bound to state both facts, 
expressing at the same time my own feel- 
ing that it is more reasonable to sup- 
pose an error. 

I do not think there is a real dif- 
ference of principle between [at least] 
Westcott and myself, but only a [perhaps 

hypothetical] difference of opinion as 
to facts. But you raust judge whether the 
difference is such as to disqualify me for 
your commentary .... it would be mere 
working in fetters to me to attempt an 
apologetic comnentaryas such, though I 
would not have the smallest doubt that 
most of the results would be to that 
effect. Also forgive my saying that it 
seems to me the truest wisdom to think as 
little as possible about disarming sus- 
picion. Depend on it# whatever either 
you or I may say in an extended com- 
mentary, if only we speak our mind, we 
shall not be able to avoid giving offence 
to both Jowott's friends and the miscalled 
orthodoxy of the day. " 

LIFE «. LETTERS, by A. F. Hort, 1896, 
vol. i, pp 418 - 420 
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In a letter to J. B. Lightfoot, dated 4 May, 1860, 
from F. J. A. HORT: 

"I am also glad that you take the same 

. provisional ground, as to infallibility 
that I do. " 

[L. -', L. i, p 4241. 
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2. EXTR4CT FROM Ni ORDINATION ADDRESS BY 

3ISHOP LIGUTFOOT: 

"Whatever other affinities may have drawn 
man to man during their residence here.... 
the true and ultimate bond of union must 
be the participation in a common work and 
the loving devotion to a common ! faster. 
This is the consecration and the crown 
of your friendships, of your brotherhood. 
Of your brotherhood. Yes, I delight to 
place this before you as the ideal of our, 
fellowship here. A brotherhood in Christ; 
not an exclusive association of clique or 
caste,; not. a repulsive Pharisaisui which 
exalts special advantages, into special 
merits; not a centripetal, but a centri- 
fugal influence - or rather centrifugal 
because it is centripetal., a force gather- 
ing strength at the central fire., but a 
force diffusing heat, and light and life 
far and wide. .. 

The affection of brother 
to brother is only a stopping stone to 
that larger grace which knows no distinc- 
tion of man and man, which transcends all 
external barriers ... 

If it stop4 short 
of this it fails of its true and. It 
becomes a snare to ourselves, and a stone, 
of offence to the ChTirch of Christ. 
Remember therefore the Apostle's precept, 

tet or 1X"ß 4f j expand in o %R1 ." 

^uoted in 'Lightfoot of Durham, ' 
Eden and Macdonald, 1932, p 32. 
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3. B. F.. W7', STCOTT ON J. B. LIGHTFOOT: 

"I believe that his greatest work was 
the Brotherhood of clergy whom he called 
to labour with him in the Diocese, and 
bear his spirit to another generation, 
greater than his masterpieces of inter- 

pretation, greater than his masterpieces 
of masculine and passionate eloquence. " 

- quoted by Eden and 1acdonald, op. cit., p xi. 

4. LIGHTFOOT AND HIS TIMES: 

"Isis episcopate has often been called 'The 
Golden Age' of Durham, and splendid it 
assuredly was. He was a great man samt 
to meet a great opportunity. ... It is 
essential, in estimating his work, to 
bear in mind the extraordinary changes 
that have come over England since his day. 
One shrewd observer remarks that 'the 
interval since Lightfoot has been perhaps 
the most revolutionary in our history, 
with the possible exception of the 
'Reformation. ' In every sphere, political, 
economic, academic, ecclesiastic, and local, 
there have been astonishing changes. Three 
Franchise Billrhave completely remodelled 
the electorate, and 'Labour', now such a 
powerful force in England# and especially 
in Durham, was unheard of in the 'eighties. 
Times of great depression they certainly 
had, coming at regular intervals, but 
nothing to compare with the stagnation and 
unemployment that paralyse industry to-day. 
Again$ both in his charitable, generosity 
and in the maintenance of his great posit- 
ion, Lightfoot, were he now living, would 
find himself handicapped by the altered 
value of money ... These and many other 
changes which have combined to make the work 
of the clergy to-day more difficult even than 
it was 40 years ago must be continually borne 
in mind" - op. cit* pp xiv - xv. 
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T H E E P IS T LE T O T H E 

G A L A T I A N S 

* 

J. B. LIGHHTFOOT doos=not expound along a theological 

or, doctrinal line; his commentaries are essentially 

of an historical and lexical character. In the 

Epistle of Paul to the Galatians the first two chapters 

do not, in any case, give much scope for doctrinal 

exegesis. But the third and fourth chapters must 

evoke the theological opinions of a commentator, and 

in his volume * Lightfoot reveals his own views most 

significantly in connection with the term yaws " 

The series, of texts which call forth his most useful 

comments [from the point of view of this thesis] 

begin at 2: 19 20. Lightfoot's paraphrase of the 

section 2: 17 2L is as follows: 

"Thus to be-justified in Christ, it 
was necessary to sink to the level of 
Gentiles-, to become 'SINNERS' in fact. 
But are we not thus making Christ a 
minister of sin ? Away'with the pro- 
fane thought. No I The guilt is not 
in abandoning the -lair, but in seeking- 
it again when abandoned. Thus, and 
thus alone, we convict ourselves of 
transgression. On the other hand, 

* Epistle to the Galatians, 1884. 
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"in abandoning the law-,, we did but. 
follow the promptings of the law 
itself. Only by dying to the law 
could we live unto God. With 
Christ- I have been crucified: at 
once to the law and to sin. Hence- 
forth I live a new life, - yet not 
L, but Christ liveth in me. This 

new life is not a rule of carnal 
ordinances-; it is spiritual, and 
its motive principle is faith in 
the Son of God who manifested His 
love for me by, dying for my sake. 
I cannot then despise God's grace. 

.I cannot stultify Christ's death 
by clinging still to a justific- 
ation based upon law" 

- pp 116 & 119. 

The term Vo}toS occurs 32 times in GALATIANS; 

7'6 times in ROMINS; '8 times in I CORINTHIANS; 

and only 8 times elsewhere in Paul's writings. 

On the phrase ! $W yoµoV Yöttw ' i(k(9A-loy , Lightfoot 

remarks that of all the answerer to the question, 

In what sense can it be said that ThhROUGH LAW 

Christ died to käs Lay ?- two only deserve attention. 

"The lay may be said in two different ways to be 

%iýuý. ýwýns ES /(Q r--röy. " He defines first 

ITS ECONOTJICý. L PUnPOSEw and gives a summary of 

this view-. 

"The law bore on its face the narks 
of its transitory character. Its 
prophecies foretold Christ. Its, 

/ sacridices- 
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"sacrifices and other typical rites 
foreshadowed Christ. It was therefore, 

an act of obedience to the law, when 
Christ came, to take him as my master 
in place of the law" 

-p 118,0 

On two counts Lightfoot dismisses this inter- 

pretation, which he admits is in character with 

Paul's teaching elsewhere. @a) The written law 

is always, 
o 

Vbtioc Without the article-'law' 

is considered as a principle, exemplified. chiefly 

and signally in the Mosaic law, but being wider 

than this in its application. "In explaining this 

passages therefore, we must seek for some element 

in the Mosaic law which it had in common with law 

generally ... ." and (b) this interpretation 

makes. the words a-k&&Vov 
an 

appeal rather to the reason, and intellect, than to. 

the heart and conscience; the whole tenor of the. 

passage points rather to, the moral and spiritual 

change wrought in the Christian believer. 

Secondly, ITS MORAL EFFECTS: 

"The law reveals sia; it also provokes 
sin:; nay, in a certain sense it may be 
said to create sin, for "sin is not 
reckoned where there is no law, * [Rom. 
5: L3: ]. Thus the law is the strength 
of sin [I Cor. 15: 56. ]. 
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"At the same time it provides; nog 
remedy for the. sinner. On 

. 
the con- 

trary it condemns him hopelessly, 
for no one can fulfil all the require- 
ments of the law. The law. then exer- 
cises a double power over those subject 
to it; it makes them sinners, and it 
punishes them for-being so. What can 
they do to escape ? They have no 
choice but to throw off the bondage of 
the law"p for the law itself has driven 
them to this. They find the deliver- 
ance, which they seek, in Christ. See 
Romans 7: 24,, 259 and indeed the whole 
passage, Romans 5'. 20 - 8"911. Thus 
then they pass through three stages, 
(1) Prior to the law-, - sinful, but 
ignorant of sin; (2) Under the law- 
sinful-9 and conscious of sin, yearn- 
ing for better things,; (3) Free-from 
the law - free and justified in Christ. 

�{ 

"This sequence is clearly stated'in 
Romans 5.20. The second stage [ cbix. 
V6 ou ] is a necessary preparation for 

the third Vö ý ý'ýý yC1 ]. 
, 

'Proindet, " 
says, Luther on 3.19 (the edition of. 
1519), "ut remissia propter salutem, ita 
praevaricatia-propter remissionem, ita 
lex propter" trans-gressionem. " 

"S'Jhat the Mosaic ordinances were to the 
Jews, other codes; of precepts and systems 
of restraints were in an inferior degree 
and less efficaciously to other nations. 
They too, like the Jews, had felt the 
bondage of law in some form or other. " 

On verse 20, Lightfoot comments: 

"I HAVE BEEN CRUCIFIED WITH CHRIST. ' A nevr 
turn is thus given to the metaphor of death. 
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"In the last verse it was-the release, from 

past oblJgations.; here it is the anni- 
hilatioa of old. sins". The two, however, 

are not unconnected. Sin and Yaw, loose 
their hold at the same time. The sense 
of feebleness* of prostration, to which 
a man is reduced by the working of the 
law,, THE PROCESS OF DYING, in fact., is-, 
the. moral link which unites the two 
applications of the image: see- Rom. 7'. 5, 
9- 11. This his death becomes life. 
Being crucified with Christ, he riser 
with Christ, and lives to God. The, para- 
llel passage-in the Romans: best illustrates 
the different senses given to death. See 
also, for a similar and characteristic 
instance of working out a metaphor', the: 
different applications' of' ý4f40c in 
I Theas. 5.2 - 8:. " 

With reference to the famous quotation of Habakkuk 2: 4 

in Galatians 3.: 11., the writer gives the folla. ng. trans- 

lation of the verse from the Hebrew text: 

"Behold, his soul is uplifted [proud, 

stubborn: ], it is not right [calm, oven]: 
but the just man shall-live by his stead- 
fastness [fidelity] 

.... Vh' jj ,r '2 PI=5' 

Lightfoot continues-: 

"What is the correct rendering of the 
first clause,, whether it refers to the, 
Chaldaean invader or to the heedless Jew, 
may be questioned; but the second clause 
without doubt describes the attitude, of 
the faithful Israelite in the season of 
danger .. 

"It will thus be seen that in the first 
clause of the verse, the LXX, though it 
makes'excellaht sense, differs-widely, from 
the Hebrews In the second clause again 
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'"the Hebrew, word i7)in44 Is not directly, -. 
*faith', meaning 'trust, belief, ' but. 
'steadfastness, faithfulness-. ' The. 

context, however, justifies it Ö r%3 , 
even in the sense 'trust, ' as a para- 
phrastic rendering, and it was so trans- 
lated by Symmachus, Aquil, la, and Theo- 
dotian, and in theother-Ureek versions. .. 
In its original context, the passage has 
reference to the temporaL. calamities, 
inflicted by the Chaldaean invasion. 
Here a spiritual meaning and general 
application are given to words refer- 
rin; primarily to special external incid- 
ents. Another portion of this: same 
prophecy of Habakkuk-(i. 156 comp. ii. 5) 
relating to the Chaldaeans}is similarly:, 
applied in a speech of St. Paul.. Acts 
xiii. 41, in which context (v. 39) there-- 
is perhaps a tacit allusion, to the words 
0 biKdivS quoted here. " 

The notes on the great culminating verse 13, of the 

third chapter are admittedly brief and disappointing. 

Lightfoot renders it: 

"Christ ransomed us from this: cursw 
pronounced by the law, Himself taking 
our place and becoming a curse for 

, 
our sakes: for so says the Scripture, 
Cursed is every one that hangeth on 
the gibbet. " 

On Cý ýýpoCCýy ' he simply reminds us that the 

verb has two meanings. (1) 'to redeem, ransom:, 

especially from slavery; (2) 'to buy up' -, a 

rather exceptional sonse. "The former meaning is 
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"required here- and iv. 5"; the latter seems best: suited 

to Eph. v. 16 , Coi'. iv. 5.. " 

And on komifOt 

'The victim is regarded' as bearing the 
sins of those for whom atonement is madee 
The curse is transferred from them to it. 
It becomes in a certain sense the imper- 
sonation of the sin and of the curse. 
This idea is very prominent in the scape- 
goats Lev. xvi. 5 sq.: see especially the 
language of the, Epistle' of Barnabafr, 

section 7p, where the writer explains the' 
scape-goat as a type of Christ. Compare 

also Levu. iv. 25 and 29. In Hebrew Pf/Oh 
is both 'sin* and 'sin-offering. ' 
Counterparts to these types of the Great 
Sacrifice are found also among heathen 
nations, e. g. the Athenians, Arist. Ran. 
733, Lysias ANDOC& p. lo&, and especially, 
the Egyptians-9 Herod. ii. 39 ... 11 

The commentator makes this cautious statement upon 

'the curse' In the few remaining lines: 

"Our Lord had died the death of the 
worst malefactors: He had undergone 
the punishment, which under the law-, 
betokened the curse of God. So far 
Ile has become f, ý Pa . But He was 
in no literal 'sense K, c? ý. ýTos ýýCö Oýuv 
and St. Paul instinctively xkx*xkz 
omits those words which do not strictly 
apply, and which, if added, would have 
required some qualification. " 

-p 140. 
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Lightfootts. most, -significant commentary- on 'the 

two verses, Galatians 
. 
3. U99 20, is -embraced in hi's 

paraphrase at the head of the section. He shows 

how he reads the fourfold argument regarding the 

inferiority of the law: 

"Had the law then no purpose. ? Yew: 
but its very purpose, its whole character 
and history, betray its inferiority to, 
the dispensation of grace. In four 
points. this inferiority is seen. FIRST; 
Instoad of justifying it condemns, 
instead of giving life it kills: it 
was; added to reveal, and multiply trans- 
gressions. 

SECONDLY; it was but temporary; when 
the seed came to whom the promise was 
given, it. was annulled. 

THIRDLY; it did not come direct from 
God to man. There was a double inter-- 
position* a twofold mediation, between 
the giver and the recipient. There were 
the angels, who administered it as Gods 
instruments; there was Moses [or the high- 
priest] who delivered it to man. 

FOURTHLY; As, follows from the idea of 
mediation., At was of the. nature. of a 
contract, depending for its fulfilment 
on the observance of its conditions by 
the two contracting. parties. Not so the 
promise-, which, proceeding from the sole 
fiat of God, is unconditional and change- 
able. " 

p 144* 
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The note on 'Tfotiýockcayj' in{ 3': 24 is typical of 

Lightfoot's-thorough: lucid and forthright method, 

and is cited as such rather than for any arrestingly 

original exegesis: 

"Comp. I Cor.. iv. 15. The paedagogua. ' or 
tutor, frequently a superior slave, 
was entrusted with the moral supervision 
of the child. Thus his office was 
quite distinct from that of the b'b. ýO LXos 
so that the English rendering 'school- 
master, ' conveys- a wrong idea. " 

He then quotes quite a full extract from Plato 

[Lysis, p. 2O8: c] as illustrating the use which Paul 

makes of the metaphor. Further, he refers the, 

reader to Becker and Marquardt ROM. ALT. v. i. p. 114, 

and Smith's DICT. of ANTIQ. s. v. - and continues: 

"As well as his inferior rank, as in 
his recognised duty of enforcing 0 
discipline, this person was a fit 
emblem of the Mosaic Law. The 

rabbinical writers- naturalised the 
word Totiýaöw(ý°5 f Ala"ý'9 [see' 
Schottton here], and in the Jerusalem 
Targum is used to translate jn . ý, 
[A. V. 'a nursing-father'] Numb. xi. 12. 

The tempting explanation, of T. ztý1 dos 
Ir Toy , tone to conduct us' to 

the school of Christ, ' ought probably 
to be abandoned. Even if this sense 
did not require i a5 XPjG=öy or Eis ý(p10", ov 
the context is unfavourable to it. 
There is no reference here to our Lord 

fý 
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"as a TEACHER. 'Christ* represents 
the freedom of mature'age., for which the 
constraints of childhood are a prep- 
aration; compare Ephes.. iv. 13° .... . 
The metaphor of the paedagogus seems to 
have grown out of 'E jfou ov µ& and 
thus the main idea is that of strict 
supervision. The 1 «AO wrs had the-, 
whole moral direction of the child, 
so that Tioýýbdýwýic became equivalent 
to 'moral training, ' and the idea 
conveyed by the term-need not be res- 
tri'cted to any one function. Compare 
Flut:. NMI 15 ... and Liban. iv. 437, 
ed Reiske [quoted in Wetstein] 

.. ." 

p 149. 

At the end of the notes on chapter 3: there is 

a full additional note on 'Faith, ' which is 

characteristically clear, adequate and comprehensive, 

and quite orthodoxe 

At 4: 1.1 we are given a clear analysis of the 

relation between both the Jewish and heathen religion 

to LAW. In the section ending with verse eleven, 

writes Lightfoot, Paul has been describing the Mosaic 

Law as the "alphabet ... of moral and spiritual 

instruction. " Inihe period of childhood the mode of 

instruction was tempered to the undeveloped capacities 

of mankind - "It*was subject to a discipline of 

absolute precepts, of external ordinances. " But Paul 

is speaking both of the Jewish race and of theheathen 
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world before Christ, i. o* of at]. forma of law which 

might be subservient to the same purpose-. This is 

made clear by Paul's including his Galatian readers 

under the same tutelage-. 

"Nor is this fact to be explained 
by supposing them to have passed 
through a stage of Jewish prosel- 
ytism on their way to Christianity. 
St"Paul distinctly refers to their 
previous idolatrous worship (ver. 8), 
and no less distinctly and emphat- 
ically does he describe their adop- 
tion of Jewish ritualist, as a 
RETURN to the weak and beggarly 
discipline of childhood, from which 
, they had been emancipated when 
they abandoned that worship. " 

The question which comes immediately to mind iss 

How could Paul class in the sane category the. divinely 

ordained law which is described as 'holy and just and 

good' [Roti.; 7*; T2], and those degraded heathen systems 

which he elsewhere reprobates as 'fellowship with 

devils' [I Cor. 10i20] 7 

"The answer seems to be that the 
Apostle here regards the higher- 
element in heathen religion as- 
corresponding, howeverýimperfectly, 
to the lower element in the Mosaic 
law. For we may consider both the 
one and the other as made up oS'two 
componemt parts-0 the SPIRITUAL and 
the RITUALISTIC. " 
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Viewed 'i'n they SPIRITUJ\L aspect] there is no: comparison. 

So far as the heathen religions add anything of their 

own to that innate sense of dependence. upon God which 

is universal and which they could not crush, they are 

wholly bad. - On the contrary, in the Llosaic religion, 

the spiritual element was most truly divine. And 

Christianity has appropriated all that was spiritual 

in its predecessor. "Deprived of this, it was a more 

mass- of lifoloss: ordinances:, differing only in degree', 

not in kind, from any other ritualistic system. " 

It is the RI'T'UALISTIC element that constitutes the 

meeting point of Judaism and heathenism. 

"In Judaism this was as much lower 
than its spiritual element, as in 
Heathenism it was higher. f=ence 
the two systems approach within 
such a distance of each other that 
they can under certain limitations 
be classed together.. They have at 
least so much in common that a 
lapse into Judaism can be regarded 
as a. relapse to the position of 
unconverted Heathenism. Judaism 
was a system of bondage like 
Heathenism. Heathenism had been 
a disciplinary training like 
Judaism .... Both alike are 

'elementary systems 
of training. '. , 1'hey had at least 
this in common, that as ritual 
systems-they were made up of pro- 
cepts and ordinances, and thus were 
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"representatives 
. of 'law' as~ 

opposed to 'grace, ' 'promise, ' 
that -is, . as . opposed to the Gospel. 
Doubtless in this respect even the 
highest form of heathen religion 

-was. much lower and less efficient 
than the Mosaic. ritual. But still 
in an imperfect way. y, they might do 
the same work: they might act as a 
restraint, which multiplying trans- 
gressions and thus begetting and 

. cherishing a conviction of sin 
prepared the way for the liberty 
of manhood in Christ" 

-p 173- 

"Thus comparing the, two together 
from thepoint of view in which St. 
Paul. seems to consider them, we, 
get as the component part of each: 
JUDAISM; (1) The SPIRITUAL - 
absolutely good, absorbed in the 
Gospel; (2) The RITUALISTIC - 
relatively good - GToo iec 
II&ATHENBM; - (1) The RITUALISTIC - 
relatively good -r ro Xr-'o[ (2) 
The. SPIRITU, NL - absolutely bad, 
antagonistic to the Gospel. 

If this explanation of St. Paul's 
meaning be correct, it will appear 
on the one hand that his teaching 
has nothing in common with Goethe's 
classification, when he placed 
Judaism at the head of Ethnic rel- 
igions. On thootherhand it will. 
explain the intense hatred with 
which the Judaizers, wholly unable 
to rise above the level of their, 
sectarian prejudices and take a 
comprehensive view of God's pro- 
vidence, regarded the name and 
teaching of St. Paul" 

-p 173. 
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Lightfoot gives ,a terse and notable conclusion 

to his exposition on this subject at-4: 30: - 

"The Law and the Gospel cannot co-exist; 
The Law must disappear before the Gospel. 
It is scarcely possible to estimate 
the strength of conviction and depth 
of prophetic insight which this"dec- 
laration, implies. The Apostle thus 
confidently sounds the death-knell, of 
Judaism at a time when one half of 
Christendom.. clung to the 14osaia law 
with a jealous affection little short 
of frenxy, * and while the Judaic party 
seemed to be growing in influence and 
was strong enough, even in the Gentile 
churches of his own founding, to under- 
mine his influence and endanger his; 
life. The truth which to us appears 
a truism. must then have been regarded 
as a paradox" 

p 184. 

r 

* 

Two further notes are worthy of mention:. 

On 5: 23, Lightfoot epitomises, "Law exists for' 

the purpose of restraint, but in -the works of the 

Spirit there is nothing to restrain. " 

At 6: 2, he comments, "The Apostle seems to have. 

used both 
ý010ý 

and VOIoY [the latter certainly], 

with reference to the ritualistic tendencies of the 

Galatians* " 
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There are two passages in the Preface to the 

first edition of Lightfoot*s Commentary on 'Galatians' 

which merit our attention;, justifying his use of an 

independent text he writes: 
it 

"If I had pursued the latter course 
[ie adopting the recension of some= 
well-known editor], I should cert- 
ainly have selected either Bentley 

or Lachmann. But Bentley's,. text 
was constructed out of vert imperf- 
act materials, and Lachmann only 
professed to give results which were 
approximate, and tentative. Of the 
services of Tischendort. in collect- 
ing and publishing materials it is 
impossible to speak too highly, but 
his actual text is the least import- 
ant and least satisfactory part of 
the work. Dr Tregelles, to whom we 
owe the best recension of the Gospels, 
has not yet reached the Epistles of 
St. Pau]. 

_. 

"But apart from thodifficulty of 
choosing a fit guide, there is always 
some awkwardness. in writing notes 
to another's text, and the sacrifice 
of independent judgment is in itself 
an evil.; nor will it be considered 
unseemly presumption, in a far 
inferior workman, if with better 
tools he hopes in some respects to 
improve upon his models. Loreover 
I was encouraged by the promise of 
assistance from my friends the i ev. 
B. F. W7estcott and the Rev. F. J. A. JIort, 
who are engaged in a joint recension 
of the Greek Testament, 

and have 
revised the text of this epistle for 
my use. Though I have ventured to 

9 

/ differ 
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"differ from them in some passages' 
and hold myself finally responsible 
in all: -, 

I am greatly indebted to 
them for their ai"d" 

186.5, pp vii -- viii. 

Interesting too is the passage on pp xi - xil. 

which gives further light on thewriter's mind: 

"While it has been my object to make 
this commentary generally complete, 
I have paid special attention. to 
everything relating to Paul's' 

personal history and his inter- 
course with the Apoatlesr and Church 

of the Circumcision.. It is this 
feature in the Epistle to the Gal" 

atians which has given it an over- 
aheliaing interest in recant theo- 
logical controversy. Though cir- 
cumstancos have for the moment , con y 
centrated the attention of Englishr 
men, on the Old Testament Scriptures:, 
the questions which have been raised 
in this Epistle are intrinsically 
far more important, because they 
touch the vital parts of Christian- 
ity. 

"If the primitive Gospel was, as 
some have represented it, merely one 
of many phases of Judaism, if those: 
cherished beliefs which have been 
the life and light of many generations 
were afterthoughts-, progressive accre- 
tions, having no foundation in the 
Person and Teaching of Christ, then 
indeed St. Paul's preaching was in vain 
and our faith is vain also. 
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"I feel very,, confident that the hist- 

orical views of the Tubingen school 
are too extravagant to obtain any 
wide or lasting hold over the minds 
of men. but even in extreme casesr 
more denunciation may he unjust and 
is certainly unavailing. i-ioreover, 
for our own sakes we should try and 
discover the element of truth which 
underlies even the greatest exagger- 
ations of able men, and correct our- 
impressions thereby. 

"' "A number there are, " says 
Hooker, 'who think they cannot admire, 
as they ought, the power of the-Word: 
of God, if in things divine they 
should attribute any force to man's, 
reason. ' The circumstances which 
called forth this remark contrast 
strangely with the main controversies 
of the present day; but the caution 
is equally needed'. The abnegation 
of reason is not the evidence of 
faith but the confession of despair.. 
Reason and reverence are natural 
allies,, though untoward circumstances 
may sometimes : interpose, and divorce 
them". 
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A C o m p a r is o n wi t h t h e N o t e s 

o f C. J. V au g ha n. 

On the Passaffe, Galatians 2: 17 - 21, Vaughan's notes 

are as follows; 

17 'Ii we ourselves also were found 
to be sinners... as we should be 
ii: wa regarded the keeping of 
the iaw as accessary. ' 

Cf I Cor. 15: 50. When he says 
that thestrength of sin is the 
lave, he means then here is Chrdist 
come to support all the ordinances 
of the law, whose effect was to 
bring out sin into still clearer 
light. 

'Now if by seeking to be justi- 
fied in Christ we ourselves also 
wore found sinners' -'were convic- 
ted o. t being sinners by tue very 
act of our couinÜ to ; hrist. ' 
St Paul implies that St Peter's 
own act. tended to support the 
idea that Christ ca»o to be a.. 
I4inister of sin, ie to prop up 
a system which was 'the strength 
of sins' cf Phil. 3: 4--11, for the_ 
conflict and change in of Paul's 
own cas@. 

19 S Voftov - 'through a law' le, 
'by livin.; under a system of law- 

by the experience which I had by 
living under it, 'cf Rom. 7. 'it 
was the law itself which taught 
n. ie its own iwpotence. ' 
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20'' The Christian died. Virtually 
when Christ died actually. 
'I died to the present state of 
worldly things, ant , amongst them 
to 1, ý. wq which is a thing belong- 
ing to the state of things in the 

world. ' 

'If I go back to the law it is 
as much as to say that I might 
have done without the law-alto- 
gether. And as to that to which 
T not., live [ie, as regards my 
present life in the fieshl it is 
a lime lived entirely by faith, ' 

No particular comment is made in the LiS notes on 

Galatians 3: 11 [nor indeed on the other two texts 

in which this quotation Protz Habakkuk 2: 4 occurs, 

namely, Romans 1: 17 and tiobrews 10: 3814. gut in the 

published cornuentary on 'Romans' Vaughan has this to 

say: 

'`the words were origird. ly written 
of the safety of the righteous man 
under God's protection in that 
desolation by the Chaldaeans which 
was the subject of the prophecy. 
But the same thing is true for all 
tiIýIea: the : secret of the life of 
is a the righteous is faiths And 
thus the clause is three times 
quoted in an Evangelical sense in 
the New Testament. ' 

(Fourth edn. p. 11) 

On the crucial verse thirteen of chapter three 

Vaughan corr, ionts: 
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recd` e'ry from captivity, but 'purchase' 

out of a previous condition. Ci I Coro 
6: 20; 7: 23;: II Pet. 2: 1. 

The Gentiles may in a sense be said 
to have broken a law. because they have 
broken the law of conscience.. C .: f 
1: 19; 2: 14 f. 

EK T15 K. Cr-l? -ks the curse belonging 
to the law; the curse under which 
the law brought us by our breach of 
it, cf Rom 7;. 10. ' 

Un the verses, 3alatians a: 19,200 Vaughan has an 

unusually long note in the HISS, as follows: 

19 'Do I mean that the law was to 
no purpose ? Not at all so. What 
then was the law2 ... ' After 
seeuainý; to disparage the law over- 
much he stops to show that it had 
an important purpose of its own. 

!JE ý4 ZT. t% In iiom. 4: 21 and Heb. 12 : 26 
the word is used in the middle sense 
undoubtedly, which are the only other 
passages where the passive form 
occurs. Dr Lightfoot here takes it 
as a passive quoting II i-iacc. 4: 2T. 
But it seems that it might as well 
be taken as a middle- here too: 
"to whom he made the promise:. " 

It was given for the sake of reveal- 
ing human transgressions --for the 
sake of stimulating human transgress- 
ion and brin ; in;; out that sin in man 
which before was rml in him, 

dormant 
but as really there as it was, after 
wards' 
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örc? Tc L%$ýI o( EýWY ý 
cf heb. 2": 2. *_ lt is a third point 
of disparagenent that the law was 
ordained by angels not by the Lord 
Himself; cf for the fact ißt 33: 2; 
Psalm 68: 17; Acts 7: 53; --Psalm 
184: 4, gives a further hint as con- 
necting angels with the phenomenon 
that accompanied the law. 

The angels, it would seem rust 
have been employed in the material 
cork connected with the giving of 
the law, Je the forming and 
writing the tables of stone.. 

the fourth point of disparage- 
ment is Ev XCºri M(. aiTOU ; and hob*, 

chapters 142, and 344 4. are res- 
puctively conrnentarjeea on 
(L AIN,; D 13Y A14G2. LS and Ili T 
' Lý: Lj uF A ,,;. jAAA`IXXR - as proofs 
of the inferiority of the law* 

The precise correspondence and 
agreement seems some argument in 
support of St Paul beim; the author 
of the Epistle to the Hebrews. 

Cf I tim. 2: 5 for Christ as 
'h. ediator. ' i3ut Christ is a 
Uediator in a sense different 
from that in which Auoses was one. 
The latter was distinct from God, 
but Christ was one with Hire. 
Hence the inferiority of the one 
to the other. 

20 
0 R&TiT7$ is the generic 

article,, "Now he who is a wediator 
is not a mediator of One" L between 
one ]% there must üe two - there 
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must be two parties involved to 
make a mediator possible, and that 
was the case in the giving of the 
law as. God was entering into a 
covenant with men. 

And so the term 'mediator' is 
applicable to the law ... 'but 
God the giver of the promise is 
one. ' The law was a matter of 
stipulation and so there was a 
place for a mediator there, but 
there is no place for one in the 
case of the promise. God the One 
: sod speaks with Isis own lips and 
says, 'I will give this and that 
- there is not room for a mediator 
and a stipulation. ' 

Reminder-: the first disparage- 
ment was that the law is addition- 
al 7 PoGý-, EQ7 The second is 
thatit was temporary, only to 
last ýVVp oý 

..... 
The third, the 

law was ordained by angels. And 
the fourth, the mediation of. 

IIark the word 'mediator, ' he 
says, it suggests something quite- 
different from the promise - the 
word 'mediator' itself shows the 
distinction between the law and 
the Gospel. 

Vaughan has nothing corresponding to the clear and 

helpful exposition on the passage, Galatians 4: 1'-11ý K 
tJ k* or. 

His fragmentary notes run as follows: 
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3 The elementary lessons of outward 
things: *the visible elements of 
the world' - sun, moon, sea, etc, 
once deified and worshipped by Vie 
Galatians. 'i'he rud&thents, which 
belong to the iac. terial world - 
the h. OS1,. OS, -'eferring to the rit- 
ual observancesof the Jewish law* 

G? orK(rid came to mean (i) the 
material elements, as in II Peter 
3: 10,12. 

Qii) The elements, of 
learning, of Heb. 5: 12. 

The rudiments of learning bel- 
onging to the material universe, 
and so having reference to material 
not spiritual things. For the use 
of }ývQ os here cf Iie b. 9: L. 

5 iv, 
Tly uvoýt-d-"io4", This clause is 

not to be connected with 
but it is a common summary of the 
testamentary privileges of all 
men whether Jews or gentiles. 

6 We are not to begin by being 
good and then obtain the sonship;. 
but we must be made sons first 
and then we must look for the gift 
of the Spirit. `Ne have already 
been r: iade sons by "christ"s reden- 
ption. What we have to do is to 
claim this sonship, 

The remainder of the brief notes-on this section 

are prosaic and do not merit further quotation. 

Vaughan makes two or three references to Lightfoot, 

in one of the instances- [5'; ], ] disagrees with the bishop 

over the reading: 
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Lightfoot makes c, -rrjtZf: T, -c the begin- 
ning of the sentence here,. and con- 
nects what precedes it with the last 
chapter on the grounds of the lbbsit. - 
ion of ouy after GT7v, 6-'r& . But this 
does not seem a valid objection. The 

of right easily stand with the verb, 
indeed that is its proper place, 
though late in the sentence. 

In his [relatively] long note on fill, it is inter- 

esting to note Vaughan's reference to Lightfoot, his: 

own view on the point and his exposition which is 

very typical of Vaughan, and which distinguishes him 

frouu many of his contemporaries with a wholly different 

approach: 

Lightfoot thinks that an unusually 
large hand expresses: eagerness in 
writing, and as if to show that he. 
wrote boldly. =Ie translates it, 
'ii ow large, i: ºark you, $ instead of 
taking L&?, ' with E',. e+. c . ila 
thinks that the forlaer part of the 
epistle was written by an amanuensis. 

'In how large letters' - he would 
not speak of the largeness of the 
characters in which he wrote to 
express defect and infirmity in 
himself* die says it to confirm the 
fact of his special love and anxiety 
for them. Secretaries would write 
with small letters with a view to 
greater despatch. He writes in 
clear characters to show the authority 
and plainness of speech with which he 
writes. 
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'In how large letters - in what 
great and apparently unsightly 
characters 1' 

3ut there is probably a deeper 
adraonition. The groat doctrine 
of the .: pistle is Ju atification 
by faith in Christ, not by the 
works of the law. The message 
to the prophet Habakkuk had been 
the same - the just shall live by 
his faith - and he had been told 
to write it and make it plain on 
tables that he who ran raigat read it. 
St. Paul, writing too in large 
letters, connects himself with the 
prophetic watchman. 
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T H E EP I S" TL E, TO 
, 

T H E 

P H I L I P P I A N S 

* 

THE notable Christological passage,. :: 5 - 1L9 *is 

paraphrased as follows: 

"Reflect in your own minds the mind 
of Christ Jesus. Be humble as He. 
also was humble-. Though existing 
before the worlds-in the Eternal 
Godhead, yet he did not cling with 
avidity to the prerogatives of His 
divine majesty, did not attbitiously 
display His equality with God; but 
divested 'Himself-of the glories of 
heaven, and took upon Him the 
nature of a servant, assuming the 
likeness of Men. Nor was this all.. 
Having thus appeared among men in 
the fashion. of a man, He humbled 
Himself yet More,, and carried out 
his obedience even to dying. Nor 
did He die by a common death: Ho 
was crucified, as the lowest malefactor 
is crucified. Lut as was His hum- 
ility, so also was His exaltation. 
God. raised Him to a pre-eminent height, 
and gave Him a title and a dignity 

far above all dignities and titles 
else. For to the name and. majesty 
of Jesus all created things in 
heaven and earth and hell shall pay 
homage on banded knee:; and every 
tongue with praise and thanksgiving 
shall declare that Jesus Christ is 
Lord, and in and for Him shall. glorify 
God the Father" 

p. ll4. 

* Epistle to the Galatians-, 1,883'. 
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Verse 6., 'EY µC c4A ©E°U 
" There is a detached 

note, on the meaning of HCfA and its distinction 

from qy j kd, I to which reference will be made below. 

Lightfoot comments at this point, "Though is 

not the same as (ýüGºS or OÜQ jac 
I yet the possession 

V 
of the involves involves participation in the OÜGI. ( also: 

for ep4 implies not the external accidents but the 

essential attributes. Similar to this, though not so 

decisive, are the expressions used elsewhere of the 

divinity of the Son CIKWV Too O&o3 11 Cof. 4 , 4, Col-WS", 

CL4 
ýa(r'Iºr'. $UXO1o0 oe-au, 13 , 

Similar also is the tern which St. John has adopted 

to express this truth, ýnCN°S '"CU Ofou 
$I, p 110. 

the bishop thinks that Ufa PKWY denotes 'prior 

existence' but not necessarily 'eternal existence. ' 

The latter idea follows from the conception of the 

Person of ihrist which the context supposes. 

I 
The difficult phrase oU o( . ', NQY 

h 
(1c gives 

our commentator opportunity to bring his wide reading 

to bear upon the pursuit of an adequate rendering. 

Offering the paraphrase., 'yet DID IlUr itEGARi) IT AS A 

PRIZE, a treasure to be clutched and retained at all 
/hazards' i 
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he reminds us that the more usual form of the word 

L/ 
is ajPTAcStAck which properly signifies a piece of 

plunder, but can mean 'a highly-prized possession, 

an unexpectod gain' when used with verbs like rý 

Vc.. 1f, ýNy. This he illustrates fron Classical 

and Patristic authors. r'e then deals with the 

C+ % 
problen of the form cepTa4SVAS ; he says, "neither- 

analogy nor usage is decisive as to its Weaning. " 

% (i) The termination-VeS denotes primarily the PRC'CýSS, 

which would yield the force of *an act of plundering. ' 

3ut nouns in -. lös are frequently used to describe a 

concrete thing, eg (3' oo 

Thus the form is no impediment to the sense which 

Lightfoot gives above. (ii) The actual term 4 ö5 

occurs so rarely. that usage cannot be-considered 

decisive, The only Classical usage in Plutarch 

seems certainly to denote the act. Therefore we are 

at liberty to select the sense which most suitably 

fits the context. "*TTIOUGH He pro-existed in the form 

of God, YET He did not look upon equality with God as 

a prize which must not slip from his ;, rasp, BUT lie 

emptied TIixnselt, divested Himself, taking upon Him 

the form of a slave" (p. 111). The A. V. rendering 
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disconnects this clause from its context, objections 

to which are dealt with in the additional note. 

In this Note, ''Different Interpretations of 

Oü or µ'v º +i0'. 01 ho considers the two 

principal interpretations, namely, (i) that wherein 

the prominent idea is ASSERTION, with stress on the- 

IWESTY: (ii) SURIENDER, with emphasis on our Lords 

T1UIAILITY. 

I. If o(pr. 
ös 

is taken to mean 'robbery, " 

'usurpation, ' then the expression asserts that the 

equality with God was the natural possession, the 

inherent right of Christ. 3ut (a) it neglects the 

foregoing words. Paulo enforcing the duty of humility, 

oLlphasizes the right which Christ REN OtJNCELI, not what 

Ile claimed; (b) in the phrase which follows 

[ 01 .t 604L ioV ºýEJWTfV ] the corresponds with 

si the oy0 so that Eelu^öy 430'V raust contain 

the idea which directly contrasts with 49 o% r ºýG, ýro 

This sense may probably be traced to the influence 

of the Latin Fathern, who interpreted the Latin Version 

without reference to the original. There is no support 

from any Greef; Father. 
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2. If o(ýýä? os is taken to mean 'prize, ' 

] 'treasure, ' [being considered equivalent to otf'! rd y f&4 

then the logical connection with the whole context is 

preserved. This is the almost universal usage of the 

Greek Fathers. 

Lightfoot paraphrases the two possible interpret- 

ations thus: (a) "TIe existed in the form of God 

. 
AND SO did not think it usurpation to be equal with 

God'. " (b) "Tie o:; istod in the form of God BUT 

: 1EVE1; TIi i M33 did not eagerly assert '? is equality with 

God. " There is Chrysostora's f. tiddle interpretation, 

butthis understands too much. 

Theologically considered, the meaning which Lishop 

Liöhtfoot rejects does indeed directly assert our, 

Lord's divinity. But, says the writer, the theological 

difference i3 only apparent. The divinity of Christ 

is asserted in the words 'pro-existence in the form 

of Gods' and indirectly implied in our present clause 

taken in connection with its context. "For how could 

it be a sign of humility in our Lord. not to assert 

His equality with Gods if He were not divine ?" (p. 13? ). 

Ind Lightfoot concludes by strongly affirming that 
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those who favour hunia, nitarian views of our Lord's 

Person cannot use tho second [ie his own] inter- 

pretation. 

% f. *41 

Verse 7,0/ý1V &W-110y ,"" ]o far from this: 

He divested ? Titiself, ` not of Ilia, divine nature, for 

this was impossible, but 'of the glories, the pre - 

rogatives, of Beity. This lie did by taking upon 

TTjL the form of a servant** The emphatic position 

e% 
of U1 1 points to the humiliation of our Lord as 

V OLUPNTA . YI S'TLF-ILiPO E'D. 11 

Verse 99 -to Uvctý 0" 'T`tT NAM, is the title and 

dignity, ' comp. ^phes. i. 21 .. If St. P aul were 

referring to any one term, KvfioS would best explain 

the reference; for it occurs in the context 
olo (<UrIC3 

X? 
I rrIC5 verse 11. But here, as in the 

passages quoted, we should probably look to a very 

common '_7ebrew sense of 'name, ' not meaning a definite 

appellation but denoting office, rani:, dignity. In 

this case the use of the 'Name of God' in the Old 

Testament to denote the Divine Presence or i. lajesty, 

more especially as the object of adoration and praise-, 
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,,, ill suggest the true meaning:, since the context 

dwells on the honour and worship henceforth offered 

to Him on whom ITEM NA, ' has been conferred. 

'To praise TIC: I1. I B, to bless TTU":; NA; M, to fear 

TTT1 NT IIIE, of God" are frequent expressions in the 

TA) 
Old Testament. " So Lightfoot writes on (--V "-(Iý oyQµ-LIA 

in the follocrinC verse: 

" 'in the narnee, ' i. e. the majesty 
the manifestation to man, as an 
object of worship and praise. It 
is not 'the name Jesus, ' but 'the 
name OF Jesus-. ' The name here 
must be the same with the name in 
the preceding versa. And the 
personal name of Jesus cannot there 
be meant; for the bestowal of the 
name is represented as following 
upon the humiliation and death of 
the Son of Man. If such had been 
the meaning, the words would have 
run, not 'tie bestowed on Thin the 
name, etc.. * but 'TTe exalted the 
name borne by Hirn; ' for, though 
eminently si nificant in "is case 
andthus prophetic of His glorious 
office (?. 'att. i. 2L), it was the 
personal name of s ilany others 
besides. 

That the bending of the knee is 
an act of reverence TO Jesus, and 
not only to od T",, OTIGH Trim, will 
appear fron, the . following consid- 
erations; (1) The parallel clause 
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describes an act of reverence 
paid directly to the Son as its: 
object, the ultimate aim, bow- 
ever, being the glory of the 

z. ther. (2) The 
construction 

Zy -rw ýovot ý. tr iI tGo4º 
fi 

tv jjo'v K. '[µ ýj 

in t? iis sense is supported by 
iiany analogous instances whore 
direct adoration Is meant, r, * g 
Ps. 

- lxiii" 5, 
- 

"iliv. lO. ... . 16 

there is an important detached !, Toto on 

'The Synonymes I, A04 % 
and GCItAq 0' to which some 

reference should be made in this sorios of extracts 

illustrating the-Znature of Lightfoot"s Biblical 

expos itIons. 

The Llassica l 1. i sage is discussed, and the conclusion 

drawn that Q'kIl« su csts the idea of something 

chanbeable, fleeting, unsubstantial. MOO 
, like 

originally referred to the organs of sense. 

The tatter may be rendered by 'figure,, 'fashion, ' 

andthe former by 'form. ' "It comprises all those 

sensible qualities, which striking, the eye lead to the 

conviction that we see such and such a thing. " The 

word has none of the secondary meanings which attach to 

ýkýýý as gesture or dress or pretext. Then 
comes 

a survey of the usage in Plato, Aristotle and the later 

philosophers. 
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In turning to the Now Testament, Lightfoot 

elaborates the different usages of tho two terns-& 

ie holds that passages containing 6ýntt4 show the 

word to have about it the nuance of 'instability, 

changnableness, ' no less definitely than in `-lassical 

creek. e cites romans 3.2: 2; I Cor. '7: 31;. TI Oor. 11: 13;, 

TI Oor. 11:. 14,15; I Peter 1: 14. "in the other hand 

the great and entire change of the inner life,, other- 

wise described as '5eing born again, being created anew, 

is spoken of as a conversion of tA- 0? ýq always, of Gkjk°--' 

never. " , apple, are given fror 'omans 3.: 29; Phil. 3.10; 

II tier s; 13;, 3alatians 4: 19. And there are cases 

where the two terms occur to the same context: 

: tomans 12: 2, Phi1.3: 2Z. 

Finally, turning to the crucial passage in Pliil, 2: G, 

the author deute at once with the question whether- 

C, / ýd? k; 
q G)Eo' U'Iýtrx(s1/ refers to the Incarnate or the 

pro-incarnate Christ. Those who hold the former- viev. * 

[like T'ilary, Luther, '; rasmus] (?. plain the words of 

the supernatural or divine power and brace -nanifested 

by our Lord during TTis earthly ministey. De '7ette, 

though referring the expression to Christ Incarnate, 

urges that the point of time marked by- UK. trKwv is 
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evidently prior to our Lord's actual ministry; it 

describes the glory duelling in Hin Pt1T73NTIALLY, at 

the moment when TTe commenced Tlis ministry. Lightfoot, 

however, is definite in his view that the whole ref- 

erence is to the 2re_incarnate being of our Lord. 

"'Tven If the words ýtnp4iIv Soüýou ýaßw did not 

directly refer to the Incarnation, as they appear 

to do, nothing else can be understood by fv 
Oý 01wµ-Sc 

'v 
ctY ýE'O -Yos . We cannot suppose ät. Paul 

to have meant that our Lord was not in the likeness 

of men before Fis baptism and ministry, and became 

so then for the first time .... The whole context 

in St. Paul clearly implies that the being born as 

man was the first step in His humiliation, as the 

death on the cross was the last. In other wordB, 

it requires that Ev µo? ý Q 
_QU Ura/f be referred 

to a point of time prior to the Incarnation" (p. 132), 

In discussing the sense in which thephrase is 

applied to the pro-incarnate Christ, Lightfoot affirms 
% that µOPý1 raust apply to the attrtbutPs ei the Godhead. 

"It is used in a sense substantially the same which it 

bears in Greek philosophy. It suggests the same idea 
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which is otherwise expressed in St. John by ö A--v os -foss 

in Christian writers of succeeding ages by Dins (Dee wY orccs, 

and in the 17icene Lreed by 0605 4. K )(Cot" 

'Jig; htfoot"G concluding paragraph issignificant 

for a consideration of the connentator's thought 

genorally: 

"In accepting this conclusion 
we need not assume that St. Paul 

consciounly derived his use of 
the tern from any philosophical 
nonenclature, there was suf- 
ficient d (-finiteness even in its 
, )opular azage to suggest this 
meaning when it was transferred 
fron the objects of sense to the 
conceptions of the mind. 

"Yet if St. John adopted Xors 
s 

if lt #A, himself adopted 
7ýwtö'roKoS . andthe like, from 
the language of existing theo- 
logical schools, it seeds very 
far from ihiprobable tFiat the 
closely analogous expression 

MTp je c3 should have beon 
derived from a similar source. 

"The cpeculatons of %lex- 
andrian and Gnostic Judaism 
forted a ready channel, by which 

p'lilosophical terms of ancient 
Greece werd brought within reach 
of the '', posttas of Christ. 

"Thus in the passages under 
congidera. tion the jadP4tj I'S 
contrasted with the 0-1Cit+-A. , as 
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'that which is intrinsic and 
essential with that which is 
accidental and outward. Ind 
the three clauaes imply rospec- 
tively the true olivine nature, of 
our Lord r ýVpPf OC the true, 

" hunan nature CPk"ý 5c6ýov ], and 
the -Ytprnzls of the human nature 

O ývjý. tT 
I et'8ewios 91 

- p. 133. 
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t he id ot c s o n P h 1 1 1 p p i an s 2: - 11 

fro ri V a u g h an 9 s3 o m to e nt ar y 'ý` 

"v" .., LV;, l iIJ 1,. I.., ß ., ore exactly, 
'h.. ve this L tiug äor your hind' 
(your pri.. cipl,. - of hou;; ht aa(feeling) 
'in your case, which was (is) also , gad 
for Ii-, maind'(`ii s princ!!. pie of ýhou,;.: t 
and iceling) l in thr case of ._. i. t 

Ln entire and a. )solute sell- 
;: o ý ty11lnc s. 

r 
. 
1iä-1 aJ JýI V'rý YI 1lJ ýý; /i.. 7 ýj" TI CH T 

Is not t', e ssr: ie mind in -1iia still ? 

aäU:;,; T6'l'I, "i; ij In so important a passage 
accuracy is more vital titan bea. ity o. f 
r o; rücri ngj, a; 'i(! a =: o;, 1'3wh at Lor; ita] and 
-AELaphysical term nay be acquiesc'-! d i: 1 
i. or I Aiu(. jity t-, L'ie xroc. 

Ile 'i. - n in this pas:: gr; e three words 
for oxis "once 'G 1. "E (C-v1$ )9 TO 3E 

(I vC-1& i 1a, 
cd Vic va3.3_atio: i is not 

acciuental" 

gor ox is "ence 'G i"E (C-W. Co )9 TO 3F, 

(xl vC-I& ), 1a, 
cd Vic variatio. i is not 

Tu 
.., 

b 
J1a:, t(ulap (c 'i) i& A 

'Q 

. ý. ý. 
ýýý ýiýºL tSývL ý 1V . 

iL 
ý 1ý : iii c1- I/r1. 

_ý 
TO 

or ward 
yq siigiltly less Vi an Jolin1: 1 (I:. ". lsý 

ý.. ýa... L u ºýi1 )ý it i: at 1c>as. t e_1ti_rely 
in iiari. lony with its zin(, assert:.. 

if not (in 

c t_ rn: t1 e.. iýtcnce, he coaui tion which 
w, as c-ie basiw and substratum of all else 
wan a _, )-; _or existence An th i or of '-xod. 

St. Yau1's :.. pi^tie to the r'_ýilippilnsý 
wit!, : ransl- tion, 't arapilrases auc .,, otca, 1835. 
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6. T'BE ZOLL OF U}] Three words occur 
in ! this passage expressive of the 

general idea of resemblance, 

(eý. & aV W Lo ). 

ähe first alone is applicable to 
4od, for it alone has the sense-, not 
of ext "rna'. appearance , but of essential 
quality. for a fuj. 1 account of the 

words: I laust regier to 'bishop Li htfoot 

on trd passage, anO to irchbisjop IJL renc1: ts* 

äynonyns of to ,; erg ': estalaent. 

kýUUi: ou" j, - In the interpretation 
of t:. i,, u. ificult phrase t'"cexe are two 

,.!. 1iil h2uOs of tu vergeIlce. 1. The 4'iutho- 
2i :s re. l. ' erinj;, 

tAýK! 's tic clause 

ref, --r to eile are- exi., tept ý? lrý. st; "-ice 

counted it no ; raspil ;, ' no assufaption 
o. Z that ww: hicli was lo :. rilght, tO be 
oclual grit's "O(1 - : evurtiloleiG ý: e 
divested itself o.. th t; �1ory. 

'lliree objections . lie against Vii s: 

(1 the aorist tense of the verb 
( hrtQ lo )' w ich is unsuitable 
to a 

lha)it 
ial State of wind, and 

s'ag; o, sts ra v'r a particular me-ital. 
act; 
(2) its b,. 2in:; a verb at all, wh: Dn 
the participle ('and thinking; it no 
robbery') would have been a £ir more 
natural t, ioL o of ex: pr e. ssion; 
(3) th- enp; iasir tlýu, laid upon a 
t': ou,; ht least of all appropriate 
to ti. e design., a moral, which is 
not that of self-assertion but. of 
self-ab ie;; ation. 

2. The 

"'evised 1ersion, oil ýhrA contrary, 
renders It 
j'iith thr' , tar[; in, 'vreek,, a thing 
t7 be raspod' 

Ip tl'u i 

clause C- cr'ar sition ß rC);; 1 VIC 
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pre-existence to the humiliation. 
I have just so far riodifiod t»is view 
as to make the word C. TiAµoS ) not 

ýi '1° : t: it:. ý ". ý :üý,. ý but : ACT o r- 
and to understand the 

exact thought to be, that ;: e who iron 

eternity was in the Porn of God, instead 

of regardiný; that equality with God as 
givin� in an unbounded power- of self- 
aggra-. idisement, did on the contrary 
eiupty :. imself of all by a voluntary 
self- incprporation with the creature, 
and with th creature not in its 

greatness. 'out in its litt-lenes-ug not 
in its conditions of comfort and honour, 
but in its ut L^rn. aost a: )aseuont of sihwae 
and sufforinr;, 

Uhus Cl) we preserve the exact 
senrre of the precise forL, oi the, 
principal word (P ^ýs not 
a1Q ý, cý fi), and (2) we avoid the 
a pr, -: lance of c: ilýaraý, 

_4týcnt 
bl Christ 

Himself of his own eclaality with 'rod 
(counted it not a prize to be on an 
equality with 'Jod). 

THE }3i Ii4G EýZUAL 1 The form of the Greek 
ia'IIL: :;., L G "gUtL 'i"11133 (neuter plura? ) 

A passaL; e in thn Septuagint. 
(Job 11.: 12) is quoted to show that 
no real difference is nri. de by this 
peculiarity (such as should make it 
n cessary to render the phrase here 
jV . 

Tt1wýL 
-`,, z 

. aL1 
TY UA 

ý3 
Ii4U i lr7 

'JW) , 

while pos i bly the More obvious 
kort (itiosculine si ngulaa. r) .. iibht 
have see, acd to involve a risk of 
'ciiviuing the substance' o. C the 
\ýo d! 12 ad " 
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7. BUr L JE ö: il 3Lr E:, 1 
Instead of i I1w1 

_s, 
- 

... 1ýr1IZD. 

last-a6 of takii ; to -Tliý. ic 1f 
( as the equality with -, iud would have 
e. iabl-! d =Yiri to do without stint or 
limit) lie put away and put off from 

V �ayiY ] The figure is that of 
destitute of possession. 

i. 2I . Larl: xii. 2,3 .... 
Lukrt 1.53 . . l'or the idea of tiie 
text compare 2 Cor"3: i. .. 

rfA1I1 +-. ý d". r1t. T... 

_%,! L': Literally, 
The assumption of 

hw; m,, n form i: concept . only prior 
to# ati(: tf1Crueans ofp t': C' solC 

c. aptying;. 

T: ie figure i that of taking 
i:. 'o the IL;. tnd for use of equipaacnt. 
Jo.; n xiii. i2 .. 

XiCAT] The word 

(sce note on yr rse 6) is applied 
boy`z to the c: ivinity and to the 
; iutz. uiity tai c . hist. loot so the word 
''"'Plod, vwtiicli can oni;, be used of 'the 
i: utaanity (verse 3). 

Literally. A SLAVE. 
Jut t: i^ is not in relation to raen 
but to God 
in t'ir one respect -". e 61d not ta': e 
our nature a, -I= in its 1ov: est level 
oI degradation, lt eras nr'cessary 
for . _i :,: I1MI ihY t: l::. t --e ýý; houlc, 'in, 
p 'rso. ia? ly freer. A1-7o slavery is 
an unnatural conc: ition, and t : orciore 
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unsuitable to Him Who took upon 
Ilan. our nature in its truth not. in 
its. unrealities. . 3ut in relation 
to üod creaturoship is servitude. 

Ui :i 
mYi 

ANDS. 'iuUGIi 11111.1 
ivzi TO i1LY1 

Aim ALL THINS. 

BEING. BONN 1 This clause is. strictly 
parallel. and equivalent to the prey, 
coding. Ißt ', ki )S, 13:: IYýG : 3i3ý1t 
IN o_' -,.. Iw 

BCii td 1 Literally., T M'I; TG B?: COL, 
. 

AVINU i3GÜlt 'IN-1 BE. 

The . pre-c. cistent %: lirist enters: upon 
a new, being, by Incarnation,. He begins 
to be in a li:; eness which was not =jis 

beforo 

The word BO MIT is adopted from 
the . "ýng]. ish Version. (both Authorized 

and. Acvizod. ) of the saue word in 
Lalatians iv. 4 ... 

It ic too 
definite, but seems preferable to 
the ., ML which appears to be prac- 
tically the only alternative. 

LIKiI, SS ]P. on. vi ii. 3' ... ee 

Uý º, ;1 of mankind. 

8. AVID 3 ING OUi: J 1A furtI or 
s. ta- 

. Ao of the humiliation begins here* 
i: e raight have condescended to take 
our nature., and yet,, in doing soy 
-, e, riibht have stipulated. for a 'con- 
dition of wealth and honour; 'CIO 
night have made the original. equality 
witii. Jod a means of gain 
at least in, this, that He should take- 

k 
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our nature at it best, not at 
its worst. By not doing so, He 
humbled Hiuself over again. 

FuýJ; ý 1 The word properly implies 

a previous search or enquiry, but 

often loses that precision in its 

uscf CF, 
E: ; Z' : 1) '3'ti. ) VIzi% See for exa:: iple 

Luke xvii. 13, 'tl'ere were not found 
that returned to Give Glory to 3od. ' 
Acts v. 39.2 Cor. v. 3. 

III PAS IUT See note on 
verse 6. 

This word unlike, that 
rendered IMI . (kopcýj )' has always 
the idea of soznet4l. in sensibler 
naterial, or circuastantia1,, and 
in reference to the 

'humanity 
of 

Christ distinguishes the accidental. 
in it from the permanent. ''ne only 
other place of its occurrence, in 
Scripture is i, Cor. vii. 31, 'the. 
fashion of this world passe. th away. ' 
For a verb derived from it aee" 
iii. 21, and the note there. 

AS A ILI N That is, such in all- 
points as a human being is. 
ýjeb. ii. 1T 'it behoved Him to be 
made in all things-. like unto His 
brethren. ' 

MADE HI]NiS LF LU1ILY ] Both in charac- 
ter and in circumstance. Hiatt xi. 29, 
'I ara meek and lowly C ? oZ'F"LivýS ) 
in heart. ' 

13 1CU:, ZING Literally, HAVING 3EC0 1, . See note on verse" 7, alzinatheforri. 
The obedience is 

_conceptionall prior 
to, and the condition of, the humbling. 

3 CO:.. ING O3EDIENT. 1 ['ot as though, from 
a pi= opposite or different state. 
Conparo, Hiob. v. 3, 'yet learned He obed- 
ience. by the things which ;e suffered. ' 
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The ` 'tiiot ; ht the development 
of the spirit of obedience (which,. 

was always T'Ais) in a series of acts. 

OBEDIENT. It is left to be under- 
stood to whoa. Just so St.. 'aul in 

ttom. vi. 1C uses OBi! DIEN 
_[without. 

further explanation] as the opposite 
of sin...,. 

EV) N Mb, D ATH 1 In the 
OD.:: DJNT ViTTO I)1 A`S'Ii might easily be, 
misunderstood. The insertion.. of 
even in the devised oug. 'ztto obviate 
this* O3"DIENT TO T"'^ r'ý1`iý: L: i2*S 
i/ ILL TO 1f1 LY ! i1ä3. a. 'l 

OF LAYS 
Gf 

Jeyond that limit obedience, cannot 
go. GIL: ATEI L(7173 9 great. e. r, devo- 
tion, IAT'ß NO ;NT L\N 'I'IIIü, ULVtT 
FM LAY i)U N 111.3- LIFE for its 
object. (John nv. 13). 

YEAS `rp DEA17T Q? VIE CnO3S -' 
Lore exactly,, ! [T. 

-TAT J:: ATH] 
A 1JEATIT OF [L ELO NGI2i, T TO, CAUSED ` L'Y } 

iIt Ci"'"'SS. '1he absence of a definite 
article in the 'lreek lays the stress 
upon the In of death, so ignom- 
inious, so torturing. ' she word 
itself- (C )avp )originally meant 
only an upright stnlce such as: 
palisades. are haade of, and even as` 
an initruuent of punishment wash not 
confined to what we understand by 
crucifixion. 

[In Esther vii. 9 the Septua- 
gint renders, LET IIIlI BE H NGED 
1: 1LIZO3 by the Greek for LET HIM 

CRU li' IED 

But its use in. the New Testament is 
uniform, involving all the feelings 
of natural disgust and hotror" 
connected with a Ronan Crucifixion, 
as well as the patriotic resent- 
mont of it as one of the most 

/odious- 
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odious' bndges" of,, a `foreign yoke. 
It may be worth noticing that our 
Lord used"the figure of bearinr_ 

_the Cross- as the duty of.. tho truo 
. 
dis- 

ciple (:. `att. x. 33) even before ile 

foretold His own deathv by crici- 
fixion, i. att. xx. l. 9. The force., 

of the text, which lies in the de- 
grading character of the deaths 
is seen in such passages. as 
I Cor.. i. 23- . 

'. . Gall v. 11 .. -. 
Leb.:: ii. 2. .,. .ý : chile rthe hare. 
attractive aspect is shown in 
Eph. ii. 10. , Col. i. 20, 'having 't 
made peace -through the blood of ' 
His cross. ' 

4 r,, rrý. ýýý. -. 

9. WPEREFÜ1M ]- As the 'reward of 
this uttermost self-humiliation: ', 
Compare 11eb.;: ii. 2 

IiIGztLY - EX1t, TED -EiIu ) 'One, of "St. 
Pat11'sB strong compounds with the 
preposition OVER (SrEp )" Like, 
WE ARE i ºURE THM CON LE: ¬3 'ýS (Rom, 
viii o 37) , CLINC J ID IMNCII i, DI 
A: 3OUID (Ron. v. 20). ',: xplaincd by 
Eph. i. 20 and c. ... 

G=17 D1 GjWE 1A FL EE GIFT. 
See i. 29. The word (*Ft 6C-öB-e ) 
is peculiar in Scripture to St. 
Luke and St. Paul. 

TITTE T1Ai, I 1: 17e are . not to imagine. 
one particular name (such as JZSUS, 
or even LUIM) to be intended. 
The I XIE is the SU: ZZi .Y UP SIE 
PERSON; it is that expedient 
by which we represent to ourselves 
and to others a person such as Ile 
is-in form, feature:, character kc. 
T3AIIE, in Scripturey, has very sacred 
applications. he great passage 
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in -Exod. xxxciv. 5, : xc., where, _T 
iE 

: LL'�` UP TIE 
,L 

fiJ, is the enunera- 
tionof Hid attributes, and is made 

i equivalent to God such e ,is. 

Thus in the Lord's Prayer-* 
rALLtif ED 132 T1'? IT? :M is a pet- 
ition that God may be regarded 
and treated. as that Holy Person 

which '. '. e indeed is. In the text 
the GIEN to Christ, is the. 
tdesi., nation or descr12ti2p Of 
Hirt in His completeness, as the 
crucified and glorified Saviour, 
11 '1 TJH j4ELLE is : IL 'FIE r tTL] T: SS 
OF' TTTM: a011I A 3Oi. 2LY (Col. ii. 9 ). 

The expression is equivalent _, to,,, the raore general terms o; ° 
I Peter i. 21 ... and Iiebei. ie6o.. 

A3 V: A: VEIY rdjl:.. ] tLBOV. E By :.; ICY x. _ D 
.. 

c. uFliIal of 

created being, human or, super- 
huraan. 3ph. i. 2I .... 

i6. T. ". 1 I TTtC NAM, OF J+ : SUS 
Lot äi1. u aYlY, 

That L, j. 
_y. 

Vi 
J'VS , 11TTTIN (and not 

apart fron or independently, of) 
' i0JE4 LLD 11, I13G (in person, 
wort,, of ficg, and mind) OF J' SUS-i- 

A: A V- m"'21; : IG zT SýM# whether in 
submission, worship or prayer. 

A magnificent amplitude is. 
thus given to the divine 
in the exaltation: of the 
Lord. lle is thc4Person 
prehends and _conta. 

ins in 

purpo: 3e 
risen. 
who coni- 
? -irisclf 

all the worship as well as all 
tho life of God's universe. 

Y 

. §+ i. "k* 

a 
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EVERY KNE 1, iI HT LEND I Three 

°. t thoughts. are here, au. above- 
indicatect. (1) SUßi,.: ISSIO ; 
Isai. xlv. 23 ,.. .. (2) VUASI: IP; 
I Chron. xxix. 20 [LYE ]... 
(3) PRAY M; Eph. iii. 14 ... 

Uý' <; t3ý.: INGS } Or, OF THINGS: 
The Greek isý ambiguous. The 

context seems to suggest persons 
rather than -thing's, e'an"dthe pas- 
sage in RRev. v. 13 is of too. poot- 
ical and pictorial a character 
to be pressed to a decision of 
the question of gender here. 

11 1 

`ý�r. ' 

tlk I 

Zn Diades, the UNDER THE Ei1IMs; t. ' 1 
concaivod abode of departed spirits. 
Psalm. Luke xxiii. 43.,. 

11. AND E I: Y TONGUE 1A contin- 
uation of the quotation begun in--, -,, 
vcrso410 fror Isai. xlv. 23 . ...., 

i1IAKr CONOLSSIOid ] The word 
C Gný. 

oýoýC i G9a1 
`) 

is, used both 
in the sen°s e, ýäfconfns: ýßotý of sin, 
as iri' Matte iii:. 6. Acts xix.. lý3. 
Jar°ios 

- v. 16-; and (which is more 
suitablo here) of the ac:: nowledg- 
rient in grateful praise of what 
God Is. See a; r =att. xi-. 25. Lit. s:. 2l. 
ttom. xv. 9. 

JESUS C', IiZIST IJ LOTO 1 here 
�there 

could bo no question as to the- 
rendering, thou (; h in the Greek- order 
LOO stands first* In some like, 
passAgea tho distinction of subjoet, ý1, 
and predicate is not co clear. 

o; a.;;. 9.... 2. Cor"iv.. 5 Uoip. I Cör. xii. 3. 

TO TH GLORY O GO) I This is the 
ultimata object of all. SZS I Pet. i. 21... 
Aori. xi. 36. 
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ACompa. r °3; o. " o. ̀n tv ` ir` t i th `' e: Pt oto 

o C. J. V aug %a n. 

The Dean's notes on'hhilippians a:, 5 - 11 are thus; - 
i ve #. ä ý+ - Ci 3 3" s 

5. TovY'a ýipp�Gitow-, 

'Detý--this�be-made<'the- sentiment. 
in the case of you. 

5orae omit the here; but. 
Tischeadorf hecUs it. Alford_ 
reads p pvei"rt int huch case, it 
would "be ': Iäve 'thiIS sentiment 
in your minds which was 'also the. 
sentiment in Christ Jesus. ' 

The important , pa'sdage-which 
now follows, is introduced 
incidentally,, - as most doctrinal. 
passages are, - ae` "amotive, for 
love. , 

d" OÜk 
Cc 1ý ov fib To 

'He 
. 
thout-h ißt not a thing to 

be snatched-'-`i6' natched- -`tii 'be ýrasicd aid 

clung to - to=be equal rith God 

.. 
(i. e. to have equality of being, 

with God) # but made Mnself- cLipty 
(of T'is divine prerogatives: ) by 
taking a form of `a servant. 
(i. e. of 'a created being - fön 

every created being bust be a 
slave ih respect of God as beim; 
7 is inalienable property) by 
becoming in (i. e. ) by coning. into 
likeness, of nen;. ands being found 
in fn'shioa as' a� hunan being,. Hoak t 
humbled 'iirise]. (still lover) by 
beconin subject unto death-, and 
death such as that of the, Cross 
(thus, marking the quality), ' 
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n '-n 
EY ýºl ý ;1 (DCou- seems to 

refer to the pre-incarnate 
state of Christ, as may be gath- 
ered from the contrast between 
this and ý1ýDOýýv ýoüýºov >hß l. ' 
They cannot-both refer to the 
Incarnate state. 

of u-4. o� is the emphatic Ford 
in thýeý se ntence, and casts 

into the 'T`o 
shade. The leading idea in it 
is not snatching from another 
but 'for oneself. ' 

6. 
S% m 

C-1Val1, ltd 0&4 - i£ no 
new thing which Ho thought it. 
not robbery to be, but 7'is 

state already e;; isting respecting 
which '-o o4 rr ýhC .'c" 

a. f vd E /cj )Ti & oos 
'beconing obedient (to God) 

even unto death (the climax of. 
IIi. s obedience). ' 

i 
J. Some take bupj4A here of the 
Name of Jesua, but cß. IHeb. l: 4. 
It probably means a'title,. ' 
Not any particular name, - but 
name in the 4Iebrety sense of then 
description of the person. 

"A title of honour,. ' Cf. I Pet, 
? Äeb. 2; 9, whore 'glory' 

expresses the same as 'name' 
does here. 

Z. / 1 
10.1%(. 4 Csl ..... " that IN the Nam e 
of Jesus (not AT the Name)* - 
it means that all address to God 
is to be made in His Naneg 
cf. Eph. 5: 20. 

The expression is doubtful, whether 
it means bending the knee: in 

/ submission 
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submission- or in prayer.. 
In the former sense lt is used 
in itoni. 11: 4;. 14: 11;. in the 
latter, in Eph. 3':. L4. It serum 
to be prayer here. The subr 
mission is expressed in what 
follows. 

A 
949V r%IV 'every knee of all 
created things, whether angelic 
or human; and of human beings 
v, hother alive or dead. ' 

11. k )pLcs L1a-ovs Kf icrTÖS 
- cf. II Cor. 4. 

the predicate: 'j Go0s 
subject. This was the 
form of confession, ie, 
Christ was Lord, cf. L 

;I OS the 
early 
that Josusr 
Car. 12: 3. 

w 4'., seeing that Christ thug 
humbled Himself and was after- 
wardQ exalted. 
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:T _II E E: PISTLE: TQT IT E; 

CLOSSI 1ý N. :,: 

IIT his comr. icntaryý Lightfoot divides-the great,,, � 

Christolog1Cal'section (1: 15'- 18) into-two parts: 

(i) vv. 15 - IT, The Supremacy of Christ in rglation 

to th¢: =UNNIVERSE, the, Natural Creation; 

(ii) v. I8, The Supremacy of Christ in. relation 

to the CHURCH, the now Moral Creation. 

c/ 
The two aspects are- combined, 1 Vot ý'L-V Td1 

i ýV, 
STiaG"! v otýTos W*TO_uWq 

Then he continues to give a brief explanation 

of the term LAGOS, which idea underlies the whole 

passage, though not actually occurring. Denoting, 

both 'reason' and'spoech', Logos was a philosophical 

term adopted by Alexandrian Judaism before Paul 

wrote, to express the LIANIFESTATION of the Unseen God, 

the Absolute Being, in the creation and government of 

the world. " "It includes all the modes by which God 

makes Himself known to man. As His REASON, it denoted 

Epistle to the Colossians, 1834. 
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His purpose' or"design; as His SPEECH, it implied 

His revelation" (p"143). ". .. . -Christian teachers, 

when they adopted this term, exalted and fixed its 

meaning by attaching 
, 
t6 it two precise and definite 

ideas: (i) 'The, Word is a Divine Person, ''ö AQýos 

by ;? o5 'IQ-/ OEoY 141% 06 70 X06,15 
. 

(2) 'The Word became incarnate in Jesus Christ, '' 

ö k%os O' E1ýýYE? 
o """ In as auch as these two 

propositions altered Materially the significance of 

alL the subordinate terms connected With the idea of 

the Logos, "their use in Alexandrian writers,, such as 

Philo, cannot be taken to DEFINE, though it may be. 

brought. to 
, 
ILLUSTf their meaning, in St. Pau]. and 

St. John" (p. 144). 

Lightfoot's paraphrase öf'' t ie section runs aas: 

follows: 

"Ile is theperfect" iha`gtheý"`- 
visible representation, of, the 
unseen God. ire ' is" the* first- 
born, the absolute Heir of the 
Father., begotten before all ages; ` 
the Lord of the Universe. by 
virtue of primogeniture, and by 
virtue also of creative agency. 
For in and through Ihn the whole" 
world was created, things in 
heaven and things on earth, 
things visible to the outward 
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"eye and things cognisable by the 
inward perception. 'Iis supremacy 
is absolute and universal. 1111 

powers in heaven anal earth are 
subject to ]iict. this 

subjection 
extends even to the most exalted 
a. id most potent of angelic b,, ings, 

vi ethr. r they be called Thrones or 
Jonminions or princedoms or powers, 
or whatever title of dignity me. n, may 
confer upon t'Iurn. 

fes: 
.. e is 

first an,, Ile is last. T1irour; h 
as the j: iediatorial Word, thu universe 
has b 'ern created; and unto , ̀mim, as 
th(' final goal, it is tending. In 
Hirn is no before or after. i'e is 

pre-existent and self-exir; tent 
before all the worlds. And in $Iira, 

as the binding and sustaining pcwer, 
universal nature coheres and consists" 

- p. 144. 

Verse 15, on beyond the very obvious 

,: otion of lienkeneTss, the word involves two other ideas. 

2irstlyt Lightfoot indicates and 

elaborates the fact that whereas in 6ý o'jwul_ "the 

resemblance i ay be accidental, as onel eggt is like 

. 30 / 
a"iother, " in the case of 6i4 V9 it "implies an 

archetype of which it is a copy. " iecondly, 

iyiANIF STATI(E; contrary to t; hrysostom's view [that as 

archetype is invisible, so the image -gust be invisible), 

"this idea comas from the implied contrast to 

you Q(oý vrou ýýou "".. Jut the underlying idea 
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of the and indeed of the Xo-ýOs generally, 

is the manifestation of the hidden" (p. 145). 

The tt: rm Týwio7"oýGcs has a twofold parentage: 

(a) like 'image' it is closely connected with the 

%1cxandrian vocabulary of the Logos *i signifying, 

the original conception, the archetypal idea, of 

creation. (b) The elessianic reference of Psalm 89: 27 

seems to have been generally allowed. "As the Person 

of '`-brist was the iJivine response alike to the philo- 

', ophicat questfonin;; s of the Alexandrian Jew aid to 

the patriotic hopes of the ialestinian, these two 

currents of thought meet in the term TPw roToKos as 

applied to our Lord, who is both the true Logos and 

the true I, iessiah. " : Lnd the i: hristians would prefer 

10,70 to Tfw'! 'oýc, ýcS because the former would 

include l-essianic reference. 

rohe main ideas w1iich the word involves are two- 

Lol(:, corresponding with the Alexandrian conception 

of the Logos andt'l, e Palestinian conception of the 

wiessiah, respectively. (1) PRIORITY to all creation; 

the absolute pre-existence of tie Son. Jightfoot 

* kýw? rh^nVoS is the actual epithet Philo 
applied to the Logos. 
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hakes it plain that the 

guards a,; ainst any idea 

though the earliest, of 

the appropriate term io 

tern %ýPwiýoýGo$ itself 

of L. hrist's being but one, 

created beings. Tfto rO 71CT0s is 

r the latter. Further, the 

genitive case does not "necessarily imply that the 

i 
PTOToV. OS Himself belonged to the ki I5 as will be 

shown presently. " In any case, this is excluded by 

the context. It is inconsistent with the universal 

agency in creation which is ascribed to Christ in the 

1 11 
following phrase 

ýEv 
olü'n; ý E (11cT97 -ra -r y1 , 

and with the absolute pre-existence and self-existence 
ff 1i 

clained for Him just below, &U1e$ OZ Or? iy 1t osry. 

Again, tue description HWToToýlos Tal ýS K? I6'&Wj must 

be interpreted in such a way that it is not inconsist- 

ent with His otlii)r title of 1UoVo0Evs u, 1ICUSI 

"alone of . iis kind and therefore distinct from created 

things. The two viord. $. express, the same eternal 

fact; but while ý40Vo 75 states it in itself, 

r 4uTpTpKaS places. it in relation to the Universe's (p. 147). 

(2) 6VV4jiI: IGNTY over all creation.. "The right of 

primogeniture appertains to '"-essiah over all. created 

things (cf. l'saln 89: 27)" ... In its .. iessianic reference 
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this secondary idea of sovereignty predominated in 

the word 7f Wi'o? otC05 , so that from this point of 

view %ýOW1ö? ýºýGos 1T 
d'? 

s (ý°( Ot5 would mean 

'Sovereign Lord over all creation by virtue of priiao- 

geniture. ' 11 

The very full note on ? ('dG95 K'fIQ'Ei. 1S 

at his beet - or rather, in view of his 

E? xceilent workmanship, at his most char 

The phrase itself he renders by "OF ALL 

rather than "or every created thing. " 

shows Lightfoot 

consistently 

cteristic. 

CREATION" 

r3riefiy. the 

three senses of Krji q-jS in the New Testament are con- 

sidered: (i) Creation as the act of creating, cf. 

Aoraans 1: 20; (ii) Creation as the aggregate of created 

things, cf* jiark 13: 19; (iii) A creation, a single 

created thing, a creature, cf" iLomans 8: 39. It is 

best to take the noun here [without the definite article] 

as of the created world generally. "Indeed, 1 C'7; r%. 
tTL-o 

in the sense of TdvTcS K7 Oj&o-eTo would be awkward in 

this connection; for 'itfw'joT al. Cos seems to require 

either a collective noun, or a plural ... ." (p"148(). 

Lraiawatically considered, Lhe genitive case of the 

noun laust be int`rpreted so as to include the full 
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meaning of WjßWToTO "It will therefore signify: 

'Ye stands in the relation of TfW70'ie to all creation, 

is the Firstborn, the absolute `'eir and sover- 

elga Lord of all Creation. ".... %nother explanation 

which would connect the genitive with the first part of 

the compound alone [? Cf(o? ' - 
], coi paring John 1: 15,30, 

w7o 
ý, e', unduly strains the grammar, while it S}` `1 

excludes tre idea of 'heirship, soverniL;., ty. " 

Finally, thn ), trlstic exegesis is co: isid'-red. All 

the Fathers of the second and third cent. iries "without 

exception, so far as I have noticed, " correctly refer 

it to the eternal 17ord and not to 

'ut "the irians fagtenod upon the 

KTIT" and dram from It 

Son was a created being. " atzt 

the Incarnate Christ... 

cý_. res ; i. on hýW4"o1o 4 

Vie inforn-nce t! -I, -Lt the 

any orthodo,. r at! i, ý rs 

were not satt afi ed with this, and triins forrod t' o expres- 

qion into a new sphere acid held that the significant 

b phrase describ^d the Iucarr; ate -rist. gut this required 

the Wr16"s and the kr, /SEG$al to be understood in the 

context of tl, e new spiritual creation (Gal. G; 15 ). 

Two arguments in favour of t! -As inter_)retation ::. ay 

adequately be met. (1) -2'ZMM(? -; (S contradicts 
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II'' applied to the Divine' "'. ature. "Bitt, " writes the 

3ishop, ', those who maintained, and rightly maintained, 

that ? ýWToToVýos C '1ke 2: 7) dyd not necessarily inply 

t1-. it our Lords mother had other sons, ought not to 

have boon led away by this fallacy. " (2) It was 

c1niraed that in other passages (1Lom. viii. 29, 

; ev. i. 5, and just below, ver. 1°) is applied to the 

! u. u; anity of chirist. 'reut elsewhere, in Hr` b. i. 6. .. 

the terns must almost necessarily reger to the pre- 

(>xistence oL the . )on; moreover the very point of the 

Apostle's langual; e in the text ... is the parallelism 

in the two relations oi our Lord - is r(,, lat4,. )n to the 

natural creation, as the 1!. ternal ord, and Lis relation 

to the spiritual erea, -ion, as th"_ý 'lead of the church - 

so that the sa. Lo wores. .. is studiously used of both" 

(Col. i. 15i 18). 

. ', "st logical consistency required that this interpret- 

ation should be carried urthert and j_. arcellus did so. 

-ie extended this principle to thu w4ole context, inaclud- 

i%1'A 
ing even Ci <wv Tou dcpetfOW QFou 

" which likewise he 

intcrprete. c; of our cord's i, uL: Lanity. "In this way a niost 

important ;: iristological passage was transferred into 

an alien sphere; and the strongest argument a;; ainst 
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Arianism , welted away in t': e atttewapt to combat Arianism 

on false ¬ýrounds" lixcre are tree ouj.: ctions to this 

interpretation: 

i, "It disregards the history of the 
teruas in their connection with the 
pre-:;; iristian speculations of 
Alexandrian Judaism. "hose ýiow- 
evur1 t;: ouöh directly or indirectly 
t, iey were present to the minds of 
the earlier f; tth-rs and : kept them in 
tiie right exegetical path, might 
very easily hive escaped a writer 
in the fourth century" -p 14: i. 

ii. it s'iatters the context and in 
such a wail as would reduce all 
t''. eoiuc ical exegesis to c'iaos. 

iii. It takes no account of the cossaogony 
and angulology of the false teachers 
aL, ainst which tiiC . 

'apostle's exposition 
HI-Ire it Ci " roct'A" 

Tiien follows a concise bytt compre_nensive survey 

of individual patristic exegetes, which indicates the 

diversity of opinion. jut, "at a later date, when 

the pressure of an immediate controversy had passed 

away, the reek writers generally concur in the earlier 

and truer interpretation of the expression (pp 149-50). 

1'n 
Verse 16, CV . 1'61 ': iaiöhtfoot indicates in his 

notes that he was well-read in the writinas of Philo" 
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After showing that the "Apostolic doctrino of the 

Logos teaches us to regard the sternal Word as 

holding; the sa: ae relation to the 6niverse 
which the 

Incarnate Christ holds to the Church, " he sums up: 

"The Judaeo-Alexandrian teachers 

represented the Logos, which in their 

view was nothing iiore than the Divine 

, aind energizing, as the T a, 5 where 
the eternal ideas, the Vo2To5 SSMos 

had their abode ... 
The Apostolic 

teaching is an enlargement of this 

conception, in as much as the Logos 

is no longer a philosophical abstrac- 
tion, but a Divine Person" -p 151. 

There is a substantial note on the categories of 

angels in verse 16. The sub-division is not exhaust- 

ive, but only those are singled out who might be set 

in rivalry with the Son. A comparison with the 

parallel passage in Ephesians 1: 21 brings out the 

following points: 

i. "No stress can be laid on the sequence of 
names, as though Paul were enunciating 
a precise doctrine of the grades of the 
celestial hierarchy. " 

ii. An expression in i phesians 1: 21 shows 
the Apostle's MOTIVE for introducing 
t'iese lists of names, namely, "of every 
dignity or title (whether real or ilaag- 
inary) which is reverenced, etc. " 
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Lightfoot concludes, "Hence it appears 
that in this catalogue St. Paul does not 
profess to describe objective realities, 
but contents himself with repeating 
subjective opinions. He brushes away 
all these speculations without enquiring 
how m, -ch or how little truth there l. iay be 
in t'ion, because they are altogether 
beside the question. -is langua,; e here 
stows the sane spirit of impatience 
with this elaborate angelology, as in 
ii. l8" -p 152. 

iCho reference is 
hierarchy rather 
the hierarchy as 
Judaizers. the 

of the letter ar 
paid to angels. 

to orders of the celestial 
than to earthly dignities- 
conceived by linos tic 
whole design and purport 

e to combat the worship 

iightfoot thinks that the reference may be extended 

to include earti)ly dignities, and even to include 

bad angels. He paraphrases the Apostle's meaning; 

"You dispute much about the successive 
grades of angels; you distinguish 
each grade by its special title; you 
can tell how each order was generated 
from the preceding; you assign to each 
its proper degree of worship. weanwhile 
you have ignored or you have degraded 
Christ, I teilyou it is not so. ile 
is first and foremost, Lord of heaven 
acid earth, far above all thrones or 
doiainations, all princedoms or powers, 
far above every dignity and every 
potentate - whether earthly or heavenly- 
whether angel or demon or man - that 
evokes your reverence or excites your 
fear" 

-p 153, 
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Then follows a comprehensive note on the various 

forms which the grading of the celestial hierarchy 

too]: in Jewish or Judaeo-Christian speculation. 

ferse 17: 

n 
"The imperfect I1 

miZ; ht have sufficed 
(comp. Joh. i. l), out the present 
declares that this pre-existence is 

absolute existence. the AY"r° E, *T, $ 

here corresponds exactly to the F%41 
Elm( in St. John, and this again is 
illustrated by ýxod. iii. l4. the verb 
therefore is not an enclitic, but 

:, ho111d `e accentuated 0"TiV .. 
j'he 0lVT. S is as necessary for the 

Spmplcteness of t.. e ,. eaninC;, as the 
imv 

" the one e:. 1p+1 LSi : cs k ý1 IUN- 

-. LITYo as t'1 other (lec]. ares the i'ii: - 
EXl. Ifi: NCL .... 

"The other interpretation which 
explains ''Pö 'räcVrcao( of ., uperiority in 
r iilc, aid not of priority in time, is 
untenable for several reasons. 
(1) This would most natur;. lly be 

c'xpre., sed oth.. rviise in -'iblical 
i an ruia^; e as 7 s' r' s' 

p qk fTeý (Eph. i. 22), Lph. iv. G)g or uTle*4 
or Ujlr, ýVw 1i. rwv (Eph. i. 21, iv. i3). 

(2) 'Lhe key to the interpretation is 
riven by the analogous words in the 
context, esp. qwP , roi(, os , vv. 15,1f3. 

(3) , othin, 
of absolute 
adequate to 
which . 1.0110 

Q'"rI lc Ev cwý " 

short of this 
pre-e, -ýi stence 
introduce the 

'vs. Kol iTt 'fret. l 

declaration 

would be 

statem nt 
v E v, 

'- pp. l55-6. 
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Ligoitfoot's typical incisive exposition is seen 

in I i^ not^s on 'head' and 'deginning' in v. 18: 

I', ýC(, ý0J 't?, e hr'ad, ' t''e 
inspirin , rul. in^, guiding,. com- 
äi : ii-ig, custa4 ni: ig power, the main- 
sprint, o'' its activity, thE. centre 
of its unity, anc' t; ie seat/ of its 
life. la : -_is ear' ier epistles 
the relatio: -s o- t-:: e '_ýAuý: ch to 
{:. trist are L: escrib 'd u; der the same 
i,. iaL; e (I(.; or*xiiei2-27; comps 
vi. 15, x. 17, : {o; t., cii. 4 sq. ); but 

t :^ , pos Lie t:: 're zakns as his 
S farting-point th' výriou_ f"nc- 
ti ons o-. - te iaeiibers, and not, as 
in t'. ese lat^r epistles, thr orig- 
i:; atin : an(. controiiinpower of 
t'ie - ead .... 11 -p i57. 

1/ 

'th- origin, tie b-ginning. ' 
The temi is here applied to the Lucarn- 
at^ Christ in relation to t; ic L; hurch, 
because it i; a1)plicaolo to tlat" . tr-rnal 
ddord in rel-tfon to t°i- universe, 
". ev. iii. 14. The parall, ýlisra 
of the two relations is kept in view 
t?. rou ; out. Tier, word 

ýpky here 
involves two ideas: (1) 1Sriority in 
ti. nn; . trist was the first-fruits 
of the dead (1 ý. or. xv. 20,23); 
(2) i. ri,, inatin; power; ".; hrist aas 
al ro ti. e source of life, acts 111.14... 
He i: not merely t :e 

but the k i_*_!. '11J,, L 
ýý{I;; ý; Iý'I. º:: 3 (see french, z,; pistles. 
to the Sevin Li. urchaz, p. 183 sq. )" 
He rose first iron the dead, t'-at 
others might rise throu7h ': in" -p 157. 
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At this point it is appropriate to mention 

Lightfoot's additional note on 'The -1v ieani, ner of 1CiýýPwýý" 

This is ci}aracteristically exhaustive and occupies 

eighteen pages. i-e reminds the reader of the dual 

meaning of the verb ? %XgfoUV % (a) TO cIl. L (e. g. Ac. 2t2), 

and (b) TU r"LULL 1i , YEiLF. ECT, ALCüiPLISH. 

The verb occurs ajuut one hundred times in the New 

Testajt, iont, with the latter meaning in four-fifths 

of the usages. In the case of the noun TýrýPloý, 

i, ightfoot is concerned that different gra�inatical 

senses have been attached to it, even within the 

limits of the sane Epistle. 

"Indeed so long as we see in il)l? o3v 
only the sense 'to fill', and 
refuse to conte:: iplate the sense 
'to complete, ' it seems impossible 
to escape from the difficulties 
which ! iioet ui; at every turn, other- 
wise titan by assigning to its der- 
ivative XXIPwýtel both an active and 
a passive sense; but the greatest 
violence is thus done to the con- 
nexion of theological ideas" -p 257. 

The commentator is most emphatic that substantives in 

-µeß formed from the perfect passive "appear always to 

have a passive sense ... they give the £ SULT of the 

aLency involved in the corresponding verb. " 
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"Now if we confine ourselves to the 

second of the two senses above 
ascribed to %(, jgovv , it seems 
possible to explain 1TXgpw in 
the sane way, at all events, in all 
t ie theological passages of 6t. raul 
and 6t.. iohn., without doing any 
violence Ä 

to the gra., i, aatical form. 
its itouv is to complete, ' so 
11 ýº'p wp. ýA is 'that which is cora- 

pleted, ' isoo the complement, the 
full tale, t; Te entire nuraber or 
quantity, the plenitude, the per- 
fection" 

p 256. 

ihiq lie illustrates adequately roi. the Classics. 

ildinittnüly Viere are solýie 6ifficulties in the usage 

of Vie k3ospels; "i ut it is objectionable to give an 

active sense to T%lpcajA. & under any circuiastances. " 
Ii 

in dt. Paul's pistios Vie word TX ? w" Lfulnesa, 

plenitude] hist have had a 4aore or less definite 

theological value when he wrote. This inference, 

which is suggested by the frequency of, the word, seems 

al. aost inevitable Wien we come to Colossians 1: 19. 

"The absolute use of the word, ý. ýv Tö 'ý1 JP LO ýej 

'all THE fulness, ' would otherwise be unintelligible, 

for it does not explain itself, " Rogarded as a theo- 

logical terra, the word does not appear to have been 

adopted, like so may otx: Pr expressions in Paul, frora 

the terminology of Alexandrian Judaism. We :: gay therefore 
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conjecture that it had a Palestinian origin, and 

tli: tt the Essene Judaizerc of Coloss. ae, whom Faul is 

confronting, derived it fron tiiis source. In this. 

case it would represent the Hebrew *S", of which it 

is a translation in the LXX, and the Aranaic C%>-O 

or solle other derivative o. k the same root, such being 

its common rendering in the i eshitto. j 

The sense in which Paul employs this term was 

doubtlesa the sense which he found already attached to 

it. ale means the plenitude of the 'godhead [cf t; ol. 2: 9 ]. 

In the first Lhristologieal passage of the pistla, though 

the word stands without the addition of 'the Godhead', 

the significance required by the context is the sane. 

It i^ noteworthy that x+ightfoot's wide reading 
in other languages appears fror time to ti_ae, 
unobtrusively but relevantly, to illuminate a 
particular point* in a footnote (p 261) on a 
text from the 4gnatian Epistles, besides making 
references to -. ireek and Latin t^rrts, he writes: 
"The present Syriac text aas ET Pi2: C AB for 

Pw Tl but tliere is no reason for sup- 
posing that the Syriac translator had another 
reading before hin. A slight chanbe in the 
äyriac, 

C<yl}>C%Z *for O Ti- , would 
brine, this v>rsion into entire accordance 
with the `jreek. " 

*=ý, )' 01w3 ; =Vsowrl 
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"The true doctrine of the one 
Christ, who is the absolute mediator 
in the creation and government of the 

world, is opposed to the false doc- 
trine of a plurality of mediators, 
'täivones, domiaions, principalities, 
pe"""iers. ' rin absolute anu unique 
position is claimed for liira, cause 
in . _im resides "all the plerorna, ' 
i. e. the full complement, tiie aggreg- 
ate of the divine attributes, virtues, 
energies. his is another way of 
expressing the fact that lie is the 

i. ogoa, for the Logos is the synthesis 
of all the various 

SvV46k'5 
, is and 

by which 'xod n. lanifests , i.. ise1f whether 
in th:! kingdom of nature or in the 
kingdom of grace" -p 262, 

This application is in entire harmony with the basic 

meaning of the word. Lightfoot illustrates from 

Philo and Aristotle how the same idea has been trans- 

ferred to the theological sphere.. 

In turnini; to the . pi3tle to the . Lýphesians, we need 

to bear in rind the different aims of the two letters. 

In Colossians# Pauls . naiu object is to assert the 

supremecy of the rerc, on of Christ; in L"Lpliesians, his 

theme is tie life and energy of the .: hirch, as aependent 

on Christ. 
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"3o the pleroma residin" in Christ is 

viewed from a uif rerent aspect, no 
longer in relation to \iod, so much 
as in rclaion tu the Church* lt is 
t! iat plenitude of gxx= Divine graces 
ar c' virtues which is communicated 
tllrou h L: lirist to the Jhurch as = is 
Jody '1'hcc church, as IJý .t , LY regard- 
ed, the bride 'without spot or wrinkle 
or any such thing, ' beco, aes in a jaanzier 
identified With , ira. Aiii the ivine 

braces w'"ich reside in lIin are imparted 
to h r; ',? is '. iul: iess' is coi iunicated 
to her,: and thus she may be said to be 
His ploroiiia (1.23). 

'is t`ae ideal t hurch. Iihe actual 
militant horch i: 1ust be ever advancing, 
<. v,: r . trugglin^, towards the attainment 
of t>>in ideal. : fence the Apostle des- 

cribes L:; ý eAr of all ofiicos and au. aiu- 
i strations in the Church to be teat the 

coil'. ctivt body j: tay attain it i ll and 
mature growth, or (in other words) may 
vro . up to the complete stature of 
Christ's fulness. 

_3ut Christ's fulness is God'a ful- 
ness. TIence in another passage he 
prayc's that the bret'-ren iaa! ' by the in- 
dwelling of '-Iii-ist uc fulfilled till. 
they attain to the pleroma of : iod(iii. t9). 
It is ano tier way of expressing; the con- 
tinuuus aspiration and effort aft^r 
iiolinuss wich ir, e -Ijoinied in our :, ord's 
precept, 'Ye shall bo perfect as your 

, heavenly Lather is p 263. 

Then Lit; htioot iiidicatPs the points of resemblance 

under this bead between Paul and the iiospel of John. 

Nor is tic, use of the word very different in tro 

Ignatian letters. 
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finally, without adding anything »aterialtrto his 

own exposition of the terra, the author givos a full 

survey of the idea in th^ writings oL t. h, 3 . gnostic 

sects. 

In dealin" wit:, tie tricky verse 24 of the first 

chapter, Lig'itioot sl ows customary erudition and 

strai;; htforwardnecs, at the sa; i,, time refusing; to be 

drawn away by involvin;; himself with secondary con- 

siderations. :e translator plainly, "I rill up on 

my pýirt t'in; p 1of the aiilictions of Christ. " 

He is insiste, it that the ocYTl of a' ýýd Pw should 

sie given its gull and proper significance: so that 

the verb shall mean supplying tfron All QP? u ITT 

to the deficiency. " "The point of the 

Apostle's boast is that Christ the sinless .: aster 

should h Lve LEIN so:, iethin ; for the unworthy servant 

ei 
to suffer. " Thcc terra ' t14'TC-fl? petl'R must be rendered 

'the things lac'.: inb' and not 'tho later' sufferings of 

Christ as opposed to some earlier sufýerij s. 

(in rwy 9>-i4C-t., Y Tou X 'n'O'o Lightfoot has a 

deal. to say, of which Vie iollo"rin;; i., - the suiaraary. 

'Of the -, f x Lictions of Christ" is the pl iin and only 
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natural interpretation. Other renderings put a forced 

: araninL, on t'1^ genitive, and ignore the :. ieariný, of vT1 

which points to a )IJTI'. 'k2TIt1N of porsons suffering. 

"The tboological difficulty .... is imaginary and 

not real: There is a sense in which it is legitimate 

to speak of the afflictions of -hrist as 

a sense in which they ia: ay and must be supplemented. 

The suf terincs of -hrist ,;; ay be considered trora two 

points of view. They are either -3AT1:; 2, VL`i'U1tIA or 

"They have their sacrificial efficacy, 

anüthey have their ministerial utility. " 

" 17 ro, -a the forcer point of view the 
Passion of Christ was the one full 
perfect and sufficient sacrifice, 
oblation1 and satisfaction for the 
sins of the whole world., 

, 
In this 

sense there coulc' bn no 
of -'Iirist's sufferings ... 

"Fror., the latter point of view 
it is a siidpln matter of fact t1 at 
the affliction of every saint and 
martyr do suppl^inent tae afflic- 
tions of Christ. the Churcli is 
built up by repeated acts of self- 
denial in successive individuals 
and successive generations. . hey 
continue the work which Christ 
began. 'ihey bear their part in 
the $ufforing of .:, rist r r2 Lor. 
i. 7 : 'hil. iii. 10. .... 
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"but St. Pau1 would have been the 
last to say that his own sufferings 
filled up all the l! v`TC- ýtoil"d 
but only that they went towards 
filling them up. the present tense 

ýt0'To1YecTiýýýcä cienotes an inchoate, 
anc: not a complete act. 21hese 

UT-rd? 
Iýk 

&-rO4 will never be fully 
supplomnnted, until the struggle of 
the church with sin and unbelief is 
brou; )ht to a close. " 

"Thus the whole idea of expiation or satisfaction 

is wholly absent fror this passage; and with it is 

removed the twofold temptation which has beset theo- 

logians of opposite schools" - pp 164-7. 

on the second Lhristological section (2: 0 f) 

Lightfoot says, "The sai: ie truths have been stated 

before (1.14 sq. ) more generally, and they are now 

restated, with direct anc' innediate reference to the 

heretical teaching. " to notes the difference between 
& T15 [here only in the ;, iew Testament] and I 

eEi i 
CT 5 [1 onans 1: 20 only], and ton gives a 

coxaiaentary on ýcJµolTlýws 

"3ULILY-, I I ii,, `U-ýWkAL; LLY, i. e. 
'assuiain;; a bodily form, becoming 

incarnate. ' This it an addition 
to the previous stateiaent in 1.19. 
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",, .. The indwelling of the plerona 
refers to. the itaarnal cord, and riot 

G'cv(. t02'fl<Cw, f to the Incarnate Christ; but 
is added to show that the Word, in 
whop the plero. aa thus had its abode 
from all eternity, crowned i-is work 
by the Incarnation. 

"Thus while the main statement 
b(d rr Ke iiý. Y r '1C}ýý pw ýo 

. i-9 s Qý öT rT ös 

of St. Paul corresponds to the open- 
ing sente ce. 

Ö 
%O V5 

jV ? ifýo% S-MY d6Dy % 

%s by v CrS - Ißt iDo 
of St. John, the subsidiary adverb 
OIJkatZ-i 5s of St. Paul has its 

counterpart in the additional state- 
caent kam( c- pj -, j*%Wro 
of üt. John. A. 11 other ueanin s 
which have been assigned to OU14, e? iK. WS 
here, as 'wholly' . ". . or 'really' 

... or 'essentially' ... are 
unsupported by usage. 

"Nor again can the body be under- 
stood of anything else but .: hrist's 
human body; as f,, r instance of the 
created world ... or of the .; Burch 

6t. l'aul's language is care- 
fully warded. "e does not say &, v GW Tý ' for trio Lrocihead 
cannot be confined to any limits 
of space; nor ýJ ToEýýývs for 
this might suggest the unreality of 
%; hrist's ; human body; but Cr C. ftueltls(WS 
'in bodily wise' 'with a zitu 3c 
bodily . zanifestation. "' 
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A C o ra p ar is on wi t h t h e N o t e s 

of C. J. V au lt ha no 

"he s1i;,, ht com entary on :: olossiaiis 1: 15 - 18 is 

as follows: 

i 
15 OS EQ'TI 'who is now, ' i. ee in iLis 

�loriiied state, in which :e is 
exalted in our humanity to 07 ory. 

i 
EýýWy 

:, ust be understood of Christ 

as the manifestation of -fod in is whole 
person and work. Ye is the visible 
uanifestation of that in God which is 
invisible. 

/ PidrQ1 QkOS two ideas arm here included: 
(I) iýýtillf:: I ', (2) DIG; iITY. 
t; hrist was first begotten of "is rather 
before all worlds; and holds the rank, 
as compared with every created thing, 
of Firstborn in di;; nity. 

16 This may bp against the Gnostic contrast 
between a deraiur e and God. 

17 üVY(ýG'T? K(c = 'keeps together, ° 
i. e. is he1C to. -ether' in its present 
state; 'subsists. 

18. (1Pw'i. C-ý" Tcaý ýýKpwV t;. e first 
who rose fron the dead, cf. I eor-. 15: 23. 
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Vaughan gave a iiote on Ephes1ans 1: 23: - 

nýýýcýýtoc occurs often in this 

,.. pi: 3tle ai. u in t; lat -to t. Ie 101- 

osýý; res, ci. John 1: 16; pä.: 3.19; 
x: 13; ß; o1. :1, for passagcs 

it is uy: ýt exacýý; i: ý 'bis 
sc.. ^e. 

D PW is gcrit! rall;; taken for 
to ')c ill appo:; i t' on to. 

Qcm t an.. to moan. tie 
ýtt.: c- £u1 i^; iS Of --1 V: '`O f... lletll 

all tliin: as (i. e. t''ýe uý, i-,, rse) 
i:. tie A. iattcr of (in, ies_)Oct of) 
al G? yin ý" i e. "to whom whe 

u. iiv. _rse owes all it's iuiitý ss"t 

IXI pvv 4vou - this is tilg 

only 1 place whore ti-i` r, tiddle 
voice occurs. . 3ut TkiPw 
se(:; is very iikc ly to refr--r to 
ý; itr st - "gave 'ia, %211rß. 't, 1 say, 
aJ of iii:. i \; ":: o l: 
ii lif-6 with all things/in respect 
of al-I.. things" - or : aicdley "w'ho 
lillz. i the universe wi tl-. all t'-ings. " 

"ill(-ý -4ýuliless of i. e. "the 

.,. iir ss o: :: rod", is what Jhrist is 
:. Crc sai. L to cue. view secras 

ov ý %10Li taken in the 
passive sense would o -press, ti-In 
unseare a: j1e resource i o. i : ioýI. 

on ýolossiar. s 1: 24 : 'au; ti n's no4cß;; run: - 

The reading 
05 

before vüy is 
fount;. in a:, d raaIces 

sentence loss bald. It is 
adý, Jtt. 'd by niio, d. 
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ýyTdv"ý7(}ýýPw 'and fill up 
on the opposite side., i. e., in 
ray turn, the deficiencies of 
the afflictions of Christ, ' or- 
"and take my turn in filling 
up, ' - cf. II Cor. l: 5t 

'what still 
remains to be borne of ... .' 
Even when Christ's personal 
sufferings e: zued there were still 
afflictions to be borne by those 
v,: ioia Ile regards as on' with 1iim-- 

seif; so that He condescends to 
call then His own though in fact 
those of I is people, cf. " "att. 
25: 42; iäcts 9: 4k Isa. G3:; 3; 
I Coro 12: 12. 

Christ is hero the mystical 
Christ, io Christ including ',. is 
people. The whole sufferings-of 
( II ri st, as including the Church 
and all. -: is people, are here 
referred to. 

So far as Christ's were personal 
sufforings, aiiC noc those of 
atonement, they resembled those 
01 'iu people. The 6aviour of. 
the body a:,. ci the riei bers o :c the 
body are one in flea's. lhere. Zoreq 
the sufUerings of hrist are not 
1iraiteci to L.; hrist, rather the suf- 
ferings o. i ý:, irist are not except 
in 1-. hrist" _, ir; st still su. Zfers, 

not in , is own person out in the 
persons of His apostles. Every 
suffering, saint is 'iiiling up 
the affliction of s: tiri^t. ' 
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The only oonrien't Vaughan makes on 2olossians 2: 9 is: - 

Roroi $ 'dwells permanently 
as its lion. a. 9 

A 
Q'wýl, cTItKwS 'dwells bodily 

f ao'zion, " in t1':: once mortal 
gut now glorified body of ".: hriat. 

.; fo the Jocetic tendefcy ': tai: ing 

, aat ter evil. 

The-re is no note on 
PCcTr'ros 

9 but is . iis ýohuaenta. ry 

on ktoiaans at 1: 20 he %'ritos: - 

ýC-IOTýs i1vi. ii ty, ýoüli: ce 
character, possession of Divine 
attributes; not Jeity, ýodhcad, 
w'ýich is ýEýöTýs 

" 
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17 ORKS` 0' F' 11 ISIt0P LI ITTFOOT 

I$" All things to All Men. Sermon at the: 
C'onsecrati'on of the First Bishop of Truro. 

187T The Apostolic Fathers: 

Part. I St Clement of Rome. A Revised 
text with Introduction, Notas and 
Translation. 

Part II St Ignatius, St Polycarp. 

evis3ed text with Introduction, RI 
Notes, Dissertations and Translation. 

1889-90 Tho Apostolic Fathers, Second Editions 

1&65 St Paul's Epistle to the Galatians: 
A Revised text with Introduction, 
Notes and Dissertations. 

186S St Paul's ':; pistle to the Philippians-: 
A Revised text with Introduction, 
Notes and Dissertations. 

18,75 St Paul's Epistles to the- Colossians and to 
Philemon: A Revised text with 
Introduction, Notes & Dissertations. 

1870 Academic Instruction and University 1xtensioa - 
a retrospect and forecast [Address]. 

1889- Essays on the work entitled Supernatural Religion. 

1890 Laders in the, Northern Church. 

1.892 The Fourth Gospel: evidences external and internal 
of its Johannine Authorship [Abbott, Peabody 
and Lightfoot'j* 



1833 Biblical Essays. 

1835 Notes on the Epistles of St Paul: 
I ". II Thessalonians; I Corinthians' chs. l'-7; 
Romans chi. 1-7;. Ephesians L1- 14; 

- from unpublished commentaries. 

1901 The Chriotian b inistry. 

1906 Anal$aoa of certain of St Paul's Fpistleß 
- reprinted from Commentaries. 

1327 Excluded works of the N. T. - translations 
by Lightfoot and others-. 
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BrookeFosaWe s- t, c ott 

1825.1 901_, 

THE only surviving son of Frederick Brooke: Wes. tcott, 

Brooke Foss. was born at Birmingham in 1825. His 

mother was-Sarah,, daughter of a certain Mr W'. Armitage. 

His father was a lecturer-in botany at Sydenham 

College Medical School. B. F'*17estcott received his- 

early education at the King Edward VI's School under 

the notable James Prince Leer. It is recorded that 

the pupil was keen in his studies, interested in the 

Classics, and of a religious and thoughtful dispos- 

ition. He showed an unusual concern for social and 

industrial movements of his day. His hobbies were 

music and drawing. The former he did not pursue, 

but the splendid sketches reproduced in his 'LIFE' 

show that he kept up the latter. 

In October 1844 he went up to Trinity College, 

Cambridge, and began a brilliant career which was 

to go on shining to the very end of his days. HL-was 
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awarded: the medal for a Greek ode., and the member's- 

prize for a Latin essay. His closest friends-at 

Cambridge were C. B. Scott. [later Headmaster of WVest- 

minster Schooll, D. J. Vaughan [brother- of C. J. Vaughan 1, 

Alfred Barry [afterwards: Bishop of Sydney], J. E. B. Mayor, 

and J. S. Howson [later Dean of Chesterl. These Fellows 

of Trinity were a lively group, interested in various 

topics - literary, artistic, philosophical and theo- 

logical. 

Westcott graduated 24th Wrangler in 1848, and was 

bracketed with Scott first in the first class. For 

the Chancellor's Medals he was second to Scott. Both 

were elected Follows in 1849. For three and a half 

years after graduating he took pupils among whom were, 

J. B. Lightfoot, E. WY. Benson and F. J. A. Hort. He joined 

a number of friends in founding a society for invest- 

igating supernatural appearances and effects; but 

soon abandoned the enterprise feeling that it could 

not achieve useful results. 

He read theology and gained the Norrisian Prize! 

for an essay on "The Alleged Historical Contradictions 

of the Gospels-. " Xt was published in 1851 under the 
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title, "The Elements of the Gospel Harmony" - no mean 

dissertation for a man of twenty-five. 

There is a significant entry in his diary for 1846, 

whilst still an undergraduate, which his son gives 

in the biography: 

"If I am enabled - what a glorious 
employment for one's leisure hours: 
it would be to prepare a new edition 
of the Now Testament, If it please: 
God, may I be allowed to do this, 
and enabled to do it in a proper 
spirit. If my time could be more 
serviceably employed, may I with- 
draw my own wishes- and projects 
cheerfully" 

., 
- LIFE", i* p 42 *p 

He was ordained in 1861 by his former headmaster, 

Prince Leos now Bishop of Manchester.. In 1852 he 

joined the staff as a master at-Harrow School under 

Dr C. J. Vaughan" There he was: rather more successful 

in influencing individuals than in commanding a class. 

And It was while at Harrow that Westcott wrote some 

of his best known books, establishing a reputation 

as a Biblical critic and theologian [cf. Bibliography1. 

During these years, too, he contributed to Dr Smith*s 

Dictionary of the Bible, concerning which be wrote in 

* A. Westcott, Life and Letters of B. F. Westcot-t, 
2 vols., 1903. 
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a letter to Hort in September 186: 

'"I have done no work, except 
desultory work for Dr. Smith, which 
is so far pleasant as it is filling 
up spare time without any great 
stzain, and keeps up the power of 
thinking. One article, 'Philos`ophy'(! ), 

-cost me a great amount of trouble, 
but I was glad to get a bird's eye 
view of the history, and to, become 
aware of the fact that the history 

,, of. pro-Christian philosophy in its; 
religious bearings has not yet been 
written" 

LIFE, i* p 241" 
a ý} ý^ y,. 

,,. In 2869 he was appointed to the residentiary 

canonry of Peterborough; and in the following year,, 

on the resignation of Dr Jeremie: from the Regius. 

Professorship at-Cambridge, Lightfoot declined they 

Chair and pressed Westcott to accept, should he-be 

elected - which he was, due largely to Lightfoot'e: 

influence. -, lie, retained the canonry till 1883. 

His artistic aide led him to take considerable 

interest in the architecture and history oi, his, own 

cathedral. in particular,, and in the function of ancient 

cathedrals; in modern, society more generally. He 

wrote, -articles on the. sbbject; and practised what 

he preached by introducing new methods and activities 
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into Peterborough Cathedral. During his vacations 

in residence at Peterborough he tutored young Oxford 

graduates-in theology, 'one of whom was H. 1Scott Holland. 

Professor ti`'estcott returned to, Cambridge at a time 

of active change, notably in the University's relation 

to the Church. He took a lead in the movement for 

reform and encouragement of_theological studies. 

In 1871 the Divinity professors published a, joint 

programme of their lectures - the first time such a 

concerted action had been undertaken.. Westcott also 

began a revision of regulations for the B. D., and D. D. 

degrees, and had the chief share in putting them into 

effect. In 1874 he saw some of the fruit of his- 

labours in the first honours examinations in Theology. 

Other similar measures, successfully accomplished, 

mark Westcott as a man of sound judgment and admin- 

istration. 

His teaching in the University was of greater ' 

significance even than his administration. There 

being no Professor of Ecclesiastical History as yet 

in the University, from l87] - 74 he delivered a 

series of lectures on selected periods and topics; 
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from the early centuries of- the Church's history. 

From 1874 - 79, his chief subject for public lectures 

was Christian Doctrine. He also hold an informal 

evening class-; once a week, in which throughout a number 

of years he gave-expositions on the Johannine writings. 

His lectures, as-also his published works, showed both 

a careful pursuit of the meaning of words and phrases, 

and at the same time a broad grasp of the wider aspects 

of truth. We know how successful. he was in inter- 

preting the findings of his own deep. spiritual. insight 

and in stimulating within his hearers [and, readers] 

something of his own breadth of interest and liberality 

of spirit. 

. 
In a long life, packed, with activity, one series 

of studies. evidently stood out in the memory of 

Vlestcott., In Holy Week 1887 he preached in Hereford 

cathedral a course of sermons entitled The Victory of 

the Cross. ' These are of special interest to our 

enquiry as they contain, to use his own words-, "an 

outline of the view of the Atonement which frequent 

study has led me to regard, as both scriptural and, 

in the highest sense of the word,. *natural*" - LIFE, ii. 12, 
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In a letter to the Archbishop of Canterbury dated 

5th December., 1894', ' he vote: 

"I do not think that I ever took 
more pains on anything than on the 
lectures-on the subject' which I gave 
at Hereford Cathedral (The Victory 

of the Cross-). No doubt many do 
not agree with me, but I do not 
think that anyone would say that 
the view which I maintain is op- 
posed to anything in our formular- 
ie s' ... 

- LIFE, ii. p. 226. 

Further reference will be made to these addresses- 

and his views below. 

Westcott's keenly theological approach to the, 

Scriptures is apparent in all his commentaries and 

expositions. It had been a cherished ambition to 

produce a work on Christian Doctrine, to which the 

external history of the Church would have been contrib- 

utory. Some of his Monday lectures in his evening 

classes-were on this subject and have in part been 

published in 'The Gospel of Life. ' In a note in the 

Preface to the book he wrote: 

"It was my intention to have added: 
notes, on the Modes and Epochs- of 
Revelation, and on the characterist- 
ics of Judaism, on the sacred books 
of prae-Christian religions, and on 
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-"the Historical` Development of ' 
Christian Doctrine, for which I collected' 
materials; but it is hardly likely now, 
that I shall be able to bring the materials 
into proper shape. " 

That is all he said when compelled to abandon the hope 

of completing his projected magnum opus. 

A personal reminiscence of the exceptionally fine. 

and effective manner' of delivery of Westcott'a 

lectures is given to us by the Reverend G. H. Rendall. 

and quoted in the LIFE: 

"As in the closing words of an 
almost whispering earnestness, 
tense with spiritual emotion and 
vibrating with prophetic hope, 
he tried to-sum up the collective, 
message: of all the fragmentary 
efforts- by which noXgtqwj l4 
OXvfpo'WwsI tin many pacts and 
many modes. ' men had groped their 
way towards self-realization and 
truth, I remember how every pen 
dropped, and breath was hushed, 
and a pin-fall would have sounded, 
as we listened spell-bound to a 
peroration that passed into a 

, confession and a prayer" 

LIFE,, io p 374-5. 

B. F. WYestcott had an horizon well beyond the bounds 

of his own country, and he was largely instrumental 

in founding the Cambridge Mission to Delhi. Like, 

C. J.. Vaughan, too, he was anxious that graduates should 
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have more adequate preparation for the Christian 

Ministry than was generally received. Thus was- 

established the Cambridge Clergy Training School 

with Westcott as- President. He lectured, to the members 

of the School, and they attended his, lectures on 

Christian Doctrine. 'Vlestcott House, * is an abiding 

tribute to his care and labours in this connection. 

In May 1883',, he resigned the examining chaplaincy 

to the Bishop of Peterborough and at the same time 

his canonry. He became examining chaplain to the 

Archbishop of Canterbury, and accepted a canonry at 

Westminster. Ile declined the offera. of the deaneries 

at Exeter and Norwich. 

The first. ten years of Vlestcott"s professorship 

wartlargely occupied. with the preparation of the 

critical text of the New Testament in conjunction with 

Hort. Altogether some twenty-eight years' exacting 

labour went to produce the finished work which was, 

published in 1881 - two monumental volumes. The 

London Times=in its article on Westcott, following his 

death, has a paragraph which sums up concisely this 

aspect of the Bishop's life and work: 
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"To the world at largeeWestcott's 
tenure of the Regius Professorship 

will always be associated with the 
so-called 'Cambridge Text' of the 
New Testament, little as-his 
professorship had to do with it. 
Probably in the whole history of 
the New Testament since the time 
of Origen there has been nothing 
more remarkable than the quiet 
persistence with which these, 
Fellows of Trinity - Westcott, 

aged twenty-eight, and Hort., some 
three years younger - started in 
the spring of 1853' to systemat- 
ise New Testament criticism. 

They found themselves awarer. 
of the unsatisfactoriness of the, 
TEXTUS RECEPTUS, and conscious 
that neither Lachmann. nor Tisch- 

endorf gave'such an approximation. 
to the Apostolic words as weg 
could accept with reasonable 
satisfaction. ' So they 'agreed: 
to commence at once the formation. 
of a manual text for. (their) owit 
use,, hoping at the same time that 
it might be of service to others. ' 

.... True, the lion's share of 
the accomplishment was due-to Hort, 
who wrote the masterly statement 
of their principles of criticism 
in the second volume; but the 
importance of Westcott's co-oper- 
ation appears from the declaration 
of the two authors that their 
'combination of completely inde- 
pondent operations' enabled them 
'to place far more: confidence in 
the results than either could 
have presumed to cherish had they 
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"rooted on his own sole respon- 
sibility. " To Idestcot. t. - also 
must be given the merit of having 
by his earnest cheerfulness kept. 
up the courage of his shy, and 
nervous colleague ... 

The 

Revised Version, as the English 

representative of the Cambridge 
text, is making its way slowly, 
but the "Wostcott-Hort' theories. 
hold the field" 

The Times, 29 July 1901.. 

The: very fine commentary on the Gospel of St John 

was published in 1882. As early as 1859 Westcott 

wrote a letter to Hort from Eastbourne where he was 

spending his Easter holiday: 

"I have been enjoying extremely some 
work on St. John. How,, indeed, is 
it possible not to enjoy such work ? 
Yet how hard it is to study the 
Gospel widely enough and yet minute- 
ly. Just now it strikes me as a 
great Hebrew epic:. The Hebrew., poet- 
ical character - in the highest sense 
of the word - is very remarkable, 
and I do not think that I was ever 
sufficiently conscious of it before" 

- LIFE ' t* pý 237. 

In May 1869 he received two letters from the Dean 

of St. Paul's", Dr Mansel, telling him that the Ärch- 

bishop of York was anxious that he should undertake, 

the, Gospel of St. John for the SPEAKERS' COM NTARY. 

His acceptance of this proposal practically, involved 

the surrender of his dearest wish to bring out a 
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commentary on the Greek text of the Fourth Gospel, 

as part of the contemplated 'tripartite commentary. ' 

In his diary on the 22nd May Westcott noted: 

"St. John commentary undertaken Cy %Npi( 
." 

The reading of, this commentary evoked some remarks 

from the Hon. Victoria Lady Welby,, which are relevant 

to our study: 

it. .. it came horse to me with special 
force that beyond the scholar, beyond 
the theologian, beyond even the saint, 
there was revealed a thinker of spirit- 
ual insight in a deeper than mystical 
sense, as 'mystical' is_. usually., under- 
stood and used .... No words of 
mine indeed could express the reverent 
thankfulness which I must always-feel 
for the way in which he met a mode-of., 
thinking which must often have jarred 
upon the scholar's ear. " 

- LIFE, ii. pp 69 f. 

The commentary on the Epistles of St John followed 

in 1883.; while that on the Epistle to the Hebrews 

was published in 1889" Many superjativesFwere bestowed 

upon. the latter when it appeared. some considering it. 

the greatest of Dr Westcott's writings. Here was 

combined. in concentration. detailed exegesis, together 

with the fruits of wide learning,, and characterised by 
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grammatical accuracy. The whole work reflects that 

deep insight into ethical, spiritual and historical 

truth which we have seen in whatever the Regius 

Professor gave to his large and eager body of readers. 

Of this exceptional insight, Westcott's son wrote: 

"This spiritual vision, which enabled 
my father to see so much-that others 
could not sea, was, as several have 
felt, -both his weakness and strength 
as a Biblical commentator. He always 
disliked to be describe& as 'mystias' 
being at a loss to know, when all 
appeared so evident to himself, where,, -, the mystery came in. He had grave! 
doubts. ass to his being "a recluse, ' 
but was absolutely certain that he was 
not 'a mystic, "" 

- LIFE, ii* pp 29-30. 

In May 1882 he was elected a Fellow of Kings 

College, Caibridge. 

The last phase of his career began in 1890 when, 

in his 66th year he qpcepted the bishopric of Durham, 

and was consecrated on the ist May, 

He succeeded the great Lightfoot and led the Church 

at a time when there were many problems and opportunities. 

He took the bold step of calling a conference of employers 

of labour, secretaries of trade unions, and men who had 
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taken a. prominent part in administering the, poor laws 

or in municipal life. He was largely, responsible for 

the settlement of bhe strike in the mining industry 

in 1892. He won groat esteem among both employers 

and pitmen. 

As Bishop he continued. Lightfoot"s. scheme for 

training, six or eight candidates reading for Holy Orders 

at Auckland Castle. He, encouraged men to go to the 

foreign mission field. He was much loved in the 

diocese; and in his public addresses he: continually 

dwelt. on fundamental truths and their application 

to the life of the Church. His personal piety, 

industry and teaching gifts: loft their mark in his: 

diocese. With all his administration, he found-time 

to write, and publish almost to the end. His wife 

died-early in 1901, and he followed her a few months 

later.. 

To sum up: if it is at all possible to make, 

comparisons when one is dealing with men of such 

stature as the Cambridge Trio, we may suggest that 

Westcott was the least great as a 'pure scholar. His; 

learning may not have been as comprehensive as that 

of Lightfoot, and though More speculative that the 
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latter he did not have the philosophical breadth of 

mind of Hort* At the same time it is possible that 

if Clestcott had given himself more to philosophical 

studies he would have developed that side of his 

thought and teaching. 

In his day -Vestcott exercised a more widespread- 

influence than either of his colleagues. = This was due, 

in part to the mass of publications written in a readable 

style; and in part also to the number of interests 

which occupied his virile and fertile mind. His deep 

and genuine concern for current social problems, and, 

his missionary interests brought him into touch with 

a larger public than the others. He was primarily 

a religious teacher with a genius for interpreting 

what he himself saw so clearly. If he disclaimed the 

designation 'mystic', certainly he was the prophet 

among the Trio-. The essence of his teaching may be 

read in 'Christus Consummator. ', a course of sermons: 

preached in Westminster Abbey during August and January 

1885 and' 1886 respectively. Some have held that he 

is too subtle in his interpretations, but that is apt 

to be the characteristic of men with sharp spiritual 

awareness and profound insight which penetrates deeply 

into the meaning of texts and passages from the Scriptures. 
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Westcott, 'e: leading ideas on the final- problems 

of existence are to be found in his 'Gospel of Life' 

published in 1892. 

Some have alleged a resemblance between the teaching, 

of the Bishop and that of F. D. Maurice, and concluded 

that lVestcott - like Hort - was influenced by Maurice. 

But Westcott for the most part refrained from reading 

Iiaurice lest he should be unduly influenced by him. 

On one subjoct, however,, he did allow himself to be 

guided by two writers, Comte, and Maurice; and in the 

Preface to 'Social Aspects of Christianity' he wrote:: 

"In the summer of 18ß7 I was able: 
to analyse carefully the POLITIQUE. 
POSITIVE,. and I found in it a 
powerful expression of many salient 
features of that which I have long 
held to be the true-social embodi-- 
ment of the Gospel... Two years 
later- I read Maurice"s SOCIAL 

. MORALITY. Few books can teach 
nobler lessons', and I should feel 
it hard to say how much I owe to it 
directly and by suggestion. ", 

In a letter dated 28th March, 1884, to the Reverend 

J.. LL. Davies, he declares: 

"For the last week I have spent. 
my leisure in Maurice"s Life. I never- 
knew before how deep my sympathy is: 
with most of his characteristic 
thoughts. " - LIFE, ii. p 37'. 
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And in a further letter- of 17th larch,. 1892: 

N. .. Here, again, you would find 
help in one of m3r very few favourite 
books gL aurice `s SOCIAL MORALITY..... " 

- LIFE, ibido 

As in the case of WWestcott's views-on the Atonement 

and their approximate co-incidence with those of 

MacLeod Campbell, his conclusions are his own and 

represent the findings of an independent enquiry. 

By his popular, widely read articles and books, 

Westcott was for best part of half a century 

propagating views which were much the same as those 

of the 'heretic' I'daurice, and which were largely 

as self-made. 

With the passing of B. F. VIestcott,, the last 'ands 

most scintillating of the Cambridge-Trio: 
9 English 

Biblical' exposition reached'the end of a distinct 

epoch. The man who once confessed: to R. W. Dale, 

"I am not a patient reader of commentaries, "' bequeathed 

several masterpieces-to the new age of the new century. 

"If the Cambridge school of theology has 
helped both religion and science by honest 
dealing with words, by enquiring, that is,. 
what words mean, not what they may be made, 
to mean, Vlestcott, Lightfoot and Hort deserver 
grateful mention in the history of the Church 
of England" - WABRE, CORNISH, hist. of the English 

Church in the 19th Centurytii, p 210. 
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THE FIRST EPISTLE 

of ST. J0HN 

* 

*', THIS morning I went to hear the Hulsean 
Lecturer-. He preached on the Atonement. 
But who is equal to such a subject ? All 
he said, was very good, but then he did 
not enter into the great difficulties of 
the notion of sacrifice and vicarious 
punishment. To me it is always most, 
satisfactory to regard the Christian as 
in Christ - absolutely one with Him, and 
then he does what Christ has done: 
Christ's actions become his., and Christ's 

life and death in some sense his life and 
death. Don't you think that this is the, 
real answer to the difficulties ? or do 
I not make myself clear. ?"* 

IN a Potter datedi Good Friday 1855 B. F. Westcott 

wrote this frank. expression of his inner thoughts 

to his wife. For him the Christian doctrine of the 

Atonement was fraught with difficulties; he does not 

hesitate to say so, and he-is not afraid to grapple 

with the doctrinal problems and attempt to reach a 

conclusion for himself even if his findings are not 

orthodox. In accepting the Johannine Epistles and 

the Epistle to the Hebrews he was certainly giving 

himself scope for full consideration of this doctrine 

as he prepared the commentaries. 

* LIFE, io p 231, 
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In "The-Epistles of St. John" (1883) Dr Westcott 

does not hesitate to get immediately to grips with the 

crucial texte containing the key-word i 
acö'ý, 

ö; 
9 

Z: 2 and 4: 10. 

In the note on 2: 2 Cdostcott writes, 

"The ideas of 'advocacy' and 'pro- 
pitiation'are distinct, and yet in 
close connection. The latter 
furnishes the basis of the former: 
the latter is universal, while the 
former, so far as: it is revealed, 
is exercised for believers. It is 
to be noticed further., that the, 
'propitiation' itself is-spoken of 
as something eternally valid [M IS] 
and note as past [HE WAS; comp. iii. l6 
T 7V ý uý«ý YE KEy ." 

Under i i1ýlo'ý.. cs 9 he reminds the reader that the Latin 

renderings are unusually numerous: - PROPITIATIO (which 

prevailed), EXORATIO, DEPRECATION PLACATIO; and also, 

the verbal renderings (ipso) EXORAT, INTRRP. ELLAT, 

POSTULAT PRO . 

"Christ is said to be the 'propit- 
iation' and not simply the 'propit- 
iator' [as He is called the 'Saviour', 
iv.. 1.4], in order to emphasize the. 
thought that Ile is Himself the pro- 
pitiatory offering as-well as the 
priest (comp. Rom. iii. 25). A propit- 
iator might make use of a means of 
propitiation, as He is 'our life' 
(Col. iii. 4). ... It follows that 
the efficacy of His work forthe indi- 
vidital depends upon fellowship with 
Him. " 
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And he further observes: 

""The propitiation of Christ is here 
described as being 'for', not 'in the. 

matter of (ir pig ) our sins" [comp. 

. 
ýY )g and not as 'in behalf of 

us7" t "üir ' ýý ýv ).... 'for the, 
whole world. ' 

The variation in the construction 
('for our sins .... for the whole, 
world') is full of meaning [comp. 
Heb. ix. 7]. Christians as such are 
holy but still not unstained by sinsr 
contracted 'in the walk of life' 
[John xiii. 10]; the world, all out- 
side-the Church, as such iss sinful 
[c. v. 19 ]. But for all alike Christ's: 

propitiation is valid. The propit- 
iation extends as far as the need of 
it (l. c. ), through all place and all 
time. " 

At 4: 10 he refers the reader to the note on 2: 2 and 

adds: 

"The idea is introduced hereto mark 
the preparation. of men for fellowship 
with God. God was pleased to make. 
men fit to'share His nature. The life 
(verse 9) followed on the removal of 
sin. " 

In an Additional Note on 2: 29 entitled: *The Use of 

ýecý' S 
and Cognates, itn the Greek Scriptures' (p. 85). 

Vtestcott gives a list of the uses of' this pivotal term 

and related forms- in the New Testament and Septuagint, 
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Ct 
pointing out that I Iý ITG Ws occurs.. only at I John 2: 2. 

and 4: 10. c XOCO'4ös is found more frequently. Then 

C/ ýLA sL Cý'Kp td follows a list of the uses of I ýol 
. ti and C (k 

the whole concluding with this note: 

"These constructions stand in remark- 
able contrast with the Classical and 
Hellenistic usage in which the accus- 
ative of the person propitiated is 
the normal construction from Homer 
downwards; a usage which prevails- 
in patristic writers. 

"They show that the Scriptural 
conception of i ýe[0'výEC9dr is not that 
of appeasing one who is angry, with a 
personal feeling, against the offender, 
but of altering the character of that 
which from without occasions a neces- 
sary alienation, and interposes an 
inevitable obstacle to fellowship. 
Such phrases as 'propitiating God' 
and God 'being reconciled' are foreign' 
to the language of the N. T. Man is 
reconciled. [ II Cor. 5.18 ff.; Rom. 5-. lO]. 

"There is a propitiationi in the 
ratter of the sin or of the sinner. 
The love of God is the same throughout; 
but He 'cannot' in virtue of His very 
nature welcome the impenitent and sin- 
ful: and more than this, He 'cannot* 
treat sin as if it were not sin. 

"This being so, the 
iWg-tas 

when it 
is applied to the sinner, so to speak, 
neutralises-the sin. In this respect 
the idea of the efficacy of Christ's 
propitiation corresponds with one 

/aspect 
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"aspect of the Pauline phrase: 'in 
Christ'. The believer being united 
with Christ enjoys the quickening, 
purifying, action of Christ's 'Blood,, ' 

of the virtue of His life and death, 
of His life made available for men 
through death. " 

The reader is then bidden to compare- the Additional 

Note on t: 99 'The Idea of Sin in St, John. ' But first we 
will. consider' the Note on l: 7 'TIM IDEA, OF CHRIST'S BLOOD IN 
THE N. T. '- 

The commentator begins by reminding the reader 

that the interpretation of passages in the New Testament 

which refer to the blessings obtained by the 'Blood' 

of Christ must rest finally on the interpretation given 

to the use of 'blood' in the sacrificial system of the 

Old Testament. "Our own natural associations with 

Bloods tend, if not to mislead, at feast to obscure the 

ideas which it suggested to the Jew.. " He makes the 

point that "the place occupied, by Blood in-the Jewish 

sacrifices was connected with the general conception 

attached to it throughout the Pentateuch. The Blood is 

the seat of Life in such a sense that it can be spoken 

of. directly as the Life itself [ tl)9) Gen. ix. 4; Deut" 

xii"23']" Hence it was forbidden to eat flesh with 

the blood. [Gen. ix. 4; Lev.. vii. 26. f. ... 
]« a man might 

not use another's"lite for the support of his physical 

life. " 
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By the outpouring of the Blood, the life was not 

destroyed, only separated from the organism which it 

had before quickened. There is a plain declaration 

of the significance of Blood in sacrifice in Leviticus 

xvii. l0 ff. The Bloodthus shed is distinctly treated 

as living. When sprinkled upon the ý aI. -tar_ 
it makes 

. 

atonement by virtue of the Life: which is in, it. 

Westcott very clearly expounds: the two aspects of 

the use of the Blood - "the death of the victim by the 

shedding of its blood, and the liberzationg so to speak, 

of the principle of life by which it had been animated, 

so that this life became available for another end .. . '" 

"The slaughtering of the victim, which 
was properly the work of the offerer, 
was sharply. separated from the sprink- 
ling of the blood, which was the exclu- 
sive work of the priest. The death was: 
inflicted by hin who in his representative. 
acknowledged the due punishment of his 
sin;, the bringing near to God of the life 
so rendered up was the office of the 
appointed mediators between God and men. 

Death and life were both exhibited, 
death as the consequence of sin, and life 
made by the divine appointment a. source 
of life* And it is worthy of notice 
that these two thoughts of the shedding 
and of the sprinkling of the Blood. 

/which 
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"which embrace the two elements in 
the conception of atonement, were 
equally expressed by the one word 
., 1. rEKýuQ''at, SANGUINIS EFFUSIO 
[FUSIO ] V.., OUTPOURING OF BLOOD. 
(Hob. ix. 22). Thus the life was 
first surrendered and then united 
with God" 

op. cit. p. 35. 

But, of course, the Jewish animal sacrificea. were 

imperfoct and transitional: and the union, between 

the ofUoror and tho oitering was conventional and not 

real. The victim was irrational, so that there could 

be no true fellowship between it and the offender. 

Its death was involuntary, so that it couldnot embody 

in the highest form surrender to the Divine will. 

But with Christ, all men are made capable of vital 

union, for He supplied all that was wanting in the 

Levitical sacrifices. 

"Thus in accordance with the typical 
teaching of the Levitical ordinances 
the Blood of Christ represents Christ's, 
Life (1) as rendered in free self- 
sacrifice to God for men, and (2) as 
brought into perfect fellowship with 
God, having been set free by death. 

The Blood of Christ is, as. shed,, 
the Life of Christ given for men, and 
as applied, the Life of Christ now 
given to men, the Life. which is the 
spring of their life (John xii. 44). 
In each camthe efficacy of the Life 
of Christ depends, from man's side, 

on the incorporation of the 
believer'in Christ*9" 
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It is this Tattor thoughlt which the writor`is at pains 

to press home,, and his emphasis is cönsonant with the 

doctrine which is further expounded in his *The Victory 

of the Cross0 

Ile continues to state that while the idea embraced 

in the term 'Blood* includes all ýthat, is, Involved -in 

Christ's Death, "the Death of Christ . Y. .- expresses, 

only a part, the initial part,, of the whole conception 

of Christ's Blood* The Blood always includes the 

thought of the life preserved and active beyond death. " 

IIoreover's we are rominded. that "the simple idea 

of the Death of Christ, as separated from His Life, 

falls wholly into the background in the writings of John 

[Jn xi. 5'Qf.; xviii. 14;, xii. 24f. , 33; xviii. 32: 1. It is 

only in the words of Caiaphas that the virtue of 

Christ's death is directly mentioned. In this respect 

his usage differs from that of St. P aul and St. Peter 

If the Good Shepherd 'lays down His 

life for the sheep (John x. ll), this last act only 

reveals the devotion of His care for them" - p. 36. " 

In the Epistle to the Hebrews:, he maintains,, the 

manifold efficacy of Christ's-, Blood is directly illustrated 
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by a parallel wSth two representative sacrifices 

"by which Israel was brought into fellowship with God- 

[Heb. ix. 'is ff. ), and the ritual of the Day of Atonement,, 

by which the broken fellowship was again restored 

[Heb. ixell ff': ]. " 

-V7eatcott concludes the Note, by, stating that similar 

thoughts; find expression in -other writings of the Now 

Testament.., Thus- we read with predominant reference 

to. the initial act of salvation - Acts 20: 28; I Pet. 1: l&f.; 

Co1.1: 20. "But even in such cases the first act is. 

not regarded as an isolated act of forgiveness-. It is 

the beginning of a state which continues. " So the 

author gives by way of examples-: Rom. 5: 9; Eph. l: T; 2: 13. 

"In other places the thought of the continuous efficacy 

of Christ's Blood as a power-of life is even more, 

conspicuous -I Peter 1: 21 Heb. 91.14; 10: 19; 12: 24. " 

In the Additional Note on 'The Idea of Sin in St. John' 

(pp"3,7-4O). ß Westcott discusses aspects ofsin, and con- 

cludes that man needs. forgiveness: t redemption and 

reconciliation. Forgiveness, to be complete, requires 

the removal of the direct results of the act on the 

doer-, as well as the remission of the penalty. 
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"The exercis& of such a power of forgiveness corres- 

ponds with a new creation" [I John 1: 9; cf. Matt. 9): 5; 

and John 5: 14]. Redemption also includes two elements: 

"the deliverance of the sinner from thraldom to a 

foreign power, and the restoration of his lost strength. 

St. John does not use the group of words connected with 

XvTPo%l. 
.., but he has the simple 

A 
ti [Apoc. 1: 5]; 

and in the Apocalypse he carries out the notion yet 

further, representing Christians as 'bought' for God 

[v. 9; xiv. 31 . 
]" (p. 39). 

There are two ways of regarding man's' estrangement 

from God. Sin is a bar to God's love-; and conversely 

a man as sinful cannot love God. "He requires a 

change in condition and a change in feeling, pr. opit- 

iation and reconcilement. � The lattee thought is 

expressed in the Pauline term *6btT; 41'UT6&'Y and it's 

cognates-; the former in the group. 

"The change in the personal relation 
of man to God, from the side of man, 
indicated by 'reconcilement' [2 Cox. 
v. 18-20; Rom. v. lOf. ], is referred 
to its source by St. John, who shows 
that the love of God in the Mission 
of His Son calls out man's love 
[I John iv. lO]. On the other hand 
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"God looks with good pleasure'on man 
in Christ: Christ is 'the propiti- 
ation for our sins' (c. ii. 2). "His 
blood cleanseth from all sin (1,7). 

"The last phrases lead at once to 
St. John's: view of the way in which 
the work of the Word Incarnate 

avails for forgiveness-, for redemp- 
tion, for reconcilement. By dying 
on the Cross He made, His Life - Hie 
Blood - available for all who believe 
in Hirn. The gift of God is eternal, 
divine, life, 'and this life is in 
His Son' (I John Vill £. ). The'pos- 
session of such life is the destruc- 
tion of past sin, safety from sin to 
come (I John iii. 9). By incorpor- 
ation with Christ the believer shares- 
the virtue of His humanity (John vi. 
51,5'T), Thus finally unbelief in 
Him is the test of sin (John xvi. 9)" 

- pp. 39 - 40. 

The Note closes with a reminder that the relation 

of good to evil is not one-which exists of necessity 

in the nature of things. It is not metaphysical, 

inherent in being; nor physical, as if there were 

an essential antagonism between matter and spirit.; 

but MORAL, "that is-recognised in tho actual course 

of life, so that evil when present is known to be 

opposed to good" - p. 40. 
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THEEPISTLETO 

THEHEBRE SU S 

* 

THE doctrine of the Atonement is dealt with more 

fully in Dr Westcott's commentary on "Hebrews**than 

in that on I John. There is a masterliness and 

conviction about the Biblical exposition of our 

author in the work of maturity published in 1889, 

which makes it surprising that the great anonymous 

Epistle has not played a larger part in the Biblical 

exposition of succeeding scholars. For a great 

many Christian congregations the Epistle is an unfam- 

iliar book. It appears, however, that interest is 

being renewed in the teaching of 'Hebrews' on the 

fundamental truths of our Faith. 

The format of the commentary, as in Westcott's" 

volumes on 'John' and the Epistles of John, tends to 

make his exposition fragmentary, and we must therefore 

cull the pieces of argument and consider his main points. 

* The Epistle to the Hebrews, 1889 
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On Hebrews 2: 17,18, Westcott mentions that 

is both introduced abruptly into the Epistle, and is 

unique here in its application to our Lord among the 

books of the Now Testament. Under -ý _ý` ý he 

first directs us to his Additional. Note on I.. John 2.: 2, 

and then continues: 

"The essential conception, is that of 
altering that in the character of an 
object which necessarily excludes 
the action of the grace of God, so 
that God, being what He iss cannot 
(as we speak) look on it with favour. 
The 'propitiation' acts on that which 
alienates-God and not on God whose 
love is unchanged! throughout. " 

Ho calls Chrysostom to his support, 
IýAVoj 

V 6'i oty V vet tEN-iY C? ftcJS WPi Ödt, 
, 

2 ToÜ ro `ý'CýoYEY 1/ l. ýýiC'oý., 

and Oecumenius, c51oe' Toüfa, ý-G, ýo, VFV 

2i ýý Tdff a Rý ay %ý <11 ýt ICac SppL 
- _'1_I 

e/t4c fTr WY ý ºý jºsC V. 
1 

and Primasius", Imisertus eat [generis humani l sicut 
fidelis Pontifex, reconcilians nos: 
Deo Patri, et reconciliando purgans. ' 

Of the present infinitive, 
I'-4a'ºCC6-6 

9 Vlestcott 

says-, -"The one (eternal) act of Christ (c. x. 12-14) 

is here, regarded in its continuous. present application. " 
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A further important paragraph under, verse 18 

deals with the High-priestly work of Christ in relation 

to men: 

"Propitiation must not only be made 
for them but also applied to them. 
He who propitiates must enter into the, 
experience of the sinner to support 
him in temptation. And this Christ 

can do; 'for wherein He himself hath 
suffered ... He is able to succour... ' 
He removes the barrier of sin which 
checks the outflow of God's love to the 
sinner, and at once brings hel to the 
tempted jcontrast 5Xt0KE 1, 
by restoring in them the full se se of 
filial dependence. The whole work, of 
our Hi kith -priest depends for its effic- 
acy () on the perfect sympathy of 
Chris humanity and His perfect 
human experience" -p 58. 

Westcott is concerned to emphasise that the power of 

sympathy is not the mere capacity for feeling, but is 

to be found in the actual lessons of experience. It is 

on the experience of the strength of the temptation 

to sin which only the sinless can know in full intensity 

that true sympathy with the sinner depends. "He who 

falls yields-before the last strain. " 

In conclusion he calls attention to the importance 

of noting the stress which the writer of the Letter 

lays upon the historic work of Christ. It is as a 
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REDEEMR that Christ is set forth, not simply a Teacher. 

"The redemption of man and the fulfilment of his des- 

tiny is not wrought by a moral or spiritual union with 

God laid open by Christ, or established in Christ, but 

by a union of humanity with God extending to the whole 

of man's nature and maintained through death. " 

Of course, the writer of the Epistle insists on 

the transcendental action of Christ. "He rests the 

foundation of this union upon Christ's: earthly exper- 

ience. Christ 'shared in blood and flesh' (v. 14), and 

'aas in all things made like to His brethren' (v. 17). 

He took to Himself all that belongs to the perfection 

of man's being. He lived according to the conditions 

of man's life and died under the circumstances of man's 

mortality. So His work extends to the totality of 

human powers and existence, and brings all into fellow- 

ship with the divine .... 
Comp. Clem. R. AD COR. i. 49; 

Iren« v. l. l; 11.22.4; iii. l6.6. The passages of 

Irenaeus will repay careful study" - pp 58-59" 

In a brief Additional Note Westcott gathers: together 

the Epistle's, references to the High-priesthood of 

Christ under the following heads-. 
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1. Preparatory, 2: 17; 2: 18; 3: 1; 4: 14 - 16. 

2. The Characteristics of Christ's High-priesthood. 

5: 1 -10: 6,: 20; T: 14 - 19; 26 - 28. 

3. The Work of Christ as High-priest, 

8: 1 - 6; 9: 11 - 28; 10: 1 - 18. 

4. Application of the fruits of Christ's- 
High-priesthood-to Believers, 10: 19 - 25; 13,: 10 - 16. 

And a suggestive paragraph concludes thus: 

"These passages should be studied in 
their broad features, especially in 
regard to the new traits which they 
successively introduce. The follow- 
ing out of the enquiry is more than 
an exercise in Biblical Theology. 
Nothing conveys a more vivid impres- 
sion of the power of the Apostolic 
writings than to watch the unfold. - 
ing of a special idea in the course 
of an Epistle without any trace of 
conscious design on the part of the 
writer, as of a single part in some 
great harmony" -p 71.. 

**** 

In an Additional Note on 'The Use of the Term 'Blood' 

in the Epistle' (pp 293-5), Westcott enlarges on the 

treatment already given to the subject in the commentary 

on the Epistles of John. He repeats his fundamental 

point that the Scriptural idea of Blood-is that of LIFE. 
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and not of death. He adds that this idea is wide- 

spread among primitive races-, and illustrates from the 

Odyssey (xi. 36ff.; 95ff. ). The use of the term in 

'Hebrews' becomes first fully intelligible by taking 

account of the fact that Blood "represents the energy 

of the physical, earthly, life as it is. The Blood 

poured out is the energy of present human life made 

available for others"'- p 294. 

Westcott makes four points: 

1. The Blood in relation to the Incarnation, 2: 14. 

As man Christ could die even as men die, and thereby 

make the virtue of His life accessible'to the race. 

Death-in Scripture is not regarded as the natural 

necessity for all men, but as- a consequence of sin. 

Perfect obedience was offered in the perfect assump- 

tion of manhood. 

2. The second mention of Christ's Blood brings before 

ua: the' accomplishment of this work, 9: 12. "Through a 

life lived and a death willingly borne according to the 

mind of God, He could rightly approach God in His, 

glorified humanity; and at the same time Ile provided 
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for men also tho means of approach *in His Blood., " 

3. The Blood of Christ gives access to God to the 

Believer, 9: 14; 10: 19. The Blood has a twofold action, 

personal and social. It is the 'Blood of sprinkling' 

(12: 24). touching with its quickening power each believer-. 

It is also a force of consecration through which 'Jesu 

sanctifiedthe people' (13: 12). 

4 The Blood of Christ has established for the RACE 

a new relation to God. "The offered Life"in which 

Christ found the glorified Life of the Resurrection 

(13': 20)9 iss in virtue of His Nature,, the BLOOD OF AN 

ETERNAL COVENANT. In this the Christian is sanctified 

(ix. 29) when he is admitted into the Christian society. 

And, however little wo may be able to give distinctness 

to the truth, its hallowing, cleansing, power reaches to 

all finite things with which man has contact. 

"The more indication of the passages, as they follow 

one after the other and reveal the harmonious complete- 

ness of the apostolic teaching, will be enough to 

encourage the student to examine them in detail in 

their mutual relations" - pp 294 - 5-. '' 
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The Additional Note on 9: 12, 'The Idea of 
ýUrPov, Gýd1ý 

vlf 067)$ '& co ,' is no less worthy of comment. 

The use in the New testament 
of the group of words- 

connected with'>ViTpo"t is based "bpon their usage in the 

Septuagint. The word UTpov in relation to meng: is 

equivalent to` -19 D 10, as a ransom for- a life.... The, gerb 

6 4do is very frequent as the translation of Sa 
v'r POV 

and' T7T `3 f of each morethan forty times-. 'I It is used 

literally of the 'redemption' of that-which has-been 

alienated; and in amore general sense of theedeliver- 

ance of people from the power of outward enemies; and 

from the power of death. It is specially used of the 

'rodemption' of Israel from Egypt, and of a future 

'redemption'of which this was a type. 

uTPwGjs occurs--with the full breadth of the 

meaning of the verb. In the New Testament >uipov is 

found -twice and in compound, 0&VT1 > U7'oy , once. - The,. 

verb, " XuTpo'U6al 
p is comparatively rare -. -, three: 

i 
times only. AVTPa30'i! , three times; o1ý'c%uTpwöij , nine 

times. The whole group (with the exception. of the 

single occurrence of XVTPoV in the Synoptic narrative) 

is confined to Paul-and writings coloured by his 

language. They are entirely absent from Johannine 

works. 
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The conception of 'redemption'' lies in the 

history of Israel. Deliverance from Egypt is the 

type of Christ's redemption. God did not pay to the 

oppressor any price for Israel's: redemption but "the 

idea of the exertion of a mighty force, the idea that 

the 'redemption' costs much is everywhere present. 

The force may be represented by Divine might$ or love, 

or self-sacrifice, which become finally identical. 

But there is no thought of any power which can claim 

from God what is not according to the original 

ordinance of His righteous compassion" - p.. 29a. 

Questions relating to a recipient of a Divine 

ransom are apt to be misleading. The deliverance 

of man from bondage could only be through the satis- 

faction of the claims of a violated law. "'"These, 

claims regarded under the light of punishment present 

a twofold aspect. To him who rebels against the 

divine law,, thoy are simply pain: to him who humbly, 

submits himself to it, they are salutary discipline. " 

The first aspect includes the patristic notion which 

was (crudely) expressed as a ransom paid to the devil: 

the second embraces the truth of later theology, that 

the ransom was paid to God. But each is incomplete 
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and it is "perilous to attempt to draw, conclusions 

from limited interpretations of Scripture. " 

The idea of 'deliverance' or 'redemption' requires 

to be- supplemented by the idea of "purchase. ' 

"Man has no power of standing by 
himself. His freedom lies, in his 
complete acceptance of the will of 
God. When, the reforep he is 
'redeemed' from the power of evil 
he is also 'purchased, ' so as to 
become wholly in the hands of God. 

"The idea of 'purchase, though 
of less frequent occurrence in the 
N. T. than the idea of 'redemption, ' 
is more widely spread. It occurs 
in St. Paul, 2 Peter and the Apocal- 
ypse 

"The Christian, it appears, is 
bought at the price of Christ's 
Blood for God. He is Christ's 
bond-sorvant, and at the same time 
God's son by adoption. They that 
have been purchased have- a work for 
others: they are the first-fruits 
to God and the Lamb" - pp 296-7-o 

*** 

There is a lucid Additional Note on 4: 14, 

'Aspects of Christ's- Sacrifice, " in which the-writer 

declares that the self-sacrifice of Christ on the, 

Cross fulfilled all that was fore-shadowed in the- 
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Levitical Sacrifices - the ideas- of atonement and 

fellowship resting on the idea of covenant. That 

Sacrifice on the Cross is presented in the Epistle 

to the Hebrews under three distinct aspects: 

1. As a Sacrifice of Atonement (9: 14,15") 

2. As a Covenant Sacrifice (9: 15 -' 17) 

3. As a Sacrifice which is 
the groundwork of a Feast (13: 10,1]). 

There is one feature common to thethree. In the: 

animal sacrifices of the Law two points are carefully 

distinguished which our own habits of thought lead 

us to confuse, namely, the killing of the victim 

and the application of the blood. 

"The killing was properly 'the act 
of the person on whose behalf the 
victim was presented ... The 
application of the blood. was the 
office of the priest only. Christ 
was Offorer at once and Offering. 
In Him the victim and the people 
and the priest were one. 

Re 
there- 

fore performed both acts, He 
OFFERED HIMSELF THROUGH THE 'ETERNAL 
SPIRIT (ix. 14), and so by the sur- 
render of life He fulfilled the 
work of the people, of the humanity 
which He had assumed. 

"Through His Blood He entered 
into the Divine Presence and cleansed 
the heavenly archetypes of the earthly 
sanctuary (ix. 12,23), and so by the 
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"impartment of a new life He fulfils 
the work of the priest, having real- 
ised in Isis divine-human nature:, the 

end of man's existence" - pp 297.8,. 

Direct references to Christ's. Daath are lese 

frequent than those to the Blood. "Death, with 

its unnatural agony, was the condition, under the 

actual circumstances of fallen man, whereby alone, 

the Life of the Son of Ttitan could be made available 

for the race (ii"9,14)" The Blood was the energy 

of Christ's true human, life, under the circumstances 

of earth, whereby alone man's life receives the 

pledge and the power of a. divine, glory" -p 298. 

Then, in theconcluding paragraph, we have the 

distinctive viewjoint of Dr Westcott. The Blood 

and the Death correspond generally with the two 

sides of Christ's work, the fulfilment of the destiny 

of man as created, and the fulfilment of this destiny 

though man has fallen. 

"The first would havebeen necessary 
oven though sin had not interrup- 
ted the due course of van's pro- 
gress and relation to God.. It 
becomes necessary therefore, in 
order to gain a complete view of 
the Sacrifice of Christ, to com- 
bine with the crowning act upon 
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"the Cross His fulfilment of the> 

will of God from first to last 
(x. 5 fi. )g the Sacrifice of Life 

with the Sacrifice of Death" -p 298. 

This Epistle presents two series of blessings 

gained for men by Christ in respect of His Sacrifice: 

i. that answering to the restoration of 

mane right relation to God which hasp 

been violated by sin; 

ii"the other answering to the fulfilment 

of the purpose of creation, the attain- 

mont by man of the Divine likeness. 

**** 

I 

The textual notes on the threwkey passages mentioned 

in the Additional Note on 9: 14 yield the following 

exegesis: 

1tEB1lOiS 9: 14 - 15' 

Q ýýoY Superiority of the Sacrifice of Christ 

because it was (1) Voluntary, (2) Rational not animal, 

(3) Spontaneous, (4) Moral, an offering of Hinself by 

the action of the highest power in Tlimself" 
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Tö dj Tvu 
YQiG? aV , parallel to beasts' blood 

and ashes as the means (a) of atonement for sins,, (b) of 

purification from contact with death. 

"It will be observed that it is 

not the death of the victim as 
sufferjng,, but the upe of the 
Blood (i. e. the Life) which is 

presented here as the source of 
purification. The efficacy of 
blood - the life, Lev. xvii. ll - 
is regarded in different aspects- 
in- this passage ... a means; of 
atonement ... a means of puri- 
fication: it has a power retro- 
spectively and prospectively. 
death, again, which makes the 
blood available, is the seal of 
the validity of a covenant. But 
no one view exhausts the meaning 
of that which is the fulness of 
a life made available for others" 

-p26.1" 

"The sacrifice 
upon the altar of the Cross- pre- 
coded the presentation of the 
blood. The phrase 

(. NTo%l ßf06 y 
clearly fixes the reference 

1o 

this initial act of Christ's- 
Iiigh-priestly sacrifice. This- 

act Ile accomplished 51e 1 uMotrc 

pdwv1vU -. In virtue of His: 
inseparable and unchangeable 
Divine nature, Christ was priest 
while He was victim also. " 

r- / 
The absence of the article, from "RVC--t n4 oC 1C YtoY narks 

the spirit here as a power possessed by Christ, His 

/ 'Spirit' 
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'Spirit. ' Christ's Spirit is eternal, as man's is: 

not. And, whereas in man the 'spirit' is that whereby 

he is capable of connection with Gods in Christ [Who 

did not cease to be the Son of God] the 'spirit' is 

the seat of His Divine Personality. 

"So f ar the i YC-Oýkt 
a(00-; 11O/ 

included the limited lt of 
the Lord's humanity. This RC-OAA4 
having its own proper existence. - 
was in perfect harmony with the, 
rt y&V ýW oL 

i wv tel .. 

"This 'eternal spirit' obtained 
complete sovereignty at the t; esur- 
rection (I Cor. xv. 45); and it is 
probably by reference to this fact 
that the difficult passage 2 Cor. 
iii. l7 ff, is to be explained" -p 262. 

Whereas other sacrifices were wrought by the hand, 

being outward acts, this was wrought by that which is 

highest in man's nature whereby he holds fellowship 

with God, being a truly spiritual act. 

{wtýdýfýý "... wovri "The action of the blood 
of Christ is not to work any outward 
change, but to communicate a vital 
force. It removes the defilement 
and the defiling power of 'dead works*, 
works which are done apart from Ihm 
Who is the 'life**" 
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1IEBRE`; 1S 9: 15 - 17 

The author passes from the idea of the 

efficacy of Christ's Blood, as a means of entrance 

into the Divine Presence and cleansing for the indi- 

vidual, to the inauguration of a new Covenant. Death 

gives validity to the compact; and the blood of the 

victim, communicated to the lives- of those with whom 

God forms a covenant, unites them to Him with a power., 

of LIFE -a principle recognised in the ritual ordin- 

ancos of the Mosaic system. There is a natural 

transition from the idea of the one all-efficacious, 

atonement to that of the corresponding Covenant: 

"the Blood, the Life of Christ, which was the source 

and support of the Life, was the seal of the Covenant. " 

Westcott claims that "the establishment of a New- 

Covenants a new and permanent relationship between 

God and man, required as its preliminary condition the 

discharge of man's existing obligations. The sins 

which the Law had set in a clear light could not be 

ignored. " Logal atonements were inadequate-, limited 

in thbir application, and arbitrary. But Christ had 
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offered the perfect sacrifice, perfect in efficacy, 

and moral value. This sacrifice was the characteristic 

basis of the New Covenant" -p 264. 

Verses 168 17. The mention of the 'new covenant' 

idea and of 'death' in close connection suggests a fresh 

thought. The Death of Christ fulfilled two distinct 

purposes: ig it provided an atonement for past sins; 

Jig it provided an absolute ratification of the Covenant 

with which it was connected. The Death set men free 

and removed, the burden of the past; the Covenant gave 

man the support he required and provided for the service 

of tho future. "In any case, a covenant is, ratified 

by the death of a representative victim. But here 

Christ died, in His own Person; and by thus dying He 

gave absolute validity to the covenant which He mediated" 

-p 265, 

HEBREWS 13: 100 11 

Coý,, 
ýC-, Y 

&Ur1. (o i? pivv They 'altar' must correspond with- 

the, 
` 
Temple altar 

las 
including both the idea of. sacrifice 

and the idea of food from the sacrifice. Primarily there 

is but one sacrifice for the Christian, Christ upon the 
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Cross; and one means of support, participation in 

Him. 

"In this first and highest sense, 
into which each secondary sense 
must be resolved, the only earthly 
'altars is the Cross on which 
Christ offered Himself: Christ is 
the offering: 

He is Himself the 
feast of the believer* he altar 

° is not regarded at any time apart 
from the victim. It is the source 
of the support which the Christian 

partakes. When the idea of the 
one-act of sacrifice predominates., 
the inage, of the Crose rises- before 
uu: when the idea of our continu- 
ous support, then the image of 
Christ living through death pre- 
vails. " -p 438. 

And concerning the Eucharist: 

"The sacrifice is one, the altar is- 
one. But, just as in the discourse 
at Capernaum, the absolute idea 
points towards or even passes into. 
the outward form in which it was 
embodied. The fact of that Death 
was visibly set forth, and the 
reality of that participation pledged, 
in the Eucharist. The 'Table' 'of 
the Lord (I Cor. x. 2.1) ,, the bread and 
the wine, enabled the believer 'to 
show forth Christ's Death 

,t to 
realise the sacrifice upon the Cross- 

and to appropriate Christ's 'flesh 
and blood. ' In this sacrament then, 
Christ gives Himself as the support of 
His... people, the Christian has that 
which more than fulfils the types of 
the Jewish titual" -p 438. 
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The problem of the passage HEBRMIS 9:. 1,5 'ff. in 'respect 

of the- meaning of 
S 

1. Z is, treated by both Vaughan 

and Westcott, and the respective treatments serve to 

Illustrate very well the differences in method which 

are becoming apparent in this comparative study, It is 

a little" involved', and before- considering' Westcott's 

Note' wd might usefully review, in brief the difficulties. 

The crucial section runs as, follows": ° 

"And for this reason lie is Mediator 
of a new, 5P44al 

, that a death 
having taken place for redemption 
from the transgressions that were 
under the first Std¬K 17, they that 
have been called may receive) the 
promise of the eternal. Inheritance (15). 

For where there is a 
5lor` 

v(Kjq 
the death of him that made, it must 
needs be presented (16). 

For a 
S{vZO4 is sure where there 

has been doathq since it does not 
ovor" have force, when he that made it 
lives: (17). " 

Verse 16 is clear. The Gospel, is regarded as a new 

olot 4C? ) (introduced first at 7: 22, and enlarged, on 

in 8td, - 13)" The connecting thought here is - 

It is because of Christ's sacrifice having been such 

as has been described, that He is the Mediator of that 

new and better covenant. A sacrifice (a death) was 

required for giving it validity (vv 16. - 23, )j and the 
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CHARACTER of the sacrifice implies. a better covenant 

than the old, even as Jeremiah foretold. Moreover, 

the purpose of His death is said to be 'for (the) 

redemption droh the transgressions that were under 

the first covenant. ' For in the passage of Jeremiah 

the defect of the first covenant was based on the 

transgression of its conditions by man, while under 

the new one, such transgressions were to be no more 

remembered. But this could not be without atonement 

for them; the whole ceremonial of the Law signified 

this; and also that ouch atonement could not be except 

by death. The death of Christ satisfied this require- 

mont: and so the new, covenant could come in. So far 

the line of thought is clear. Neither is there any 

difficulty in understanding vv. 18f_f:. taken by, ' then- 

selves 

The problem lien., in the intervening verses, 1G., 179 

which appear to use, the keyrword 51 
oc 

ß%1Jt(: 
9j in a new 

and diffor^nt sonse, a sense not otherwise-suggested - 

that of TESTALIENT rather than COVENANT. 

The term 'F}f°oK7 has the general meaning of 

DISPOSITION or SETTLELISITT. It may, in particular, 

denote a compact between living persons; fCOVENANT], 

or a will to take effect after the testator's death 

[TESTA LENT ]. 
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In verses 16 and 17 the term appears to be used 

specifically in the latter sense of TESTAMENT, for. 

they express general propositions which are NOT true, 

of all covenants, but which ARE true [according to their 

most obvious sensel of all testaments-. Thus, apart 

from the context with its plain meaning of 'covenant', 

we should not think of 
ýXL 

+rV7 in verses 16-17 as- 

meaning anything other than 'testament. ' The chiof 

difficulties-p then, in the whole passage before us are 

these: 

1. Slkjr%A? is not usod' in the specific sense of 
'testament' before or afterwards in the Epistle 
to the ßebrew5¬, or in Jeremiah 31, [which is the, 
basis of the whole argument 1, or elsewhere-in 
the O. T. or N. T. 

2. The sense does not suit the case of the OLD 
`ýýI+ýlrylý, . which was a covenant.. between the 
livitig1God and His people. There is no hint 
of two senses being required. for the term in 
the passage, since the blood-shedding which 
inaugurated the now answers to that which 
inaugurated the old - death inaugurated both 
in the same sense* 

3'. ätQin the sense of 'covenant' is equi- 
valent to Jt'13. , and common in the LXX, 

expressing an idea familiar to both Jews and 
Jewish Christians. But, as far as we know, 
the conception of testamentary dispositions 
was. foroign to the Hebrews; and oven if known 
to them, it is unlikely that our author would 
have used it as an illustration of a Divine 
dispensation. 

4. Christ is called the j4 Trfs 
of the new ltd' yýrýs 
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But a testament does not require a Mediator, 

nor, if it has one, can the same person be 
both mediator and testator. 

Though Westcott will not convince all his readers, 

yet his treatment of the problem will. win admiration 

in its method. In his Additional Note on 9-: 15ff. (pp. 298ff. ) 

he sets forth his argument with characteristic clarity 

and lucidity of expression, and a definiteness which makes 

for satisfaction on the part of the reader. We may now 

summarize the Note: 

1. The meaning of the word SlaZQýK? in the, New Testament 

must be determindd by its use, in the LXX. With two 

exceptions it has uniformly the meaning of ýý- ; 

COVENANT - between peoples and between persons. Similarly, 

in the Apocrypha. There is not the least trace of the 

idea of 'testament, ' which was foreign to theJewa till 

the time of the Herods. And thechoice of to 

express the idea of a Divine covenant is easily 

intelligible. 

2. On the other hand, from the time of Plato the term 

generally meant 'testament, ' 'will, ' 'disposition' 

For property, etc., 1 to take effect after death, in 

Classical writers. 
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3. Philo follows the LXX in attaching the force of 

'covenant' to OIdaý KI), especially Divine covenant, 

but he shows that it is easy to pass over from this: 

into the idea of 'will. ' "God will leave to the sinless 

and blameless- an inheritance by terms of a covenant 

( K, LTt ^1býý 
y�ý3) 

... is Josephus uses the word several 

times-for 'will. ' 

4. The Latin renderings are interesting. In the N. T. 

it is uniformly translated TESTALIENTUhi, even where the 

sense of 'covenant' is- unquestionable, and in quotations 

from the O. T. where FOEDUS stands in the Vulgate rend- 

ering of the O. T. itself. The first translators natur- 

ally gave the ordinary equivalent of 
ýIj(4.7, 

; which Old 

Latin rendering Jerome left untouched. But it is not 

unlikely that in the common language-TESTA1ENTU11 was 

not restricted to the classical sense of 'will, ' but 

had the wider meaning of CHARTA TESTIUM SU: 3SCRIPTIONIBUS 

FIJIMATA, not uncommon in later ecclesiastical documents. 

The Syriac versions transliterate the Greek word. 

6. The Biblical evidence"p so far as it is clear, is 

wholly in favour of the sense 'covenant, ' with the 

necessary limitation of the sense of the word in con- 

nection with a Divine covenant. In the text of 
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Hebrews 9415-18, the connection of the verse is most 

close. It is most reasonable to suppose that 

has the same sense throughout, viz. 'covenant. ' 

T. But certain arguments are advanced in favour of 

rendering the term as 'will' in the phrases 

And further, it is asked, How can it be said that a 

covenant requires, 'death' to give it validity ? 

8. In answer; the mention of 'inheritance' [which 

is used to govern the rendering of 
St 

bt 411 as- 

'testament'] in verse 15 does not appear to furnish 

any adequate explanation of a transition from the 

idea of 'covenant' to that of 'testament. ' Though 

it be true that Christ has obtained an inheritance (1: 4)9 

it cannot be said that He 'bequeathed' it to His 

people. If He "made a disposition' in favour of His 

people (Luke 22: 29). by union with Him they enjoy 

together with Him what it is - nothing less thah Himself. 

Again, there can be no) question that in v. 15 Christ is- 

spoken of as- 'the Mediator of a new covenant' (cf ý(ýucZs i 
in oJ: 22 

The conceptions of Christ as 'Mediator of a covenant' 

and as a 'Testator' are essentially distinct. Further, 

if the writer had in mind the simple fact of the death 

of a testator it is unintelligible that he should have 
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9y 1, n 
ETused language so strange as i and ý(ýIfýoý3 c: Pýý " 

9. The rendering 'testament' does not clear away the 

difficulties of the passage itself or in relation to 

its context. Consider the writer's argument. In v. 15 

the two ideas of a 'covenant' and a 'death' have been 

introduced. The death is both a means of redemption 

from past obligations, and (as anti-typical) the 

ratification of the covenant. "The early, phrases used 

for making a covenant shew that the idea of death 

actually entered into the conception of a covenant. " 

In some way or other- the victim which was slain and, 

in some cases at least, divided (Gen. xv-"10; Jer. xxxiv. 

18 t. )q represented the parties to the covenant. 

Probably the fundamental idea was that so far as this 

special arrangement was concerned they had no longer 

will or life. The arrangement was final and unchange- 

able. " 

47ostcott emphasizes that the covenant is not one 

between man and man on equal terms, but between man 

and God* The death of the Covenant-victim assumes a 

new character, unchangeableness of death and also the 

self-surrender of death. 
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10" Based on the view that the sense of 
Sl-o 

ý'Vj 

remains unchanged throughout as 'covenant, ' the general 

force of the argument will be this: The dispensation 

established by Christ rests upon a Covenants requiring 

for absolute validity the ratification by death [cf in 

typo the Covenant-sacrifice of Gen. 15 and the Covenant 

with 
Idraell. Christ was the Covenant-victim who 

satisfied all conditions. Through His death He made 

adequate atonement for sin and a perfect ratification 

of the Covenant in His blood, ie His life offered and 

communicated. Humanity, representatively, fulfilled 

its part in Him. Christ offered His life for all meng 

therefore all men may draw nigh to God. Hence cere- 

monies connected with the inauguration of the Old 

Covenant become fully intelligible: the life offered 

was imparted to the people in symbol., and the victim 

of ratification of the Covenant had its blood sprinkled 

on the people and the sanctuary. 

It was natural that the Greek commentators should 

4. «7 take the familiar sense of ýa $, 'will. * and the 

Latin Fathere found it given (apparently) by the text 

they used. 
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A ddi t io n al N o t e 

"TH E V I CTO R Y O F 

* 

THE CROSS' 

IN HOLY W'TEEK 1888, Dr Westcott preached a series of 

sermons on his own doctrine of the Atonement in 

Hereford Cathedral. Ile says in the Preface, that he 

has endeavoured to give "an outline of the view of 

the Atonement" which frequent study has led him to 

"regard with more and more confidence as both Scriptural 

and, in the highest sense of the word, natural, since 

I had first occasion to work at the subject in 1858. " 

He adds that, shortly before writing these sermons, 

he read "with deep interest Dr Macleod Campbell's 

and Dr Dale. 's Essays on the Atonement, " whicij he had 

"till then purposely refrained from reading, " He goes 

on, "To both I owe many suggestive thoughts which I 

should have been glad to pursue in detail if such 

discussion had fallen within my scope. " 

He acknowledges also a sermon of M. Bersier [LA SOLIDARITt, 

1878 ], and of R. W. ATonse11 (THE RELIGION OF REDE1 PTION, 1867 ), 

and Dr Mulford's REPUBLIC OF GOD. It is well., too, 

that he concludes the Preface with the comment: 
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"Yet I confess that such a subject seems to me best 

approached in a devotional rather than in a scholastic 

form .. ."- though this is offset by the next 

sentence, "At the same time I should not have printed 

the sermons without justificatory notes if the pressure. 

of necessary work had left me the least prospect of 

adding what would be required to supply such a commentary. " 

With reference to the Ireface, two things may be 

said about the view which Westcott presents. First, 

that if the bulk of his thinking on this subject had 

been done during the thirty years between 1858 and the 

delivery of the sermons in 1888, and that his debt to 

Maclood Campbell is no more than 'suggestive thoughts' 

at theend of the long period of reflection, it is all 

the more interesting to find the crux of his theory 

approaching so closely that of the Scots theologian. 

Incidentally, both Westcott and Campbell were leading 

figures-in Churches which demanded subscription to a 

doctrine of the 'penal substitution' group. Westcott, 

in this particular cutter, is much more independent and 

original in his thought than Vaughan or Lightfoot. It 

was a bold deviation for a leading Churchman. But he 

had a good example and precedent in Maurice, and his 

colleague, Hort, was no less independent in-his way. 
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Hort's views on the Atonement are treated below; 

suffice to quote from a letter of Hort to the Reverend 

John Ellerton in 1876, concerning a talk he had had 

with Westcott. Hort writes, "I found that he [Westcott 

took quite 
Apart from 
Bible, the 
generally, 
Protestant 
think, son 
ion" 

the same view..... 
his knowledge of the 
Fathers, and theology 
his total freedom from 
prejudices gives, I 

e weight to his opin- 
- LIFE, ii. p. 213. # 

In the second place, the apologetic "in a devotional 

rather than in a scholastic form" prepares one for the 

substance of the book. If 7estcott approaches Campbell 

in the basic doctrine, he is far removed from the latter's 

power of argument so far as 'The Victory of the Cross' is 

concerned. For it is not till the fifth chapter that 

JWestcott brings us to the thing that we have really 

been anticipating: the subjects of the first four sermons 

are certainly more 'devotional' than 'scholastic'. 

Hort on Macleod Campbell: "A very valuable book on the 
Atonement... is just coming out by Campbell... 
He was at Cambridge last term, and a milder 
and more beautiful spirit I have seldom seen, 
with much of the wisdom that it might be 
expected to produce. " - LIF'E, i. p 319. 
"... Campbell's book on the Atonement, which 
is invaluable as far as it goes; but unluckily 
he knows nothing except Protestant theology" 

- op. cit. i. p 322" 
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The immediate impression is of the paucity of 

Scriptural quotations [whether actual, or in paraphrase, 

or by inference]. There is hardly a reference or 

allusion to the Old Testament at all - not even in the 

preparatory chapters. Certainly there is not a single 

allusion to Old Testament sacrifice, mediation, prophecy 

or the manifold aspects of language and thought associated 

with the root KP- It. In the New testament, the 

great Pauline passages, and the Petrine and Apocalyptic 

Scriptures, on which the traditional substitutionary 

and satisfaction theories have been based, are totally 

ignored; and, like itiacleod Campbell, his doctrine is 

based chiefly on the Epistle to the Hebrews-, 

Texts which aro of significance to his doctrine are 

as follows: Mark 10: 45; John 10: 10,1T-189 30; 17: 19.; 

Acts 20: 35; Romans (1: 23; 11: 16; James 1: 18; the pivotal 

verses around which the whole turns are: Hebrews 2: 10; 

5: 8,;: 10: 14, The incidental quotation of the text, 

"to make propitiation for our sins" (p 8.0) does not draw 

him into any reference to the New Testament conception 
l 4/ 

of I 
X"t 

O( tel 
9, etc, lie also makes much of Galatians 3: 28. 

The remaining few quotations from Scripture in the book 

are quite immaterial to his doctrine. 
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It is not until the fourth sermon that we are led 

anywhere near the heart of the subject; but even here, 
I 

under the beading 'The Sufferings of Christ' [Hebrews 5: 8. ]* 

we do not feel very close to an answer to the question 

which any treatment of the doctrine of the Atonement 

should aim at solving, namely, What is the relation 

between the Death of Jesus Christ and the Divine 

forgiveness of sins ? In drawing near "to the inner- 

most sanctuary of the Divine righteousness and of the, 

Divine love", in the fifth sermon, \iestcott exercises 

that tantalising caution which has characterised the 

series up to the present. 

"Every word and every thought must 
be guarded from the suspicion of, 
presumption and laid in the light 
of the Cross. And however care- 
fully we may strive to make the 
virtue of Christ's sacrifice more 
intelligible to ourselves, we must 
remember that the reality of its 
virtue is that by which we live. 
A theory of the Atonement may be a 
minister of faith, but the fact of 
the Atonement is the inspiration 
of faith" - p. 75. 

And on p 77 he is still holding us in suspense by saying, 

And at present it is the more important to indicate the 

Scriptural lines of a doctrine of the Atonement because 

the significance of this central fact of our faith has 

been obscured by the use of modes of exposition which 
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belong to an earlier age. It is easier to present 

in a definite shape-systems of human reasoning, than 

a view of the ways of God .. ." So he continues through 

another two pages of pre-amble until he lands with a 

strikingly strong and definite paragraph: 

"When however we cling trustfully 
to the sacred words which bear us 
in their simple majesty above the' 
schemes which answer to passing 
phases of human knowledge:, some 
theories as to the nature of the= 
Atonement and--as to the essence 
of Christ's work can be set aside. 
No support remains for the idea 
that Christ offered in His suffer- 
ings, sufferings equivalent in 
amount to the sufferings due from 
the race of men or from the elect: 
no support''for the idea that He 
suffered as a substitute for each 
man or for each believer, dis- 
charging individually the penal 
consequences of their actions. 
No support for the idea that we 
have to take account of a legal 
transaction according to which a 
penalty once inflicted cannot be 
required again. The infinite 
value of Christ's- work can no 
longer be supposed to depend upon 
His capacity for infinite suffer- 
ing, or upon the infinite value of 
each suffering of One who never 
ceased to be GOD" -p 79 

At length he reaches the crux of his position: 
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""Süch conceptions have gained 
currency because they seem to 
express, however imperfectly & 
isolated fragments of truth; 
but they fall immeasurably below 
the sublime simplicity of the 
apostle's teaching, who gathers 
up in one phrase the meaning of 
Christ's work in contrast with 
all the types, of sacrificial 
service: TIE BATH SAID, LO. I 
AM COLL. TE TO DO THY WILL [O GOD]***. * IN WHICH I"IILL VIE HAVE BEEN SANC- 
TIFIED TTTROU GH THE OFFERING OF 
'M3. BODY OF JESUS CHRIST ONCE 
FOR ALL .... FOR BY ONE 
OFFERING HL BATH PERFECTED FOR 
EVER TREU THAT ARE SANCTIFIED. 

"Christ who took humanity to 
Himself was able to fulfil the 
will of GOD under the conditions 
of our present earthly life, both 
actively and passively, raising 
to its highest perfection every 
faculty of man, and bearing 
every suffering through which 
alone fallen man could attain 
his destiny'* - pp 79-80. 

Apart from those acknowledgments made in the Preface 

there are no further references to Macleod Campbell, 

and only one to Dale. If these sermons represent the 

fruit of thirty years' independent thought, then there 

really is a curious similarity between Westcott's 

position and Macleod Campbell's.. 

In his book, 'The Nature of the Atonement, ' Campbell 

expounds the heart of his belief in chapter five. 
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Noting the tatter quotation by SYestcott, and bearing in 

mind the text at the head of the fifth Sermon [Heb. 1O: 8.1. O]. 

we turn to i.: acleod Campbell's volume, p 122ff, and read: 

"That light of the Atonement itself, 
in which the Apostle wrote, pervades 
the whole argument of the Epistle to 
the HHebrews. But the first principle 
and essence of his reasoning is contained 
in these verses of the tenth chapter-, 
verses 4- 10 ... . The will of God 
which the Son of God carte to do and did, 
this was the essence and substance of 
the Atonement .... Let us then receive 
these words-, 'Lot I come to do thy will, 
0 God, * as the great key-word on the sub- 
ject of the Atonement. " 

(Here he quotes the patallel O. T. 
passage, Psalm 40: 7-11 

". .. and I quote the context of the 
psalm because it brings out so clearly, 
that the WILL of God contemplated is-that 
WILL which immediately, connects itself 
in our thoughts with what GOD IS .. This expression of the purpose of the 
Son of God in coming into this world, 
is therefore coincident with His own 
statement of His work when in the world - 
the way, that is,, in which He fulfilled 
that purpose, - viz, 'I have declared thy 
name, and will declare it. ". .. To send 
Him in the likeness of sinful flesh was 
to make Him a sacrifice for sin, for it 
was to lay the burden of our sins upon 
Him. Thus related to us-, while by love 
identified with us, the Son of sod necess- 
arily came under all our burdens, and 
especially our great burden sin. .... that living the life of love in humanity 
He must needs care for all humanity. ., 
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"at once condemning that life of 

self, desiring its destruction, 

and feeling Himself by love devoted 
to the work of delivering man from 
it, at whatever cost to Himself. " 

* ci. Vlestcott, op. cit., p 80. 

Vtestcott develops this crucial discussion under 

sour, hoads: 

1. Christ exhausted all suffering, bearing it 
according to'the will and mind of God, 

2# We on our part need thorn constant support oft 
His present sympathy in our labours. 

3. Christ is able to communicate the virtue of 
his work, the reality of forgiveness-, to 
all who are in hint. 

4. We on our part can oven now through every 
trial realise His joy. 

There is a significant passage which unfolds a 

viewpoint very close to those interpretations of the 

doctrine of the Atonement which G. B. Stevens [in his 

book 'The, Christian Doctrine of Salvation'] groups 

under the. heading "Modern Subjective theories" - 

VWestcott writes: 

"The suffering in itself is nothing 
worth: the moral end for which it is 
the means gives it its value. Suffering; 
therefore which is welcomed with the 
response of love, when it is brought to 
us-by the will of God, love for the 
Creator to whose purpose it answers, 
love for the creature to whose purify- 
ing 

. 
it serves,, illuminates the whole 

course of this world. 
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"In this sense sufferings are a 
revelation of the Fatherhood of God 
Who brings back His children to Himself 
in righteousness and love. In this 

sense Christ suffered, knowing-the 
nature of sin, knowing the judgment of 
GOD, realising in every pain the heal- 
ing power of a Father's wisdom. And in 
this sense the virtue of His Passion 

remains in its eternal power" * op. cit. p 82. 

He clinches the point he is trying to make with a 

verse, ending in the couplet: 

But love I Cave thee-, with myself to love, 

And thou must love Me who have died for thee,. " 

The remainder of the chapter is largely the application 

of this interpretation to individual life and experience. 

Vlestcott is careful, in passing, to warn us against a 

view which would tend to ascribe to a righteous God 

an easygoing disposition in respect of forgiveness. 

One of the choicest paragraphs anywhere in Westcott's- 

writings is in this chapter 5 of The Victory of the 

Cross. It is typical of his whole interpretation of 

the Bible. The present writer desires to sum up Westcott 

in a phrase he once road: he is "extraordinarily successful 

in understanding Christ in a Christian way. " On tracing 

the origin of the phrase we find that Sydney Cave used 

it of Macleod Campbell 1 [The Doctrine of the Person of 

Christ, 1952 Edn., pp 187-81. 

* The Christian Doctrine of Salvation, 1930 Edn., pp 221 U. 
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The climactic paragraph referred to runs as follows: 

"He consumed with the fire of His 

love the impurity which He removed. 
And no it is still: He gives the 

virtue of His own life to quicken 
the soul which rests in Him. True 
forgiveness is indeed the e}orgy 
of love answered by love* he 
forgiveness which remits a punish- 
ment may leave the heart untouched. 
The forgiveness which remits a sin 
includes by its very nature the 
return of a responsive gratitude. 
The believer makes Christs work 
his own, and GCD sees him in the 
Son of Man. Ire dies daily, dies 
into life" - pp 85 - 86.. 

To sum up. It appears from such plain and unequivocal 

statements as Westcott gives, in this chapter that his 

view hovers botwoen, or is a synthesis of,. the two types 

of doctrine called by G. B. Stevens, "Modern Ethical 

Satisfaction Theories" and "Modern Subjective Theories. " 

The main elements in 17estcott's theory are summed up 

in a paragraph of Horace Bushnall, though there is no 

reason to suppose Westcott had been influenced by - or 

even rad - Bushnall: 

"By the previous exposition Christ 
is shown to be a Saviour, not as being 
a ground of justification, but as 
being the Moral Power of God upon us, 
so a power of salvation. His work 
terminates, not in the release of 
penalties: by due compensation, but in 
the transformation of characters and 
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"the rescue, in that manner,. of 
guilty men from the retributive 
causations provoked by their sine 
He does not prepare the remission 
of sins in the sense of mere 
letting go, but he executes the 

remission by taking away the sins 
and dispensing the justification 
of life. This one word 'life' 
is the condensed import of all 
that ho is, or undertakes to be. " 

- The Vicarious Sacrifice, p 449. 

The final words of Westcott's fifth and key sermon: 

"The virtue of Christ's-sacrifice 
is not a vain thing for us: it is 
our life. " 

With the sixth, and concluding, sermon, we are back 

in the hortatory atmosphere. There is nothing 

distinctive, whether of Westcott himself, or of a 

particular school of thought. There are some sound, 

broad statements concerning the Sovereignty of Christ 

which command universal assent in Christendom. The 

text is John 12: 32, "Is If I be lifted up from the 

earth, will draw all men unto myself" - and it is 

treated as by an orthodox Churchman. His peroration 

is an appeal for "an energy of spiritual force" and 

is intensely practical in its application. 
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AdditionalNota 

"C 11 RISTUS CONSUMMATOR" 

* 

IT had been considered sufficient for our present 

purposes to limit specimen passages for comparison 

with Vaughan to those treating the doctrine of the, 

Atonement. The contrast both in substance and method 

is plain enough, and, we trust, illustrates differences 

between the two men.. At the same time, some mention 

ought to be made of Westcott's equally distinctive 

interpretation of the Incarnation. This has, been 

dealt with clearly and comprehensively in his; 

commentary on the Epistles, of John, notably the. essay 

entitled 'The Gospel of Creation. ' 

The volume, 'Christus Consummator, ' published in 

1886., contains a set of sermons preached in Westminster 

Abbey in August 1885 and January 1886, together with 

an appendix -a sermon originally preached at Cambridge. 

It is the second part which is relevant here - headed 

'Aspects of the Incarnation. ' References will be 

given from the third edition of 1890. 
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In the first sermon, 'The Incarnation a subject 

for Devout Study, ' ZYestcott states his method and aim; 

"This then will be our spirit:, 
love illumined by faith, attested 
by the heart. And it follows at 
once that our aim will be vital 
and not merely intellectual. We 

shall not strive to gain any com- 
pleteness of technical definition 
on the doctrine of the Incarna- 
tion. We acknowledge indeed 
that outlines are a necessity for 
man's representation of the truth 
of things: but they are a con- 
cession to his weakness and a 
symbol of it. There is no out- 
line in nature, and no form of 
words can adequately express a 
spiritual redity ... '" -p 90. 

The tenor of this paragraph has been met before in- 

Westcott's writings, and is open to objection in this 

particular instance on two or three grounds. First, he' 

evidently regards the 'vital' and the 'intellectual' 

aspects of Biblical exposition as in some way mutually 

exclusive. It is clear that Westcott himself felt a 

tension in his own mind over this; 

of this paragraph explicitly stated 

many other passages by implications 

Biblical exposition is liable to su 

Indeed the problem - which Westcott 

declare - of this inward tension is 

and 

[as 

is 

ffor 

has 

one 

the significance 

well as that of 

that \lestcott's 

from the cramp* 

the courage to 

that has been felt 
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by many expositors. His older contemporary, V aughan# 

appears not to have had serious difficulties in this 

connection. Perhaps it was that he escaped certain 

difficulties by ignoring other writers:, allowing himself 

to be untouched by Biblical criticism, and expounding 

only on the basis of his Classical knowledge and a 

sound and steady religious instinct, 

Again, \'lestcott"s exposition is at once cramped 

if he consciously puts on the brake at some given point 

prosumably decided upon by himself; for example, t'We" 

shall not strive to gain any completeness .... . they 

are a concession to his weakness. " If the Doctor had 

really felt what seems clearly indicated, 
-it would have 

been better to confine himself to methods and categories 

of the mystics; or, alternatively, to have gone the 

whole hog in the manner of F. D. 1-laurice. 

Further, we note that the restraint on the ihtellect 

is in fact lifted at times, notably when he presses 

his view as to the necessity of the Incarnation, to 

which reference will be made below, and when he expatiates 

on other-worldly themes for which there is slender 

Biblical evidence. Thus far and no further - this 

seems at times to be '; lestcott's guiding principle. 
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The next chapter-, 'The Incarnation and the Creation'', 

introduces the theme of SJestcott's doctrine of the necessity 

of the Incarnation. Discussing the "fictitious, unitiea" 

of, for example, Naturalism and Pantheism, he says that 

"they direct us to unrecognised. aspects of the Incarnation. " 

He considers it no disloyalty to the past to maintain 

that the view of the Incarnation which was. gained in 

the fourth or fifth, thirteenth or sixteenth, centuries 

was not final. 

"If now we endeavour to determine 
the ultimate cause of the defec- 
tiveness of the modern teaching on 
the Person of Christ of which I, have 
spoken, we shall find it, I believe, 
most plainly. shown in the prevalent 
opinion 'as to the ground of, the 
Incarnation. The Incarnation is- 
commonly made to depend upon the 
Fall. And the whole tenour-of 
revelation, as I conceives leads 
us to regard the Incarnation as 
inherently involved in the Creation. " 

p 104. 
. 

"Vestcott then refers particularly to Genesis: 3: 15 

and 1: 26 f. p and continues with a dogmatist curiously 

emphatic for one who does"not strive to gain any com- 

pleteness of technical definition on the doctrine of 

the Incarnation. " 
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'"In this august declaration of. 
God's purpose and God's work we 
have set before us, clear beyond 

controversy, the primal endowment 
and the final goal of humanity. 
We are taught that man received, 
received inalienably as man, a 
fitness for gaining, through 
growth and discipline and contin- 
uous benediction, union with God" 
God's, image was given to him 
that he might gain God's likeness-. 
This original capacity of man was 
the measure of the love of God 
for '-iis creature. Sin could not 
increase it: nothing less than 
personal union with God could ful- 
fil it. The fitness and the 
necessity of the Incarnation exist 
therefore from the moment when man 
was made. 

The Incarnation, in other words, 
when we use the term in the most 
general senses apart from every 
thought of suffering and humili- 
ation, corresponds with the perfec- 
tion of man as he was- constituted 
first, and not merely with the res- 
toration of man who had missed his 
end. 

II0140 PARTICEPS DEI - Ian made. 
partaker of God - is the satisfac- 
tion, the only possible satisfac- 
t ion ,of HOJ: O CAPAX DE I- Man 
capable of receiving God. They 
marvel is that the purpose of 
creation was wrought out in spite 
of that wilful self-assertion of 
the creature which might have 
seemed to have fatally thwarted 
it. " 

p 105. 
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V7ostcott stands in a minority -a strong, minority 

albeit - with such, great minds as Dorner, in holding 

this view, Uackintosh makes an able attempt to under- 

mine this theory. It is interesting, to say the least, 

to find 17ostcott, who urges. no attempt to "gain any 

completeness of technical definition on the doctrine, 

of the Incarnation, " yet propounding so speculative a 

theory with no small degree of completeness. "The 

wise will regard with suspicion problems so hypo- 

thetical as barely to be capable of intelligible form- 

ulation, " declares Llackintosh [The Person of Jesus 

Christ, 10131. And on the same page he writes-, 

"It would involve the complete readjustment of the 

New Testament perspective" (op. cit. p 441). 

However, Clostcott., finds that "the thought of the 

predestined humanity of the Eternal Word, the Son of 

God, as the archetype of humanity, throws light, 

growing light, upon some of those points of the Faith, 

where many of us feel the darkness to be most oppress-- 

ive" Cp 106)' Among those tenebrose points of the 

Faith he enumerates, the Being of God, the broken and 

chequerod sum of human existence, the conception of 

personality, the connection of man and nature, 
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the mystery of the future; and the deep truths of 

the Atonement. This latter is dealt with in the 

next chapter, on which it is necessary only to make 

one or two observations. 

'The Incarnation and the Fail' is surmounted by 

the text Colossians 1: 19-20. Westcott asks-, how another's 

sufferings can avail for men's offences,. 'He answers the 

question by developing an argument based upon one of 

his favourite themes- - the solidarity of society, and 

leads up to the idea of solidarity in the Atonement. 

The 'blood of martyrs' is- called in to illustrate the, 

character of the sacrifice of Christ as 'vicarious. ' 

"'It expressos thýhighest energy of love which takes 

a friendys sorrows- into the loving heart and taking them 

by God's grace transfigures them satisfying every claim 

of righteousness, justifying every instinct of hope, 

quickening the spirit of self surrender, offering within 

the sphere of common life a faint image of forgiveness, 

of redemption, of reconciliation" (p 123). And as he 

brings his argument to a climax - very eloquently - 

we find, as we have found elsewhere, that combination of 

[or oscillation between doctrines which approximate to 

those theories of the Atonement which are commonly known 

as 'representative' and 'Abelardian' or 'subjective. ' 
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"Thus we can see, even if it be 
in a riddle, a little more, of 
the meaning of the Incarnation. 
Christ perfectly fulfilled the 
destiny of man, fulfilled through 

suffering the destiny of man, 
fallen, realising at every stage 
and through death itself union 
with God: there lies- for the 
whole race in Him the promise oe 
forgivenessr. 

Christ bore to the uttermost, 
even to the Cross, the consequences 
of human sin, and cave Hid blood to 
men as the power of a new life: 
there lies for the whole race-the 
means of redemption. 

Christ shewed the Father's-love 

with such persuasiveness of tender 
mercy as to move every awakened 
conscience to glad self-surrender: 
there lies for the whole race the 
potency of reconciliation" -p 126. 

And he concludes with a reminder that "forgiveness, 

redemptions reconciliation, are'not blessings which 

Christ bestows apart from Himself, but in Himself: 

in the humanity which He has created afresh and 

cleanses by His blood" -p 126. 

The fourth chapter, 'The Incarnation and Nature', 

does not add anything substantially to what we have 

soon already of \lestcott"s keen ideas concerning the 

solidarity of humanity. In typical speculative 

rhetoric he enlarges on Romans a: 199 22. 
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The concluding sermon is based on the words of 

John 1: 16, "For of His fulness we all received, and 

grace for grace. " In pointing the reader to the main 

aspects of the preceding addresses, he now suggests 

that these noblo truths are not an intellectual luxury 

or a spiritual charm, but for the inspiration of our 

VfllOUS. 
- 

being. They are given to us that they may 

arouse and guide and sustain 'him who has welcomed 

them. ' He marvels at the truth revealed in the 

Johannine Prologue, passing from the opening state-meat 

in verse 1 (emitting for the present the parenthetic 

Illustrations] to the truths' in verses- 14 and 16. 

"The Word finds a place naturally on the throne of the 

Father and in thclheart of man. " Westcott is in a 

mood of wonder and adoration. He is quite overwhelmed 

by a realization of what is implied in the phrase., 

"Out of His fulnoss all we received, and grace for 

grace. " 

"'1e believe not that one man by 
the cultivation of natural powers 
has striven upwards to fellowship 
with God, but that the Son of God 
has taken humanity to Himself and, 
gained. that for the race which 
each member can find for himself 
in Him'" -p 151. 
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The sermon is a development of the ideas here 

expressed. "That is one of the vain lessons of the 

Incarnation. It is for ever leading us through the 

seen to the unseen, offering in this way GRACE FOR GRACE; 

and up it is that Christianity in consideration of our- 

natures: is essentially Sacramental ..., He uses- the 

commonest things for the highest ends. " And so on to 

the peroration: 

"'. ," in the Incarnation, as a fact, 
nay, as. THE fact of human life, the, 
fall and the redemption both find 
complete expression. In the Incarn- 
ation law and love are seen in their 
final harmony" -p 156. 
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A 0-7a w it h t h a, Id o t e s 

o f Vau g han' s C om m e nt a r y * 

UNDER Hebrews 2: 17 Vaughan observes that "it is not 

enough that He should become incarnate. He must also}be 

assimilated to us in all the circumstances , liabili6ies, 

trials7, temptations, sufferings even unto death, of us 

whom He came to save. " 

p C6 Cls , The word occurs here for 
the first time in the Epistle, 
andfor the first time in Scripture 
in application to Christ. lIt is 
characteristic of the 31pistle to 

give in this manner an INTI1LATION of 
what is to be afterwards a leading 
topic. It is a shadow cast before 
from the great section of chapters 
v. - x. Yet it is no sudden or pro- 
mature-obtrusion of the topic. It 
is prepared for by 1.3... " 11*9,... 
and by 11.11.... " 

6'S' 1o I'lývý Nr&e J] The tense shows 
that it is not the one sacrifice of 
propitiation which is spoken of, but 
the exercise of the perpetual priest- 
hood. 

TO THE END THAT HE MAY CONTINUALLY 
SECURE THE FORGIVENESS OF THE CONTIN- 
UALLY RCCURRING SINS OF THE PEOPLE. 

* The Epistle to the Hebrews, with Notes+ 1890. 
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The verb 
fý a'ºCE ty occurs [in 

the New Testament] only here and in 
Luke xviii. 13 ... In the.. Septua- 

gint, it is always used (as in this 
latter passage) in a middle senao, 
though often in a passive form, 
TO BECOI. IE PROPITIOUS 
FAVOURA3LE or G'_ý2 AC IOUS [co mp are 
Exodxxxi i . 12..... Jere xxxi. 3'4.... . 
I, iatt. xvi. 22...., 

(1) with 9 as Exod. xxx1i. l4.., 
or 

(2) with a DATIVE,: (a) of the PERSON, 
as in 2 ýiings. vc. l8:. 

(b) of the THING, 
au Psal=x : v. ll. .... 

oz, 
(3) ABSOLUTELY, as Lanz, iii. 42.... " 

Dan. ix. 19.... 

The peculiarity of the text is 
the ACCUSATIVE, not (as in Classical 

usage) of the Deity to be propitiated, 
but of the sin to be expiated. The, 
scriptural usage avoids the expre, ss- 
ion., RENDERING God!, gracious to the 
sinner (though there is a sense in 
which this night bemade considtent 
with true doctrine), as tending to 
obscure the divine love which origin- 
ates the redemption. John iii. 16... 

Thus, although the literal render- 
ing: of TXk0; VKrP. I4 e-5 ("ý-t ß. t5 might 
seem to be,, TO RENDER GOD GRACIOUS 
AS TO OUR SINS, this would be an 
unscriptural phrase. The real thought 
is, TO SECURE THE FORGIVENESS OF 
SINS, FROM DAY TO DAY AND FROM HOUR 
TO HOUR, DY HIS PRESENCE WITH GCS 
AS THE PROPITIATION FIRST AND TT IM 
THE INTERCESSOR. I John ii. l ... 
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On 2: 18 Vaughan writes: 
1ä 
Cy A reason for the kdr T0iV , 
and for the ýjýwy , of verse 17. 
FOR IN TIIAT HE JIL, iSELF HAS SUFFERED 
BY HAVING Iii EN SUBJECTED TO ALL 
MANNER OF BODILY, ;, tENNZTAL, and SPIRIT' 
UAL. TRIAL, T -M IS ABLE &C. 

sS/ . uvbt iocI ] Compare! iv. 15 .. 
v2 ... 

The ability spoken of 
belongs to Him as God, and waited 
not for any experience to acquire it 
for Him. But its exercise requires 
that its possession should be known 
and felt by those whom it is to aid;. 
and this assurance can only beý 
inspired in them by Ills-having 

actually suffered like them and with 
them. 

'tvis ýJfEr Pol, /ýot. Ioa5 j THOSE WHO ARE 
UN1ERGOINCi TRIAL. It is a descrip- 
tion of life. Each day of life is 
an exploration of character. God 
tries, and the devil tempts. 
(1) Circumstances of difficulty, 
thwartings ofthewill, dispensations. 
of sorrow, severely try the patience 
and faith of the man. 
(2) Good and evil are presented to 
him, and the choice lies between 
them. Nor is that choice unbiaseed. 
A fallen nature, and a busy temper, 
combine to influence-it in favour 
of evil. 

Sýöýgdi ] Illustrations of the 
versatility of this helping abound 
in Scripture. Latt. xv. ZS, 28 ... Sark ix. 22p 24. ." 
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Vaughan"s treatment ofthe idea and use of the term 

'Blood' is fragmentary. The scattered notes on 

relevant texts are as follows: 

2: 14"lre must partake of flesh and 
blood, that He may be capable 
of dying. It is by dying 
that Ile can alone conquer death, 
first in its personal head, and 
then in its individual action. 
The sting of death is sin (I Coro 
. cv.. 5a). Sin is the tyranny 
of a usurper, who must be per- 
sonally vanquished if his : sub- 
jects are to be freed. The 

whole work of Christ is a con- 
flict with the devil (Luke xi. 
21,22). Every instance of' 
successful ministry was an omen 
of final victory ( Luke x. l3). 
Faut His death was= the decisive 
battle (John xii. 3l, 32). 

Ilia death as our atonement, Tile 
resurrection to be our life, 
His ascension to be our Lord, 
defeated, despoiled, dethroned 
the devil, making death no 
longer the terror of those who 
believe, and securing for them 
the eventual reversal of death 
in the resurrection at the last 
day (John xvi. ll. Roi,. v. lo. 
viii. 3,11. Col. ii. 15. Rev. xii. 
5p, 7- 11. ). 

ZnAY 

9: 12 SIB ýC 'iýo) rau ) So only could 
He enter FOR US. As the Eternal 
Son, He has a right there: as 
the TTigh-priest of man, He enters 
in virtue of the sacrifice of: 
Himself. 
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On 0: 14 Vaughan writes: 

(, t Iv&vf aTos ollwviou 3A very 
difficult passage. (1) Ruch 
depends upon the sense given 
to Ti OTr1Vb thy Is it the 

'r 644 fEiy of v. 1, or is it the 
s9con J 4fy of viii. 3 ? 
In other words, is it the. sac-- 
rifice of the deaths or is it 
the sacrifice of the self- 
presentation, as the risen and 
asconded Lord, in heaven itself? 
In verses 25,26., the two are, 
contrasted.. If He has often 
to PRESENT Himself, He must often 
have suffered. 

(2) Upon the. answer to this 
question will partly deperyd the 
meaning of 

ýlc TtVýi; lýcohos 011 IoU. '. 
That it is the Holy Spirit who 
is spoken of is certain either 
way. The omission of the article, 
emphasizes the epithet ETERNAL. 

(a) But if the. 'TpcT, 9Y60C-y refers 
to the self-presentation in 
heaven (as. 'R060`*(p !1 in verse 25). 
then the agency ot theHoly Spirit 
in RESUIZICCTION may be prominent 
in the mention of the ; Iv& q. 1 . "dtC3.410y 
here. See Rom. viii. ll, where 
the indwelling Spirit is made the 
agent of the future- Resurrection 

of the CHRISTIAN, and,, by implica- 
tion, of the Resurrection of Christ 
IIimself*I 

If this view of the R`ý ST F cýv, 
is taken* the statement s that, 
by the agency of the Holy Spirit 
in raising Him from the dead, 
Christ was, enabled to present 'Jim- 
self to God in heaven as the cru- 
cified and risen Saviour, in 
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fulfilment of the: type of the, 
high priest carrying the blood 

of the victims, already sacri- 
ficed on the brazen altar, into 
the holy of holies on the day 

of Atonement. 

(b) In the MM view, the 
agency of the Eternal Spirit 

must be specially connected 
with the taýýQýf which fol- 
lows; and thethought will be, 
that the Saviour, whose humil- 
iation consisted in receiving 
the Holy Spirit (John 111.34... ) 
as His inspirer and enabler 
throughout THE DAYS OF HIS FLESH, 
and living in all things as a 
L'ian full of the Holy Ghost, lay- 
inE aside-the present exercise 
of the powers and attributes of 
Deity, was thus preserved blame- 
less Aýý , and, as the 
antit pe'bf the perfect victim 
of the Levitical ritual, offered 
Himself on the altar of the Cross 

as the all-sufficient sacrifice 
for the sins of the world. I an 

An suspense between the two 
interpretations, but incline 

now to the former. 

At this point the MSS notes are of interest. The 

writer of the notes [who was a Dove in 186.5] must 

originally have written - presumably at the dictation 

of Vaughan in his Greek Testament classes 46 as follows: 

poG`ýrv fýýyý of the presentation 
of Himself to Godq after His death 
and resurrections, in heaven. 
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This note has faded, as most of the LASS. Some 

insertions are bolder-and therefore almost certainly 

later. We cannot tell whether the following was 

written before or after the publication of Vaughan's 

commentary on 'ßebrews', but it confirms the fact that 

the Dean's view on the particular point fluctuated; 

and it was certainly written after the more faded 

inscription: - 

OGýVý ýy probably of the offering 
o'ý Hira`self on the Cross as the comple- 
tion ofthat life of self-sacrifice 
which He had lived. 

Westcott, on the other hand, is definite; and had no 

doubt that it is the offering on the Cross that is 

signified; and the 'eternal Spirit' refers to Christ's 

own Divine Nature. 

9: 25 c4-j oCii, Crv The ýv 
here 

preserving its usual idea of 
CONTAINED IN9 has the sense of- 
ENCASED in as His protecting 
armour. Compare, Eph. v1, l4 .... The blood which the high priest 
carried, was hid INSTRUMENT of 
entrance, his key or his pass- 
ports in ON aspect ... it 
was also his ARMOUR, his coat 
of mail, in ANOTHER aspect. 

6 
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13: 12 It aas the object of the 
Levitical day of Atonement k1 fd13&sy 
'Tpv k; ny The word 1d6eºy occurs 
in the directions for the cere- 
monial of that day (Le r. xvi) only 
in verse 19 ... But the SENSE of 

lies, in the phrase which 
is used in v. 17 .... 

That which was there done in 
type (1) by the blood of animal 
victims (2) for the national 
Israel, Jesus did effectually 
(1) by His own blood (2) for the 
Greater Israel, of every kindred 
and tongue and people and nation 
(Rov. v, 9). ... But, here the, 
exact thought in Po4Q`I% seems to 
be that of A CONSECflATIOPT EFF. CTED 
13Y TTT: ý ß?:., OVAL OF GUILT BY /iN 
AVAILING ATON2RIENT. So that the 
bast reference will be to the 

"'0ý7 1ýdC-I o1 ix. l3, where see the 
no e. 

8: 13 S1\NCTIFIES,. in the sense of 
restoring to outward communion 
with God and His chosen nation.. 
This was the effect of the applic- 
ation of the water of separation 
to one who had incurred the 
special defilement of contact 
with physical death. It was 
the effect of the ceremony of the 
day of Atonement upon the priests 
and people generally, in the, 
form of a typical and'prophet- 
ical absolution from offences 
against God. The two rites 
are combined in the one state=- 
ment: both are said to avail ,f only for a j{d, kDörýy of the O 
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13: 20 &y 
4t. 

zri ]A closing reference 
to the entrance of the high priest 
into the holy of holies: on Pe 
day of Atonement* For ý- f 

1ii 
kczr I 

as the PROTECTING ENVELOPE 1,1171INTJ 
the passport into the divine 

presence, see ix. 25, x. 19. Here 
first the blood which gives admix- 
sion into the presence is spoken 
of as giving egress from death. 
The 4RRIVAL in the heavenly 
presence. for us- in virtue of the 
atoning blood is here viewedin 
its stfrom the grave and from, 
Paradise, It was in virtue of 
the availing sacrifice- that Christ 

either left the tomb or reentered 
heaven. 

Particular attention wA6 drawn above to Weatcott"s 

Additional Note on 
$iA4#07 

, as illustrating the 

difference between himself and Vaughan. At o 15 

Vaughan"s commentary simply refers one to 7: 22 and 

8-: 61 8, We turn to 7: 22 and read: 

iL, Cýy. Kýs 3 Fromx ýýeLT CV, '( 
(DISPONERE, to set or place in 

distribution, to arrange 1'ý1z9KJ 

has the comprehensive sense of 
an arrangement., whether of 
relations (covenant) or of 
possessions (testament). In 
classical Greek the latter use, 
predominates, thqugh the former 
is also found. In the Septua- 
gint and the New Testament the 
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former is invariable, except in 
TTeb"ix. 16, 

sac., 
where the pre- 

coding 
edvdTvV , and ' ý"Paves ids 

prepa e us, for the argument 
fron 1'cCýý 7r as TBSTAL ENT, a 
sense naturally occurring to a 
Greek writer. Examples of 
COVENANT in all connexions are 
frequent in the Septuagint. 
Between INDIVIDUALS [as I Sam. 

xxiii. 18. LIal. ii. 14] between 
NATIONS AS Josh. ix. 6'J, between 
GOD AND LIMI, whether as an 
engagement of special blessing 
on God's part [as Gen. xv. l8. 
Isai. lix.. 21 ] or of special 
devotion on man's. part [as 

2. Chron. xv. 12. Jer.. l"51. 

The LIUTUAL idea is never 
wholly lost, but is thrown into 
the shado, by the disparity of 
the parties' so that the real 
moaning of 

ý1.48497 
(in its div- 

ine application) is a gracious 
engagement of God on man's; 
behalf. Thus a divine COV- 
ENANT approaches very nearIg 
to the sense of TESTA ENT, 

which is a disposal of prop. - 
erty by the free will of the 
disposer. 

The commentary on 8: 6 and 8; 8 has no further light to 

shed relevant to the interpretation of the key-word 

` 
, i, Zýr V? ' 

At 9: 16, however, there is one further 

comment: 

The transition fron COVENANT to 
TESTAMENTis clear and not to be, 
evaded. The latter was the 
conmoner sense, of iA4142 To 
one thinking in Greek th6re was 
nothing incongruous in the 2 senses. 
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The fundamental idea of 
is ARRANGEMENT. A covenant es- 
an arrangement of R-iATIONS, 
a testament is an arrangement 
of POSSESSIONS. The trans- 
ition is eased by the words 
ýp. e4vo Tvu and pövbo ldS in 
verse 15. It is as if the 
sacred writer had said, 
A: ID THUS THE `Zi d8j kV WHICH IS 
IN ONE ASPECT A COVENANT IS 
IN A TOTRER ASPECT A '"L1 STALIENT. 
IT PRESUPPOSES A DEATH? AN]) 
IT CONFCRS AN INTTRITANCE. 
VIMV IT IN THIS LIGHT. THINK 
WHAT A TESTAMENT IS. SEE HO'V 
APPROPRIATE IS THE IDEA TO 
THE GOSPEL (oý. g Ikq 
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F, n tan JohnAnthonyH o-r t 

I82 8- L8a2 

THE LIFE of tour. greatest English theologian, of the 

century's - from a purely biographical standpoint - 

In admittedly less colourful and eventful than the, 

lives of his two colleagues whom we are considering. 

The member of the Trio least endowed with gifts of 

organisation and public presence was he wha,, in the 

words of a modern writerlooking back after half a 

century,, 'outranged them by the extent of his, know-, 

ledge. '# Hie: literary output was comparatively small. 

He- left behind no) marks of leadership as, a diocesan 

bishop. The one superb and abiding monument in the 

epoch-making edition of the Greek New Testament together 

with its famous Introduction does not reflect the full 

breadth, length and depth of the heart and mind of Hort. 

It is rather in his-. letters that we: see- what really lay 

beneath the retiring personality and within a rather 

trail body. 

I SANDAY, in the American Journal of Theology pp 05 ff. 

L. E. ELLIOTT-B INNS, Eng1iah Thought., 1860-1900, 
pubi1,1956. 
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Fenton. Sohn Anthony was the son of Fenton Hort, 

the son of Sir John Iiort. Fenton Sr. was; a scholar 

of Trinity College, Cambridge and a man of private 

means who never followed a profession. He, married 

Anne Collett, the daughter of a'Suffolk clergyman. 

F. J. A. was born in Dublin in 182&, but his'family 

moved to Chelt©nhah in 1837. 

The domestic aspect of his life became overshadowed 

by a gulf which increasingly separated son and mother 

on religious matters. Anne, fort had been brought up, 

strictly in the Evangelical tradition. The growth of 

the Oxford P_iovecent filled her with a dread as to its 

possible effects on her eon. As he grew up and 

thought out his own theological position she was unable 

to enter into it. Feeling that he had deserted the 

old paths of truth a barrier went up between them. 

Religion was a closed subject, and both regretted it. 

But certain basic qualities of character the mother 

passed on to the son. A favourite saying of hers was, 

"I hate mediocrity. '` To her, it is clear, F. J. A" owed 

to a considerable extent his absolute truthfulness of 

soul, uprightness of character, overmastering sense of 

duty, the courage of his convictions, and his deep trust 

in God issuing in a simple piety and reverential spirt. 
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His biographer writes: 

"It was natural that at Cambridge he 

should seek out first the teachers 

of the Evangelical school, who then 

represented what was best in the 

religious life of the University. 
Chief of these was Dr. Carus, for 

whom he always retained a great 
regard. At a not much later period 
however he outgrew the Evangelical 
teaching, which he came to regard 
as 'sectarian, ' but he did not 
throw himself into any opposite campe 

.... all that was best in those 
first lessons became part and parcel 
of himself. Before long he was-to 
come under other influencer, espec- 
ially that of F. D. U'laurice" pp 41-42, vol. i. 

To-this latter point we shall return. 

F. J. A. went to Rugby School in 1841, and for-one. 

year enjoyed the privilege of sitting at the feet of 

the great Dr Arnold. Hort, acknowledged the influence 

of even this brief spell in after years. He showed 

exceptional intellectual progress in the five years 

spent at Rugby, and always spoke with gratitude of his 

second headmaster, Dr Tait, later Archbishop of Canter- 

bury. 

In 1846 Fenton John went to Trinity College, Cambridge, 

as a pensioner and read mathematics and classics; but 

his intellectual energy drove through philosophy, theology 

and natural science - as well as other pursuits, including 
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an active interest in public affairs. In 184.9 he 

gained a foundation schole, rehip at his own c6llege. 

Owing to illness which interrupted his eptaminationn, 

he secured only a third class in mathematics. But in 

the classical tripos 1850 he carne fifth in the first 

class. In thefollowing year he gained 'a first in 

both moral science and natural science (distinction). 

It has already been mentioned that he was shy by 

naturo and did not easily make friendships. Among those 

who became his intimate-s- were J. E1lerton, J. B. Mayor-9 

J. E. B. Uäyor, Renry Bradshaw Vansittart and Westlake. 

Toiardsthe end of his undergraduate career he struck up. 

a friendship with ß. F. W ostcott. 

In 1852 'he was elected to a fellowship at Trinity 

at the ; ämß time as Lightfoot. But it was- the personal 

acquaintance with`F. D.. Maurice which proved to be the most 

signidicant contact of his life. The latter'a influence 

and teaching weie'nothing less than a revelation to him. 

He was brought into touch with Charles Kingsley, Tom 

I ugbes, D. and A. Macmillan, and J. U. Ludlow, with whose 

endeavours on behalf of working men he found himself in 

sympathy, and whose ideas on social and educational 

reform caught his inaginatiön. 
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From 1852 - 57 Hort resided at Cambridge, devoting 

himself to intensive study. It was in these, years 

that he laid the foundation of all his later work, 

notably that research on the text of the New Testament. 

, je engaged in other activities, one occupation being 

joint editorship with Lightfoot and J. E. B. Mayor of the 

'Journal of Classical and Sacred Philology. ' 

In 1354 he was ordained deacon at Cuddesdon, and 

was priostod in 1856 the same year in which he was made- 

examiner for the natural science tripos, 156 also savr 

his striking essay on Coleridge which took its honoured 

place in "Cambridge Essays. " 

The following year, 18570 brought a sudden change' 

in the course of his career, for he married a certain 

Fanny Holland and: thereby forfeited hia fellowship. 

Ho accepted the benefice of St Ippolyta cum Great 

Wymondley, near Hitchin in Hertfordshire, in which 

secluded 'spot he lived until 18.72:. It was: a sad period 

of bad health and strained means. For two years, 1863-5, 

he was compelled to give up all work, living part of 

the time in Cheltenham and part in Switzerland. On 

returning to his parish, he was drawn more and more, 

into university work at Cambridge, for which he was 
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frequently an examiner. In 18,71 he was Hulsean 

Lecturer; and during this time he prepared articles 

for Dr Smith's Dictionary of the Bible. In L870 he 

joined the New Testament Revision Company, and for ten 

years the revision work was one of the most exacting 

duties of his life. On the strength of these labours 

he built up a tremendous prestige in matters of textual 

criticism and Biblical scholarship. 

The long period of exile from Cambridge was broken 

in 1871 when he was elected to a fellowship at rinanuel 

College. It was a happy return, not least in that his 

friend Weetcott had recently been appointed Regius 

Professor of Divinity. Hort lectured in Divinity from 

1872-a. Ile occupied himself in committee work of all. 

kinds and maintained that wider interest in men and 

things which was characteristic of him., Meanwhile he 

devoted all available time to the great work on Now Test- 

ament criticism on which he was engaged with. Wostcott. 

In 1870 Mort had written for a second time an 'Introduc- 

tion' to their te; ct. 

In 1876 he published two theses; the first which had 

gained him the B. D. degree,, on the subject, "On ýdv,, )7s. 
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ý{ýýou in Scripture and Tradition. " The second, for the 

degree of D. D",, was: "On the Cons tantinopo11tan and other 

Eastern Creeds of the Fourth Century. " These these 

illustrate the breadth 'of his reading. 

In 1878 his patience was rewarded when he was elected 

33u1aean Professor in place of J. J. S. Perowne. Thus, for 

one brief session the Trio were all Professors of Div- 

inityr until Lightfoot became Bishop of Durham. 

On the 12th May 1881 Hiort's twenty years' work was 

presented to the public with the publication of the, 

Greek Now Testament, into which V7estcott audhe had put 

the best of their ibtellects and devotion.. This was 

followed by the Introduction and Appendix in Sppt©aber 

of the same year. Between these two, on the 17th Lay, 

the Revised English Version appeared. It was the. 

Introduction written by Hort to the W +. It edition of 

the Greek text which secured a permanent place for its 

author among the foremost New Testament critics of the 

age" From 1882 - 00 Hort associated with Westcott 

and `W. F. L: oulton in preparing a revised version of the 

books of Wisdom and II I accabees-. 

I* 
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The Lady Margaret readership in Divinity fell 

vacant and ! dort was elected, in 1887. Westcott went 

to Durham in 1890, leaving Hort as the survivor at 

Cambridge of the illustrious Trio. His health was 

failing, though his nind was as active as ever. But 

he did not live long after this, passing on the 30th 

November 1892, 

All, through his many years of, exacting textual 

and other Biblical studies, he never lost his love of 

natural science. He' was one of the early members of 

the Alpine Club, and became known as a botanist of some 

standing. He had a great love for poetry, and had 

something of a gift in this direction. His literary 

output was not in proportion to his. prestige and 

influence. If only he had written more of the sane 

standard as fragments- published on I Peter and James. 

He was a scholar and thinker, with a strong philosoph- 

ical element in his make-up. He had a keen historical 

sense. His constant aim was an inexorable pursuit of 

the truth* He rejoiced in strong convictions; but 

he kept aloof fromall party movements. 

Hort was more liboral and more sacerdotal in his 

views than thoother two members of the Trio; and was 
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even more, daring in speculation and less bound by 

tradition than liestcott. He regarded himself as a 

seeker, and, it is said, even hesitated to accept the 

flulsoan lectureship because of a 'growing dislike: of 

the position of a professed advocate. ' * 

When, after his death, The Way, the Truth, the-, Life' 

was published, it demonstrated 'how openness of mind 

could co-exist with an unshaken grasp: of central truths, ' 

and in it he presented a 'largo and progressive faith 

which scorned as far removed from ordinary dogmatism 

as dogmatism itself from religion' - Life, ii. 371-3. 

Although much of the work done by Hort was concerned 

with settling details of linguistic or historical 

accuracy, ho never lost sight of the deeper questions 

which lay behind them 

Although the Trio worked together in perfect harmony 

they were, as has already been indicated, far from 

sharing the name outlook in matters ecclesiastical. 

Lightfoot and Wostcott would approximate much closer 

to an Evangelical position - in the broad sense,, not 

_by 
vittue, of any party attachment.. But Hort was a 

Life and Letters, by A. F. ßort, 139Go ii" p 52f" 
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staunch sacerdotalist, and, says his biographer, 

shocked his friends by expressing his conviction that 

Prot©stantisn was only "parenthetical and temporary" 

- Life, ii. 86. 

This sharp difference of standpoint was undoubtedly 

a factor in the non-appearance of a systematic theology 

by the Trio, though Westcott [who particularly hoped 

for the production of such a work] published 'The Gospel 

of Life' which was in part a fulfilment of the wish. 

The Trio was a remarkable team, in many respects 

unique in the history of Christian scholarship, effecting 

a strategically important ministry in English theological 

thought at a time of upheaval. They led English- 

spoahing scholarship in Biblical matters into sound and 

sane paths. They % we conscious of the work they had to 

do and they co -operated as a team in the effective accora- 

plishmont of it. Each had his other interests which 

brought him in touch with diverse people and movements:. 

But Hort's connection with Maurice represents the most 

extreme 'other-connection' of any t the three. In a letter 

to Charles Kingsley the reserved and reticent Hort said; 

"I1r..:. laurice .. . to whom we both, I 
believe, owe under God nearly all the 
batter part of our being, not least the. 
desire,. -. of calling no raan our masters but 
learning the truth from the strangest and 
most dissimilar quarters" - Life, i. 184. 
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According to his biographer., Hort's was- a mind 

singularly. receptive and independent. Ate the sarge 

time, he is careful to point out, there was at no time 

any decided break in the continuity of his religious 

convictions; and, further, he was even from the first 

'nullius addictug curare in verbsa, magistri. " He was 

over grateful to all masters under whom he sat, but he 

received thoir teaching with an enquiring and independent 

mind. He was unhappy about the Evangelical position in 

which he had boon brought up, for he *could not discover 

the religious philosophy which be desideratect' - Life, i. 62. 

In this search for a locus standi he was attracted to 

the writings of F. D. P. 2aurice. The particular aspect of 

Maurice %which appealed to him gras the way in which he, 

brought the doctrines and sacraments of the Church into 

relation with the needs of individual and social life. 

I. toreovor, i though elements of the Oxford Movement were 

congenial to hin, he was not able to share their distrust 

of the human reason which characterised the 'anti-liberal- 

is=' of the Unvomont. With : Maurice there was not that 

xT distrust* ort writes almost extravagantly of Llaurice: 

"%.. the KINGDOM OF CIMIST, everyday seems 
to bring out more clearly in my mind the 
truth, beauty, wisdom, scripturality, and 
above all unity of i: Maurice"s baptismal 
scheme... I love him more and more, every day" 

- Life, i. 67. 
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""I an more and more drinking in, 
Maurice's- LORD'S PRAYER. I wil. 1 

not go so tar as to say that, 

except for the KINGDOM OF CHRIST, 

there is not a theological book 

in English equal. to it; but it 

is very hard to hot imbued with. " 

-ibid. i. 8,8. 

"Aiaurice's; wonderful sermons 
(ie on the Prayer Book].... are, 
invaluable indeed.... Tho lasst two 

on 'The Consecration Prayer' and 
'The Eucharist' are Grand beyond 

expression*" 
-ibid. 1.114. 

In 1871 Hort was approached by the Bishop, of Ely 

[H. Browne] with regard to his becoming one of the 

ßishop'e examining chaplains. But he was doubtful 

whether he could or should accept. he wrote frankly 

to the Bishop declaring his, "firm and assured belief 

in the reality of revelation, the authority of the 

Scriptures, the uniqueness and suprenecy of the Gospels, 

the truth and permanent value of the earlier creeds. .. 

the Divine mission and authority of the Church and her 

institutions and the like. " But he feared thl on 

details- and accossoriez, his views might not be- generally 

accepted in all respects. 
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". a. Moreover, I-Ir Maurice has 
been a dear friend of mine for- 
twenty-throe years, and I have 
been deeply influenced by his 
books. To myself it seems that' 
I owe to then chiefly a firm and 
full hold of the Christian faith; 
but they have led ne to doubt 
whether the Christian Faith is 
adequately or purely represented 
in all respects in. the accepted 
doctrines of any living school. " 

- Lifo, ii. 155"-6. 

In a letter to V.!?. Stanton dated 3O. th November', 1891.. 

not longs it will be noted, before he died, he wrote 

with unabatod appreciation of : +iaurice-. 

"It seems to me that lauricc"s, 

words * suggest the really vital 
distinction about all authority 
in matters of belief, that it is 
salutary only in so far as, it is 
propaodeutic, placing men in the 
beat attitude for forming, a judg- 
ment and helping them in the pro- 
cess, but never-demanding to be 
listened to against judgment. 

Aa regards Church authprity in 
particular, it seems to me that 
much analysis is needed to dis- 
tinguish heterogeneous things 
that commonly bear the same name, 
and that form of authority which 
rests on precedent specially needs 
investigation, e. g. whether there 
are such things as perpetually 
binding, precedents, and if so,. 

* : Iaurico's lectures on EDUCATION. 
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"how they are to be distinguished 
from such things as the Church of 
each age may or should shape for 
itself. " 

- Lifo, ii. 435. 

In a lcttor to F. D. Liaurice in 1840, Hort expresses 

hirisolf on his thoughts about eternal punishment, and 

it is clear that he inclines towards a strongly, uni- 

versalistic position. After iiaurico"s expulsion 

from Rings College, London, Hort wrote in 1853: 

"MIM was condemned exclusively on 
the last essays Jelf's charge, being- 
(1) that he 'threw a cloudiness 
about the meaning of the word 
ZTERNAL' ; and (Z) that he seemed--, 
to tend towards the belief that 
the wicked might perhaps find 
Mercy at lasst, or words to that 
effect .... 

My own feeling is 
that a considerable number of High 
Churchmen will support [Maurice). 

On the first head he only repeats 
Plato's doctrine, which Augustine. 
lays down in the most emphatic: 
terms in the CONFESSIONS; on the 
second he goes no further than is 
implied In prayers for the dead. " 

Life, ii"261. 

In 1854 to the Reverend J. Ellorton:, 

"I agree with you in thinking it 
a pity that Maurice verbauly 
repudiates purgatory, but I fully, 
and unwaveringly agree with him 
in thethree cardinal points of the 
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"controversy:. (I) that eternity 
is independent of duration; 
(2) that the power of repentance 
is not limited to this life; 
(3) that it is not revealed 
whether or not all will ultim- 
ately repent. 

The raadern denial of the 

second has, ± suppose# had more 
to do with the dospiritualizing 

of theology, than almost anything 
that could be named. How contrary 
it ia"to the spirit of the Fathers 

of ALL achooL. a may be seen from the 

note to Pearson on the Descent into 
Iie]. I.. " 

- ILi fo, i. 2.7'5 . 

As an undergraduate- Hfor. t; Evas profoundly concerned 

about the doctrine of Substituted P-unishment. He, wrote 

to : aurico 3 most revealing letter in 1840 in which 

he sought earnestly sonie light on the problem. The 

question was still very auch alive in his mind in 1860 

when ho wrote to 'lostcott: 

"I have never been satisfied with 
anything of his [ie Rev. J. I, l. Daviea] 
that I have seen on the Atonement 
If I understand you rightly, you 
would confine your own positive 
statomentsto these, that we are 
saved by our Lord's death, and 
that we could not have been saved 
without it.. This is the doctrine 
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, *of Coleridge, Thompson CBampton 
Lectures. ), and (I suppose, though 
I once understood him in a more 
destructive sense) Jowettt. Some- 

timeo I feel disposed to say the 

sane, but on thewhole I believe 

we may say more. Certainly such 
a more statement of results seems 
to no very preferable to the 

popular attempts at explanatio. nt 
but still it seems to me a mere 
product of despairing (but not 
unbelieving) speculation opposed 
to the actual revelations- made to 
us in the Bible. To me the 
necessity being Divine does not 
appear sufficient reason for our 
not boing able to apprehend its 
nature ...... " 

I do not pretend to be able 
to explain many perplexing facts 
any better than other people, but 
I think that many of the current 
difficulties arise from taking 
jural rather than moral justice 

as a standard, and that we have 
much to learn respecting moral, 
juntico. 

e. g., the FACTS recorded in 
the Bible seem to me to show that 
it is not unjust (i) that the 
innocent should suffer, and (ii) 
that the suffering of the innocent 
should be the benefit of the guilty; 
and the experience of human life 
seems to me to confirm the same. 

But this is a vary different 
thing from taking a human ej2nlan. 
n, tion or i htorpretation. of the 
facts (as the 'forensic' 'plan of 
salvation') as itself a criteriom 
of justice. 
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"That suffering may be a necessary 

consequence of sin,, 'quite apart 
from free forgiveness;, ' I most 
fully believe,, and so I think does 
Davies. But surely the essence 
of the Atonement must consist in 

the forgiveness itself, and not 
in the abolition of such suffer- 
ing,; whether it involves at all 

any such abolition, I cannot yet 

make up my mind. Perhaps we may 
be too hasty in assuming an absoL- 
ute necessity of absolutely pro- 
portional suffering. 

I confess I have noLL repugnance 
to the primitive doctrine of a 
ransom paid to Satan. though neither 
am I prepared to give full. assent 
to it. i3ut I can see no. other 
possible form in which the ransom 
doctrine is at all tenable; any- 
thing is better than the notion 
of a ransom paid TO T HS FATHER. *t 

- Life, i. 427-428. 

To the Rovorene B. F. Westcotts I560: 

"I entirely agree - correcting one 
word - with what you there say on 
the Atonement, having for many years 
believed that 'the absolute union 
of tho Christian (or rather, of man) 
with Christ uinself' in the spirit- 
ual truth of which the popular 
doctrine of substitution is an 
immoral and material counterfeit. 
But I doubt whether that answers 
the question as to the nature, of 
the satisfaction. Certainly noth- 
ing can be more unscriptural than 
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"the modern limiting of Christ's 
bearing our sins and sufferings 
to His death; but indeed that is 

only one aspect of an almost uni- 
versal heresy. " 

- Life! i. 430. 

In a letter to the 3ishop of Ely dated l2th November, 

1871: 

"'I feel, most strongly- the truth 
of what you say about sin and 
atonement as answering to each 
other. Christian peace not from 
sin denied, or sin ignored, but 
sin washed away. If it was not 
washed away once for all. upon the 
Cross, an awakened conscience has 
no refuge but in futile efforts 
after heathenish self-atonement. 

or can I see how-, man being what 
ho is now, the Incarnation could 
bring about a complete redemption 
unless it included a true atonement. 

But it-does not seem to me any 
disparagement to the sufferings and 
death of Christ to believe that 
they were the acting out and the 
manifestation of an eternal sacri- 
fice, even as we believe. that the 
sonship proceeding from the miracu- 
lous birth of the Virgin Mary was 
the acting out and nanifestation. 
of theeternal Sonship. So also 
the uniqueness o, f the great Sac- 
rifice seems to me not to consist 
in its being a substitute which 
makes all other sacrifices useless 
and unmeaning, but in its giving 
them the power and meaning which 
of themselves they could not have. 
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"Christ is not merely our Priest, 
but our High Priest, or Priest of 
Priests; and this title seems to 
me to give reality to Christian, 

as it did to Jewish, priesthood; 
both to the universal priesthood 
of the Church and to the repres- 
entative priesthood of the apos- 
tolic ministry, without which the 
idea of any priesthood vanishes 
into an empty metaphor. ... ." 

In a subsequent paragraph of the same letter there 

is an interesting appraisal of F. D. Maurice: 

"But you will., I an sure, forgive: 
me for expressing- a belief that 
L3x. L-"auriee would assent entirely, 
to what I have said. He may have 
dwelt too exclusively on that idea 
of sacrifice which is suggested by 
I obrewn x. 5^ 10, and he may have, 
failed to make clear that Sacrificer 
Is not the only way of conceiving 
Atonement. I rememborth at his 
book on Sacrifice disappointed me 
at the time, while I had the feel- 
ing that, if I had read it over 
and over again pen in hands(which. 
I bad never done. ). I should, have, 
found a more solid and valuable 
residuum. In common with several 
of his later books, it suffers 
partly from its diffuseness and 
laxity of form, partly from his 
extreme anxiety to dwell on the 
partial truths felt after by those 
from whom ho differs, so that he 
often fails to give sufficient 
prorainewce to the truths which he 
assumes. 
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"Fie does, I fearv. sometimes wrest 
Scripture unawares in sorge single 
direction, but I knownono who sub- 
mits himself to it with greater 
reverence, or is Moro desirous to 
be helped towards the understand- 
ing of it by the teaching of the 
Church of all ages ... 

Life, 11,157 f. 

To the Reverend John Ellorton he wrote in 1a7a; 

`". .. the ideas expressed in the 
hymn, 'Still.... IIis prevailing, death 
Ile pleads' has no apostolic warrant, 
and cannot even be reconciled with 
apostolic doctrine. 

It is of course only by. an 
accommodation that we can use the 
language of time at all in speaking 
of things Divine; but no far as 
the Atonement in relation to God is 
spoken of in terms of time, the 
3ible seems to me to teach us to 
think of it as lying entirely in 
the past, a thing, done 'once for 
all; " that which remains contin- 
ually being the eternal subjection 
to the Father's 'will, ' of which 
the obedience unto death was the, 
ms. ni f estation. 

Do, consider "Hebrews x. 1- 23, 
25 - 39 (especially 2,3,12-14). 
What is said of 'intercession' 
seems to belong simply to the 
presenting of human prayers as 
the Head of the racer, or some 
cognate idea. All traces of 
Christian sacrifices that I can 
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"'find in the N. T. represent then 

as 'living, ' because they are- 
founded not on the Death alone, 
but on the Death as fulfilled 

and interpreted by the Resur- 

rection", 

In quite another connection, and giving us a fragment 

or two of liort's viovs on two of the personages dis-- 

cussed in this thesis, we quote from. letter to the, 

Reverend J. Ellorton dated 7th Tlays 1865. Its part- 

icular reference is to Llghtfoot's commentary on the 

Epistle to the Galatians: 

`$I hardly expect that justice. 
will be done to its soIid and 
storling qualities* is quiet- 
ness and careful avoidance of any 
kind of ostentation are not 
unlikely to disguise it from 
ordinary critics. The notes are, 
I think, much the best that we 
possess on Galatians, and the 
accompanying essays very sound 
and wisp. The twain purpose of 
the volume is to deterraine pre- 
cisely the nature of the Apostolic 
7I3TO1tY to which Galatians is the 
key, and that is its distinctive 
merit. 

As far as I know at present, 
I should not acquiesce in alb, the 
statements about the relation of 
übionisa to the early Church in 
the last and most important essay 

'On St. Paul and the Three; ' 
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"but it is a substantialL. y true 

account of at least the earliest 

period, written with equal c, an- 
dour and force. Doctrinal 

questions are almost entirely 
avoided, as Lightfoot moans to 

keep them for ýtomana. 1Howevert 

that is certainly the weakest 
point of the book; and Jowettls 

notes and essays, with all their 

perversities, are still an indis- 

pensable supplement. " 

- Life, ii. 35. 

It is not as a theologian with a critical, pone- 

tratinc, sensitive and utterly honest mind that Itbrt 

ig - or will be - remembered. Together with V1estcott 

he is the eminent textual critic- who produced the 

revised Greek Text of the New Testament. is care, 

accuracy and industry in this connection put a severe 

strain on his hoelth, and he always found it an effort 

to finish a piece of work by a given date. But it 

was considered desirable by Ilort that the Greek text 

should be published before the English Version. Thus 

by a shall margin of time, on the 12th May 108.1, the 

fruit of nearly thirty years' work was. offered to 

an expectant publics on the 17th Lay the English LV. 

appeared. 
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Now that the Greek ±estament 
was off his hands- 

he was comparatively free; but new work cane, and the 

to-.. t was by no means done with. Tie soon began to 

prepare a small school edition, consisting of the 

Text itself with a shorter introduction. Character- 

istic of his method was his overhaul of the typography. 

Tie spent many hours, magnifying glass in hand, going 

through the text in search of broken letters and other 

minute blemishes. This 
edition appeared in 188.5" 

The publication of \1oi3tcott's and Iiort's magnum 

opuaf soon brought forth criticism. One attack which 

was very ßharp came fron the pen of Dean Burgon and 

appeared in the Quarterly Review. The first of three 

articles attackod the revisers' text, ignoring - except 

for one long footnote - the second volume which contained 

the revis©rs' justification of their methods and results. 

The second article was a criticism of the now, English 

Version; while the third examined the textual theory 

advanced in V1 1's- second volume. Dean Burgon selected 

Fiort as the most guilty offender in as much as the 

Introduction was his writing. iiort"s reply was silence - 

but not duo to any indifference to criticism, but or 
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firn choice. 
There was no common around on which 

he could meet the critic who began with the conviction 

or prejudice that any reading stood self-condemned 

which altered a cherished passage. It was impossible 

for Tiort seriously to engage a critic who determined 

that the traditional printed text was to be the 

starting point of investigation,, and that authorities 

should be counted not weighed. There was nothing 

of pride in fort's action - or inaction +- but he, 

earnestly felt that his knowledge and experience in 

this matter was superior to his critic, and that he 

would bo acting with proper dignity to allow time 

for maturor study on the part of those who had raised 

their voices prematurely. The mind of Hort is to 

be soon in a passago from the Introduction; 

"To be faithful to such light as 
could be enjoyed in our own day 
was the utmost that we could desire. 
How far we have fallen short of this 
standard, we are well aware; yet we 
are bold to day that none of the 
shortconinea are duo to lack of 
anxious. and watchful sincerity. 
An implicit confidence in all 
truth, a keen sense of its variety, 
and a deliberate dread of shutting 
out truth as yet unknown, are no 
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"security against some of the 

wandering lights that are apt to 
beguile a critic= but, in so far 

as they are obeyed, they at least 

quench every inclination to guide 
criticism into delivering such a 
testimony as may be to the supposed 
advantage of truth already inherited 

or acquired. 

Critics of the Biblo, if they 
have been taught by the Bible, are 
unable to forget that the duty of 
guileless workmanship is never 
superseded by any other. From Hin 

who is at once the supreme Fountain 

of truth and the all-wise Lord of_ 
its u3ea, they have received both 
the materials of knowledge and the 
means by which they are wrought 
into knowledge; into His hand; ,, 
and Ills alone, when the working 
is over, raust they render back 
that which they have first and 
last received. " 

On Ilort'n view concerning the Scripturesý, we note 

an illuminating paragraph in a letter, to Westcott, 

2nd May, 1860: 

It* .. But I an not able to Co as 
far as you in asserting the absolute 
infallibility of a canonical writing. 
I may see a certain fitnoss and 
probability in such a vievr, but I 
cannot set up an A PIUORI assump- 
tion against the (supposed) results 
of criticism ... I shall rejoice. 
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"on fuller investigation to find 

that imperfect knowledge im a 

sufficient explanation of ALL 

apparent errors, but I do not 

expect to be so fortunate. 
If I an ultimately driven to 

admit occasional errors, I shall 
be sorry; but it will not shake 

my conviction of the providential 
ordering of human elements in the 

, 13lblß. "" 
- Lifos,. i. 42'2e` 

With reforenco to a suggestion that Hort was 

making to organise a statement of protest signed 

by proz3incnt names against the agitation being 

directed towards 'Essays and Reviews', 'he wrote 

to ! iostcott'. 

"Believing that the suppression 
of free criticism raust ultimately 
be injurious to the caauso, of truth 

and religion, we especially regret. 
the adoption of a harsh and intol- 

erant policy, which tends to deter 
men of thought and learning from 

entering tho ministry of the 
Church, and to impel generous 
minds into antagonism to the Christ- 
ian faith. " 

- Lifo, i. 439. 

The generosity and honesty of Hort is illustrated in 

his references to Calvinism and Calvin. In commenting 

on Kingsley's 'The Saint's 'tragedy' he wrote: 
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"(Kingsley) has also dealt a 
manly blow at the central LIE 

of Calvinism, viz. that nan"'s 
natural state is diabolical.... "' 

- Life, 1.64. 

To Mr. J. E11orton-. 

"I tool most strongly how thankful 
we should be that Gods, in His care 
for this branch of the Church, 

restrained the framers of our 
: articles from introducing into 
them those Calvinistic errors 
to which they were themselves 
so much inclined, as is indic- 
ated by several' phrases in the 
: %rticlos; butthe policy of the. 
Evangelicals is to have the 
Articles interpreted by the other 
writings of their human framers, 

and not by the ancient and 
Catholic Symbola and Liturgies 

which our Divine Chief Bishop 
has provided for our safeguard" 

- Life, 1.75. 

In a private letter dated 1887; 

(tort had seen the plain gravestone of Calvin] 

"Ile was one of the greatest of men,, 
and a very good man tos; with a little 
more" charitablonesa and self-distrust 
he would have been one of the best 
uon. Few men have left a deeper 
mark on the world after them' partly 
for evil, 

, 
but also greatly for good. " 

- Life, it. 363. 
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"PROLEGOMENA TO ST. PPLUL "S EPISTLES 

TO TtlE MUMS AIU) THE EPHESIA13S" - lags 

1. vrTilODUCTION TO T`IE EPISTLE. TO TIE ROMANS 

Hort thinks the Epistle was of undoubted Pauline 

authorship, written fron Corinth towards the close 

of the Third '+i$sionary Journey, in the spring of 58 AD« 

He attaches great importance to the, question of the 

purpose of the Epistle,, "for so long as the purpose 

remains obscure, the main drift of its doctrinal. 

teaching must remain obscure also. " (p 5). 

This is followed by a paragraph which manifests 

the lucidity of Tsort's exposition and profundity of 

insight: 

It* .. and though there is much 
Apostolic Christianity which is 
not expressly set forth in the 
ý, pistle to the Romans, yet that 
Epistle-holds such a place among 
the authoritative documents of the, 
faith, that any grave misunder- 
standing of it is likely to lead 
to a misundhrstanding of Apostolic 
Christianity. 

It we look back on the history 
of doctrine, we can see that in 
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"the case of this Epistle, as 
of all the larger writings of 
the New Tostament, there are 
considerable elements which 
have never yet been duly rea- 
ognised and appropriated. But. 

it is equally true that portions 
of the '; pistle to the Romano have 
had an enormous influence on theo- 
logical thought. In conjunction 
with the pre tort' Epistle to the 
Galatians this Epistle is the 

primary source of Augustinian 
Theology, itself renewing its 

strength from time to time, - and 
more especially in various shape, s: 
in the age of the Reformation. 

`p'ie have therefore every reason 
for trying to gain the most com- 
prehonsivo view that we can of what 
`, t. Paul really m©antp and in so 
doing I think we shall find that, 

an usual, the worst s'turabling blocks 
belong not to the Apostolic teaching, 
itself, but to arbitrary limitations 

of it" - pp 5-ß. 

The 1octuree deal with, The Roman Church; 

The Purpose of the Epistle; and The Structure of 

chapter 10. There is nothing in the way of significant 

Biblical exposition. 

k 

11 INTRODUCTION TO '111B EPISTLE TO THE LPHiES IANS 

Hort begins his lectures on yphesiana with a remark 

charactoristic of his true scholarly frankness: 
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"'But there is no_ disguising the 
fact that it is a very difficult 
boot:, needing rauch patience to. 
trace out its meaning, and even 
then by no means always as yet 
allowing-. its precise sense to be, 
discovered" -p 6d" 

He continuos, after a paragraph or two in the sane 

strain# to suggest that "this seems to be the best 

time for saying a little about books. " In the pages 

which follow he gives not only a bibliography, but 

an indication of the sources which he himself has 

found most helpful. 

O 'Introductions' he heads the list. with AMYER 

["the first roally great commentary on St. Paul in 

recent times, "]; and next, ALFOI1 of whom he speaks 

very waruly,. No comnonds also, B. NEISS, W'OLDE}IAR. 

SCHMIDT and BL Z=, on the aide favourable to St. Paul.; 

and TIOLTZ =NTN and ItILGENFELD, on the other side. 

On 'Interpretation" he re-affirms u'LYER and ALFORD, 

adding LIG"TFOOT (for Colossians) and Ellicott. He. 

recommends OLSITAUSEN ["now rather of old date>a to whom 

Archbishop Trench was much indebted"]. The highest 

praise goes to : 3INGM whose GNOMON "in terse and 
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"pregnant Latin, is one of the vary few commentaries 

that can never become obsolete" -p 70. 

Then Ttort emphasizes that "all commentaries are 

however unprofitable without an assiduoun previous 

use of grammar and lexicon or concordance. " 1111MR 

"stands far above every other for this purpose. " 

But G'RII, 11-T'1t YT: '. R"S and CRELt R"S great works are regarded 

as indispensable. "Lore valuable than any lexicon is 

nruder0a invaluable Greek Concordance to the New Test- 

anent. " 

Fe Auras up theso observations with sound words: 

"If it be true,, as assuredly it is, 
that the New Testament is best 
illustrated by itself,, i. e* by the 
light which one passage receives 
from comparison with other paa- 
sagoa, a good Greek concordance is 
the most indispensable-of all 
instruments of study to every 
Biblical student" - pp 71-2. 

The Dedication of the Notes on the First Epistlecr 

St. Peter makes a fitting conclusion to these extracts 

which reveal 'Tort's mind on method in Biblical study, 

and leads us into some consideration of the text of 

those 'dotes - 
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Inscribed to 

II O 2i ALiYPRICE 

Professor of Political Economy 

in the University of Oxiord. 

Formerly! Master- o: f the, Twenty 

in Rugby School 

In Gratitude for Teachings 

at Exactness and of Reality 

in Language In History 

and through and above both 

in Theology 

* 

[Thin dedication was found without date in the box 

containing Dr =Iort"n notem on I Peter and im to be 

seen printed in the L80& edition prefaced by ""estcottl 
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TI FIRST EPISTLE OF ST. PETER, 1: 1 - 2: 17,189S. 

IN a prefatory note Dr STestcott write8 that the Notes 

published in this volume are fragments of a Commentary 

which was planned in 1860. The Pauline Epistles were 

assigned to Lightfoot; the Synoptic Gospels, Acts, 

Jaffee, Peter, Judo, to Hort.; and the Johannine Gospel 

and Epistles were given to VWestcott. At the outset 

'ßebrewe" and the Apocalypse were not definitely 

allocated. 

"There were natural differences 
between us in the application of 
our principles: one looked prim- 
arily to the vivid realisation of 
the original meaning of the text, 
another to the determination of 
the olemonts of philosophical 
theology which it contained, 
another to the correspondences 
of different parts týof 

the apos- 
tolic records which suggest the 
fulnoss of the vital harmony by 
which they-are united. 

But varieties of temperament 
never led to. the least departure' 
from the common endeavour to 
interpret the text with scrupu- 
lous care and unprejudiced 
fidelity without any assumption 
or any reserve. This, we held, 
was required by the divine claim 
of the Books themselves" - Westcott, 

Preface, p viii. 
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"The first characteristic of 
Dr. üort as an interpreter which 
will strike his readers iss 
I think, his remarkable power 
of setting aside all traditional 

opinion in examining the text 
before him. He takes nothing 
for granted. He regards no 
traditional view as valid 
through long acceptance. 

He. 

approaches each record, each 
phrase, as if it came directly 
from its author. Ile ask s at 
once naturally and without effort 
'What did the words mean to him 
who wrote them and to those who 
first received them ?' 

In this there was no disparage- 
ment of the results of Christian 
life and thought. Few indeed 
studied more widely and carefully 
the biblical writings. of all ages 
than Dr. iiort himself; but he felt 
thats if we are to comprehend 
truly the message which the N. T. 

enshrines, we must go back and 
dismiss as far as possible all the 
associations which have gathered 
round familiar passages. The. 

result is a singular freshness 

and originality of treatment, 
which convoys to the student a-, 
vivid sense of the reality of 
the record" ibid. p x. 

Vioetcott then enumerates other characteristics 

of Iiort, namely: keen historical insight; unwearied 

thoroughness; the ondoavour to show through Apostolic 

toaching the coherence of all revelation and of all life; 
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a dominant interest in theological interpretation, 

rather than philological or historical. 

'ie may quote now some illustrations of these- traits 

from the Notes on I Peter 1: 1 - 2: 17. 

Y, j7estcott sees an application of YIort's keen historical 

insight in "the signs which he notices of the influence, - 

of the Lord's words- upon the Christian language. " In 

this connection, mark Hort's note on 1: 2 which includes 

the following: 

"Here therefore, as in several 
Epistles of St. Paul .... there 
is an implicit reference to the 
Threefold Name. In no passage: 
is there any indication that the 
writer was independently working 
out a doctrinal scheme: a rec- 
ognised belief or idea seems to 
be everywhere pre-supposed. How 
such an idea could arise In the 
mind of St. Paul or any other 
Apostle' without sanction from a 
\lord of the Lord, it is difficult 
to imagine: and this consider- 
ation is a sufficient answer to 
the doubts which have, by no 
means unnaturally, been raised 
whether Matt. xxviii. 19 may not 
have been added or recast in a 
later generation. St. Peter, like 
St. Paul, associates with the sub- 
ject of each clause... a distinctive 
function as towards mankind: on their 
relations to the Divine Unity he 
is silent" -p 18a. 
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A valuable extract from Hort himself is given 

by Westcott concerning the preparatory stage of the 

suggested commentary: 

"The principles of N. T. lexicography, 

especially the deduction of theo- 
logical terms from U. T. usage, usually 
through the medium of the LXX .. " 11 

tt. .. generally the principle that 
the N. T. is, written in terms of the 
O. T. " 

- ibid. p s;, 3;. 

Wostcott adds his own remarks,: 

"In correspondence with these theses, 
the Notes are a treasury of historical 
philology. Almost every page. gives 
oxariplos of the gradual fashioning 
of some word for its use in the N. T"s 
and records both parallelisms with 
the LXX, and differences from it, 
guarding alike the independence of 
the Apostolic writers and their oblig- 
ation to an earlier generation" 

- ibid* p xi. 

By way both of illustrating this latter point, and 

also of giving a fine example of Hort's theological 

interpretation - typical of his method - we will quote 

in extenso the commentary on I Peter 1: 19 
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kf. cwýou (641 krx(Xot Xpio-ic i. 
WITH PRECIOUS BLOOD, [EVEN 
THE BLOOD] OF CHRIST, AS A 
LAi 1B IV ITHOUT BLEMISH Aufl 
WITHOUT SPOT. 

The absence of the 

article- and the order of words 
together make the main construc- 
tion clear. St Peter does not 
speak of "the precious blood of 
Christ, " as though the phrase 
or idea were familiar, but he, 
says "with precious blood, as 
o1 4. c. " It is less clear 
whether wg P... 

. oý1r 
is in direct connexion, almost 
apposition, with Vp TqýD , or 
depends separately on mdf. tei 

p°To" coming independently 

alter the words "with precious 
blood, blood as of a lamb with- 
out'blenish or spot., even the 
blood of Christ. " 

The order at first suggests 
the lattet-; but the order In., 
iii .7 (ws icQOýY. -cf tä O'K60o m, 
XVV. 41K0t;, 1) suggestst or at 
least sanctions-p the former, 
and it io, certainly difficult to 
detach oti"fe(ri from Tlýcf'ut in 
supplying it before tos ' and 
without such detachment the"pre- 
ciousnoss would seen to depend 
on 45, ý 

&voG ý, ýi, ý". The sense 
then appears to be, "with precious 
blood, even the blood of Christ, 
as a lamb c:. c. " The reservation 
of ; j('plU7j3 for'the and was appar- 
ontly.. necessitated by the words 
which follow in vv. 20,21; it was 
as Messiah that He was foreknown 
and at length manifested. 
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C/ 
T, 1S' d't'i' ] The phrase may 
have been indirectly suggested' 
by the O. T. Pa. I=iL 14 has 
"And precious shall their blood 
be in his sight, " where however 
the LXX goes astray through a 
wrong Hebrew reading; but Sym- 

machus (writing later than St 
PXter1 has FG! Ti ýGTwý Ta 

1^i 
AA k. o(U7 4V dVlalitov-,. ow v(: cf. Pa. 

cx{ri. 15 "Precious (-r tt j LXX) 
in the sight of Jehovah is the 
death of his saints. " 

As regards themeaning there 
can be no direct antithesis to 

. ýý ; St Peter would natur- +00( 
+r1 -- all . avoid using,, 4( fr -R5 with 

such a word as p(Iro' (contrast 

v. 231. 

Al would naturally be, 
called =r/Fqxuy; as- representing the 
life or soul violently taken away, 
such a life or soul (41uX( ) beine: 
more precious than any possession 
[Matt. xvi. 26// fle. viii. 37. ...; 

compare Eur. ALC. 301 4' ý' 

rC 
EQ'T 

#Ti(. W-Vr fof. le 
uütt ti 

fý, Ao(, had an unique preciousness, 
of its own. Vie shall come at the 
end of the verse to the doctrinal 
bearings of the phrase. 

4)5 o} ý,, Vov ý. ý ý16 u ýCwüi oýQ'1ý nýo U' ý 
T%e use of excludes a distinct 
aura. ttlt& naming of Christ as the. 
Lamb: it simply compares Him to,, 
a lamb. So in Jo. i. 14... "a glory 
as of an only begotten from a 
father. ' But as Ile-was elsewhere 
to St John ýxovo' 'c7 iS T, ý (' ýý 
(11i. 16,18; I To. iv. S),, so, 
hero also an ascription to Him of 
the title given by John the Baptist, 

and partially repeated in the Apoc- 
alypsep may lie behind. 
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We will first consider- they 
separate words. 

{,, ý. ýu, ýs as a biblical word has a ci 
ribus history. K dos is an 

old Greek word for "blatte: " [cf. 

Schmidt, SYNO NYMVMZK, iii. p. 4 S8 1, 

from which cones '4 
ý(4btot+ 

) 
"to blamo*t, and thence (, ýHºPI-LZos 
"unhlamed" or "unblamable" or 
las we say l "blameless. "I 

ýý derived directly from' NrV5 
oxiý cd also by the side of ý 

Wt 
as a rar© poetic word [also neroU. 

ii. 177 and an epitaph quoted in 
Steph. TITES. GR. LING. (ed. I? ase: ) sub 
vocal. 

The LXX. translators., having to 
express the Hebrew (34Y) >, a blemish, 

apparently caught at the sound.. of 
the Greek and employed it 
for their Purpose* The senses of- 
the two words were really quite 
different, but they had enough in 
common to allow them to be confounded. 
This having once been done# it was 
a still easier step to choose 
as the usual rendering of p'p f. 3 
where it clearly moans "unblemiTshed. "" 
this use being probably helped by 
the doublo*Dýin each of the two 
Hebrew words. 

Accordingly the Apocrypha, the 
N. T., and other books which pre-sup- 
pose. the LXX Be. g. Philo, DEB ANIL1AL. 
S: %CR. 21, use }' o$ in the 
entirely unclasäical sense of 
"blemish, " "unblemished. "' [Cuiiously 
enough, this usage reacted on o( 
which came at last to be sometimes 
usod in the same senser. 
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JAO'TC' is classical, though late 
and not common. It moans, without 
a 6Xs, %a5 

9 i. e. a spot or stain. 

In this allusion to the blood 
of an unblemished and unspotted 
lamb,. what had St Peter in mind ? 
Chiofly,. I think, and perhaps solely 
the paschal lamb. The reference 
is obscured by the difference of 
the words used from those of the 
LXX, which however is easily 
accounted for. 

/. s Ex. xii. S speaks of ýC z "4Sgy rýýFýoý 
going on to say, that it as to be 
takon hxö.? WVF oGPdýý'ýCB: ,ifVA and 
most MSS. ) I', j T" Pic wY. ' No one 
can suppose that 7FQb. ý1vI could 
be used by St Peter here: ,, tAVös 
would naturally be substituted 
oven if his text did not contain, it 
in the same versoo t %1ýaýlr stands. for 
Q't5J i, which elsewhere is always 
represented by 4kceoS 

! where the 
sense is ceremonially "unblemished" 
[and in the later books even where 
the meaning is morally "unblemished" 
this exceptional case being the 
first iy order-. Many LLSS9 actually 
insert e1ýt&toV in Exod. xii. 5 by the 
side of ? LAýi9 doubtless as a" 
duplicate rendering. St Peter how- 
ever-probably meant his two adjec- 
tivos taken together to be equi- 
valent to the one comprehensive W ; T94 0 
expressing, the double integrity of 
freedom from defect and freedom 
from defilement. This explanation 
will justify the application of 4Qd-fc Aov to dp%VOtJ 

9 which is further 
justified by the reference to Christ. 
We shall presently come-to other 
considerations as to the reference 
to the Paschal Lamb. 
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p-riü ] Here there is no euch 
s Tong reason for täki-ng the word 
a's simply. a- Greek' equivalent of 
"Messiah" as there was in v"11. 
But the sense thus ascertained 
for the earlier 'passage appears 
on consideration to be also 
appropriate here lif fý1%(4C'K'w' 9 in 
its proper , 

sense, s more applic- 
able to our Lord as fulfilling 

an office than simply as one born 
and dying at a certain time, ' 'they 
sense required' by- Xpi'. GToü, taken 
as a proper- name. Further-1, Scrip- 
ture gives- peculiar significance 
to the sufferings and death of 
Messiah, more' especially in con. 
nexion with the admission of the 
Gentiles referred to both befor-& 
and after '(vv. -18,21). Accord- 
ing"to the construction which wo, 
have adopted` the presence. of $eiou 
creates no difficulty, shut-off, as 
it is by 4 `". x 

We raust now return to the, gen- 
oral sense of this versa,,, taking 
with it ýNufC Ut TC , as repeated 
out of the. preceding verse. The, 
starting point of this and all 
similar language in, the Epistles 
is our Lord's saying in 

. 
it. xx. 28., 

// IIc. '%. 45 "The Son of Man came 
not to be ministered unto, but to. 
minister f4 Jovva&, 'T'V ýu 4v ýýc 

vT, cv (a ransom) 40t `fýoXA+wv 
whale kurt expresses simply. 
exchange., In return for the 
price or ransom paid the ransomed 
are received back. 

The nearest repetition of these 
words is in I Tim. ii. 6 ä, SQ S 6610 ' 
'k-ITO '1oV ° r4 lCJ. Y,. rw 4, Td 40I my , t1 'O (S 
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%i 
roher© theat +` of the Gospels 
has, been 'Joined to Av1poY ' and 
6ý substituted as the separ- 
atepreposition.. 

Next comes Tit* i x. 14 r'Q"70 u1 
V 'JSW%w G. I? ov twY 

6M0 Iro( 3sß 
Rvo r ec3; ýs A\ 

The' only, -othor cognate words 
usod by -St. Paur is:, "oXJ, rp gis 
sind that 'in two senses: I 

'(1) one"-strongly- modified 
from the simple idea of-'ransoming 
and applied ýto' sins in association 
with `present forgiveness, or Atöne- 
ment, , Rom. iii.. Z4` (L Cor. i. 30, 
somewhat vague) f =Eph. i. T//Co1. i. 14 
(Eph. i. T having . tTos&1rroU); 
and " .. I. 

(2) the other in relation to the 
future' redemption. °of a privilege! 
or possession#. Rom. vi"ii. 23; -Eph. i. l4.; 
iv"30. -The- Ep". to the Hebrews. ° 
C 4TpI Z1 "X"29 ? Co vn'Pw9'as ixý15) 
follows, St. Paul's formeg. sense. 

'ö pov ' 1' j St Paul uses. r: r, T 
0 MW4 in 

1 writing to Corinthian 
GreeJc= 'I Cor. vi. 20; 'vii. ' 23; more how- 
ever- with.. 

'referenceto 
the ownership 

acquired than the bondage" ended. " 

Hort then, deäls with'"the important evidence of the 

Apocalypse"ý and,; after, 
_za , -careful examination "'of the 

relevant passages writes-, 

"These, passages, together represent 
the blood of the Lamb as the ransom 
paid for the release of men of 
every nation from the bondageýof 
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the earthg and from"the bondage. öf° 

men.... and from the bondage of 
their sinst and they in turn are 
represented as reflecting the char- 
acter of the Lamb, they are undef- 
lied and without blemish. ... " 
There is therefore a presumption 
that here too the paschal lamb 

was at least the primary `subject 
of allusion. '' 

The difficulty -th, t has been felt 
is the fact that the paschal lamb 
is not itself represented in Exodus 
as a ransom, paid' for deliverance 
from 

, 
Egyptian bondage. It did but 

save the Jewish firstborn from the 
destroying angel who smote the Egypt- 
tians. " But this is not decisive, 
when the -use. ýot 

*uTr©Z"11 in the 
Q. T. is considered. - 

My t 

The LXX, use. it chiefly for 
. 
two:. 

Hebrew words, =S 'i and iltt both of 
which have by usage the"itrict sense 
*redeem' ,, xi. e. ' set. tree by payment, 
a man or a, property, while they are 
also used- in many- places wher©. 'del- 
iverance-from bondage alone is 
pereap tible;: in-. the sense. Accord- 
inglx in the LXX. %uTfluý44I I'm 
connected with. the Exodus_ .... 

How completely , in tho, ., time- of 
our Lord the word was associated 
with Divine deliverance from bond-, 
ago. we see by Lc. ii"38... xxiv. 28.... 
It was not unnatural therefore, 
that . the. blood of the paschal lamb, 
should : be. considered. ae a ransom 
and associated with the whole del- 
iverance of whatever kind belong- 
ing to that, night of the Exodus, : _r- more especially as 'it did in the 
strictest sense REDEEM the first- 
born of Israel. 
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Whether St Peter meant a distinct 

reference likewise to Is. Liii. 7 Io- 
less clear., That whole chapter must 
have boon present to his mind in much 

of the Epistle: he must have been 
thinking of it in v. 11, and he borrowa 
its language in i: i. 22-25. But the two+ 

passages differ from each other as to 
the relation in which they exhibit the 
lamb of which they speak; and it is, 
hardly probable that the of 
St. Peter can have any refer nce to the 
last verso' of the passage in Isaiah, 
"He poured out his soul unto death, " 
more especially as the cardinal word 
"poured out". is rendered 'SC4ýZ $8ýýy by 
the LXX. 

The idea of the whole passage is a 
simple one, deliverance through the 
payment of :a costly, ransom by, "another. 
On two further questions connected with 
it St Peter here is silent, viz. who,, 
was it that -made the payment, and to 
whom it was made. In some of the 
passages already quoted, Christ Him- 
self appears as the ransomer: else! - 
where it is the Father, as in Acts 
xx. 28, rightly understood, and illus- 
trated by Rom. v18, (where note g«w"-rcy ) 
and viii. 32. he two kindob f lang- 
uage are evidently consistent. As 
regards the second point, the test- 
imony is only inferential, and serious 
difficulties beset both the view- 
which chiefly found favour with they 
Fathers, that the ransom was paid to 
the evil one, and still more the doc- 
trine widely spread in he middle ages 
and in modern times, that it was paidl, 
to the Father. The true lesson is 
that the language which speaks of a 
ransom is but figurative language; the 
only language doubtless by which this 
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part of the truth could in any wise be 
brought within our apprehension; but not 
the less figurative, and therefore, 
affording no trustworthy ground. for 
beliefs beyond the limits suggested by 
the silence of our Lord and His apostles,. " 

* 

Vaughan's-solitary note on I Peter 1: 19 runs as follows: 

"IIere is the idea of redemption, 
It expresses, (1) a previous captivity; 
(2) then a Xv4srfCW - something paid 
as the price of deliverance,; 
(3) the consequent deliverance. 

There is no doubt that our Savioum 
is hure compared with the Paschal Lamb, 
and the deliverance He wrought is com- 
pared with the deliverance from Egypt. " 
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. 
ACCORDING =TO TO . OIUIGINAL. PLAN . we have covered , 

the 

ground in making a comparison -between Vaughan and 
_, 

the. -, 

Cambridge Trio -, those so.. yery -. near to him in time.,,.,.. 

education, personal. stature and (in-the. pases. o. f 

Lightfoot and. Westcott) in concern for,, the, training o. f 

o dinands., however, as; the ., lives and work of . -. the Trio 

have been closely examined and, together , wi. th V, aughan, 

seen against the background of-the whole field -of 

Biblical exposition. in the nineteenth century, ye, . 
feel 

that the religious mind of Vaughan can only be fairly 

appraised in a fuller and wider comparison. In particular 

we cannot dismiss the substantial contributions: made 

to Biblical studies: by other worthy scholars. 

The division into younger and older contemporaries 

is arbitrary; but it will serve to indicate whether 

the outlook and method of the expositors considered ire 

significant at all in respect of their dates. We shall, 

also see'more clearly where Vaughan is to be placed in 

the over-all pattern of the century. Without widening 

the scope too much we have tried to keep in touch with 

the tendencies of the age as well as-the men. In this 

fascinating period, when tremendous ideas and principles 

were germinating - destined to re-shape the whole thought 

of mankind -, we have had to exercise restraint lest the 

4 
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whole thesis got out of hand. To break into the nineteenth 

century at any point is to be in danger of being carried 

away by a complexity of powerful undercurrents-. Thus 

any treatment of persons or trends of thought must be 

brief and fragmentary, serving as reminders= only; each 

one being a study perhaps on its own. If it be true that 

the great man is, in the main, the product of the forces; 

of his time, we are here concerned primarily with great 

men, and one truly great man 14 articular - C. J. V aughan. 
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THE second part of this thesis is= complete according 

to the original plan and purpose. Nevertheless, the 

writer has come to feel that it would be a conspicuous 

omission if nothing were added, however limited the 

space, on 3onjainin Jowett. Thus a brief note is to 

be includod, (1) because he. was in some sense a Biblical 

expositor of the same period as- Vaughan; (2) because 

be, was, like Vaughan and the Trio, a Churchman; 

(3, ) because he is an example, of a scholar in the sister 

University; and (4) because no comparative study such 

as this could fail to take note of so colourful, enigmatic 

and influential a figure as- 'Old Growler* of Balliol. 

Born in 1817 he was just that much a 'younger con- 

temporary' of Vaughan. Of Yorkshire stock, he was 

born in Camberwell, south London, and was educated at 

St Paul's School. At an unusually early age hashowed 

a flair for Greek. He. won an open scholarship to Ballio. l 

and Dr Slack said of him, "Jo. wett - the= best Latin 

scholar whom I have ever sent to college. '" In 1838 
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while still an undergraduate, he was elected a fellow 

of his college. In 1839 he gained a first class 

degree; and in 1841 he won the Chancellors-prize for 

the Latin Essay and was appointed to a tutorship: 

This he retained till his election as Master in 1670. 

In 1842 he was ordained deacon, and in 1845 priest. 

He was brought up an Evangelical, and at Oxford as a 

young man he found himself in the midst of the Oxford 

Movement. Tie Joined A. P. Stanley in the battle for 

toleration. Ile developed a keen interest in theology, 

and cultivated an intimate friendship with Stanley. 

Together they planned an edition of St Paul's Epistles, 

Jowett undertaking Thessalonians, Galatians and'RomanE; 

Stanley, the Corinthian Epistlea. In, 1854 Jowett 

published his commentary on Thessalonians, Galatians 

and Romana. In 1355 he was appointed Regius Professor 

of Greek. 

The publication of 'Essays and Reviews' in 1860 

caused a furors, not to say a panic, in the Church of 

'England. For his part in this, with the contribution 

of an essay on the subject 'On the Interpretation of 

Scripture', Joaett sealed an already growing reputation 

as a 'heretic' and 'infidel. ' 
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Theology continued to occupy a considerable amount 

of his time, though he published nothing. Prodigious 

work among his students and in the sphere of classics 

is the outstanding aspect of his remaining years. He, 

founded no school, neither did he become the leader of 

a party in religion or philosophy; and he certainly 

lost all hope of leadership in the Church after the 

scandal of 'Essays and Reviews. ' At the same time, 

he had no desire to leave the Church for Non-conformity 

where his passion for the free pursuit of truth and 

for liberty of thought would have been more welcome. 

"His critical instincts led him in one direction, his 

religious feelings drew him in another" (Dic. Nat. Biog. ). 

! is: speculations ended in a compromise, and psycho- 

logically such men cannot be leaders in the wider, sense. 

Sir Leslie Stephen's famous. - epigram is to the point, 

"He stood at the parting of many ways, and he wrote 

$No thoroughfare' upon them all. " If it is a caricature 

it represents a certain truth about the man* 

It was a remarkable influence which Jowett exercised 

over those upon whom he put his spell; and all the aoreso. 

when the diversity of personalities is considered. 

* We have verified this saying, and find that 
Stephen quotes it as spoken by a student of Jowett, cf. 'Jowett's Life' p xviii, in 
'The Interpretation of Scripture and other 

yssays', 1900 i? )" 
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"The outsider, meanwhile, was a little in the dark as 

to the precise nature of a tie which united the central 

member to disciples who dispersed along so many diverging 

radii" (Stephen, ibid. ). 

Jowott'was a man of wide philosophical culture, 

living at Oxford for some fifty-seven years during an 

era of profound intellectual change. Ills successor in 

the tutorship, when be became Master, was T. H. Greon 

an attached friend. Jowett, whose external manner 

could be severe [evoking the nickrname, already quoted, 

among his friendsi, and who spared his students nought 

if he thought correction or reproof beneficial, was 

not likely to be universally popular. Yet such was 

the nature of his enigmatical personality, that he drew 

young men, forged a bond, and cultivated friendships 

which he., like Johnson to whom he has been compared, 

saw wore kept in repair. When his pupils had become 

bishops, judges and Cabinet Ministers, he still felt. - 

and treated them - as a father. Balliol was everything 

to Jowett; and if he was too conservative in his attitude, 

towards the college in a time of reform, his devotion more 

than off-set the reluctance to alter things. 
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to ON IMME INTERPRETATION OF SCRIPTURE. 9 

THE writer had not read this Essay by Jowett until 

recently. He turned to it expecting to find the 

grossest heresy, if not blatant infidelity, after 

hearing of Jowott's share, in the popular opprobrium 

bestowed on the authors of 'Essays and Reviews. ' 

But, having worked through its seventy-six pages of 

long paragraphs in close print, he has been deeply 

impressed. Here is a combination of sound common 

sense, intellectual honesty, penetration of insight 

and courage in exposing, scholarly but unacademic 

argument, appreciation of the position of the ordin- 

ary Christian ("the poor" 1)$ and a true reverence 

for the Scriptures, which have produced a clear and 

cogent essay. 

Jowett sums up the principal aim in the essay - 

"to distinguish the interpretation from the application 

of Scripture. " Again and again, in various phrases and 

by moans of different illustrations on numerous aspects 

of the matter, he presses home the fundamental idea. 

Ho wants to know "not what Scripture may be made to mean, 

but what it does. " 

of 
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"And it is no exaggeration to 

say that he who in the present 
statu of knowledge will con- 
fine himself to the plain mean- 
ing of words and the study of 
their context may know more 
of the original spirit and 
intention of the authors of 
the New Testament than all they 

controversial writers of form- 
er ages put together" -p9. 

The Interpretation of Scripture, 

and other Essays, 1900 (? ) I 

Jowett recognises the difficulty involved in reaching 

back over the centuries to the original intentions of 

the writers of the Scriptures. But in as much as many 

of the errors which he enumerates arise, out of the 

confusion between interpretation of Scripture and its 

application, it must be done. 

"The present is nearer than the 
past; the circumstances which 
surround us preoccupy our thoughts; 
it is only by an effort that we 
reproduce the ideas, or events, or 
persons of other ages. And thus, 
quite naturally, almost by a law- 
of the human mind., the application 
of Scripture takes the place of 
its original meaning. And the 
question is, not how to get rid of 
this natural tendency, but how we 
may have the true use of it. For 
it cannot be got rid of, or rather 
is one of the chief instruments 
of religious usefulness in the 
world: 'Ideas must be given through 

/ something'; 
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"those of religion find their 

natural expression in the words 
of Scriptureg, in the adaptation 
of which to another state of life 
it is hardly possible that the, 
first intention of the writers 
should be always preserved. 

Interpretation is the province 
of few; it requires a finer-per- 
ception of language and a higher- 
degree of cultivation than is at- 
tained by the majority of mankind* 
out applications are made by all, 
iron the philosopher reading -God 
in fiistoryt, to the poor woman 
who finds in then a response to 
her prayers, and the solace of her 
daily life. 

In the hour of death we do not 
want critical explanations; in 
most cases, those to whom they 

would be offered are incapable of 
understanding them. A few words, 
breathing the sense of the whole 
Christian world, ouch as tI know 
that my Redeemer"livoth' (though 
the exact meaning of them may bee, 
doubtful to the Hebrew scholar); 
#I shall go to hin, but he shall 
not return to me's touch a chord 
which would nevor be reached by 
the most skilful exposition of the. 
argument of one of St Paul's 
Epistles" 

- op. cit. 55-56. 

Is there a tinge of sarcasm as he exposes the tradit - 

ionalism and prejudice and bigotry which resist the 

search for truth ? 
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"In natural science it is felt 
to be useless to build on assump- 
tions-; in history we look with 
suspicion on a priori ideas of 
what ought to have been; in math- 
ematicn, when a step is wrong, we, 
pull down the house until we reach 
the point at which the error is 
discovered. But in theology it is 
otherwise; there the tendency has 
been to conceal the unsoundness of 
the foundations under the fairness 

and loftiness of the superstructure. 

It has been thought safer to 
allow arguments to stand which, al- 
though fallacious, have been on the 
right sideg than to point out their 
defect. And thus many principles 
have imperceptibly grown up which 
have overridden facts. No one 
would interpret Scripture as- many- 
do, but for certain previous sup- 
positions with which we come to the 
porusal of it" - op. cit. 10. 

"Those who remonstrate-against 
double sensev, allegorical inter- 
pretations, forced reconcilements, 
find themselves met by a sort of 
pre-supposition that 'God speaks 
not as man speaks*. The limit- 
ation of the human faculties is 
confusedly appealed to as reason for 
abstaining from investigations which 
are quite within their limits. The 
suspicion of Deisin, or perhaps of 
Atheism, awaits enquiry. 

By such fears a good man refuses 
to be influenced; a philosophical 
mind is apt to cast them aside with 
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"too much bitterness. It is better 
to close the book than to read it 

under conditions of thought which 
are imposed from without. Whether- 
those conditions of thought are 
the traditions of the Church. or- 
the opinions of the religious world- 
Catholic or Protestant r snakes no 
difference. They are inconsistent 

with the freedom of the truth and 
the Moral character of the Gospel. " 

op. cit, 1O-11. 

Jowett deals at some length with the question of 

�inspiration. " He states. some of the definitions of 

the term, and says that many of them lose sight of the 

original meaning and derivation of the word; ' that some, 

are framed with a viev of meeting difficulties,; ' and 

that all perhaps err in attempting to define, what, 

though real, is incapable of being defined in an exact 

banner. Even to-day, nearly one hundred years after 

the publication of 'Essays and tieviews, " there are those 

who would be shocked by the quotation which follows; 

how much more in JoWGtt's own day: - 

"Thera is no appearance in their 
writings that the Evangelists or 
Apostles had any inward gift$ or 
were subject to any power external 
to than ditferont from that of 
preaching or teaching which they 
daily exercised; nor do they any- 
where load us to suppose that they 
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"were free from error 
, 
or infirmity.. 

St Paul writes like a Christian 
teacher, exhibiting aLl the ernotiozks 
: innd vicissitudes of human feeling. 

speaking, indeed, with authority, 
but hesitating in difficult cases 
and more than once correcting hire- 

self, corr'cted, too, by the 

course of events in his expoc. ta-- 
tion of the coning of Christ. " -p 12. 

Jowett maket3 two points in this connection: first, 

that the nature of inspiration can only be known from 

the, examination of Scripture. There is no other source 

to which we can turn for information; and we have no 

right to n"SUm© some imaginary doctrine of inspiration 

111co tbo infallibility of the Roman Catholic Church. 

In the second place, any true doctrine of. Inspiration 

must conform to all well-ascertained facts of history 

or of science. 

Strong objection is made to the "apologetic temper" 

in many interproteris of Scripture resulting from previous 

assumptions in its study. Commentators have often been 

too busy over details proving miracles, expounding the 

details of prophecy, reconciling discrepancies], and less 

concerned with the declaration of life and immortality, 

the life anc7 power of prophecy, or with "the importance of 

the great event of the appearance of the Saviour. " 
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Jowett protests against two particular ways in which 

t11is "'tenper of accor nodation" shows itse]t, namely, 

(1) in the attempt to adapt the truths of Scripture to 

the doctrines of the Creeds; and (2) in the adaptation 

of the precepts and maxims of Scripture' to the language 

or practice of our awn ago. 

The author tackles boldly the criticism that what he 

is writing is a wanton exposure of the difficulties of 

Scripture which is really only the concern of the few; 

and that the obtrusion of the same may offend the area] er 

brother, some half-educated or prejudiced soul,. "for whom, 

nevertheless, in the touching language of St Paul, 'Christ 

cliod" "" FIe recognises that "a confusion of the heart 

and head may load sensitive minds" into a desertion of the 

principles of the Christian life, which aretheir own wit- 

ness, because they are in doubt about facts which are 

really external to them. " But there is a duty-to speak the 

truth as well as to withold it, for [in a typical Jowett 

aphorism] "the healthy tone of religion among the poor- 

depends upon freedom of thought and enquiry among the 

educated; 
" That there has been no"irrproper unveiling, o 

the difficulties of Scripture" is shown by (i) the fact 

that the difficulties referred to are very well. ltinown" 
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Many thoughtful, persons have discovered- these things- 

for therselvos, but they are reticent to reveal their 

findings - "Bence a sort of smouldering scepticism" (p 32). 

Another aphorism, "Doubt comes in at the-window, when 

Inquiry is denied at, the door" (ibid. ), loads on to some 

warnings about the, possible injury to enquiring lay-men,, 

and to Christian mini"raters who are powerless to Give any 

satisfactory answer to opponents. Again (ii) it is now 

no longer possible to ignore the results of criticism:. 

"It would be a strange and almost 
incredible thing that the Gospels, 

which at first made war only on 
the vicer, 9f, mankind, -should now 
be opposed to the highest and. 
rarest of human virtues - the. 
love of truth. And. that in the 

present day the, great object of 
Christianity, should bei not to 
change the lives of mono but to 
prevent them from changing-their 
opinions; that would be a singu- 
lar tnversion. of the purposes for 
which Christ-came into the world. " 

op. cit. p 31. 

After enlarging upon this theme, Jowett adds an apologetic 

paragraph which is most interesting, not only indicating 

his own convictions, but showing his gracious treatment 

of those-from whom he differs. This i's more than can 

be said of both some of his fallow-passengers and critics. 
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"It_ may be thought another ungrac- 
ious aspect of the prcceding re- 
marks, that they, cast a slight 
upon the interpreters of Script- 

ure in former ages. The early 
Fathers: the lloman Catholic myst- 
ical writers, the. äwiss and Gorman 
Reformers, the Non-conformist 
divines, have qualities for which' 
we look in vain among ourselves= 
they throw an intensity of light 

.. upon the page of, Scripture. which 
we nowhere find in modern comment- 
aries. But it is not the light 
of interpretation. They have a 
faith which seems indeed to have 
grown dim nowadays, but that faith 
is not drawn from the study, of 
Scripture; it is the element in 
which their own mind moves which 
oVerf lowp1 on the meaning of the 
texte the words of Scripture. 

suggest to them their own thoughts 
or feelings. 

, 
They are preachers, 

or in the New Testament sense of 
the word, prophets rather than 
interpreters. 

There is nothing in such a view 
derogatory to the saints and doe-, 
tors of former ages. That Aquinas 
or Bernard. did not shako, themselves 
free from the mystical method of 
the Patristic tines or. the Schol- 

astic one which was more peculiarly 
their own; that Luther and Calvin 
read the Scriptures'in connection 
with the ideas which were kindling 
in the mind of their ago, and the 
events which were passing before 
their eyes, these and similar 

/ remarks 
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"remarks are not to be construed 
as depreciatory of the genius of 
famous men of old; they relate 
only to their interpretation of 
Scripture-, in which it is no 
slight upon then, to maintain 
that they were not before their 
day" - op. cit. p 35. 

Another point which Jowett emphasizes is that "the. 

study of the New Testament has suffered ... by following 

too much in the track of classical scholarship, " ALL dead 

languages, he thinks, have suffered at th& hands of 

granmarianß, and that the impottance of the result, ore 

the certainty, is out of all proportion to the labour 

spent on the achievement of it. "The field is exhausted 

by groat critics, and then subdivided a, aong lesser ones" (40. 

The subject has a limit, and is apt to grow barren. More 

and more importance and authority is given to lesser and 

lessor"mattors, so that we have a "scholasticism of philo- 

logy" in our own day as there was- a scholasticism of 

philosophy in the Middle Ages. He gives- as examples, 

discussions about Pauline chronology, or his second 

imprisonment; the identity of James, brother of Christ; 

the use of the Greek article, and so on. They have"gone 

beyond the line of utility. " "There seem to be reasons 

for doubting whether any considerable light can be thrown 

on the New Testament from inquiry into the language. Such 
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inquiries are popular because they are safe.; but 

their popularity is not the measure of their use" (47). 

This leads Jowc;, tt into a discussion on the textual 

aspect of the subject. Then he deals with the necessity 

of change in prevailing modes of interpretation, and the 

contrast with the never-changing truth of the Christian 

life. T'. is concluding section concerns the application 

of the critical interpretation of Scripture to the 

present divided Church; to the sphere of Christian 

missions; to education generally; to preaching 
rRut, 

without originality (originality is the gift of few), 

it seems possible to make use of Scripture in sermons 

in a much more living way than at present" (73)]_' 

to the training and preparation of clergy. Yie ends with 

a word of encouragement to ' him who will "war<- a. ainst 

his prejudices - 

He has by a Divine help been 
enabled to plant his foot some- 
where beyond the waves of time, 

le nay depart hence before the 
natural term, worn out with 
intellectual toil; regarded with 
suspicion by many of his contemp- 
oraries; yet not without a sure 
hope that the love of truth, which 
Caen of saintly lives often seem- to, 
slight, is, neverthelessp accepted 
before God" -p 76. 
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it on ATO, ' L ;T AND SATISFACTION It 

[. slay in *The Interpretation of Scripture 

and other Essays' pp 166-505 

AFTER explaining that certain presentations of the 

doctrine of the Atonement are revolting to the amoral 

feelings of sonie, he declares himself ready to about 

ý1) that these conceptions of the work of Christ have 

no foundation in Scripture; (2) that their growth may 

be traced in ecclesiastical history; and (3. ) that 

the only sacrifice, atonement or satisfaction, with 

which the Christian has to do, is. a moral and spiritual 

one, "not tho pouring out of blood upon the earth, 

but the living sacrifice *to do thy will, 0 God'l in 

which the believer hasp part as well as his Lord; about 

which there can be no more question in our day than 

there was in the first ages. 

It is a spirited essay, following out a contention 

already expressed in the writing 'On the Interpretation 

of Scripture' that in theology we are more under the 

influenco of rhetoric than in any other branch of knowledge. 

* "God is represented as angry with us for 
what we never did; He is ready to inflict 
a disproportionate punishment on-us- for 
what we are; He is satisfied by the sufter- 
in; ýs of T? is Son in our stead" -p 46.6. 
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Th-e'assay is divided into three main sections: 

i. a survey of the Scriptural passages and their teaching; 

ii. a review of the main periods and writers on the 

doctrine in the Christian era; iiie his awn position. 

He bogins the first part by a positive statement 

which he proceeds to substantiate: 

"It is difficult to concentrate, 
the authority of Scripture, on 
points of controversy. For Scrip- 
ture in not. doctrine but teaching; 
it arises naturally out of the 
circumstances of the writers; it 
is not intended to meet' the intel- 
lectual refinements of modern 
timen", -p 466. 

Then he disallows the intricate system of types and 

anti-typen in the Old and New Testaments- 
which has grown 

up in the course of development of the doctrine - whilst 

not at all denying a proper connection between the two 

Testaments. Fie contrasts the Mosaic legal system with the. 

emphasis of the prophets, and quotes the tivell-known texts 

such as Isaiah 1; 13; Liicah 6t6, etc" Jowett makes a 

strong point in that "there can be no)truer expression 

of the Gospel than in the words of Christ Himself. " He, 

thinks that nothing omitted by Christ is essential to 

the Gospel. He discusses the words of Christ. 
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He handles thb actual death of Christ and its neaning 

very reverently: 

"There is a mystery in the life 

and death of Christ; that is to 

say, there is more than we know 
or are perhaps capable of know- 
ing. The relation in which He 

stood both to His Father and to 
mankind is imperfectly revealed 
to us; we do not fully under- 
stand what may be termed in a 
figure His inner mind or con- 
sciousness. Expressions occur 
which are like flashes of this= 
inner self, and seem to come. 
from another world .. 99.. 

There are circumstances, in 
our Lord's life, too* of a sim-. 
filar natura, such as the trans- 
figuration, or the agony in the 
garden, of which the 'icripture 
records only the outward fact. 
Least of all do we pretend to 
fathom the import of His death. 
tie cited for us, in the language 
of the Gospels, in the same sense 
that He lived for us; He'boreý 

our sins' in the same sense that 
Ito 'bore our diseases' (Iitt. viii. 
17). ... 

He died as the Son of God, free, 
to lay down His life; confident 
that He would have power to take 
it again. L: o re than this is 
meant; and more than human speech 
can tell. But we do not fill up 
the void of our knowledge by draw- 
ing out figures of speech into 

/ consequences 
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O"at variance with the attributes 
of God. No external mode of 
describing or picturing the work 
of Christ realizes its inward 

nature,. Neither will the repro- 
duction of our own feelings in a 
doctrinal form supply any objec- 
tive support of ground of the 
Christian faith" - pp475-6. 

Jowett writoo fully on those passaged of the New 

Testament in which the language, of Sacrifice and Sub- 

stitution occur', notably Romand 3: 23,25; 1 Co r. S: T; 

Ga1.2: 20; 3: 13. The- main ideas lie suggests in his 

discussion are: i) these oxpressions are not the 

peculiar or characteristic modes in wvhich the Apostle 

describes the believer in relation to his Lord; 

ii0 they belong to the religious language of the ago, 

and are figurative; iii) we shall be led into error 

if we attempt to explain the application of the word 

'sacrifice' to Christ from the original meaning of the 

thing; iv) the sacrificial language is not used with 

any definiteness or precision *; v) nor is any such use 

made of figurative expressions of this kind by other N. T. 

writers; vi) the extent to which the Apostle uses fig- 

urative language in general, may be taken as a measure 

of the force of the figure in particular expressions. 

*''All this tends to show that these 'figures of spdechh 
are not the eternal symbols of the Christian faith, 
but shadows only which lightly come and go, and ought 
not to be fixed by definitions, or made the foundation 
of doctrinal systems" -p 47S. 
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The second section opens with some penetrating 

observations, before going on to a useful and proportion- 

ate survey of the history of the doctrine. 

"Theology sprang up in the first 

ages independently of Scripture. 
This independence continued after- 
wards; it has never been wholly 
lost. There is a tradition of 
the nineteenth century, as well 
as of the fourth or fourteenth, 
which comes between them. The 

mystical interpretation of Scrip- 
turo has further parted them; 
to which may be added the power 
of system: doctrines when framed 
into a whole cease to draw their 
inspiration from the text. Logic 
has expressed 'the thoughts of 
many hearts' with a seeming 
necessity of form; this form 
of reasoning has led to new 
inferences. Many words and 
formulas have also acquired a 
sacredness from their occurrence, 
in liturgies and articles, or the 
frequent use of them in religious 
discourse. The true interest of 
the theologian is to restore these 
formulas to their connection in 
Scripture, and to their place in 
ecclesiastical history. The stan- 
dard of Christian truth is not a 
logical clearness or sequence,, but 
the simplicity of the mind of 
Christ. " - p. 483. 

In the third part Jewett shows a conciliatory spirit, 

and appeals for a basis of agreement on the doctrine. 

The statements of Scripture are very simple respecting the 

work of Christ, and nay be used without involving us"iný 
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the elaborate differences which have characterised the 

history of the doctrine. I. The death of Christ may be 

described as a sacrifice - but a moral and spiritual one. 

2. It may be described, as a ransom - if we regard it 

as a figu, re, for 'deliverance to the captive' without 

pressing the qunstion, To whom was it paid. ? 
. 

3. The. death 

of Christ is spoken of as a death "for" us; or our sins, 

but rnooLning "in behalf of us" or "because of us", not 

"in our stead. " 

3owett"s clearest positive statement i3: 

"The death of Christ is the fulfilment 
and consummations of His life, the great=- 
ost moral act ever done in the world,. 
the highest manifestation of perfect 
love, the centre in which the rays-, of 
love converge and meet, the extremest 
abnegation or annihilation of self, it 
is the death of One who seals with his 
blood the witness of the truth which 
Tie came into the world to teach, which 
therefore confirms our faith in Him art, 
well as animates our love. ..... 

It is a death in which all the 
separate gifts of heroes and martyrs 
are united in a divine excellence..... 
who felt, ali and shrank not - of Une who, 
in the hour of death, set the example 
to his followers of praying for his 
enemies. It is a death which, more even 
than his life, is singular and mysterioua9 
in which nevertheless we all are partakers- 
in which there was the thought and 

/consciousness 
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"consciousness of mankind to the, end 

pof 
time, which has also the power;. of 

drawing to itself the thoughts of men 
to the end . of . time" -p 502. 

Dr R. C. Ltoborly thought that this somewhat polemic 

essay served a good and useful purpose in its time, 

but intimated that its description of orthodox views. 

Evas hardly lest than a caricature of opinions which 

existed, or werd at all inftuential, 'in*his day. He 

also 'thought that Jowett'a plea for a view of Chist's 

de`ath' anc wort: which can be ethically justified 'was 

scarcely= needed at the 'beginning of the 20th century 

I Atonement and Perdonality, 1001, pp 380 - 389 1. 

Two things may be added here in conclusion. First, if 

Jowott's essay is a caricature of orthodox views, it 

has the truth of caricature nothod-in plainly dolineat- 

ing the weaknesses of 
_orthodox 

theories. Secondly, 

it is less of a caricature of the satisfaction theories 

than they are of the Scriptural doctrine. Finally, 

whatever was true in thies respect in Uoberly's day, 

with the revival of sotie of the old orthodox views 

to-day, Jowett has some usefully corrective things to say. 
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THE EPISTLES OF ST PAUL TO THE 

THESSALONIANS, GALATIANS, 
- ROMANS to 

* 

SVE have given a summary 
. 
Of 

, one of the essays from this 

commentary published-in 1854 - 5. The extracts chosen 

tb illustrate Jowett, 's mode. of exposition are taken from 

the second volume of the edition of 1859. They may be 

compared. with Vaughan's. 
. 
treatment of the same passages 

set out above in the chapter dealing with the latter's 

commentary on Romans 

Romans 1: 1T 

S qaWrU1; AS IT IS WRITTEN. 
carcely, any of the quotations of the 

Old Testament which occur in the New, 
are taken precisely in their original 
sense and connexion. They May be 
classed, in'general, under three' 
headet (1) "Those which have'-an ana- 
logous; meaninigg like the words which 
follow from the prophet Habakkuk, in 
which a 'particular faith in God is: ' 
identified with that faith in Christ 
which is the general condition of 
the Gospel, ör, - as' in 'the ' quotation 
respecting the faith of Abraham, in 
chap. iv., where everyonewill admit. ',, 
that *the New Testament lies hidden 
in the Old. ' 
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(2) Verbal allusions,, such as. 
Matt. i. 15,. 17 .. 
J3. ) Passages. from the Old Test-' 

ament. taken figuratively, and. 
typically, such as I Cor., ix. 90.. 
Gai. iv. 25. .. In this class of', 
instances there is often a con- 
nected symbolical meaning, as in? 
I Cor. x. l -. 11, where--the temp-_r 
tations of tho Israelites in tile" 
wilderness, shadow forth the temp- 
tations of the Corinthian' Cihurch. 
The Epistle to the Hebrews furn- 
ishes a system of such symbols 
derived from the h story and., cer0-4 
monial of the- Old , estament, ,_ 

Most of the quotations in the 
Epistles-of St. P aul belong to the' 
first of these three classes, 'a. 
few of them to the -third. Like., 
the other writers of-the New Testa- 

wont, the Apostle detaches them 
from their context. He seems to 
have hardly. thought of the connex-=` 
ion in which they originally 
occurred He quotes, as =persons in 
the present day-might quote; who, -, - 
are unaccustomed''toxthe critical 
study of. Scripture. His aim is: n=ta 
to seize the common spirit-of the, 
Old Testament and the New; to- 
bring forward that side'of the Old 
Testamentewhich is the-. anticipation 
of the New. Hence he rarely dwells 
on similarity of words-, but on pas- 
sages which speak of fIrgiveness of 
sins, of the nearness of God to'man, 
of faith coünted'for righteousness. 

"s4 

The age. ink which St. Paul.. wrote 
was remarkable for its fragmentary 
use: of-. ancient writings. The Rabbis 
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Quoted single verses from the-. 
Old Testament, without regard, -to 
their connexion; and a similar 
mystical use, was made of Homer, and 
Hesiod by the Alexandrian writers, 
who, cited them in single lines, as 
authorities. ; 

In modern times, the 
force of a quotation is, in like, 
manner supposed to consist in, the, 
authority., that., is adduced. It is 
an appeal to"a revered name. 

But another notion of the force 
of a quotation must also be allowed. 
A striking passage from Shakespeare 
appositely, cited, does not necessa- 
rily impress us with any weight of 
authority; if the words themselves 
are appropriatd, no matter in what 
connexion they occur. So in quaint 
usages of Scripture in-the writings 
of Bacon, ' Füller, or any oý our 
old divines-, it may be, often rather 
the dissimilitude' than the resem- 
blance of the 'original and adopted 
meaning that gives them true force. 
One of the most striking uses of 
ancient sayings is their ., adaptation 
to express now thoughts; and the 
more familiar;. the old sense, the, 
more striking and, as it were, 
refreshing, the new one. 

. 
'. ý 

Something of this kind is true 
of modern no less-than of ancient, 
of sacred as well as of profane 
writings. It is an element thata 
must be allowed for ' in the inter- 
pretation of Scripture. '1hýen men 
heard the truths of the Gospel 
drawn forth from the treasury of 
the Psalms and the prophets, their 

/feelings 
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feeling- must have been one. of 
surprise; they would greet the 
familiar sound and marvel that 
they, for the first time, saw- 
its meaning. -The words-which 
they had so often repeated, which 
like the ceremonies themselves, 
had been a mere ceremonial, had 
a new life breathed into them. 
The mode in which this new truth 

was drawn out and elicited was 
not analogous to any critical or, 
intellectual process; rather it 
might be compared to the manner 
in which the, poor appropriate to 
themselves the warnings or prom- 
ises of Scripture, led by some 
hidden law of association or 
spiritual influence which makes 
them wiser than the learned. 

The evidences or reasons by 
which men were induced to accept 
the truths veiled to them in 
'dark sayings of old, ' might be 
summed up'in, one - the witness 
of their own spirit.. ... S 

b 
r, 

iKpUs'Ký1ý4j, BUT THE JUST. 

The LXX have 
JCL 

17(, T-T' 
4, } w" 

llab. ii. 4. Heb. BY HIS FAITH, 
The English Version translates, 
THE JUST SHALL LIVE BY FAITH, which 
is the natural mode of connecting 
the words in the original passage. 

It is not, however, quite certain, 
and not very important to determine 
whether here and in the parallel 
passage, Gal. iii. ll, the Apostle 

/ intends 
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intends the worder"ýý"ýC 7ý'I ä''`ýLuý 
tobe taken' with or 
with d 4Q`tia$' i whether the just 
by faith shall live, or the just 
shall live by faith. Whether- 

fj{ý%r, 4. ß, would be used thus abso- 
lu{ely may be doubted. Compare 
Gal. iii. 12. 

The theme of the Epistle has 
already been stated in the quota- 
tion from Habakkuk. In the eight- 
eenth verse we enter on its first 
division, the subject of which is 
the world as it existed. before the: 
revelation of the righteousness, 
which Is of faith and. also co-exists, 
with it. 

It is subdivided into two parts, 
the Gentile,, and Jewish worlds which 
here as elsewhere (compare iii. 19) 
are not precisely separated. Through- 

out the first chapter the Apostle 
is speaking of the Gentiles; but 
it is not until the seventeenth 
verse of the next chapter., that we 
are made clearly aware that he has 
boon speaking of the Jews. To both 
he holds up the law as= the mirror- 
in which thehuman race should see, 
itself, as-he had for himself 
learned to condemn himself by its 
dictates. 

The point of view in which the 
Apostle regards the heathen, is 
partly inward and partly outward; 
that is to say, based on the contem- 
plation of the actual ' facts of 
human evil which he saw around', but 
at the same time blending with this, 
the sense and consciousness of sin 
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, which he felt within him. The 

Apostle' himself had been awakenecl 
suddenly to the perception of his 

own state: in the language of this 

chapter, 'the wrath of God from 
heaven' had been revealed in him; 
'the righteousness of God, which 
is by faith' in Jesus. Christ, 

- had. 
been also revealed in him. Alive 

without the law onceg he had become 
conscious of sin and finally sensible 
of deliverance. 

And now transferring the thoughts 
of his own heart to an evil world, 
he tries it in like manner by the 
law 

. of God and nature: it seems:,. 
to him to be in thofirst stage, of 
the great changes to have. knowledge 
and. to be self . condemned. The know- 
lodge of God it always had latent 
in theworks of creation; and now 
it has fallen below itself and iss 
convicted by itself. 

It is true that the Apostle, 
like all other teachers-, suppL'ies., 
from within what did not conscious- 
ly exist in the mind of man. What 
he seen before him, might have seem- 
od to another ýas' nothing more than 
a dead inert mass' of, heathenism and 
licentiousness. 

But there are two lights' by, 
which he regards it: first, the 
light of his own experience, which 
seems to s, ti_r and- quicken it into 
life; secondly,, the, light, of God's 
lair, by which, when brought near 
to it, it is condemned, 'and thus 
enters, as it were: on a new epochs 
condemned, and-forgiven at once. 

- 
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24 SIKottollýCEvoV ý' ý. 1 

Some regard this as the principal 
clauset expressed by ap articiple# 
instead of a verb. 
"Having fallen short of the glory 
of God, they are justified freely,, " 
It is better to lay em? hasis6n 

ýiW LcAý, p and take 8iVatroyr+E%rov with 
an 

pallusion 
to ýI ktT& Vý v in v. 22- 

"Thore is no difference, for all 
are sinners,,, and fall short of the 
kingdom of heaven. and in that 
they are justified they are so 
freely by the grace, of God,! ' 

01 º(ýý'S .. - REDEMPTION, 1 äoXU f ?w 

as of a captive from slavery. 
Coup. Gal. iii. 15, and our Lord`s 

own words, MSatt"xx" 28. 
_. 

(ý"1bTýPtoy 
_j 

has three senses 
given to it by commentators on 
this passage& - First, as in Heb'. 
ix. 5., 'mercy-seat, ' a meaning 
of the word supposed to have arisen 
from a misconception of the LXX# 
respecting the Iobrev. PP 7P , the, 
covering of the ark, which they 
wrongly connected with ýº9,, ., to. 
expiate or cover sin. 

This interpretation is too, 
obscure-'and peculiar for the present 
passages 

(1) it would require the 
article; (2) it is inappropriate, 
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because St. Paül is not here 
speaking of the mercy, but of 
the righteousness of God; 
(3) the image, if used, should 
be assisted by the surrounding 
phraseology. 

Two other explanations offer 
themselves: - . 

either (ýýv 

may be a masculine adjectives n 
apposition with 

eri 
, "whom God 

set forth as propitiatory, "' or 
better, (ii) a neuter adjective, 
which hadpassed into a substantive= 
whom God has set forth as a "pro- 
pitiation, " like QG"+r7ýroýf , Exode 

xx"24 ; cf. xxix. 28. 

bi, -ri tmos T4? , (uiöv 4-m .J- No such expression occurs in 
Scripture, as faith in the blood, 
or even in'the'death of Christ " 
Nor is -i 

(D`TI5 'followed by-czw - in 
the New Testament, though faith, 
like other Christian states, is 
often spoken of as existing in 
Christ (Gal. iii. 2*6), The two 
clauses should therefore be sep- 
arated, "through faith - by his 
blood. " 

There are three ways in which 
this manifestation may be conceived- 

(1) as the life and death of Christ 
are an example to all mankind; _ ._ (2) as: His death vag the penalty 
for sing 
C3) as He is the sum of that revbl- 
ation which the Apostle terms-"the 
righteousneas, of God through faith 
by His blood; " the latter word being 
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an; explanationfron the objective 
side of what Ibýý'ýi4ýT expresses 
from the subjective, and; ýonnect- ing with likAT? y0 ta^v as I. ''ýo"TewS 

with ýiiCoCtoU(kFVo! tY ; JýtoCfu 
" 

k -r jv ?; of )& r, V Tay., 'r, C08. " 
BECAUSi` OF THE LETTING GO OF SINS 
THAT ARE PAST. 

" These words are translated in 
the English version "for the remiw- 
sion of sins that are past. " 

To this "i t -may naturally be, ob=- 
jected: '- 'Why of sins that "arm l 
past, rather than sins in general? * 

Sins - arepast to the`individuäl 
when thoy-are'- forgiven; but St. Paul 
is not hors `"epoaking of 'individuals-, 
but of the `world, in which they `are ,`" 
oover going on. The words of the- 
Epistle to the" Hebrepä. ', ix. 15. 

E1$ ccio. r* o-. v Twv.. Efc, 
Tj . 

Tpwrj $btýýIL; 
l 

'IC"toCPEWY - 
offer an `apparent rather' than areal 
parallel. ` ,. ._. <i. F. 

NorS, is there'` any "trace' of the 
word . pf. T1 (which- is' not- found in, 
the New" Tost'ament- except in this", 
passage)-occurring elsewhere In" the), 
sense of 'forgiveness. ' 

The- natural., translationý of: --the 
words is: - ! Because of the letting 
go or omission, of. past sine: ' - 

That 
is` the -reason. why--God maniiests. I is' 
righteousness,:. because formerly 

HHe 

had hidden himself, and seemed not to 

/observe 
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observe sin. "The times of that - 
ignorance God winked at, but now 
commands all men everywhere to . 
repent. " There was a moral nec- 
essity which made the old dispen- 
sation the -cause of the -. new one. 
God was not willing that men should 
be for ever ignorant of his true 
nature. 

On the other side it has- been 
argued, that when past sins are 
spoken of, itUs not necessary to 
think of them as the sins of a past 
worlds or a prior dispensation. 
The Apostle is laying stress on the 
fact that 'at this very time a now 
revelation was made to man. ' 

Those who received this new rev- 
elation regarded their sins as past 
in reference to it; and so the 
Apostle himself regards them. Accord- 
ing to this' view, the sense of the, 
passage could be brought out more, 
clearly if the clause ýSr: t T7w "1t; ýEa`ýYf 

"twv %P056 osloTwJ 
A jAqT7t O TtY 

were translated "for the remission 
of THEIR past sins, " the article 
referring jack to the. 23rd and 24th 
versesq he word 6i IS is rend- 
aredý by Hesychiua, and' 
occurs in 

the 
Epistles of Phalaris 

in the sense of remission of a debt. 

Once more,, to resume the other 
side-of the argument, it may be 

^ truly argued that the words y rh Wokq Tou Oeou , v. 2ß. t agree better 
with the thought that God had pass- 
ed over the former sins of. the world 
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"in his long-sufferings" than to 
his having forgiven them. Long- 
-suffering is not the word to 

apply to the forgiveness of sins., 
but rather to the periods before 
they were forgiven, or to the 

, 
delay in taking vengeance for 
them. And on the whole it seems 
bettor to suppose- that St. Paul 

refersp though obscurely,,, to that 
'mystery which was kept secret 
since the world began$* Rom. xvi. 
26., of which he elsewhere speak ä#, 
than that he uses words without 
point or in doubtful significa- 
tions. 

ýý3y 1 -. -F =L 

20. Ers To ýrV. [r o(J iov ýýtldrrnl. 

That He may vindicate his ways, 
and be the justifier of him that 
believes, an epoxegesis of Fa 
1CP"S 'ray EY`DEºjov, "that his own 
righteousness may be clear, -and$,, 
as a further step, that he may 
clear the believer in Christ, " 
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Char 1oJohnElli0ott 

181 9- 1905 

CHARLES JOHN was the son of Charles Stamford Ellicott, 

Rector of Whitwell. In 1837 he went up to St Johns 

College, Cambridge, and gained a second class in the 

classics tripos. He won the Members' Prize for the 

Latin Essay in the same year, 1842. The following 

year saw his achievement of the Hulsean Prize Essay 

on 'The Sabbath. ' In 1845 he was elected to a 

Platt fellowship at his own college. He was ordained 

deacon in 1846, and priest in 1847. 

In 1848 he became Rector of Pitton in Rutlandshirev 

and commenced a series of commentaries on St Paul"s" 

Epistles. The commentary on Galatians was published 

in 1854; the volumes on Ephesians, Colossians, 

Philemon and Thessalonians followed in 1855, -6, -76 -8, 

respectively. I Corinthians came out in 1887; but 

Romans and II Corinthians were never completed. Until 
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Lightfoot's works began to appear, E1licott's expositions- 

were reckoned among the best commentaries in English 

on the Greek- text, both for scholarship and breadth of 

view. 

In1858 he succeeded Trench as Professor of Now. 

Testament Exegesis in King's College, London, and thus 

stepped on the first rung of a ladder of long life and 

many notable stops. The next year he was Hulsean 

Lecturer at Cambridge. In 1860 he was elected Hulsean 

Professor, holding it in conjunction with the King's 

College professorship. But in the same year he was 

seriously injured in a train crash whilst travelling 

from Cambridge to London. His triumph over some 

permanent effects of this accident, and his determin- 

ation not to lot them hinder his ministry, show the 

character of the man. In 1861 he became Dean of Exeter; 

in which year also he contributed to the volume called 

"Aide to Faith" -a publication designed to counter 

the views put forth in "Essays and i; eviews. " Ellicott's- 

essay dealt with Jowett's=on "The Interpretation of 

Scripture. " 

In 1863 Ellicott aas consecrated Bishop of Gloucester 

/ and Bristol. 
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Ellicott proved himself to be an energetic 

and able administrator, with wide and varied 

interests. He was recommended by Disraeli for 

the see of Canterbury, but the Queen chose Dr Tait. 

Ile was chairman of the company which revised the, 

New Testament, missing only two out of the four 

hundred and seven sittings. To him fell the 

honour of presenting the results of their labours 

on the New Testament in 1881; and similarly on 

the Apocrypha in 1896-. Another important literary 

achievement was the publication of 'The Old and 

New Testaments for English Readers. ' For this 

task he gathered around himself a strong band of 

scholars, including Plumptre and Sanday. The New 

Testament came out. in three volumes between 1878 

and '79; the Old Testament between 1882-4. rhere 

was an abridged edition for schools of the N. T., 

1878-83'; and 'The Complete Bible Commentary for 

English Readers' published in 1897. His long 

episcopate ended when he resigned on Lady Day 1905, 

and his exceptionally long and useful ministry 

closed with his passing on the 15th October the 

same year. 
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The Preface of Ellicott"s Commentary* reveals, 

the writer's purpose, method and helps- used. He says 

that he is attempting to elucidate St Paul's Epistles 

"by systematically applying to the Sacred text the 

present principles of grammar and criticism. " His book 

"to the result of several years* 
devotion to the study of biblical 
Greek, and owes its existence to 
the conviction that. in this 
country, the present very advanced 
state of philology has scarcely 
been applied with sufficient rigour 
to the interpretation of the News 
Testament. Our popular comment- 
aries, are too' exclusively exeget- 
ical * and presuppose. In the 

ordinary student, a greater know- 
ledge of the peculia , itiow of the 
language of the New Testament 

than it is at all probable that 
he possesses. " p iii. 

"I must explain the meaning in 
which I use this word when in 
contradistinction to 'grammati- 
cal, * By a grammatical comment- 
ary, I mean one in which the prin- 
ciplos of grammar are either exclu- 
sively or principally, used to elu- 
cidate, the meanings by an exeget- 
ical commentary, one in which other 
considerations, such as the circum- 
stances or known sentiments of the 
writer, & c., are also taken into 
account. " 

* so far as we are concerned for reference here, 
the Volume on *Galatians', 18544 
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Ellicott discerningly cites two stumbling-blocks 

which "even the more promising student'* is sure to 

meet.... when he first maturely enters upon the study 

of the Holy Scriptures. " I* His former' discipline 

in classical Greek is calculated to mislead him in the 

study of writers Who "belong to an age-when change 

had impaired, and conquest had debased the language. " 

"His exclusive attention to 
a single dialect, informed for 
the most part, by a single and 
prevailing spirit, ill prepares 
him for the correct apprehension 
of writings in which the tinge 
of nationalities', and the admix- 
ture of newer and deeper modes 
of thought are both distinctly 
recognizable. ... the advanced 
student in Attic Greek is liable 
to carry with him prejudices, 
which may, for a time at least, 
interfere with his full appre- 
ciation of the outward form 
in which the Sacred Oracles are 
enshrined. " -p iv. 

it, At the time Ellicott wrote the grammar of Nena 

Testament Greek was only just beginning to recover from 

"the deplorable state" in which it had been left till 

Fritzsche and Winer did something about it. And, 

Ellicott, admits,, the response was only limited at the. 

time of bis writing, 
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On the matter of the Scriptures themselves, Ellicott 

hold a strongly conservative view. He avoids labels, 

but holde a position which might be called 'enlightened 

fundamentalist, ' 

"I have, then, in all cases, 
striven, humbly and reverently, 
to elicit from the words their 

simple and primary meaning: where 
that has SEE! at variance with 
historical or dogmatic deductions-, - 
where1 in fact, exegesis has seem- 
ed to range itself on one side, 
grammar on the other, -I have 

never failed candidly to state it.... " 
p vii-. 

"Amidst all these details, I have, 
I trust, never forgotten that there 
is something highee than mere crit- 
ical acumen, something more than 
grammatical exactitude; something 
which the world calls the 'theolog- 
ical sense t' but which more devout 
thinkers recognize as the assisting 
grace of the Eternal Spirit of God. 
Without this, without also a 
deeper and more mysterious sympathy 
with the mind of the sacred writer, 
whom we are presuming to interpret, 
no more verbal discussions can 
ever tend truly to elucidate& no 
investigation thoroughly to sat- 
isfy,. I trust, indeed, that I have 
never been permitted to forget 
these golden words of him whom of 
all commentators I most honour and 
revere :-&`'% ýý ýýp äý. 'ý.! P21., lQTof ýU{�tVo( 3 E, ýETQlýEr3/ý 

C-r&I ?? % '64) Te, 1 k? d7rº1Cý. 2_ OUSE ` ? ýY AEý11/ 
i<. t9 ýoý11Tý1ý ýalQetVrSEýv, ýý1ý: 1 

1Tý ýý. Zvpf. l 7Y 

? oU ý 4'oV7os. 
l 

- Chrys ostom, tom. x. p. 675 B (ed. Ben ed. ). 
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And again, 

"No one who feels deeply upon 
the subject of inspiration will;. 
allow himself to be beguiled 
into an indifference to the 

mysterious interest that attaches., 
itself to the very grammar of 
the New Testament. '' -px. 

Ellicott pleads no excuse that he has made his 

notes so exclusively critical and grammatical. He- 

rejoices that the awakening interest in theology affords 

him a justification for confining himself to a single, 

province of sacred literature. "The time for compiled 

commentaries is passing away. " 

"Our resources are now too 

abundant for the various- details 
of criticism, lexicography, 
grammar, exegesis, archaeology 
and doctrine, to be happily or 
harmoniously blended in one mass. 
Ono mind is scarcely sufficiently, 
comprehensive to grasp properly 
those various subjects; one judgment. 
is scarcely sufficiently discrim- 
inating to arrive at just conclu- 
sions on so may topics. 

The sagacious critic, the lab- 
orious lexicographer, the patient 
grammarian, the profound exegete, 
the suggestive historian, and the 
impartial theologian, are, in the 
present state of biblical science, 
never likely to be united in one 
person. " - pp X. - xi. 
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Ellicott is glad . 
that "the most neglected, portion 

of N. T. literature". Its lexicography, is being-attended 

to; and noted that Dr Scott was working on an NT lexicon. 

A cursory glance over the commentaries of Ellicott 

will show how widely read he was-, and to what extent. he 

deliberately followed a policy of drawing on his favourite 

writerse lie mentions his particular creditors in the 

Preface - Chrysostom ["often as a scholar, always as an 

exegete, I entertain the greatest respect and admiration,. "] 

and Thoodorot among the older commentators. Hammond and 

Bengel; Peile and Scholefield; Dr Brown and Bloomfield, 

are mentioned. Ellicott regrets not having the third 

volume of Alford's N. T., whilst admitting his disagreement 

with Alford on some points of criticism and adaptation. 

"Meyer more as a grammarian, De Wettee more as an exegete, 

command the highest attention and respect;., to the former 

especially, though a little too Atticiatic_in his prejud- 

ices"(1). Winer and Schott] Usteri [who "has generally 

caught the spirit of his author"]; Rückert, are commended. 

Olebausen and Windischmann wrote works "in the best theo- 

logical spirit'. Hilgenfeld is useful on historical 

questions, '-but has a bad tone in exegesis. " But these are 

"not more than one third of the expositors" he consulted. 
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By way of a specimen of Ellicott's method, of 

commentating we have selected his notes on Galatians 

3: 11 - 13" 

Cs 
11 "q0- introduces another and supple- 

mentary argument, founded on the 
declaration of Scripture, that 
the blessing of life is given, to 
faith, not works. The adversa- 
tive force of S may perhaps be 
felt in the incidental reply which 
the verse affords to a deduction. 
that might have been obviously 
made from ver. l0j, 'But - lest 
any one shoul5 imagine that. if 
a man DID so M' 

CYC'Y, Kýk". he would 
be blessed me add, ' etc.: 
compo do- W, In loc:. 

, C- Is VOý 3 'under the law. ', i. e- 
in the sphere and domain of the 
law; Acts xiii. 39;, Rom. ii. 12, ill-Igo 
The instrumental meaning advocated 
by Peile and others is perfectly ten- 
able, and will fully admit the ord- 
inary explanation of the usage 
(object existing, etc., in means, 
Jel t, J 822.3) : comp. C µßy, ýY ýýý, ý" 
ver. 10" Meyer urges 

in 
its favour 

the prominence of (-_Y Vol and 
its apparent opposition to Xpi'GTni 

ver. 13. But it must b? remembered 
that though logically O-y VäKw immed- 
iately precedea ver. 13, yet, owing 
to the inversion of the syllogism, 
the opposition between the clauses 
to much obscured. St-Paul's ob- 
ject here seems to beg not only, to 
answer the tacit or possible ob- 
joction, but to show further-that 
the idea of justification was. in- 
compatible with the very nature 
and character of the law. 
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{? w " ýW ] 'in thesight. of,, * 

i. 6. 'in the judgment of God. * 

Rom. i1.13, xii. 1&, I Pet. ii. 20: 

a usage sufficiently common in 

classical writers; see, Be"rnhardy, 

Synt. v. 27. b* p. 257, and exx. 
in Palm u. Rost. Lex. s. v. ". {ý. e , 
11.2, vol. II. p. 667.1 

D iýdtl mt 1ý i" the just shall 
live by faith, " Habak. ii. 4, again 
cited in itom. i. 17, Heb. x. 38. 

It is oxtrem ly difficult to 
decide whether 

f 
{C *si'f: is to be 

joined with 
45 

cýý'K" ('the just by faith'), 

or with the verb. The former is 

perfectly correct in point of gram- 
mar, though doubted by Bp. Middl. 

(see Winer, Gr. c 19.2, p. 155. )1 
and is adopted by Hammond and other 
eminent expositors. But as it irr 
certain (how CAN B. C rus. assert the 
contrary ?) that the original Heb- 
row- (goo Tlitzig in loc., K1. Prophet* 
p. 263t 264) does not bear this 
moaning - as St. Paul is quoting the 
words in the order in which they 
stand in the LXX, not in that (6 

UV. 
-) Most favourable to such 

a transl., - as the argument seems 
boat sustained by the other constr- 
uctions, see Middlo In locos and 
comp. Bull, Exnm. Cens. Animadv. III* 
5. and lastly, sa ýýE?. ýi' .k er 
thus stands in more 

^ 
exact opposit- 

ton to ß'y, acu7af s9 the collo- 
cation adopted by the Auth. Vors, 
appears most probable and most 
correct. So app,. Chrys. 

12 6 SE VC, +L05 K-T-N, forms the pro- 
positio minor of the syllogism, 

iý( 
-'" Trod "T. 541,6-. being the prop. 

major, EY vört. ay, . 
3jK the conclusion. 
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(12) The Auth. Vers. by trans. 
thegZ 'and" obscures the argu- 
nentation. 

v to, YTkSý äßl #J-T 
c]s o& Tot 4 --- 

. q., ý}ý. ýa-rc and T"e' K? J+t. cr4 9 men- 
tföýhod in the former gärt of the 

verso hero referred to, Le. xviii. 
50,1109V)jrbrS is emphatic; 
"Praecepta logic- non aunt de cre- 
dendis, sod do faciendis, " Aquin. 

a CY 
oCU7bi$ ] *in them, " i. e. as 

Winer paraphrases, "ut in its vitae 
tons, quasi insit.. 

13 ýt4 2) Jews; not Jews and hoa- 
thons; 'Judaeos praecipue press. it 
maledictio, ' Beng. jý comp. Chrys. 
For (1) the whole context implies, 
that the law is the Mosaic law: 
see Ust, in loco (2. ) This law 
had, strictly speaking, no force 
over the Gentiles`, but was, in 
fact, the ýt etrb c+, K j between the 
Jews and. Grentiles: ph. ii. 14,15',. 

For a further discussion of this, 
cons. Meyer and Usto in loI., and 
Brown, Galat. p. 129 sq, he doc+- 
trinal deductions made from this 
and similar- passages', though per'- 
fectly just and true (comp. Neand. 
Plant. Vo1. l9p. 438', Bahn), cannot 
be, urged against the more limited 
meaning which the context seems 
obviously to require. 
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Apit 0'ý'ý( ]" ransomed, ' * red- 
eemo'd. ' 'rho force of the pro- 
position need not be very strong- 
ly pressed, e. g. 'entione nos- INDE 

eruit, ' Beng.: see Polyb'. III. 4'2.2... 
This tendency to use verbs compounded. 
with prepp" without any obvious 
increase of meaning, is one of the 

characteristics of later Greek: 
Thiorschr do Pentat. Vers. Alex. 
11.1, p. 83. Christ is represented 
as having ransomed the Jews fromthe 

curse of the law, by having taken 
it upon Himself for their sakes 
and in their stead. An accurate 
explanation, of this, and the cognate 
idea of Q1'pwQ( , will be found 
in Ust. Lehrb. Il. Z. I, p. 10? 9 and 
II. I. 3, p. 202. 

7 
1(c(T. r k] 'a curse, ' not as Peile,, 

'an aýcursed thing, ' which dilutes 
the force of the antithesis. 

The. 

abstr. for the concr. Is probably. 
as Meyer observes, chosen design- 
edly, to express: with more force 
tho completeness of the satisfac- 
tion which Christ nade to the law. 
On the doctrinal import of the 
expression, see quotations from 
the Ff. In Suicer, Thes"s. v, ;W 

vol"II. p. 57. 

hp 
rrý «v] 'for use' salutis 

nostrae rep arandae causa lt Schott. 
The meaning of ÜTi'Zp in this and 
similar passages- has been the subr 
sect of much controversy. 

Is it 'in commodum (alicujus)' 
or *in loco (alicujus)' ? The 
following seems the most simple 
answer. 
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(13)'YT . in its ethical sense# has 

principally and primarily. (see 

note$ ch. i. 4) the first meaning, 
especially in doctrinal p assagem, 
where the atoning death of Christ 

is alluded to # e. g. 2' Cor. v. 21... 

But as there are general passages 
in the N. T. where tiff has eminently 
the second meaning, e. g. Philem. l3.0i 
so also in these doctrinal passages 
it may admit the second meaning 
UNITFD with the first, where the 
context (e. g. in I Cor"xv"3 it 
would be inadmissible) and nature 
of the argument seem to require it; 
though probably never (diner, Gr. 
§ 51.10p. 458) then second exclu- 
sively. 

Hero, owing to the context and 
the causal participial clause,, the 
inclusive trans].. 'for' is to be 
preferred to the exclusive 'instead 
of. " 

A discussion of the use of this- 
prop* will be found, Ust. Lehrb. ii. 
I. I. p. 115 sq.. Magee, Atonement, 
No. 30, Vol. i. p"245 sq. 
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FrederikDeniso n- Mau r' ica 

i 8. Q5-18 '7 2' 

THE only surviving son of Michael and Priscilla Maurice 

was born in Normanstone, Suffolk, in 1805. The father, 

educated for the dissenting ministry, had become a Uni- 

tarian before leaving the Hackney Academy, and sacrificed 

the prospects of an estate rather than abandon his opin- 

lone. There were seven daughters in the family, Fred- 

erick coming between the third and fourth. 

{ 

It wsa grievous tragedy for the family, and an 

occasion of mental upheaval for F. D., when painful 

controveralea within the family circle culminated in a 

final break. The three elder sinters changed their 

religious convictions and refused to worship with their 

father (one joined the Established Church, and one the 

Baptiste). The mother followed in 1821, after a long 

period of perplexity. The Youthful Frederick received 

auch impressions resulting from this domestic schism, 

that a passion for unity characterised all his future 

life and teaching. 
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F. D. Laurice revolted against Unitarianism and 

dissenters generally, and, in an attempt to escape 

from the difficulties of his positions determined to 

become a barrister. He went up to Trinity College, 

Cambridge, in 1823, and read classics - attending Julius 

Hare's lectures. Along with John Sterling he migrated 

to Trinity Hall and read law. In 1827 he took a firs-t- 

class in civil law, but left the University without a 

degree because he was not prepared to subscribe to the 

Articles: 

lie went to London and engaged in journalism and 

literary work. During this period he wrote his one 

novel, 'Eustace Conway. ' At the beginning of 1830 

he entered as a student of Exeter College, Oxford, 

and graduated with a second class in classics in 1831. 

At Oxford he joined an 'Essay Society' and made the 

acquaintance of W. E. Gladstone and James Bruce (after- 

wards 8th Earl of Elgin]. Bruce introduced Maurice to 

the writings of Thomas Erskine. The significance of 

this introduction is evident in the influence which 

the Soots writer exercised on Maurice's thought. It 

was the teaching of Erskine which helped him to retain 

a strong belief in the Sovereignty of God whilst 
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rejecting the doctrine of reprobation. But, as he makes 

clear in the dedication to 'Prophets and Kings', his 

debt to Erskine was something much more than this. He 

owed to Erskine his conviction of the unibersality of the 

Gospel and his mystical theory of Christ's-Divine Head- 

ship of humanity. He writes in the dedication. �Have 

we a Gospel for men, for all men ? Is it a Gospel 

that God's will Is a will to all Good, a will to deliver 

them from all Evil ? Is It a Gospel that He has, recon- 

ciled the world to Himself ? Is it this absolutely, or 

this with a multitude of reservations, explanations, 

contradictions ?" Then he adds, addressing Erskine, 

"It is more than twenty years (written in 1853) since 

a book of yours bright home to my mind the conviction 

that no Gospel can be of any use to the world but this-, 

and that the Gospel of Jesus Christ is such a one, " 

The book referred to aas. *The Brazen Serpent' - in which 

Erskine affirmed a necessary and eternal connection 

between Christ and humanity *.. 

* Erskine taught that human nature. though composed 
of many members, is viewed in its totality as one 
organic body, of which Christ Is the Head and Rep- 
resentative. Through the eternal connection of 
Christ with humanity, two absolute and uncondit- 
ional benefits were secured, namely, forgiveness 
and immortality. Again, to those who fulfil 

(over 
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Both the teaching and the person of F. D. Maurice 

are immensely fascinating, and the temptation is to be_ 

led away into full discussions of his activities, his 

developing ideas, his philosophy and theology, and the 

publications which embody his thought. As'important, 

however, as ho is in nineteenth century Theology and 

Church history, he is rather more incidental for this 

thesis. He was not a Bible expositor in the same sense 

as, Vaughan, the Cambridge Trio and others treated here. 

At-the'same time, he did interpret the Scriptures and 

leavefus some-of his sermons and lectures. An example 

of his exposition will be given below. 

Maurice was growing in disfavour with men - notably 

the chief religious parties-. Feelings ran higher, 

and relationships worsened, until the crisis came in 

1853 with the publication of "Theological Essays. " 

The result aas neither more nor less than Maurice expected. 

Again, to those who fulfil the condition of faith, 
"this is the great thing which Christ has. accomplished 

by suffering for us - He has become the Head of a new 
and uncondemned life to every man in the light of 
which we may see God's love in the law and the pun- 
ishment, and may thus suffer to the glory of God, and draw out from the suffering that blessing which is 
contained in it. " cf H. G. Wood, F. D. 1-daurice, 1950,. p 37 
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He wrote to Kingsley, "I knew when I wrote the sentences 

about eternal death that I was writing my own sentence: 

at King's College" [where he held the Chairs both of 

Iliatory and Theology ], "and so it will be. Jelt [the 

principal] is behaving very fairly, even kindly: but 

the issue is quite certain. " The resolution of the 

College Council was carefully worded to avoid the term 

'heretical, ' but Liaurice's teaching was described as 

dangerous and unsettling to the minds of theological 

students. And so ended another stage in the career 

of a much misunderstood - or perhaps truer to say 

much not-understood - theologian who suffered the fate, 

of such great men born before their proper time. 

He had been appointed in 1840 to the History Chair, 

and in 1846 to the Divinity Chair at King's College. 

After the tragedy of 1853 he was invited to become 

Principal of the newly founded Working Men's College 

in the following year. There he continued till his 

election to the Knightbridge Chair of Casuistry and 

Moral Philosophy at Cambridge. 

ship till his death in 1872" 

Ile held this professor- 

He had been Chaplain of 

Lincoln's inn from 1846 to 18609 and for a time prior 

to that Chaplain at Guy's Hospital. 
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He was incumbent of St Peter's, Vere Street, from 

1860 to 1869, and of S± Edward's, Cambridge from 1870 

to 1872. In the lattor Church there is a memorial 

which concluded with the following words: 

Chaplain of this Church where he spoke 

his last words of love and sealed a life devoted 

to the cause of truth and unity among Christians. 

Faith was his in Christ, Eternal 

Hope and Love. 

Whatever the value of his philosophy, he was 

among the firnt of the clergy th perceive the full import- 

ance of the great social movement of the time; and in 

spite of much practical failure he helped to raise the 

general tone of fooling upon such questions. 

Ile was not a party man. In his younger days he had 

left a sect based upon dogma because he thought the 

Established Church represented a vital principle of Christ- 

ian unity, and rested upon a spiritual fact instead of 

the intellectual acceptance of defined opinions. An 

effort to avoid a harsh dogmatic outline gives an India- 

/ tinctness 
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to his style, if not his thought, and some held him 

to be a "muddy mystic. " But he differs from many a 

mystic in his belief that there must be a strong 

historical element in theology. He was', withal, a. 

man of extensive breadth of sympathy and interest, of 

profound insight, of subtlety of thought, and of wide 

learning. No man of the century was more true to his 

convictions, to which he had arrived by a painful route 

of sheer spiritual and intellectual honesty. 

So far as his doctrine of the Atonement is concerned, 

the general resemblance of his thought to men like 

Schleiermacher' and Laclood Campbell, The beat state- 

Mont of his views is to be found in "Theological Essays" 

under number VII, 'On the Atonement. ' pp 128 ii. of the 

1853 edition. The subject is laid out under seven 

hoads. 

1. "It is involved in the very method of 
theology, as the Bible andthe creeds set 
it forth to us-, that the will of God 
should be asserted as the ground of all 
that is right, true, justo gracious .... It would be accounted heresy in all 
orthodox schools to deny that the Father 
sent the Son to be the Saviour of men; 
that the Father sent forth the Son to 
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be the propitiation for our sins`; 
that Christo by His life, proved that 
God is light, and that in Him is no 
darkness at all. " 

To Maurice these are "fundamental truths, to which 

all others must do homage, which no other passages 

can contradict. " He demands that this should be fully 

recognized, that complete., control of these principles 

be established over the whole of theology. 

2. It is admitted iii all schools, Romanist 
and Protestants which do not dissent 
from the creed, that Christ the Son of 
God. was in heaven and earth, one with 
the Father, one in will, purpose, sub- 
stance; and that on earth His whole 
life was nothing else than an exhibit- 
ion of this will, an entire submission 
to it. " 

This is final and determinative. 

TO Christ was actually "the Lord of meng 
the King of their spirits, the source of 
all the light which ever visited them, 
the Person for whom all nations longed 
as their real Head and Deliverer, the 
root of righteousness in each man. " 

From this admitted doctrine Maurice deduces an important 

inference: "One who appears. as the actual repres- 
entative of humanity, cannot be a formhl 
substitute for it, Wo deny Him in the 
firnt character-by claiming the second 
for Him*"' 
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to "The Scripture says, 'Because the children 
were partakers of flesh and blood, He 

also Himself partook of the same, * Hei 
became subject to death, that He might. 
destroy him who had the power of death, 
that is the doviL. Here are reasons 
assigned for the Incarnation and Death 

of Christ. He shared the sufferings 
of those, whose Head He is. He-over- 

came death, their common enemy, by 
submitting to it. He delivered them 
from the power of the Devil. " 

Christ must not be put at a distance from us, as, 

bearing sufferings to us inconceivable; it was our 

actual miseries and griefs into which He, entered. He 

rescued us out of the power of death, an evil accident 

of our condition, not part of Gods original order; 

out of the power of the devil, our enemy,, not out of, 

the hand of God. 

09 If the Scripture says, 'The Lamb of God taketh 

away the SIN of the World$I have we a right to call our- 

selves orthodox If we change the words and put 'penalty 

of sin' for 'sin' ? Those who say the law must execute 

Itself - it must have its penalty, should remember their 

own words. How door it execute itself, it a person, 

against whom it is not directed, interposes to bear its- 

punishment 7 
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6. "All orthodox schools have said that 

a perfectly holy and loving Being can 
be satisfied only with a holiness and 
love corresponding to His own; that 
Christ satisfied the Father by present- 
ing the image-of his own holiness and, 
love, that in His sacrifice and death, 

all that holiness and love came forth 

completely .. " How then can we tol_- 

erate for an instant that notion of 
God, which would represent Him as, 
satisfied by the punishment of sin, 
not by the purity and graciousness; 
of the Son ?" 

7. Maurice sums up his whole view in a very 

typical paragraph: 

"Supposing all these principles gathered 
together; supposing the Father's will 
to be a will to all good; the Son of 
God, being one with Him, and Lord of man, 
to obey and fulfil in our flesh that 
will by entering into the lowest condit- 
ion into which men had fallen through 
their sin; - supposing this Man to be, 
for this reason, an object of continual 
complacency to the Father, and that com- 
placency to be drawn out by the death 
of the Cross; is not this, in the high- 
est sense, atonement ? 

Is not the true sinless root of 
humanity revealed; is not God in Him 

reconciled to man ? May not that recon- 
ciliation be proclaimed as a gospel toi 
all men ? Is not the Cross the meeting- 
point between man and man, between man 
and God ?.... are we not bringing 
our understandings to the-foot of this 
Cross, when we solemnly abjure all 
schemes and statements, however sanctioned 
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by the arguments of divines--# however 

plausible as implements of declamation: 

which prevent us from believing and 
proclaiming that in it all the wisdom 
and truth and glory of God were mani- 
fested to the creature; that in it 
man is presented as a holy; and accept- 
able sacrifice to the Creator ?" 

There is a resemblance to Coleridge here, but even 

moreso to Erskine* In this latter respect it is seen 

in the general conception of the gospel resulting from 

the whole systelP. Maurice teaches, as does Erskine, 

that in Christ men are already pardoned, reconciled, 

and redeemed, and need further only a consciousness of 

this -a subjective experience of the objective Divine 

fact accomplished for them in Christa But they differ 

in that, while both reject the idea of substitution in 

favour of representation, Erskine lays stress on the 

Incarnation of Christ in the fallen nature of humanity, 

in which nature He accepted the condemnation of human 

sin; but Maurice teaches that the surrender of Christ's 

will to God reveals, the true sinless root of humanity. 

In both, however, we have the renewal of the patristic 

tradition. R. S. Franks"sees in Erskine and Maurice a 

"British parallel to the difference between Schleiermacher 

and Thomasius as to Christas 'satisfaction. " [fist. of 
the Doctrine of the Work of Christ, ii"p. 391] 

* CF. The Brazen Serpent, 1831, pp 61 U. 
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The volume, 'The Epistles of St. John, A Series of 

Lectures on Christian Ethics-, * [1857 )g gave to a wider 

audience the substance of lectures delivered at the 

Working Men's College. In a brief preface Maurice: writes: 

"I have not scrupled to tell this- 
Class that I consider the question, 
whether there is a foundation for human 
morality - or whether it is dependent 
upon the opinions and fashions of dif- 
ferent ages'. and countries-, to be THE. 
question in which, as a body and as 
individuals, we are most interested. " 

By way of an example of his exposition we will 

take part of his fourth lectureöon I John 2: 1-3, under 

the sentences AND HE IS THE PROPITIATION FOR OUR SINS: 

AND NOT FOR OURS ONLY, BUT FOR THE `WHOLE WORLD. 

"Our translators have introduced, the 
word SINS into the second clause, 
supposing it ought to be repeated 
from the first. Perhaps they are 
right; I an not sure; and I believe, 
when we have examined the principal 
word in the passage, we shall find, 
that it makes no great difference 
whether we say that He was- a Pro- 
pitiation for the whole world, or 
for the sins of the whole world. 

That principal word is PROPITIA- 
TION. What does it signify ?I must 
refer you back to what I have been 
saying about the word 'Advocate. ' 
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"Those heathens and Jews who looked 
for an Advocate who should induce 

some Divine Ruler not to punish them, 

also looked for something which the: 
Advocate should offer to the Divine 
ruler, in order that He might be 

moved to compassion. They expected 
that Fie should give the God some 
adequate or sufficient motive not to 
execute the vengeance which it seemed 
to them that He was executing, or was 
likely to execute, upon them. 

No more natural notion could come 
into the minds of people who had done 
wrong, and who, knew they had done it. 
If some fellow-creature had displeased 
them, this was the course they were 
inclined to adopt;,. the more inclined 
the harder and crueler their feelings- 
towards him were. 'Pay me that thou 
owest, ' as our Lord says in His para- 
ble, is the,,. language which one fellow- 
servant is apt to use- to another.. 

He does not care to make his 
fellow-servant better; he cares only 
to got an amends for some injury 
which he thinks he has suffered at 
his hands. And he supposes that 
the Lord of all acts upon the same 
principle.. * not that (lie cares) that 
they should become right and gracious 
men* 

N. . . Though this was the natural 
notion of both Jews and heathens. .. 
no Jew and no heathen was satisfied 
with it. .. 

The best heathens said 
that the Being they worshipped must 
be right and true Himself, and that 
it was dangerous and wicked to attrib- 
ute any acts to Him that would be 
base and evil in them. 
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The Jew, taught by the, law and 
the prophets, believed that the 
God and Judge of all the earth 
was a righteous being, and could 
only do right; and that the whole- 
scheme and purpose of His govern- 
ment was to make men right.. What- 

ever sacrifices and offerings Ile 

appointed, such a Jew was sure! 
wore appointed for this end".... 

They brought an animal... con- 
tessed their sins over it; the 
priest presented it; it was dec- 
lared to be the sign and pledger 
of an atonement and reconcilia- 
tion between God andthe worship- 
per. 

These Jewish offerings, then, 
were no compensations to an offend- 
ed Prince. They were indications 
and expressions of the will of a 
gracious Rular. They were wit- 
nesses of a union between Him and 
them which could not be broken. 

And, f 
there was, in that taber- 

nacle in which those sacrifices 
were offered, a mercy-seat, where, 
God declared that He would meet 
the worshippers. It was the most 
conspicuous object in the building; 
the cherubims covered it with their 
wings. 

The High Priest who offer- 
ed the sacrifices died; this sign 
of God's presence with the people 
lasted on from generation to gener- 
ation. 

St. John had been used to gaze- 
on this mercy-seat when he was a 
boy in the-Temple at Jerusalem, 
when he went yearly to the feasts. 
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[Now] he wý 
Jerusalem. 
haps still 
it was, it 
surrounded 
soon to be 

). s far away from 
The Temple was 

in existence; b, 

was desecrated; 
with armies; it 
burnt with fire. 

per- 
ut if 

it was 
was 

What had become of the sacrifices:, 
and the priests, and the mercy seat ? 
St. John says, Jesus Christ the, Right- 
eous, our Advocate, is the Mercy- 
seat. In Him God meets us; in Him 
we may meet God. In Him God is 
satisfied with us; in Him we can 
be satisfied with God. 

Why did he say so ? Because he 
believed that the only sacridice 
with which God can be pleased is 
the voluntary sacrifice of a self; 
is the sacrifice of one who delights 
to do His will, and to suffer it. 
Because he believed that God had 
signified His delight in it, by 
raising Jesus from the dead. 
Because he believed that that act 
declared Him to be the Son of God- 
the Mediator and High Priest who 
had always united God to man, from 
whom all other mediators and priests 
derivedtheir worth and meaning; 
without whom they were nothing. 
Because he believed that, being_ 
this, Jesus Christ the Righteous 
fulfilled the idea of the Mercy 
Seat, in whom God and His creatures 
can have fellowship, in whom the 
children who have wandered from 
their home may find it again. 

But was this all ? No .... Was this, then, a JEWISH high priest, 
sacrifice, mercy seat ? If He was 
that (and He was that) He must be 
more. The Lord had taken the 
nature of man; He had died the death 
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of man. Was He not then, a high 

priest, a sacrifice, a mercy seat 
for man ? Could St. John dare to 
say die is a mercy seat for our, 
sins only ? Uust he not say, 
'IIe also accomplishes what the Gen- 
tiles have boon dreaming of in 
their miserable propitiations ? 
He is *ha morcy seat for the whole 
world. The whole world is atoned 
or reconciled in Him& All have a 
right to draw nigh to God as 
their Father in Him ... There- 
fore we have a right to say, 'Our 
race, our manhood is glorified in 
Him. " .... 

This then is the second part 
of our Christian ethics-. .. To-day 
wo have heard of the elevation of 
men into union with God. Jesus: Christ 
the Righteous; is the Person through 
whom mankind recovers its true pos- 
ition and glory. Therefore our 
ethics are in the strictest sense 

Christian; but they are also in 
the strictest sense human. They adapt 
themselves to the wants of individual 
men. They concern societies- of men. 
They prove that there is a fellowship 
for the whole race of men. � - pp. 62-71. 

There is a peroration to the lecture which shows how 

acute was Maurice's ethical sense,, and how he cannot 

separate the idea of Christ's reconciliation from an 

application to mankind, as distinct from the salvation 

of the individual soul. The longing of men for fellow- 

ship with God, he says, is seen in prayers and litanies. 
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"These prayers were, I may say, the very signs of 

humanity, the proof that man does not and cannot reckon 

himself among the beasts that perish. " Yet prayers 

may be turned to selfish and vile ends. Christian 

ethics rescue prayers from these . vile applications', 

and belief in an Advocate and Representative of mankind 

delivers us from our own darkness that we may know God 

who is Light. 

"When we believe that Jesus Christ 
the righteous is the Propitiation 

or Mercy Seat for us and forthe 
whole world. that He has made the 
sacrifice of Himself which is- well 
pleasing to God, our confession of 
our individual sins increases our 
confidence in the purposes of God 
forthe universe:; our most earn- 
est petition being that He will 
make us true and loving sacrifices 
to accomplish His good will to us 
and to mankind" -p8.8. 

It lop as A. M. Ramsey says, a moot question how far 

Platonism affected Maurice's basic assumptions. Plato 

meant a groat deal to Maurice, for the lectures of Hare 

brought Plato to life and the impression remained. In 

a letter to Hort in 1850 Maurice confessed, '"I have never 

taken up any dialogue of Plato without getting more from 

it than from any book not in the Bible. " And again, 
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he admitted that to him the Bible and Plato were the 

twin sources of his thinking. 

"Inevitably his platonism coloured 
his Biblical exegesis; and it led, 
him to a tendency to expound the 

whole Bible through the spectacles. 
of his own interpretation of the 
Johannine prologue. But ... it 
was the Bible which really, domin- 
ated; and in it ; Maurice saw 'the- 
history of a divine descent into 
the misery to wrestle with it, to 
bring back the victims of It into 
the home of peace from which they 
had wandered *"-A. M. Ramsey_, F. D. Maurice and 

Modern Theology, 1951, p 23. 

*- of. The Gospel of the Kingdom of Heaven, p 158. 
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B I B L I O G R A P H Y OF T H E C H I E F 

W O R K S O F F. D. M A U R I C E 

* 

1834 Eustace Conway. a novel. 

1838 Subscription no Bondage. 

1838 The Kingdom of Christ, 

1839 Has the Church or the State power 
to educate, the Nation ?- lectures. 

1841 Reasons for not Joining a Party in the- Church 
[a letter to S. W°lilberforce ] 

1846 The Epistle to the Hebrews - 
Warburtonian Lectures, with a preface on 
Newman's 'Theory of Development. ' 

1847 The Religions of the World, and their 
relations to Christianity [Boyle Lectures). 

1848, The Prayer Book, considered especially in 
relation to the Romish System. 

1851 The Old Testament [18 sermons in Lincoln's 
Inn Chapel ]. 

1853 Theological Essays. 

1853 The Word 'Eternal' and the punishment of 
the wicked* 

1853 The Prophets and Kings of the Old Testament. 

1854 The Doctrine of Sacrifice deduced from the 
Scriptures. 

1854 Ecclesiastical History of the lot & 2nd Centuries. 
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1854 The Unity of the New Testament 
- 

a synopsis of the First Three Gospels 
and the Epistles of St. James, St. Jude, 
St. Peter and St. Paul. 

1857 Learning and Working. 

1857 Rome and its influence on Modern Civilization-. 

1857 The Epistles of St. John - lectures on 
Christian Ethics. 

1857 The Eucharist -5 sermons. 

1857 The Gospel of St. John - sermons. 

1857 The Indian Mutiny -5 sermons. 

1861 Lectures on the Apocalypse. 

1863, Claims of the Bible and of Science: 
[upon the Colenso Controversy]. 

1864 The Gospel of the Kingdom of Heaven 
18 lectures on St. LuIce's Gospel. 

1866 The Workmen and the Franchise. 

1866 Casuistry, Moral Philosophy and Moral Theology. 
- Inaugural Lecture at Cambridge. 

1871 Moral and Metaphysical Philosophy -2 vols. 

* 
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* 
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ChristopherWordsworth 

18O T- 1885 

BOTIN in 180TH Christopher was the youngest son of 

Christopher Wordsworth, -laster of Trinity College, 

Cambridge. John, the scholar, and Charles, T3jshop of 

St Andrews worn hiE elder brothers. Christopher Jr 

aas oducated at Winchester, and in 1825 entered Trinity 
t 

College, Cnmbrtdge# where he achieved an exceptional 

academic record. In 1830 he graduated as Senior Classic 

and gained the first Chancellor's modal for classical 

studios* Then he was elected a Fellow of his college. 

In 1813 he was ordained deacon, and priested in 1835. 

The following year he was made Public Orator at Cambridge, 

and later the same year was appointed Teadmaster of 

TTarrow. In 1844 he became a Canon of Westxiinster, and 

Arcrdeacon of , "ostminster in 1865. He was consecrated 

Bishop of Lincoln in 1868. 

Aa a result of his enterprising oversight the 

'Scholaa Cancellarii' was established for the training 

of ordinandn, and he appointed E. W. Benson to be in charge 
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of this new project. Bishop Wordsworth proved hiiasolf 

an able organiser and administrator, clear-headed and 

business-like. Fe had a remarkable memory which enhanced 

his many other gifts which nade him famous as a scholar 

and wri tor. 

His most famous publication was a Commentary on the 

whole Faible. The revised Greek Text and Commentary 

came out between 1856 - 60; the Old Testament followed 

in twelve parts between 1864' - 70, He also wrote a 

four-volume work on 'Church History up to A. D. 451. ' 

Lesser worUe published include more general topics, 

patristic and devotional writings. TT died after a 

Ion(; and distinguished career in 1885. 

Some extracts from the edition of 1872 will be given 

by way of illustration from the Commentary on the Epistle 

to the 'tomann. 
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Rom an s1: 17 

C 
lt'4 w 

13UT Tý? L' BUST SH L VE 
BY FAITH. (Habak. ii. 4). 
This was said by the Prophet 
TTabakkuk to encourage the Jews 

when fainting under the oppres- 
sion of the C haldaeans. Have 
faith in God. He will send you 
a deliverer.. Cyrus, a type 
of Christ, was raised ups as God 
had promised (Isa. xlia. 28);, he 
conquered and destroyed the Chal- 
daean king in his revelry, and 
restored the Jews to Jerusalem, 

and enabled them to rebuild the, 
Teeple, an emblem of the Church 
in glory. 

The Apostle applies this pro- 
phecy of Habakkuk to the Christ- 
ian Church, and to his own argu- 
ment concerning the blessing of 
eternal lice, consequent on 
FAITH in Christ. This applic- 
ation was specially appropriate, 
in reference to his Jewish fallow- 
ihristiansc who were thus taught 
that the temporal promises to 
their fathers in the Old Dispen- 
sation had a spiritual fulfil- 
ment to themselves in the New. 

Concerning this prophecy and 
its relation to the Doctrine of 
Justification by Faith, see above 
on Gal. iii. li; v. 1-1" 

The con junction QZ ,. "but'; con- 
tains a warning that, while the 
just shall live by FAITTI, the 
unjust, who does not believe, 
shall PERISH, and so is intro- 
ductory to what follows. 
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11 oianß3t 24 - 26 

24. ýº 4coýrotsýýErýoi 1 JEING JUSTIFIED; 
observe the present tense: the 
work of justification is ever 
going on, by the applicatia. n of 
the cleansing efficacy of Chri st"s 
blood to all who lay hold on Him 
by Faith. 

25, 
cýýý' ýtýy ] PI OPITIATION. 

See above on v. 2L. 

[ The, relevant portion of this NOTE 
runs as lollowas 

Some expositors (Theophyl., Oecumen.,. 
?: rasraus, 

,, 
Luther, following Theodore{) 

suppose tt? aT" ß4 '1 here to signify 
the P. 1OPITIATUuit `t, the. Propitiatory, 

or the Mercy-Seat, or Throne of Grace, 
on which God's presence andfavour 
rests, and in which His Shechinah or 
dory iaanifosts itself, as it did 
between the Cherubim overshadowing- 
the \rk (Ps. lxxx"1), and which is 
sprinkled by our Great High Priest 
with His own 131ood, (Exod. xxv, 17, 
Lev. xvi. 14-18. ) Cp. Heb"ix. 5. 

This exposition deserves consid- 
oration, and was adopted by many 
ancient interpreters, and has been 
ably maintained by Philippi, p. 100; 
but it dons not seem so suitable to 
the contest as that which renders 

r i"rP toy a SIN-OFFERING, or P^(YPITIATOTtY VICTILI. See the 
authorities in Fritz., p. 193, and in 
: Meyer, Do Wette, and Alf. 
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Fors the fact on which the Apo- 
stLe here dwells, is the BLOOD- 
SH : DING OF CHRIST, by which He. 

paid the price of our Redemption 
(ýRoýVTiQ, C'ý, ), and appeased the 
anger of God,, and cleansed us from 
sin, and displayed the sternness of 
God's Justice and Wrath against it; 
and showed that the temporary 
praeter-mission (lrh &cteS ) on Gods. 

part, of the PAST SINS of mankind, 
was NCIT due to any indifference on 
His side to the guilt of sin (as 
some might have imagined, Ps. x. 12; 
1.21), and yet enabled Him, without, 
any compromise of His Justice, to 
be the Justifier of all who build 
their foundation on Faith in Jesus, 
the Saviour of all. 

Besides, the word rpoCýr. "o ' HE 
PUBLICLY SET FOI l (cp. Thucyd. ii. 
34)p is not applicable to the cov- 
ering of the Liercy-$eat which was 
concealed from the People, and even 
from the Priests, and which is, as 
its name, capporeth, 
or covering (Levit. xvi. a. Exod. xxv. 
17,18-22; cp. Heb. ix.. 5) signifies, 
the covering of our sins by Christ's 
Righteousness. .. 

26 51KkoüVTa 8K '6bß 
JUSTIFYING him who builds by Faith 
on Jesus as his foundation, and springs 
from Him as from the source of his 
life, and as the root of his spiritual 
being. 

These paragraphs require an invest- 
igation of the meaning of the word 
Q1 KA I OS2, as used by St. Paul" 
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Its sense had also been dec- 
lared by the usage of the Sept- 

uagint Version, where ýPsKoooiy 

is equivalent to P'T º (hitsodi. k), 
JUSTIFICAVIT, and has the force 
of ACQUITTING or ACCOUNTING and 
DLCLAIIING RIGIMOUS, in oppos- 
ition to CONDr' WING and PROA& 
NOUNCING GUILTY. Cp. below, viii. 
33, with the use of the word by 
the LXX in Gen. xxxviii. 26.; xliv. 
16. Exod. xxlii. T. Deut. xxv.. l. 
2 Sam. xv. 4. Ps. lxxxii. 3;, Isao 

v. 23. 

This meaning is further illus- 
trated by the use of the word SiV, diaw in the Gospels and Acts. 
Sep. Matt. xi. 9;. .. Acts xiii. 39. 
In all these cases: the word 11K¢uäv*Y 

signifies to ACCOUNT and DECLARE 

righteous, and to REGARD and to 
TREAT as such. But it does not 
signify to MAKE righteous. 

But this appears to be the 
proper sense of the word Sl9t4onvm, 

as used by St. P aut. 

Here then we are led to advert 
to the controversies. that have 
arisen in the Church concerning 
the word JUSTIFICATION and TO 
JUSTIFY, as applied to man. 

It is affirmed by some that 
they intimate an IiiPUTATION of 
the righteousness of another (viz" 
of Christ) to use 

Others assert that they also 
represent the INFUSION of 
Righteousness (ýf4E. ttoG'ýcJVy ) into 
us. / 
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Perhaps the truth may best be 

cleared by saying, that while it 
is true, that the word 

Si'"d#o6y, 

strictly rendered,, signifies, to 
ACCOUNT righteous by IMPUTATION, 

and not to MAKE righteous by 
infusion; andthat the formal 

act, wherein JUSTIFICATION, pro- 
perly understood, consists, is 
the imputation of the righteous- 
ness of Christ to us-, and the 
declaration of our acquittal 
and restoration to God's favour 
by virtue of the meritorious acts 
and sufferings of Christ; yet 
that in this statement there is 
no denial, but rather a declar- 
ation, that we are also }1ADE 

righteous by our union with Christ, 

and that,, God's righteousness 
( ýiKe[ýo0'ü" ) is not only IMPUTED, 
but also is IMPARTED to us in Him 
who is 'the Lord our Righteousness, ' 

This work is done by the grace 
received from God through Christ 
by the operation of the Holy Ghost; 
but this work of INFUSION of grace 
is not properly to be called Just-- 
ification, but rather to be des- 
ignated SANCTIFICATION. 

[Wordsworth concludes the Note 
on the passage with some full 
references to Hooker, Andrewes, 
Dr Barrow, and WYaterland. ]Finally 
he writes: 

This doctrine of Justification is 
to be maintained- 

(1) Against PHARISAICAL PRIDE, 
claiming justification as a 
debt for its own deserts. (Rom. iv. 4) 
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(2) Against PELAGIAN PRESMIPTION, 

magnifying human ability, and 
depreciating divine grace. 

(3) Against TRRIDENTINE DIVINES 
[Session vi* can. 321,, (i) setting 
up a merit of congruity in works 
preceding Justification; and 
(ii) maintaining a merit of con- 
gruity in works $. ollowing Justr 
ification (see Art. xiii. of 
Church of England); and (iii) 
teaching works of supererogation 
(see Art. xiv). 

(4) Against SOCINIANS, relying on 
their own works, and rejecting 
the propitiation set forth byr 
God through faith in Christ°s 
blood (iii. 25). 

(5) Against ANTINOLIIANS & SOLIFIDIANS,, 
destroying the Law as a rule of 
conduct, by a perversion of this 
doctrine, which, as St. Paul affirms, 
'establishes the Law, ' vs3l. 

(6) Against CALVINISTIC & IMETfiODIST- 
ICAL FANATICISM, relying on its 
on PERSONAL ASSURANCE of Godas 
present and unfailing favour, and 
thus endeavouring to JUSTIFY ITSELF. 

(7) Against those who despise the 
instrumentality of the Holy Sacra- 
ments, by which the Holy Spirit 
applies the merits of Christ's 
death for our Justification. 
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I e a r y A 1 f o. r d 

1 s. 1 0 -1 87 1 

HENRY was the son of the Reverend Henry Alford, Vicar 

of Ampton. His mother died at his birth in 1810. 

He was at first a pribate pupil of the Reverend John 

Bickeratethi with whose son [later Bishop of Ripon] 

he formed a close friendship. He went up to Trinity 

College, Cambridge in 1829, and graduated 8th Classic, 

and 34th Wrangler in 1832. Ordained in 1833, he went 

As-curate to his father at Ampton. In the followint 

year he was elected Fellow of Trinity College; and in 

1835 was instituted to the benefice of Wyneswold" 

In this living he was occupied for eighteen years 

with parochial ministration, private tuition and work 

on his commentaries. Here he published the first 

volume of his Greek Testament - the last volume came- 

out in 1861. In 1841 -2 he was Hulsean Lecturer., 

and published his lectures under the title "The Consist- 

ency of the Divine conduct in revealing the Doctrines of 

Redemption. " 
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In 1857 he aas- appointed Dean of Canterbury, 

in which deanery he remained till his early death 

in 1871. He was of a poetical temperament, and 

his talents were drawn out by the company he kept at 

Cambridge - Tennyson, Arthur Hallam, Trench, Blakesley 

and Thompson [afterwards Master of Trinity]. Alford 

published some poems and wrote hymns including the 

familiar "Come, yo thankful people, come, " and "In token 

that thou shalt not fear. " His artistic gifts extended 

to painting, composition of music and wood-carving. 

He received an Evangelical upbringing; and, after 

being influenced by the clericalist movement of 1835 - 

1842, he returned to a distinctly Protestant basis for 

his religious and ecclesiastical convictions. 

His fame rests chiefly on his Greek Testament. He 

adopted a text mainly from Buttmann and Lachman. Later 

he corrected it by the help of the works of Tregelles 

and Tischendorf. His references to passages illustra- 

ting the use of words in Hellenistic Greek are original 

and important. His notes show an independent mind 

and sound judgment. 
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His theological standpoint seems to be more on 

the liberal side as regards belief in inspiration, 

separating himself definitely from the 'verbal inspir - 

ation' position, but equally detached from the view- 

point of, say, Benjamin Jowett. 

He produced a New Testament for English Headers, 

an adaptation of the Greek edition. He undertook a 

revised English Version, begun in company with three, 

others, but finished the course alone. Later he was 

a member of the company of revisers for the New Test- 

ament, until his death intervened in 1871. 

* 

By way of illustrating his method and viewpoint, 

we will cite his notes on some of those passages in 

the Epistle to the Romans, concerning which we have 

elsewhere givon attention to the commentaries of 

Vaughan and other expositors. 
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N THE GREEK TESTAMENT "- volume II - 1855 

Roman s- 1: 17 

<$- 1 He shows that 
'righteousness by faith' is na 
NEW IDEA, but found in the pro- 
phets. The words (ref. ) are 
cited again in Gal"iii. ll. Hobo 
x. 38, in the former place with 
the same purpose as here. They 
are used in ýlabakkuk with refer- 
ence to credence given to the- 
prophetic word: but properly 
speaking, ALL FAITH IS ONE, in 
whatever word or act of God 
reposed: so that the Apostle Is 
free from any charge of forcing; 
the wordwto the present purpose. 

The two ways of arranging them, 
- 

ýtC tt'ý a'TýwS'4 7 Týý, and b -bi Kapos ý. rG 
P """t-ws - '1111-T419 in fact amount 
to the same: if the former, which 
is more agreeable to the sieb, be 
taken, 6. i must mean, 'shall 
live on, ! endure in his t, (Vouca-üüj,, 
by weans of faith - which would 
assert that it was a Sit'(. a(üoTv%/ 
of faith, as strongly as; the 
latter'doos. 

[That is all on l: l? bl 

ROUANS 3: 24 - 26 

241$IKoctov' V-0I agrees with Troowr&3 , 
without any ellipsis; nor need it 
be resloved into K& SW, Uvý v-mi : 
the participial sentence is maxaJam 
t* subordinated to the great 
general statement of the insufti- 

/ ciency 
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of all to attain to the glory 
of God. It is not necessary, 
in the interpretation, that the. 

subjects offt447L-S and S1KN%Qv'ýAtvot 

should be in matter of fact 

strictly commensurate; - 'ALL have 

sinned - ALL are (must be, if 
justified) justified freely, &c. 

SwPOv I see rect.: here, 'with- 
out merit or desert as arising 
from earnings of our own; ' 'gratis. ' 

o! 
üiou X fIT4 ] 'by Ilia grace, * 

i. ea 'His free undeserved Love, ' 

as the working cause: (De, Ws) . 

ýI 
ae TnS öci'o`k" tc. -r º" ]" By means; of 

the propitiatory redemption which 
is in (has been brought about by, 
and is now in the Person of) Christ 
Jesus$* 

XvXul pWO-IS " redemption by a XVTpov, 

'propitiation, ' - and, as expressed- 
by the prepositionkfio, redemption 
FROM some state of danger or misery: 
here, - from the Guilt of sin by 
the propitiatory sacrifice of Christ's 
death, see reffe and iatt.. xx2a" 
In Eph. i. 7- this ý'+Mo? ipwTiS is 
defined to- äc4 1$ T}: v l, Oý i . 4; , rwv 

25l '1 cE'&6rd ' not here *decreed, ' 
as in ch. i.. 13, Eph. i. 9, - but 'put 
forth, ' 'set forth, ' manifested 
historically in His incarnation, 
sufferings and exaltation. Wetst. 
quotes. Thucyd.. 11.34 'töt bGT. c 
1C o? *a: v al fiwy ö! 'foýývoý, & vc V, 
' hey expose the bones; of the 
deceased to public view. ' 
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W aTif1oy" 1 'as a propitiatory 
offering. ' So we have Ir ri fi " 
Exod,. xx. Z4-#, keep 

r '7`eloy' , 2: Macc. 

xii. 45, - and Ka Pý'iýrý Herod. 
1.35, in the sense of thank-offer- 
ings and offerings of purific- 
ation (no subst., as GVjAw 

' need; 
be supplied, - the words being them- 

selves substantives) z and ire. have 
this very word in Dio Chrys. Orat. 
ii. p. 184 (cited by stuart), where 
he says that the Greeks offered 
an Tj,,, 'A i voI, a propit- 
iatory sacrifice. 

The ordinary interpretation 
[Theodoret, Thoophyl., Luth., Calv", 
Grot., Calov., Wolf,. Olsh. ] is 
founded on the., sense in which the 
LXX use the word, as signifying, 
the golden cover of the ark of the 
covenant, between the Cherubim, 
where Jehovah appeared and whence 
He gave His oracles. .... " 
The expression occurs-in fulX., 
fý'C Tf Pw1 -` fftrý[ýed Exod. xxv. 17: 
elsewhere AAold'ýQ1ov only, as Heb. 
ix"5. See also Philo,, Vit, moa", 
p. 668... 

But Do Wette well shews; the., 
inapplicability of this interpret- 
ation, as not agreeing with (15 
EvS4fý#v 

, KT. V (which requires a 
VICTIM, see below), and as confus- 
ing the unity of the idea here, 
Christ being (according to it) one 
while a victim (V Twav rov otfý, vrj 
and another,, something else. 

The other interpretation (Vg" 
propitiiationem: so. E. V.: Beza, 
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Ruckert, al.: adj. - Rosenmüller,, 
Wahl), which makes: pIvy 
an adjective agreeing with ei, 

'a propitiator, " hardly agreosý 
with FPO t&1-0 

, implying an exr- 
ternal demonstration of Christ 

as the 47 Ploy , not mere-ly 
an appointment in the divine 
oeconomy. 

S 
is It (G'TC-W$ ]" by faith ," as 

the subjective means of appro- 
priation of this propitiation: 
- not to be joined with ýy 

6(Vfov-`e[ij. flI (but the on. of Tj 
is no objection to this;, see) 
above on ver. 22: ), as Luth., 
Calyo al., Olsh., Ruckert, - 
for such, an expre sion- as; 
7iid'Ti$ o Ti i v-7ýSw Jw 

.M"ý. . 
would be unexampled, - and 

which Is de tisive) the clause 
y--w a;? o' owt.. t71 requires a 

primary, not a subordinate. 
place in the sent encr because 
the next clause &-js ýv . T. ýbltc. otü , 
directly refers to it. As ßlä! 

? riq-7 . is the subjective means, 
of appropriation, so .iV Tl . 1tt tC. 

Vu is the objective means; 
of manifestation, of Christ as 
propitiatory sacrifice. 

p Mof does not = 
eONAMOY 

9 but. 
refers to propitiation by BLOOD, - 
tho well-known typical use of it 
in sacrifice. 

ýý. ýýýýýýýý"ý`ý1 In order, to 
the manifestation of His right- 
eousness,: " this is the aim of 
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the putting forth of Christ as 
an expiatory victim. 

not TRUTH (Ambrstw 
al), - not GOODNESS (Theodoret, 
Grot.,. Hiammond.. Koppe, Rosenur., 
Reiche), - not both these com- 
binod with JUSTICE (Beza), - 
not JUSTIFYING, or SIN-FORGIVING 
righteousness (Chrys., Aug., 
Estius, Krehl., B. -Crux. ), - 
not the RIGHTEOUSNESS WHICH HE 
GIVES (Luther, Elsner, Wolf, al. ), 
which last would repeat the idea 
alread cont, tined in. v. 21, and 
rob 0-15 To C-iV"ti atü i '51Karoy of aL1 
meaning, - not HOLINESS which 
does not correspond. to i. Kýt pos 
and Si l y, but 'JUDICIAL 
RIGHTEOUSNESS, " JUSTICE (as 
Urigen, Calov.,, Tholuck, Meyer, 
Schrader., ' Ruckert ed. 2, al. ) " 

This interpretation alone 
suits the requirements of the 
sense,, and corresponds' to they 
idea of 54402HOUv 

, which is itself 
judicial. A SIN-OFFERING 
betokens on the one side the em- 
piation of guilt, and on the other 
ensures pardon and reconciliation: 
and thus the Death of Christ is 
not only a proof of God's grace, 
and love, but also of His judicial 
righteousness which requires pun- 
ishment and expiation. (btainly 
from De Wette). 

i/1 

'Ti 
; 1voXi aW1ou ý, 

VJ 

and containjs the REASON WHY God 
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would manifest His judicial 

righteousness; 'on account of 
tho overlooking of the sins 
which had passed, in the for- 
bearance of God: ' i. e. to vin- 
dicate that character for justice, 

which might seem, owing to the 
suspension of God's righteous, 
sentence on sin in former ages 
in His forbearance, to be placed 
in question: - to shows that 
though lie did not then punish 
fully for sin, and though He did 
then set forth inadequate means 
of (subjective) justification, - 
yet lie did both, not because: His 
justice was slumbering, nor be- 
cause the nature of His right- 
eousness was altered-, - but bec- 
ause THE HAD PROVIDED A WAY 

whereby sin might be forgiven, 

and He might be just. 

Observe, TºdfýC-aýu03 is not for- 
giveness, but *OVERLOOKING., 
which is the work of forbearance 
(see Acts xvii. 30), whereas. 
FORGIVENESS is the work of GRACE, 
-ýsooch. i i. 4: - nor is 'i wv TFýa . dts. µ. , 'the sins of each man which 
precede his conversion' (Calov. ), 
but THOSE OF THE WHOLE WORLD 
BEFORE THE DEATH OF CHRIST. See 
the very similar words Heb. ix. 15. 

The rendering 
S& 

$0 'by means of' 
(Origen, Luth., Caiv., Calov., 

Le Clerc, Elsn. # Koppe, Reiche,, 
Schrader), is both ungrammatical 

and unmeaning. 
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26" T PcS TAY CYý. K' 
jr 

The art* distinguishes- this fySkSiS 
from the former as the FULLER 
AND ULTJJ4ATE OBJECT, of which 
that `ev -'ý(S was a subordinate 
part: - 'WITH A VIEW TO THE 
(or His) MANIFESTATION OF HIS 
RIGHTEOUSNESS IN THIS PRESENT 
TII': IE. ' The sheaving forth 
that He was righteous throughout 
His dealings with the whole 
world, by means of setting forth 
an adequate and complete propiti- 
ation in the death of Christ, 

was TOWARDS, formed a subsidiary 
manifestation to, His GREAT MANI- 
FESTATION OF HIS RIGHTEOUSNESS 
(same sense as before, JUDICIAL 

righteousnesSi JUSTICE] UNDER 
n GOSPEL. he joining FoS TIC/ 

vto 
- wn " with kd -C! eVoý(ý T"ýQE-öü 

(Beza, Ruckert 2 ed.., ThoLo, al, ) 

would draw off the attention from 
the leading thought of the sen- 
tence to a digression respecting 
the kra"ýý, 1`f.: ©. ' which is not prob- 
able. 

El 
. S` To ýVäi ký"ý PIN ORDER THAT 

HE MAY BE (shewn to be; - the whole 
present concern is with 
the exhibition to men of the right- 
eousness of God) JUST AND (yet, on 
the other side) JUSTIFYING Hflt WHO 
IS OF (THE) FAITH IN JESUS" (1 y ýK him who belongs to,, 
stands in, works from as his start- 
ing-point, faith in Jesus: - sew 
ch. ii. 8f note, and reff. ). 
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FREDERICK WILLIAM 

ROBERTSON 

* 
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kWilliam Frederia 

Robertson 

L81 6- 1853 

THE eldest of a family of four sons, Frederick William 

wa' burn in 1916. T1i9 father was an officer in the, 

Royal Artillery. Frederick was educated at Beverley 

Grammar School, the New Edinburgh Academy and Edinburgh 

University. Ile also read at Oxfords Originally he 

had studied for the army, but abandoned his father's 

footsteps. In his university career he gained no 

distinction in the same way as did the others discussed 

in this study. But Robertson's thorough reading of 

Plato and Aristotle exerted a considerable influence 

upon his mind, which is reflected in his later thought. 

He was ordained in 1840 to a curacy in VWinchester". 

After a short time his health broke down. Then he. 

went as curate to Archibald Boyd [later Dean of üxeter1 

in 1842. He grew out of harmony with his sphere and 

resigned, going to Germany in 1846; here he sought rest 

from incompatible elements which aggravated an already 
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melancholic spirit. He returned to England and was 

given charge of St. Ebb's, Oxford, in the underprivileged 

part of the town. But his exceptional abilities as a 

proacher and teacher of the Christian Faith drew- crowds 

of undergraduates. 

In 1847 he was offered the incumbency of Trinity 

Chapel, Brighton. In a brief and perhaps unique ministry 

of six yearsphe revealed gifts which some have described 

as of the order of genius. At any rate they were of an 

unusually high order, and in but half a dozen years-they 

gained him a place among the famous of the nineteenth 

century. 

F. W. R. belonged to no party. He had wide, sympathies 

with all parties, and at the same time was essentially 

original and fearless in holding and proclaiming his 

convictions. He wasp a silver-tongued orator; and had 

a special flair for influencing the poor and those who 

were so largely outside the interests or range. of influence 

of the Church of his day. His frankness made him the 

object of attacks from the cliques of Brighton society 

as well as from other clergy and ministers who plainly 

resented him. 
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Robertson suffered from a fiery vehemence of 

expression at times, an exaggerated sensitiveness and 

an unfortunate lack of that saving grace of humour. 

His nervous energy was expended at a rate which doubtless: 

shortened his life. He died of inflammation of the 

brain on the 15th August 1853; and it is said that two 

thousand people followed at the funeral. His private 

letters are of a high literary order; but his fame rests 

on his preaching, some of which is preserved in collec. 

tions of printed sermons, rather than on pure writing. 

His theology was his own, and if one had to put him in 

any category it would be in the broad church group. His 

religious origins had boon definitely with the Evangelical 

school, but ho had passed through a profound spiritual 

crisis in his early years as a clergyman which affected 

his whole religious thought. He was a complex person; 

not deeply scholarly in the sense in which the Tria, say, 

were scholars - and yet he had powers of deep thought 

which made him "F. W. Robertson. t Tremendous oratory 

and the power to pour out his soul to packed congregations 

combined with an intense subjectivity. A passionate 

devotion to Christ reigned in a spirit rather indifferent 

to the authority of antiquity. Given to overstatement, 

he was possessed with an acute moral consciousness. 
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It It be asked why we have drawn Robertson into 

the scope of this study, one may answer that - rather, 

as in the case of lddaurice- no study of the nineteenth 

century Biblical exposition could omit so significant, 

colourful and influential a figure, even though he was 

not an expositor of the same kind as Vaughan and the Trio. 

Sydney Cave* makes the important point that, on the one 

hand, in Germany theology in the nineteenth century has 

a history - "it has bean the result of the interplay of 

schools of thought, which have been closely connected 

with current philosophies-. " On the other hand, in 

England "theology has been less the work of schools of 

thought than of individuals. " And so far as the Person 

and Work of Christ are concerned "the two most important 

contributions in English to our subject came, not from 

University teachers, but from isolated and lonely thinkers, 

from F. W. Robortson and from McLeod Campbell. " Cave further 

suggests that Robertson was a preacher and not a theo- 

logian; and yet he succeeded where most English theo- 

logians failed "in bringing men back to the historic 

Christ as the Way, the Truth, the Life. " 

* The Doctrine of the Person of Christ, 1952, p. 18,7. 
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Some of the leading principles: which governed his 

thought and life may be summed up as follows* - 

(i) Teaching should be suggestive rather than dogmatic, 

for spiritual truth is discerned by a man's whole spirit- 

ual being, and not alone by his intellect. (ii) Truth 

is made up of two opposite propositions, and is not to 

be found in a via media between them. (iii) The object 

of the teacher should be the establishment of positive 

truth, rather than the negative repression of error.. 

Error can only be destroyed by planting a positive 

truth in its place. (iv) There is a soul of goodness 

in things evil. (v) Belief in the divine character 

of Christ's humanity is antecedent to belief in its 

divine origin. (vi) From within outwards is the method 

which Christianity follows; the same method should be 

adopted by the Christian teacher. A study of his sermons, 

shows how fully he carried out his precepts. 

Robertson did not speak ill of dogma; he appreciated 

its necessity, But he saw clearly that it could never- 

be final, and it could never exhaust the full significance 

of truth. LIVING TRUTH is the key-note of his whole 

life and thought and teaching. There is_doctrinal 

* Life and Letters, ed. Stopford Brooke, cß_ vol, ii, 
pp 10.2,106., 160-1. 
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teaching in his sermons, but the doctrines are always 

set forth in their organic relation to life, and as 

being principles- which are timeless and flexible and 

needful of interpretation for each successive age. 

V. F. Storr sums this up: "He loved to suggest rather 

than define. His object was to bring his hearer into 

the presence of the living truth, and there leave. him, 

so that, while he absorbed the truth, the truth, might 

absorb bim. " I 

Story (ibid. ) also calls attention to the resemblance 

botween Hort and Robertson in at least one important. 

respect. ""'HIort "s IIulsean Lectures, 'The Way, The Truth, 

The Lifo, " breathe throughout the very similar spirit 

to that which animated Robertson. They show the same 

sense of the organic nature of truth,, the same apprec- 

iation of the conditions necessary for its apprehension, 

the sane conviction that all ways of truth meet in 

Christ. " 

Though something of a fiery and explosive personality, 

theologically viewed - and more than that - Robertson 

was a mediator. In an age when party attachment was 

130 vital a matter, and party cries echoed round the Church, 

The Development of English Theology in the 
; Tinetoonth Century, 1800-1860,1913', p. 415. 
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and the conflict was mounting between traditional 

theology and now knowledge: F. W. Robertson stood out 

as a reconciler. Finally - and with this reminder of 

one of Robertson's principles we may fittingly bring 

our study to a close -' in all his teaching he emphasized 

the Scriptural principle that spiritual truth must be, 

spiritually discerned. Only the pure in heart could 

see God. Truth enters the mind of man by other avenues 

than that of the intellect alone; yet the intellect 

plays its part in conscious reflection. Truth must 

ripen from within; it is folly to attempt to impose 

it from without by authoritative declarations. Truth 

cannot be separated from life. 

. s. " 

13 1BL10GRAPHY 

1 Translation of Lossing's 'Education of the Human i{ace. ' 

2 Lectures on the Influence of Poetry on the 
Working Classes, 1852. 

3 Expository Lectures on St Paul's Epistles to the 
Corinthians, 1859. 

4 Literary Remains, 1876. 

* 

5 Life and Letters, Ed* by Stpford A. B'roolce, 1872. 
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CONCLUSION 

TM declared intention underlying this study was that 

it should be neither plain biography nor a merely 

objective examination of published works and manuscripts. 

Rather was it to be a voyage of discovery into the ocean 

of the religious mind of a notable divine, whose life 

covered eighty-one years of the nineteenth century. 

Giving adequate attention to biography, and making full 

use of his Biblical expositions, we have sought to 

appraise the religious constitution, the theological 

thought and outlook, the expository method and expression, 

and the practical achievements of C. J. Vaughan; - and 

to do this by comparison with his contemporaries, in an 

age of revolution in Biblical studies and religious 

thought generally. 

Among the many aspects of our enquiry, we have not 

lost sight of the interesting question, Why has one, so 

highly esteemed and revered by those who knew him 

intimately, become a neglected figure; while others, 
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seemingly of no greater religious or intellectual 

stature, have been remembered in the gallery of the 

famous ? Strange that 'the most serviceable life in 

the Church* of Archbishop Bensons generation should 

be practically unknown to-day, and without mention in 

a recent full and standard text-book on the nineteenth 

century *. 

A comparison of the thought and exposition of 

Dr Vaughan with those of his most accredited contemp- 

oraries in the sane field gains added significance by 

virtue of the period and place of their training, and 

their basic reading. The following table is striking: 

C. J. Vaughan, 1816 - 180TH Trinity College, Cambridge, 

- Classics. 

J. L3. Lightfoot, 1828 3o, Trinity College, Cambridge, 

- Classics. 

B. F. Weetcott, 1825-1901. ß Trinity College, Cambridge, 
- Classics. 

F. J. A. Hort, 1823 - 1892, Trinity College, Cambridge, 

- Classics. 

F. D. Maurice, 1805- 1872, Trinity College, Cambridge, 

- Classics. 

C. Wordsworth, 1807 - 1835, Trinity College, Cambridge, 

- Classics. 

* Elliott-Binns, Lng1ish Thought, 1860-1900, 
publ. 1956" 
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H. Aliord, 1810-1871, Trinity College, Cambridge, 
- Classics. 

C. J. Ellicott, 1819-1905, St. John"s College, Cambridge, 

- Classics. 

F. W. Robertson « 1816-1853, Brazenose College, Oxford, 

- Classics. 

B. Jowett, 1817-1893, Balliol College., Oxiord, 

- Classics. 

We note that, with the exception of Robertson and 

Jowott, they were all Cambridge men. The latter-, with 

the excoption of Ellicott, were all Trinity men. All of 

them read Classics, whether at Oxford or Cambridge; and 

all of them were undergraduates within the short space 

of twenty-five years. So that, not only did all our 

expositors begin at the same starting-tape in respect 

of subject and time, and most of them in the same 

University; but they all breathed the same kind of 

cultural atmosphere. It would be a fascinating study 

to examine in detail how and why each developed 

differently, in some cases so very differently, from the 

others. 
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3ut our purpose in this concluding chapter is to 

underline some of the pore significant facts which 

the foregoing study has brought to light, and to make 

some observations upon them. It was remarked in the 

Foreword that 'the conclusion was reached rather by a 

process of elimination. ' Thus indeed it has been. The 

writer began by knowing very little about Vaughan and 

not much more about the Cambridge Trio and the other 

contemporaries. The Trio and Vaughan wore thought of 

in an indefinite way as belonging to a Cambridge School 

and being all much about the same in outlook and method. 

It was known that those who had known Vaughan personally 

thought exceptionally highly of him; and one Dove still 

living considers that 'Vaughan was certainly not a 

lessor man than the Trio. ' So, it must be frankly 

admitted, as the commentaries and KISS of Vaughan's 

Biblical exposition were read, we felt some disappointment 

that they did not compare favourably with the works of 

the Trio, though we fully acknowledge the excellence of 

classical scholarship and the soundness of exegesis 

which characterise the Dean. 

Vaughan's commentaries are essentially grammatical# 

lexical and homiletical. ills notes to the Doves, 
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according to the MSS, are of the same style only 

with a rather stronger homiletical emphasis. As wo 

move on to consider the Trio, we find a progressive 

comprehensiveness and speculativeness. 

Lightfoot is fuller than Vaughan in every way. For 

one thing, Vaughan does not go beyond the Scriptures 

themselves in his background material and cross-references. 

It is the rarest thing for him to quote an extra-canonical 

author. There are occasional references to Alford, 

Wordsworth and Ellicott in the MSS, with one or two 

allusions to Dr Lightfoot. In any case, we are ready 

to believe that sorge, if not all, such references may 

havo been inserted by the student who took down the 

notes. Certainly, in a number of instances the colour 

of the ink is deeper and suggests a later inscription. 

If it be so, then it serves to strengthen the conclusion 

that Vaughan avoided reference to other commentators, 

as he clearly affirms in his Preface to the commentary 

on romans. 

With Lightfoot, however, we are deliberately given 

the benefits of his extensive reading and historical 

insights. Yet not as some of the other commentators in 

our study does Lightfoot quote, so that one is apt to 
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lose sight of the wood for trees, and find the incessant 

flow of fragments and abbreviations something of an 

irritation [notably Ellicott, and to a lesser extent 

Alford. Judicious and relevant are Lightfootts 

citations. Tie maintains an even flow of exposition, 

illuminated by a free translation, and saves his special- 

ised commentating for additional notes. A number of 

these have become classics on the subjects with which 

they deal. It has already been noted in the appropriate 

chapter that there are not strong doctrinal, theological 

or speculative elements in Lightfoot's works. 

Passing on to Westcott, we receive the impression of 

a much more subtle, speculative and flexible mind; and 

reflections of a personality at once more colourful and 

of wider interests. No less than Vaughan and Lightfoot 

a first-class classical scholar, Bishop Westcott gets to 

grips with the great theological problems of the Scriptures 

which he seeks to interpret and expound, Both in the 

individual comments on verses or phrases or words, and 

more especially in the Additional Notes which abounds he= 

relates the details to the whole continuum of the basic 

truths of the Biblical revelation. There is an intellectual 
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honesty responding to the unusual spiritual insight; 

problems are recognised, controversial points acknow- 

ledged, earnest endeavours made to evolve theories 

which - if unorthodox in an ago when it really meant 

something to be off-centre - are boldly projected; 

and out of this fertile, virile and original mind 

there was poured forth a torrent of volumes, covering 

a period of over fifty years (1851 - 1902). 

As far as Biblical exposition is concerned, it 

reached its highest water mark with the publication 

of the commentaries on St. John's Epistles and on the 

Epistle to the HIebrews. The contrast between Vaughan's 

thought, expository method and personality, and those 

of ': Testcott is considerable. This is further emphasized 

by the breadth and variety of Nestcott"s interests, in 

contrast to the more linited sphere in which Vaughan 

moved. We should not under-rate the highly significant 

world in which Vaughan ministered - the pulpit, the 

public school, the theological studentsyclass-room, 

the parish and the university. But Nestcott can add to 

those the spheres of social welfare, theology, patristics, 

textual criticism, the diocese and so on; and wrote 

authoritatively upon them. 
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It is further indicative of the religious mind 

of ºJestcott that he found himself in such sympathy 

with the thought and outlook of F. D. Maurice. This 

was far removed from the sympathies and conservative 

mould of Vaughan's mind. At the same time, though 

liberate Westcott would have been classed with the 

rvangolical side of the Church rather than with the 

sacerdotal, as his colleague Hort. 

After reading the brief fragments of Hortes notes 

which were published, one immediately feels a deep 

regret that nothing more was made available. His 

style, mode of attack, balanced treatment, moderation 

in quotations, clarity, incisiveness, cogency of 

argument and independence of judgment, all combine to 

produce a model etyle and method of Biblical exposition. 

Westcott's excellent comImentaries are apt to be a 

little too elaborate for a working commentary. The 

little specimens of Hort's work suggest that he has the 

best aspects of Westcott's method together with certain 

valuable characteristics of his own. 

There is no doubt that what 1iort lacked in person- 

ality and self-expression he made up in knowledge and 
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thought. The energies which, save for his very shy 

nature, might have been spent in public activity and 

administration, worked quietly within to produce one 

of the most finished theologians as well as a foremost 

linguistic scholar of the century* All his wide and deep 

scholarship was the tool of a rich and sensitive mind, 

and of an original and highly independent spirit. 

Vaughan, Lightfoot and Wostcott. - though different 

in their ecclesiastical viewpoints - may be considered 

as belonginr; to the. Evangelical persuasion; Vaughan more 

to the rights Westcott to the left. But Hort was a 

sacerdotalist, with a keen sense of the richness of 

much pro-reformiiation Christianity. He complains that 

Protestant commentaries often forget that there was 

any Christianity between Paul and the Reformation. He 

was also an ardent admirer of F. D. P"; aurice - we would 

almost say disciple, if that were not too determinative 

for one so independent of thought. Thorough to a degree 

in all he was and did, Hort took nothing for granted, 

whether for himself or in his readers and students. 

And on this note we may conveniently conclude our 

summing up of Vaughan and the Cambridge Trio. 
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Sie have found, in moving from Vaughan to Hort, by 

way of Lightfoot and then WYostcott, a progressive 

comprehensiveness and speculativeness. In respect of 

exposition Vaughan takes: so much for granted, for he 

rather assumes his reader to be an orthodox Churchman, 

with a plain classical background and no problems. 

Vaughan's exposition is almost confined to the Epistles 

of the New Testament, and having a special regard to 

the Pauline letters*. His religion is a Pauline 

Christianity mediated through orthodox Anglicanism of 

the definitely Protestant strain. He seems to have 

no problems himself of a serious textual or theological 

character. Iiort, on the other hand, sees Biblical prob- 

lems cloarly, goes right to the heart of them, and,, come 

what may, fearlessly works out his own utterly honest 

intellectual solutions. ; Iort read widely, and was well 

aware of the sibnificance of the revolution of thought 

and method which was taking place on the Continent and 

which, if slowly, was affecting English scholarship. 

* In his notes to the Doves, Vaughan assumes 
a Pauline authorship for 'Hebrews. ' But 
in the 1800 edition of his commentary on 
that epistle he states that it is not St. 
Paul's, however Pauline in character. 
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It is scarcely possible to imagine two Churchmen 

engaged in the same ministry of Biblical exposition, 

who were yot more dissimilar than Vaughan and Hort. 

It is interesting to see that, of our Cambridge 'Quartet, ' 

the one with the most definite and advanced views, both 

in intellectual liberality and ecclesiastical catholicity, 

is the one who is most exacting and inexorable in his 

attempt to got impartially at the truth. To Vaughan 

the truth is the simple tradition of the New Testament 

teaching which is summed up in the Prayer 30ok and 

Croods, and further enlarged by a study of the Greek 

Testament along lexical lines. To Mort the truth is 

deeply hidden, and with much endeavour of spirit and 

intellect may have to be sought out through a maze of 

problems. 

The division of the nineteenth century commentators 

into V aughan"s younger and older contemporaries is 

arbitrary, and our study has shown that dates of birth 

do not materially affect their modes of thought and 

exposition. Those whose thought ripened rather earlier 

and published earlier do not necessarily belong to the 

conservative typo of expositor; neither do those who 
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flourished later necessarily belong to the more liberal 

school of interpreters* ülaurice and Jowett, for example, 

were ahead of their time, and suffered bitter persecutio; 

from pulpit and press, and were dubbed as heretics. On 

the other hand, : llicott's thought remained conservativo 

right through to the turn of the century, and was not 

sufficiently affected by the changing environment for 

him to have need to revise his commentaries. 

Even allowing for the native temperament of the 

English, it is renarkable how slowly continental 

influences won their way. Lnglish theology and relig- 

ious thought and Biblical studies were, as S. C avo puts 

it. 'strangely isolated. '* Even allowing, again, for 

the two factors to which Cave attributes the slow pro- 

press, naiaely, the pre-occupation of Lvangelicals with 

practical problems of piety, and the absorption of the 

Tractarians with their special doctrines, - this still 

left plenty in the broad centre to produce advancing 

moderates like Westcott, or more radical like Fort, 

:.. aurice and Jowett, But the fact is that the centre 

produced steady, conservative scholars like Alford, 

Wordsworth and 1ilicott to be valuable and valued - 

* The Doctrine of the Person of Christ, ed. 1952, 
p. 186. 
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if lesser - light, to share the same heavens with the 

greater lights, Lightfoot, S"lestcott and Iiort. 

Vaughan, qua expositor, belonged to that school 

of expositors, grounded in the classics, who were more 

or less untouched by the movements of modern thought 

in philosophy and theology and of critical method. He 

ranks among those conservative scholars who confined 

their exposition to grammatical and lexical notes, and 

who illustrated texts and words by cross-references 

within the Bible itself - 
1II&Ufe[TUKo7s 7iv [WTIV I 64J voriz: S. 

Such theological features as appear are coloured by 

elementary Church teaching; and withal the! practical 

application is given due place. It is not to be 

ctiticized as inferior in quality, for a first-class 

classical education and sound scholarship went to the 

making of Vaughan"s exposition. But uncritical in its 

method, relatively untheological, conservative and 

elementary - suited, as indeed much of it was. originally 

intended, to a public school sixth form and ordinands 

nearly a century ago - it is not surprising that Vaughan's 

published works have not much to offer a student to-day. 

Even Sanday and Headlam (I. C. C. ) writing over sixty years 
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ago can only remark in their annotated bibliography, 

Dr Vaughan'c .. close study of the Epistle (ie to the IT 

Romans). .. its greatest valuo lies in the careful 

selection of illustrative passages" from the LXX and 

Greek Testament *" 

R. R. Williams in 'Scripture and Tradition' [od Dillistone, 

10551 gives a chart which is reproduced on the next page. 

In the light of our studies- we should like to suggest 

a possible revision of relevant parts of the scheme as 

follows: 

Coleridge 

Cambridge 
School 

Vaughan 

Lightfoot 

I' estcott 

(Alou1o ) 

(Swate) 

Maurice. T. Arnold 

B. Jowett 

i 

Robertson 

Hort 

(Dodd) 

* Int. Crit. Comm., Ep. Romans, 1895, p cvii. 
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GERMAN THOUGH T 

[Philosophical and Critical 

"Coleridf., er 

1 .. 0 
J 

Cambridge F. D. Mauriee 
school 

Thomas Arnold Newman 
Lightfoot' 
Westcott 
'Tort 

"=essays & Reviews" F. W. Robertson 

C. J. Tractarians 
Vaughan generally 

Matthew Arnold P. T. Forspth 
Handley- 1"Literature" 

1I Moule and ne%ff %% 

0, Lux Mur 
rI 

C. H"Dodd 

Bishop Bishop 
Barnes 

Gregory 
Dis 

Hebert 

Alan 
Richardson 

- R. R. WYILLIAMS in 'Scripture and Traditions 
ed. F. W. Dillistone, p. 125. 
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It is true that Vaughan and the Trio were all 

born of the Cambridge School, but they each developed so 

distinctly along their several lines, that weý must 

not fail to recognise this. Vic are apt to think of 

Westcott and Hort only in connection with their work 

on the Greek text, and, as in the case of many pairs 

of scholars, assume that they had most things in 

common. Had V; estcott and dort not joined forces in 

this monumental enterprise, and had Hort written more, 

along the line of exposition, it is unlikely that the 

eighth and twenty-third letters of the English alpha- 

bot would have become associated, in the realm of 

Biblical studies, in an almost legendary geminous union. 

It does not appear that Vaughan had any progeny so far 

as method in Biblical exposition is concerned. 
The 

Handley successor to 1`ieatcott in the 'see 
of Durham 

14ou1o, may be aeon as the inheritor of the tendencies 

of Lightfoot. But then, like all such charts, these 

genealogical trees of scholarship have limitations, and 

so much depends on the viewpoint taken in assessing a 

man's progenitors. In any case, critical method, 

theology, churchmanship, temperament, linguistic knowledge, 

class of reader or hearer - these and other factors all 

intersect, as wo have seen in the cases dealt with above. 
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The rigidly conservative approach to Biblical 

exposition; the obsolete method of treatment; the- 

traditional theology, whose categories and vocabulary 

are largely drawn from the Book of Common Prayer and 

the Authorised Version 
of the Bible; the apparent 

unawareness of developments in religious thought going 

on all around him; and the unattractive style of his 

commentaries; - all these factors combine to provide 

some explanation at least as to why Vaughan's exposition 

has boon neglected and overlooked. Add to these the fact 

that Vaughan left a will which expressly forbade any 

biography, and we, can understand how those in after 

years who did not know him and his notable work as 

preacher, educationalist, trainer of men and administrator* 

would not be likely to take note of him. AND YET, those 

who did know him, from the Archbishop to the hu; blest 

of the Doves, from the Master of Trinity to the Doncaster 

Gazette reporter, all speak in a tone ranging from 

admiration to practically hero-worship. We are bound 

press our enquiry in search of an explanation. 

The reason seems to lie partly in the force of his 

personality, which no book can mediate in the same way as 
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the living presence. Further he left upon his hoarero 

the impression of a clear, sensitive intellect; and he 

possessed an unusual power of expression through voico, 

diction and manner. We select a few inpreasions at 

random from a wide variety of people over a period of 

many years: 

Archbishop Benson: "1e are unspeakably indebted to 
Dean Vaughan"s wisp and search- 
ing ? 3('I(CsA' * in training our 
Hugh. " 

G. G. Coulton: "(Vaughan) set himself not to mould 
the youth, but to teach him moral 
and intellectual self-reliance.... 
Vaughan, with a wonderful insight 
into characters around him, gras 
keenly self-conscious, '* 

F. D. How: referring to four outstanding 
qualities which characterised the 
hoadnastership of Vaughan, includes: 

"that quality which made it impossible 
for one to take a liberty with hiss. 
No word or action of his could be sot 
aside as trivial. " 

Doncaster Gazette, 23 November, 18CO: 

"Dr. Vaughan's description of Christ 
and His works upon earth wore truly 
eloquent. Ills character was pour- 
trayed in most vivid languago and 
with such earnestness as to absorb 
the attention of the overflowing 
congregations. " 

* Liddell . Scott, 'equity - the SPIRIT an opposod 
to the LET7 lR ." 
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Doncaster Gazett©, 8 Julys 1861: 

"The power of moral magnetism 
is one of the rarest as well as 
the noblest human endowments... 
It hardly need be said that so 
rare a gift involves proportion- 
ate responsibility. This Dr. 
Vaughan well understands: his 
magnet not only draws, it points 
to the lodestar, and leads the 
wanderer into the path of duty 
and peace. " 

. gains, "Dr Vaughan's writings, ... they ' 
are characterised by moral 
suggestiveness, which goes not 
the less directly to the con- 
science, that the manner of it is 
exquisitely delicate and refined. " 

R. R.. I'lilliams: "His great contribution, however, 

was his own life, utterly dedi- 
cated, exemplary +n devotion, in 
freedom from self-seeking and in 
earnestness. " 

In his articlo*ILR. Wllliams underlines MORAL 

EAR? IES'1NESS as the essential quality of Vaughan's 

sermons. It is not an overstatement to extend this 

and say that it is the essential quality of Vaughan's 

11ße. But even that superb attribute does not cover 

everything, and we, must look a little further and deeper. 

* 'A Neglected Victorian Divine', Ch. Quarterly Rev. 
vol. cliv. 
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In our search for clues which point to that inner 

religious mind of Dr Vaughan, we were struck by two 

paragraphs in his Preface to the first edition of the 

Commentary on 'Romans. ' 

'*The interpretation of the Word 

of God is too apt to degenerate, 
into a censorship of its human 
interpreters. Lien are satis- 
fied to drink of a very turbid 
stream, who might slake their 
thirst at the living spring. 
The stpo4v)r1 

, instead of beim 
the very mouthpiece of theµiyris 
becomes the mere echo of the 

surrounding 1r94; ri'l " Gifts are 
exercised in the collation and 
comparison of previous comment- 
aries, which would be invaluable 
if brought to bear immediately 
on the living oracles- themselves. " 

Perhaps Vaughan had in mind Plato's Timaeus, 72 B, 

when he wrote about ' pO44 7S and the ýý&-ri5 " 

Cf. "To be. the nabi of an e-lohim means then 
to be his mouth. ' his mouth, not his 
megaphone. The nabi does not convey 
a finished speech, which has already 
been made articulate, he shapes to sound 
a hidden soundless speech, the speech 
which in the human sense is pre-verbal, 
and in the divine sense primarily verbal, 
as a mouth of a person shapes to sound 
the secret, soundless speech of his 
innermost being. " :, i. BUBER, Hiasidisrn, 1948, 

p. 120, 
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Vaughan continuos: 

"S believe that to a hind educated 
in the study of ancient writers, 
and a heart disciplin(A for the 

pursuit of Divine hnowlodge, the 
`icripturis will gradually unfold 
their own moaning as the reward 
of a ; atient and trustful study. 
On the other hand, if this process- 
be interfered with by the premature 
presentation. O. the opinion of a 
human commentator, the clearness 
of the vision will inevitably be 
disturbede bow by a prepossession, 
and now by an antipathy, alike 
inconsistent with the spirit of 
calm and candid enquiry, and un- 
congenial to the very cliaate in 
which such a process should be 
carried on" " p. vi. 

Vaughan seeks to interpret the Word of sod. Yet 

his commentaries and notes do not yield a very impressive 

interpretation, though they are in themselves able and 

worthy exe esis of terms and explanations of grammatical 

usages together with some helpful exhortation. But, 

taken broadlys we conclude that the kind of Interpreta- 

tion which Vaughan has in mind in the two paragraphs 

quoted above is something fuller and higher than the 

limited exposition found in his writings and in the text 

of big; notes to Doves. In Vaughan, then, the rich and 
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essential interpretation of the V7ord of God is not 

to be found unfolding in an imposing system of 

theological or doctrinal exposition, or in deep spec- 

ulative discourse, or in acute historical insights, or 

in profound mystical utterances, or in lofty ethical 

applications of Christian principles. Others offer 

us interpretations of the Divine 'Mord in one or more 

of these modes more effectively than Vaughan. And yet, 

that Vaughan did enter into the heart of the Scriptures, 

and 'stand in the council of the Lord, and perceived 

and heard His Word, ' there is no doubt. 

Without br-littling his printed expositions or the 

113 notes, we are bound to admit that the vital kind of 

interpretation Vaughan insists upon seems to be more 

evident in his preaching; and according to those who 

knew and saw and hoard him, it was transmitted powerfully 

by his life and personality and spirit; and it lay in 

the nuance of what he said rather than in the actual 

words. Some of the words or his sermons are more aglow 

with the M-11" 7a"T than is his scholarly exegesis of 

Pauline terminology and usage. But it is something 

more than mere homily and homiletics, 
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It is clear from the reading of Vauthan's sermons, 

and in other places too - even in the i11SS where it 

appears that the speaker let himself go and the scribe 

captured the spoken words just as they came forth 

that hero was a man who could say with Jeremiah, 

"there is in nine heart as it were a burning fire shut 

up in my bones, and I am weary with forbearing, Fuld I 

cannot contain. " The prophetic `)1Twas not lexical 

and grammatical exegesis, or theological exposition, 

or historical interpretation, but MORAL FIRE ignited 

by personal communion with the Divine Source of all 

holy fire. 

All the Biblical and theological interpreters 

discussed in the foregoing pages were seeking, each 

in his own way, to interpret the Word of God. In the 

case of Vaughan the commentary does not appear to have 

been his best instrument fot the task. The sermon, 

the lecture, the actual reading of the Word, the inter- 

view, that personal contact of soul with soul, were 

Vaughan's most effective means of making vitally real 

to others the truth as it is in Jesus. 
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In this one respect 
Vaughan approximates to . Iaurice 

and Robertson - and they were neither cornoentators nor 

thoologians supromoly. They were prophets, each with 

his own euphasis, and touching the personal lives of 

multitudes of people. Likewise, of this goodly fellow- 

ship was C. J. Vaughan *. 

Cf. S.: Io1INNCKLL, "Yahweh's Word 

resembles Yahweh's law in being 
recognizable by its content 
rather than by its form. The teat 
is religious and moral, an 
'apprehension' or 'knowledge' of 
God .. " 

'The Spirit and the ytºord, ' J. 13. L. vol. 53, p. 216. 

O. PROCKSCIT, "It is a peculiar 
feature of (Isaiah) that he to 
fond of characterising the rev- 
elation granted to him by the 
old priestly expression Torah... 
as though the prophetwere the 
true priest, who comr, iunicatesa 
God's dealings with men by means 
of the Word, while he was often 
enough In conflict with the 
official priesthood. For it is 
not cultus but preaching that 
creates the bond between God and 
man, and preaching is simply 
and solely the proclamation/the 
Word of God. " of 

- Thoologie des A. T. (1949), P. 206. 
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The lies of Charles John Vaughan, spanning best 

part of the century which saw so extensive a revolution 

in theological thought and critical method, wa: s some- 

thing of both a paradox and a paragon. In relation to 

the advanced state of textual criticism, higher criticism 

and theology towards the end of the century, he was a 

noble anachronism. But as a teacher and trainer of 

men, his appeal and technique were wonderfully effective 

right through to the last few Doves in his eighty-second 

year. As a preacher of the Gospel - as God's prophet - 

his evangelical passion never waned and the prophetic 

voice never wavered. His last message, penned with 

rauch pain and hesitation, still glows with the old fire. 

As a plain minister of the Word, who from choice never 

left the ranks of the priesthood,, he walked with God - 

and was not, for God tools him. 

A Li an G r e a t l y B e lo v e d 

A m bi t 1 0 u s t o b a, Q u i et 



POSTSCRIPT 

AFTER this thesis3 had been bound, and immediately prior 

to its submission, the writer- received a manuscript from 

Canon Coombs containing an extract from "Confessions of 

a Convert" - by Monsignor Ilugh Henson, son of Archbishop 

Benson: 

"I road for a year and a hall with 
Dean Vaughan at Llandaff. 

IIe was. a very unique and exceptional 
man, and It was owing no doubt to his 
extraordinary charm of personality and 
his high spirituality that my father-, 
in spite of the divergence of his views 
from those of the Dean, decided to 
place me under his charge, 

I think that he was in some respects 
the most remarkable preacher I have ever 
heard, & He wrote out his sermons with 
infinite pains, word for word, destroy- 
ing, I believe, the entire: RMS and begin- 
ning it all over again if he were inter- 
rupted during his composition of it; and 
then delivering it word for word from 
his paper with scarcely a gesture except 
quick, slight glances and almost timid 
movements: of his head. But the English 

was simply perfect, comparable only witb, 
that of Ruskin and Newman; his voice 
was" as smooth and pointed and pliable as 
the blade of a rapier,; and above all he 
possessed that magnetic kind of persoa- 
ality that affected his educated hearers= 

at any rates like a strain of music. 



"He was a pronounced Evangelical in hin 
views; I still possess somewhere a 
couple of sets of notes that I wrote 
for him, under his influence, on the 
sacraments of Baptism and the Lord's 
Supper, in which anything approaching to. 

sacramental doctrine is e: cplicitly denied. 
Yet his faith was so radiantly strong, 
his love for the Person of our Lord so 
intense, that his pupils, I think, what- 
ever their predispositions, were almost 
unconscious of the lack of other things. 
When we were under his spell it appeared 
as if no more could be necessr. y than the 
love and devotion of our master to God" 

His wife, too, was another great 
feature in our life. She was a strange 
old lady, resembling in face Queen Victoria, 

and one of the cleverest women I ever met. ". 

We led a harmless life, reading Greek 
Testament with the Dean every morning, 
composing a sermon for him once a week, 
playing a great deal of football, and 
attending the Cathedral services every day. 
tut here, in spite of the Dean's strong 
Evangelicalism, commended though it was 
by his charming and spiritual personality, 
I began to have a glimmer of more Catholic 
views. 

py ý`# 
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